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Abstract 
Conversational agents (CAs) are computer programs used to interact with humans 
in conversation. Goal-Oriented Conversational agents (GO-CAs) are programs that 
interact with humans to serve a specific domain of interest; its’ importance has 
increased recently and covered fields of technology, sciences and marketing. There 
are several types of CAs used in the industry, some of them are simple with limited 
usage, others are sophisticated. Generally, most CAs were to serve the English 
language speakers, a few were built for the Arabic language, this is due to the 
complexity of the Arabic language, lack of researchers in both linguistic and 
computing. This thesis covered two types of GO-CAs. The first is the traditional 
pattern matching goal oriented CA (PMGO-CA), and the other is the semantic goal 
oriented CA (SGO-CA).  
Pattern matching conversational agents (PMGO-CA) techniques are widely used in 
industry due to their flexibility and high performance. However, they are labour 
intensive, difficult to maintain or update, and need continuous housekeeping to 
manage users’ utterances (especially when instructions or knowledge changes). In 
addition to that they lack for any machine intelligence. 
Semantic conversational agents (SGO-CA) techniques utilises humanly constructed 
knowledge bases such as WordNet to measure word and sentence similarity. Such 
measurement witnessed many researches for the English language, and very little 
for the Arabic language. 
In this thesis, the researcher developed a novelty of a new methodology for the 
Arabic conversational agents (using both Pattern Matching and Semantic CAs), 
starting from scripting, knowledge engineering, architecture, implementation and 
evaluation. New tools to measure the word and sentence similarity were also 
constructed. To test performance of those CAs, a domain representing the Iraqi 
passport services was built. Both CAs were evaluated and tested by domain experts 
using special evaluation metrics. The evaluation showed very promising results, and 
the viability of the system for real life. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Machine intelligence has focused researchers’ interest since 1950, it was first inspired by 
Alan Turing (Turing, 1950) through his famous question “Can machines think?” This 
question was the motivation for researchers to seek an answer. 
To answer this question, researchers developed what were known as chatbots 
(Chatbots.org, 2005), these Chatbots were designed to converse with human just for the 
sake of keeping up the conversation for as long as needed to pass the test. Most of these 
chatbots relied on rephrasing users’ utterances to generate what looked like a viable and 
reasonable response, however those chatbots lacked any form of intelligence. 
At a later stage, Chatbots were developed further into what is known now as Conversational 
Agents (CAs) (Crockett, et al., 2011) to help solving real life problems by simulating human 
knowledge not just to strive aimlessly to prolong the conversations. Since then machine 
intelligence has been an ultimate goal in the history of computer science. 
The work in this thesis shall answer the following questions:  
1.  Can pattern matching CAs be used effectively for the Arabic language in a domain of 
interest? 
2.  Is it possible to develop an Arabic semantic conversational agent? 
3.  Does the semantic CA introduce a significant improvement over pattern matching 
CAs? 
4.  Is it possible to simulate human short and long term memory? 
5.  Can pattern matching or semantic CAs effectively cover the domain of interest?  
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6.  Are existing methods for sentence similarity suitable to be embedded within an 
Arabic semantic CA? 
1.1. Research Aims and Objectives:  
To answer the research questions, the following objectives were set by the author to be 
achieved 
1. Review the existing Arabic and English Conversational Agents, with an emphasis on the 
Goal Oriented CAs, and also emphasis on adaptable Conversation Agents. 
2. Research into semantic word and sentence similarity measures in both English and 
Arabic language.  
3. Investigate the use of short and long term memory within CAs through human semantic 
memory system and examine if memory mechanism can be developed within CAs 
4. Using appropriate Knowledge Engineering methods to obtain user goals which are used 
to model the domain knowledge. 
5. Design and develop a novel semantic based adaptable Arabic Goal-Oriented 
Conversational Agent (AGO-CA) which incorporates word and sentence similarity 
measures. 
6. Development of a human semantic similarity memory system to capture and recall short 
term memory from conversation. 
7. Conduct usability evaluation of the AGO-CA for the selected domain. 
1.2. Research Contributions 
 A novel Architecture for Arabic CAs using knowledge trees. 
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 Long-term memory management in CAs. 
 An evaluation methodology for Conversational Agents. 
 Development and evaluation of an Arabic pattern matching goal-oriented CA. 
 Development and evaluation of an Arabic semantic goal-oriented CA. 
 Development and evaluation of new measure for word semantic similarity in Arabic. 
 Including sentence difference in sentence similarity measurement. 
 Conversational Agent Development Tools. 
1.3. Background 
Researchers have succeeded in developing many types of CAs; most of them revolved 
around the idea of using pattern matching techniques, where the scripter writes many 
different patterns of users’ utterances in order to script a conversation. 
Although pattern matching CAs can offer good performance, they still lack any form of 
intelligence, it is up to the scripter to write enough patterns to handle different users’ 
utterances. As time passes and information changes, the CA would need an effort by the 
scripter to update the scripts. This makes the conversational agent cumbersome to manage 
and these patterns might eventually conflict with one another. 
To overcome the weaknesses of pattern matching, another approach to develop 
conversational agents has emerged recently, relying on semantic relations between texts to 
estimate similarity instead of the pattern matching approach.  
An attempt has been made in English to incorporate similarity measures into conversational 
agents as a replacement to pattern matching (O’Shea, et al., 2010). Semantic CAs focus on 
estimating the relatedness of user utterance and the canonical sentences stored within the 
CA to generate responses.  
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Unlike pattern matching CAs, semantic CAs are expected to achieve more machine 
intelligence by eliminating the need for patterns and replace them with similarity 
measurement between users utterances and prototype sentences stored within the CA. 
The use of semantic similarity measures also reduces the effort required to update CA’s 
patterns and rules. Yet, the research on these types of agents is still in its early days, as the 
work was focused on developing similarity measurement methods and their related tools 
such as semantic networks and WordNet.  
The Arabic language received little attention in the field of CAs development, the only work 
in this field was attempted by (Hijjawi, 2011) to develop a pattern-matching Arabic CA.. To 
the best of the researcher knowledge no attempt has been made to develop Arabic 
semantic conversational agents, this is mainly due to the linguistic complexities of the 
Arabic language and the absence of a well-developed semantic similarity measures for the 
Arabic language. 
The research presented in this thesis proposes a new architecture for the Arabic 
conversational agents, which is used to construct an Arabic pattern matching goal-oriented 
CA to overcome the weaknesses associated with previous Arabic CA constructed by (Hijjawi, 
2011). This research also studied the need for semantic CAs and proposed a new one for the 
Arabic language. Both CAs developed in this work were evaluated by human participants. 
This thesis ends with a comparative study between pattern matching CAs and semantic CAs 
and a conclusion. 
1.4. Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2: Conversational Agents. 
This chapter gives an overview of previous work and techniques used within 
conversational agents, their evaluation methodology and a general outline of the 
knowledge engineering process. The chapter also describes some of the challenges 
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associated with developing conversational agents, and the linguistic complexities of 
the Arabic language such as Arabic grammar and morphology. 
 
Chapter 3: Sentence Similarity Measurement. 
Chapter three gives an overview on sentence similarity measurement methods, and 
the resources used to measure them such as WordNet and SUMO ontology.  Then 
the chapter delves into the details of existing word and sentence similarity 
measures, discussing their strengths and weaknesses. 
 This chapter also covers some of the problems associated with using these methods 
in the Arabic language, and the limitation of linguistic tools used to perform word 
and sentence similarity in Arabic. 
 
Chapter 4: Arabic Conversational Agents: Architecture and Scripting Language  
This chapter begins with the methodology of developing conversational agents, 
starting with knowledge engineering, architecture design, implementation and 
evaluation. 
The chapter describes the knowledge engineering process starting by gathering 
information about the domain of study and how this information is modelled and 
transformed into a knowledge trees to serve as a knowledge base for CAs. 
Then this chapter introduces a new architecture for Arabic conversational agents to 
overcome the weaknesses of previous Arabic CA, such as poor dialogue flow control 
and slow performance. Each part of the new architecture is explained in details and 
the role of each in the overall performance of CAs. 
A full description of all the features of the new architecture and the new pattern 
matching goal-oriented CA (PMGO-CA) is also covered, these include: dialogue flow 
control, Accuracy, user-agent Interaction, Flexibility, Adaptability, and Memory 
management. 
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The new scripting language PMGO-CA is also covered with full explanation of the 
pattern matching process between user’s utterances and patterns stored within the 
knowledge tree of the CA. 
This chapter also provides full description of software tools used to construct the 
Arabic PMGO-CA; their features and advantages. 
 
Chapter 5: Pattern Matching Goal Oriented Conversational Agent Evaluation  
The chapter introduces an evaluation methodology for the conversational agents, 
including subjective and objective evaluation metrics, human participants, and the 
questionnaire used to evaluate the agent. 
This chapter also covers the results of PMGO-CA evaluation with elaboration and 
analysis. 
 
Chapter 6: Semantic Goal-Oriented Conversational Agent  
This chapter introduces a novel semantic goal orientated Conversational Agent 
(SGO-CA). The new semantic CA incorporates a similarity measure instead of pattern 
matching techniques.  
The chapter also covers the information sources used to estimate the similarity 
between words and sentences, and the similarity measures used to calculate them. 
Finally, the chapter proposed modifications and adaptations for the existing 
measures and introduces a new measure for computing Arabic word similarity. The 
chapter ends with the implementation of SGO-CA for the domain of study. 
 
Chapter 7: Experiments and Evaluation of SGO-CA 
 This chapter is split into two parts. The first part covers a series of empirical 
experiments to test the proposed word and sentence similarity measures and make 
changes and adaptations for this measure in the context of SGO-CA. While the 
second part of the chapter covers human evaluation for the semantic goal-oriented 
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conversational agent according to the same evaluation methodology developed in 
chapter (5). 
 
Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future work 
This chapter summarises all the work and novelties that have been achieved during 
the course of this research, and highlights the research results. The chapter ends 
with a set of recommendations for further research in the field of conversational 
agents and semantic similarity measurement. 
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Chapter 2 
Conversational Agents 
2.1. Introduction  
Communicating with computers using natural language has been a goal in artificial 
intelligence for many decades. It was stimulated by the British code breaker Alan Turing, 
who‎designed‎what‎is‎known‎as‎the‎Turing‎Test‎„TT‟‎to‎test‎whether‎computers‎can‎replace 
humans in communicating with other humans (Turing, 1950). 
Turing proposed an imitation game which is played with a man (A), a woman (B) and an 
interrogator (C) whose gender is unimportant. The interrogator stays in a room apart from 
A and B. The objective of the interrogator is to determine which of the other two is the 
woman is while the objective of both the man and the woman is to convince the 
interrogator that he/she is the woman and the other is not. This situation is depicted in 
Figure (2-1). 
 
Figure ‎2-1 Turing Test 
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What would happen when a machine takes the part of A in this game? Would the results 
differ when the game is played with a machine instead of a woman? These questions 
replace the original, "Can machines think?” (Turing, 1950) 
Turing’s ideas have been widely discussed, attacked, and defended. (Saygin, et al., 2000). 
The Turing test was criticised for the fact that it has a woman and a machine each trying to 
convince the judge that they are a woman and the judge’s task is still to decide which the 
woman is, and which is not. But this judge is not thinking about the differences between 
women and machines, but between women and men. (Hayes, et al., 1995). 
Others believe that the game has been misunderstood and judged according to the 
performance of systems in the Loebner Prize. (Shah, 2011) 
In 1990 Hugh Loebner (An American inventor) agreed with The Cambridge Centre for 
Behavioural Studies to underwrite a contest designed to implement the Turing Test. Dr. 
Loebner pledged a Grand Prize of $100,000 and a Gold Medal for the first computer whose 
responses were indistinguishable from a human's. Such a computer can be said "to think.". 
Each year an annual cash prize and a bronze medal are awarded to the most human-like 
computer chatbot. This encouraged researchers and experts to develop more CAs to win 
this prize. Some good examples of the CAs developed especially for the Loebner Prize was 
TIPS, CONVERSE (Wiks, 2000), ALICE (Wallace, 2003), Ella, Jabberwacky (Carpenter, 2006), 
Mitsuku (Worswick, 2013) and other CAs. 
Computer programmers that interact with users using natural languages are called 
Chatbots, they usually try to keep the conversation going with users aimlessly in variety of 
topics. According to (Shawar, 2007) the aim of chatbots was to see if they could fool users 
that they were real humans. 
The first chatbots was known as ELIZA, which was a simple computer program written at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) by Professor Joseph Weizenbaum 
between the years 1964-1966 (Weizenbaum, 1966). ELIZA used few tricks in answering 
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questions by other questions giving the impression that the program is listening and 
responding to questions by answers.  
ELIZA was primitive Chatbot and incapable of developing any real-world knowledge or 
considered application of self-awareness. However, it was the first step towards more 
developed and sophisticated chatbots. PARRY (Colby, 1975) was a development of ELIZA 
with some modifications. It was developed in 1972 by a psychiatrist called Kenneth Colby at 
Stanford University and was modelled on the paranoid mind. It tried to add more 
personality through beliefs and emotional classification (accept, reject, neutral) instead of 
matching trigger words (Kao, 2007) . PARRY also suffered from drawbacks, it was unable to 
generate responses, except for a limited number of unrepeated questions. It is worth 
mentioning that PARRY did not pass the Turing test. 
Unlike chatbots which try to keep the conversation going aimlessly, conversational agents 
are designed to help users in a specific domain of interest through consistent dialogue. 
 (O'Shea, et al., 2011) defined Conversational agents (CAs) as “a  computer  program  which  
interacts  with  a  user  through  natural  language dialogue and provides some form of 
service by processing user’s input and providing a suitable response”. 
Conversational agents exploit natural language technologies to engage users in text-based 
information-seeking and task-oriented dialogs for a broad range of applications (Lester, 
2004),  like web-based guidance (Latham, 2010), database interfaces (Owda, et al., 2011) 
and tutoring (Graesser, 2005) (Latham, et al.), customer service (Noori, et al., 2014), help 
desk (Harbusch, et al.), guided selling (Anna3) and technical support. (Acomb, et al.). 
The on-going development of internet technologies, web applications, computational 
linguistics, and the increasing business needs for customer service have contributed into the 
development of commercial conversational agents, a good sample of these CAs is Anna 
(Anna3), and Spleak (Chatbots.org, 2005). 
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The CA Anna engaged with users on a text-based dialogue to help them exploring and 
buying products. Anna can also respond to other non-related utterance with smooth 
answers trying to change the conversation to the products domain.  The CA answers 
questions about products, prices, sizes, delivery, spare-parts, and opening hours. Anna has 
an animated cartoon figure which displays emotions related to her responses, like smiling 
while she welcomes users, etc. 
Anna can respond to non-related utterance by trying to direct the conversation towards the 
products and services; the most remarkable thing about Anna that it picks up a clue about 
what the customer wants in abstracts and then offers a menu in which a user can click and 
select from, once a selection is made, Anna navigates the user to the desired product page 
where all information is available, thus Anna is not purely based on conversation, it 
provides services based on both conversation and web navigation. 
Spleak is a spoken chatbot, it talks to people in a variety of subjects. It has an access to a 
number of sites like weather forecast, horoscopes, dictionaries, news, etc. and use 
information from such sites to keep conversation running with users. Unlike Anna who 
helps customers with products and services using a meaningful dialogue and web 
navigation, conversations carried out with Spleak were often random with the sole aim of 
making a conversation going for the longest period of time.  
It is worth to mention that both Anna and Spleak won the Loebner prize in the years 2003 
and 2006 consequently. 
Conversational agents take too long and cost too much to develop (Razmerita, et al., 2004). 
They require expertise in the scripting of conversations and a good understanding of the 
written form of the language (i.e. English or Arabic). Researchers must design their own 
system architecture, develop knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms, gather 
the required domain knowledge, and implement all system modules. 
There are many challenges associated with the development of conversational agents, 
starting with capturing and interpreting users’ utterance, disambiguating the utterance 
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according to a given domain or context, knowledge representation and reasoning about the 
world or a particular domain, in addition to other challenges related to agents 
responsiveness, adaptability and usability. 
Many English-based CAs have been developed, some of which were text-based such as 
ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966), ALICE (ALICE, 1995), PARRY (Colby, 1975) among many others. 
However, the Arabic language Conversational Agents has witnessed less attention, this is 
mainly due to the complexity of the language itself and the limited researches in Arabic 
linguistics, in addition to the lack of social acceptance for such applications. 
This chapter covers: 
 A background and review about conversational agents. 
 The approaches used to develop CAs and the associated challenges  
 A background and review about Arabic language and its challenges. 
 The evaluation of conversational agents. 
 Knowledge organisation and representation. 
2.2. Natural Language Processing 
Chowdhury (Chowdhury, 2005) defined Natural Language Processing (NLP) as “The area of 
research and application that explores how computers can be used to understand and 
manipulate natural language text or speech to do useful things”.  According to (Madnani, 
2007), the term “Natural Language Processing encompasses a broad set of techniques for 
automated generation, manipulation and analysis of natural or human languages”.  (Kao, 
2007), also defined NLP as “the attempt to extract a fuller meaning representation from 
free text”. NLP aims to convert human language into a formal representation that is easy for 
computers to manipulate, and determine who did what to whom, when, where, how and 
why. 
NLP utilises variety of tools and techniques including grammar rules, lexical and 
morphological analysis (Altabbaa, et al., 2010) (Mohtasseb, et al.) (Mazroui, 2014), noun 
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phrase generation, word segmentation (Monroe W., 2014), semantic and discourse analysis, 
word meaning and knowledge representation, lexicons, thesaurus, corpus such as WordNet 
(Miller, 1994), VerbNet, FrameNet (Ruppenhofer, et al., 2010), the Brown corpus (Francis, et 
al., 1979) and the Canadian Hansard. (Roukos, et al., 1997) 
According to (Nadkarni, 2011), NLP tasks are classified into low-level and a high-level tasks. 
Low-level NLP tasks include: 
 Sentence boundary detection (READ, 2012), to determine the beginning and end of 
sentence. 
 Tokenization (Stanford tokenizer), which divide texts into a sequence of tokens, 
which roughly correspond to “words”. 
 Part-of-speech tagging (Brill, 1992), also called grammatical tagging or word-
category disambiguation, is the process of marking up a word in a text (corpus) as 
corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on both its definition, as well as 
its context 
 Morphological Analysis (Altabbaa, et al., 2010), to decompose words and extract 
their stems and affixes.  
 Shallow parsing (Abney, 1994), identifying phrases from constituent part-of-speech 
tagged tokens. For example, a noun phrase may comprise an adjective sequence 
followed by a noun. (Nadkarni, 2011) 
Higher-level tasks build on low-level tasks and are usually problem-specific 
(Nadkarni, 2011). Including:  
 Spelling error detection (Gupta, 2012). 
 Grammatical error identification (Andersen, 2011), to identify poorly formed 
sentences. 
 Named entity recognition (Manning), identifying specific words or phrases (‘entities’) 
and categorizing them. 
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 Word sense disambiguation (WSD) (Rindflesch, 1994) (Weeber, 2001), determine 
the exact meaning of a word in a given context or sentence. 
 Negation and uncertainty identification (Chapman, 2001) (Weeber, 2001), inferring 
whether a named entity is present or absent. 
 Relation extraction (Bach) to determine relation between words, entities and 
concepts 
NLP have been used widely in applications, including Machine Learning, information 
extraction ( (Gupta, 2014), InQuery (Callan, 1992)), Document Retrieval (Liddy, 2001) 
(Richardson, 1998), machine translation, text-summarisation, web-search, human computer 
interfaces, education, parsing (Green, et al., 2010), customer service (Rosenfeld, et al., 
2000), weather forecast (Hazen T., 1998),  text mining (NetOwl, 2014) (TextWise, 2014) and 
conversational Agent (Rozinaj, 2012). 
(Chowdhury, 2005) Stated that “at the core of any NLP task there is the important issue of 
natural language understanding. Building an NLP system imposes several challenges related 
to the interpretation and analysis of linguistic input, and knowledge representation”. 
Thus, a layered approach must be followed to construct an NLP system, starting at the word 
layer to determine the morphological structure, then the sentence layer to check the syntax 
according to a defined grammar in order to understand the meaning of the sentence, (who 
did what to whom, when, why and how) and then to the context layer to determine what 
this sentence means in this specific context, and what is the required action to be taken. 
Accurate and efficient natural language processing is essential for an effective 
conversational agent to respond appropriately to users’ utterances. 
According to (Lester, 2004) “A conversational agent must interpret the utterance, 
determine and perform the actions that should be taken to respond to the utterance”; 
therefore A language understanding system must have a considerable knowledge about the 
structure of the language including the meaning of words, the grammar, and how words are 
combined into phrases and sentences.  
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However, language grammar is not always applicable since people are always changing the 
rules to meet their needs; therefore it is not always possible to determine the exact and 
complete characterisation of utterances. 
An example of an NLP based CA is GALAXY (Seneff, 1998), which is a natural language 
system for spoken language developed at MIT. GALAXY supports English spoken and textual 
dialogues to help users to access online information. GALAXY interprets the utterance and 
frames it into defined attributes. This framing helps GALAXY to understand the utterance’s 
topic and the information that is requested. Then, GALAXY uses a template-based response 
generator in order to reply with a relevant response.  
However, there are strong arguments why NLP approaches are not suitable in the 
development of CAs. According to (Sammut, 2001), “traditional methods for Natural 
Language Processing (Allen J., 1995) have failed to deliver the expected performance 
required in a Conversational Agent” because exact grammar is rarely used in conversations; 
therefore the CA must have a mechanism to deal with poorly formed utterances.  In 
addition to that, people in their daily life often use some colloquial language and 
expressions which might look ambiguous to the CA.  For example someone might use the 
phrase “I've never been into baseball” to state that He/ She does not find baseball 
interesting. 
Thus, pragmatic knowledge about the context of the conversation turns out to be a much 
more important factor in understanding an utterance than traditional linguistic analysis. 
(Sammut, 2001). 
 
2.3. Types of Conversational Agents 
There are two main types of CAs depending on their interfaces. They are Embodied 
Conversational Agents (ECA), and Linguistic Conversational Agents (LCA).  
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2.3.1. Embodied Conversational Agents 
(Cassell, 2000) Defined‎ embodied‎ conversational‎ agents‎ (ECA)‎ as‎ “computer-generated 
cartoon-like characters that demonstrate many of the same properties as humans in face-to-face 
conversation, including the ability to produce and respond to verbal and nonverbal 
communication”.‎ECAs‎stimulate‎human‎appearance‎and‎behaviour‎to‎communicate‎with‎people‎
to answer questions and perform tasks for the user through natural language dialogues. (Valle, 
2010) described the structure of ECAs consisting of the following main components shown in 
figure (2-2), they are: 
 An interface to capture language or gesture input into the ECA, such as audio and gesture 
analysis. 
 An‎engine‎or‎a‎dialogue‎manager‎to‎determine‎the‎ECA‟s‎behaviour. 
 A visual component to perform gestures and movement, such as audio and gesture 
synthesis  
 
Figure ‎2-2 ECA's structure (Morency, et al., 2005) 
ECAs are beneficial in human-computer interactions for a number of reasons. Agents could 
act as smart assistants, much like the ones used in travel agents or investment advisors 
(Catrambone, et al., 2002). A conversational interface appears to be a more natural 
dialogue style because the user does not have to learn complex command structure and 
functionality. Furthermore, an embodied agent could use intonation, gaze patterns, facial 
expressions and gestures. 
One common trend discovered in studies is that embodied conversational agents appear to 
attract people’s attention, both in positive and negative senses. Studies have shown that 
the attention gained by an embodied conversational agent had a more positive, desired 
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effect. According to (Walker, 1994), people who interacted with a talking face spend more 
time on an on-line questionnaire, made fewer mistakes, and wrote more comments than 
those who answered a text questionnaire. 
The development of an ECA requires advanced techniques for gesture and speech 
recognition, ECAs have challenges related to understanding human psychology. For example 
the ECA must capture and analyse facial expressions and gaze patterns which are different 
from one person to another and from one situation to another. 
ECAs supporting speech commands and utterance encompasses the same challenges the 
Speech dialogue systems do, recognition systems must support variety of pronunciations 
and dialects, furthermore there are many differently spelled words but yet they are 
pronounced the same way such as “sea” and “see”, therefore a disambiguation mechanism 
is required for such utterances, the matter is even more complicated in Arabic where there 
are many dialects, with different words and pronunciations. 
 In addition, an ECA has the same other challenges associated with LCAs which are related 
to word sense disambiguation, morphological analysis, knowledge representation, 
reasoning, responsiveness, adaptability, usability, memory, etc. 
ECAs have been developed for variety of applications such as tutoring (Massaro, et al.) and 
customer service (Kopp, et al., 2005). 
Due to the complexity of the Arabic language and the variety of Arabic dialects used in the 
Arab countries, and the limitation of Arabic speech analysis systems, this research is 
focusing on the development of textual Arabic conversational agent to tackle the problems 
associated with conversational agents in general, and overcome the challenges associated 
with the Arabic language in specific. This text-based CA can serve as a base for future 
development of an Arabic ECA, by adding speech analysis and synthesis modules. 
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2.3.2. Linguistic Conversational Agents 
Linguistic Conversational Agents are categorised according to their interfaces as Spoken 
Dialogue Systems (SDS) and Textual Dialogue Systems (TDS). 
 SDS: Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDSs) are concerned with the conversion of speech 
into text. The average user might expect to interact with a CA by speaking to it 
directly and having the speech interpreted by SDS algorithms (O'Shea, et al., 2011). 
The goal of spoken dialogue systems (SDS) is to offer efficient and natural access to 
applications and services, such as email and calendars, travel and entertainment 
booking, and product recommendation. (Demberg, 2006).  
During the last few years several SDS were developed in many applications 
including: 
o Voiced-based control of home appliances, such as light and air conditioning. 
(Baig, et al., 2012) 
o  GPS systems. (Trovato, et al., 1998) 
o E-mail services, to help users write, listen and navigate through their emails. 
(Walker, et al., 1997) 
o Other applications such as cinema schedules and bus trip information (P. 
Madeira, 2003). 
 TDS:  A textual Conversational Agent enables communication through a “User 
Interface” that has input and output textual boxes in order to receive/send an 
utterance/response respectively (Hijjawi, 2011).  
The problem with SDS is the challenge related to capturing user’s voice, isolating it from 
other noise in environment, and converting voice utterance into text utterance, 
considering the fact that users pronounce words differently, in addition to the 
disambiguation part, where the agent would have to identify the intended word among 
many similarly pronounced words. 
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Furthermore an SDS would face the same complexities associated with the TDS after 
converting the voice utterance into text; all of these issues are magnified with the 
development of an Arabic conversational agent, due to the diversity of the Arabic 
dialects, and the lack of neat Arabic speech analysis systems. 
TDS also encompasses many challenges in sentence structuring, language grammar, and 
morphological analysis, and word sense disambiguation. These challenges are fully 
covered in section 4.2. 
Many LCAs have been developed since the last century such as ArabChat (Hijjawi, 2011), 
InfoChat (Allen J., 1995), ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966), (ALICE, 1995) and many others. 
2.4. Approaches to Developing Linguistic Conversational Agents 
2.4.1. Pattern Matching 
Pattern recognition is usually considered as an engineering area which focuses on the 
development and evaluation of systems that imitate or assist humans in their ability of 
recognizing patterns (Duin, 2007). Text-based pattern matching systems can be classified 
into three categories,  
 Question and Answering systems 
 Natural Language interfaces to databases. (Susie M. Stephens).  
 Conversational agents (ArabChat (Hijjawi, 2011), Student debt advisor (Crockett, 
et al., 2009), Bullying and harassment advisor (Latham, 2010), Intelligent tutoring 
system (Latham, et al.). 
From a CA perspective Text-based Pattern Matching (PM) is the process of searching for a 
string or sequence of strings in a piece of text to find all occurrences of these strings inside 
that text. (Hijjawi, 2011). 
Pattern matching is a technique that uses an algorithm to handle user conversations by 
matching CA’s patterns against a user’s utterance. AIML (Wallace, 2003) is the widely used 
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pattern matching technique in conversational agents; a typical pattern consists of words, 
spaces, and wildcards. A wildcard is a symbol used to match a portion of the user’s 
utterance.  
Several other pattern matching algorithms have been developed by Knuth (Knuth, et al.), 
Boyer-Moore (Robert, et al.) Karp-Rabin (Karp, et al.).  
The Knuth–Morris–Pratt string searching algorithm (or KMP algorithm) searches for 
occurrences of a "word" W within a main "text string" S by employing the observation that 
when a mismatch occurs, the word itself embodies sufficient information to determine 
where the next match could begin, thus bypassing re-examination of previously matched 
characters. 
The Boyer-Moore algorithm uses information gathered during the pre-process step to skip 
sections of the text, resulting in a lower constant factor than many other string algorithms. 
In general, the algorithm runs faster as the pattern length increases. The key feature of the 
algorithm is to match on the tail of the pattern rather than the head, and to skip along the 
text in jumps of multiple characters rather than searching every single character in the text. 
The Rabin–Karp algorithm or Karp–Rabin algorithm is a string searching algorithm created 
by Richard M. Karp and Michael O. Rabin (1987) that uses hashing to find any one of a set of 
pattern strings in a text. 
The scripting language is the language in which patterns are defined; the most widely 
known scripting languages are AIML used by ALICE (Wallace, 2003) and Pattern Script used 
by Info Chat (Sammut, 2001). 
2.4.1.1. ALICE 
The Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity (ALICE) is a chatbot that converse with 
users in variety of topics. ALICE uses as a scripting language known as AIML (Artificial 
Intelligence Mark-up Language) which was originally adapted from a non-XML grammar 
developed by Prof. Richard S. Wallace (Wallace, 2003), AIML is a scripting language which 
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enables people to input knowledge into chatbots based on the A.L.I.C.E free software 
technology.  
ALICE is designed to keep the client talking as long as possible, without necessarily providing 
any useful information along the way. The longer average conversation lengths measured 
over the years have in fact been a measure of A. L. I. C. E.'s progress. 
According to (Wallace, 2003),  AIML describes a class of data objects called AIML objects 
and partially describes the behaviour of computer programs that process them. AIML 
objects are made up of units called topics and categories. Each category consists of a 
pattern, a template and an optional context, pattern represents a question, while template 
represents an answer. The AIML pattern language is simple, consisting only of words, 
spaces, and the wildcard symbols as demonstrated in figure (2-3). 
 
<category >  
<pattern>Hi</pattern>  
 <template>Hi there!</template>  
</category > 
<category > 
 <pattern>Hello *</pattern>  
<template><srai>Hello</srai></template> 
</category > 
<category> 
<pattern> What do you know about Isaac Newton</pattern> 
<template> 
<srai>Who is Isaac Newton</srai> 
</template> 
</category>  
Figure ‎2-3 A sample of AIML script 
AIML elements begin and end with opening and closing tags, rules are organized into 
categories, each category contains pattern and template; the pattern is compared against 
user’s utterances and the template is the response which is fired once the pattern is 
matched. 
There are three types of categories: 
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 Atomic Categories: are those with patterns that does not have wildcards “*” 
or “_” 
 Default Categories:  are those with patterns has a wildcards “*” or “_” which 
are used to replace a part of user’s utterance. 
 Recursive categories: It is a property of template not pattern. The template 
calls the pattern matcher recursively using <srai> and <sr> tags which refers 
to simply recursive artificial intelligence and symbolic reduction. 
 
2.1.1.1 InfoChat and Pattern Script 
InfoChat is a pattern matching conversational agent developed by ConvAgent in 
collaboration with the Human Computer Learning Foundation (Sammut, 2001). InfoChat has 
its own scripting language that structure any applied domain into a collection of text files, 
each text file represents a context, and each context has many rules. A rule has many 
patterns and associated responses.  
museum :: 
#new topic(museum, museum topics, eliza) 
init ==> 
[ 
Welcome to the Powerhouse Museum and our exhibition on 
the Universal Machine. We can talk about lots of things, 
including Alan Turing and his ideas on Artificial Intelligence. 
| 
We have a great exhibit on Charles Babbage and computers in 
general. 
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| 
We can talk about other things, like Robotics and Machine 
Learning. 
] 
museum topics :: 
{* comput~ * | * universal *} ==> 
[ 
#goto(universal, [init]) 
] 
{* control * | * information * | * processing *} ==> 
[ 
#goto(control, [init]) 
] 
{* communications * | * media *} ==> 
[ 
#goto(media, [init]) 
 
Figure ‎2-4 sample of InfoChat scripts (Sammut, 2001) 
 
As shown in figure (2-4) InfoChat scripting rules are of the form pattern ==> response. 
Pattern expressions may contain wildcards such as ’*’, indicating that zero or more words 
may match and ’˜’ to indicate that zero or more characters may be matched. 
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Patterns can also contain non-terminal symbols, i.e., references to other pattern 
expressions. This enables the script writer to create abbreviations for common expressions 
such as lists of alternatives for the various ways in which the user can enter affirmative and 
negative answers. Since the definitions of non-terminal symbols may be recursive, pattern 
expressions are equivalent in expressive power to BNF notation. 
Response expressions contain two different types of alternative constructs. Alternatives 
surrounded by braces (“,“, “-”) indicate that any element may be chosen; at random for 
output to the user. Alternatives surrounded by brackets (“*“,“+”) are chosen in sequence. 
Thus, if the same rule fires more than once, the first alternative is chosen on the first firing, 
the second element on the second firing, and so on.  
2.4.1.2.  Issues Related to Pattern Matching  
In general pattern matching based CAs encompasses the following issues: 
 It is a process of searching for an occurrence in a string of text, it does not 
include any semantics about the words and sentence in general. 
 It requires careful definitions for patterns, as some of those patterns may 
overlap (apply to different user utterances with different meaning) causing 
misfired responses. 
 The scripting of pattern matching is time consuming, for each utterance the 
scripter must define countless number of patterns. 
However Pattern matching has some advantages, in terms of responsiveness, the 
pattern matching process is fairly fast providing almost real-time response. 
2.4.2. Sentence Semantic Similarity 
(Oxford dictionary, 2015) defined a sentence as “a set of words that is complete in itself, 
containing a subject and predicate, conveying a statement, question, exclamation, or 
command, and consisting of a main clause, and sometimes one or more subordinate 
clauses”.  
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Sentence semantic similarity is a measurement of the extent in which two or more 
sentences are similar to each other from logical perspective. An effective similarity measure 
should be able to determine whether sentences are semantically equivalent or not, taking 
into account the variability of natural language expression (Achananuparp, et al., 2008).  
Measurement of text similarity have been used for a long time in wide range of applications 
in natural language processing and related areas, including information retrieval, automatic 
evaluation of machine translation  (Papineni, 2002), relevance feedback and text 
classification, word-sense disambiguation (Resnik., 1999), language modelling (Rosenfeld, 
1996), synonym extraction (Lin, 1998), and automatic thesauri extraction (Curran., 2002). 
In general there are two approaches to measure semantic similarity, a statistical approach 
which is purely based on mathematical formulae; the other uses humanly constructed 
sources such as knowledge bases and thesaurus to measure semantic similarity. 
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a statistical method of measuring sentence similarity. 
According to (Landauer, 1998) LSA is “A fully automatic mathematical/statistical technique 
for extracting and inferring relations of expected contextual usage of words in passages of 
discourse”, this method is fully explained in section (3.1) 
The other approach for measuring semantic similarity utilises knowledge bases, Corpus 
statistics, lexicons, grammar and part-of-speech, etc. to determine sentence similarity, this 
method has been researched by scholars and some algorithms were proposed. The 
semantic similarity of two sentences is often calculated using information from a structured 
lexical database and corpus statistics and the semantic distance between sysnets in 
WordNet. Details about this method and WordNet can be found in sections (3.5.1) and (3.3) 
respectively 
2.5. Arabic Conversational Agents 
Little work has been achieved in the development of Arabic Conversational Agents. 
Mohammed Hijjawi (Hijjawi, 2011) developed the first known Arabic agent known as 
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ArabChat. ArabChat used pattern matching algorithms and classified users’ utterances to be 
either question or non-question in order to speed up matching.  The prototype agent was 
developed for the Applied Science University (ASU) in Jordan to work as an information 
point advisor for their visitor students who are Arabic native speakers. Some good trials 
were made to test ArabChat and showed some degree of success. However, amending the 
scripts in the domain in any way resulted in complex reformulation of rules within contexts 
and was very time consuming similar to English CAs.  
Despite being successful in terms of robustness as the first Arabic conversational agent, 
ArabChat had some drawbacks including slow responsiveness to users’ utterances and a 
complexity to modify rules and patterns; the scripting of ArabChat requires expertise and 
careful consideration in rules definition. 
This section examines the challenges related to the development of an Arabic 
conversational agent. 
2.5.1. Arabic Dialects 
There are three main categories of  Arabic language, they are Classic, Modern, and 
Colloquial Arabic (Ryding, 2005). Arab speakers usually use these different types of Arabic 
depending on the nature of conversation.  
Classical Arabic is the original Arabic language which is used in the Quran. Classical Arabic is 
very rich in terms of grammar and vocabulary and encompasses a number of diacritics 
which are used to distinguish Arabic words and determine their pronunciation and 
grammatical meaning that facilitates and detect their grammatical cases (for instance, noun 
or verb).  
However these diacritics are no longer used in Modern Arabic language, the grammatical 
meaning is being understood by the context of the sentence or paragraph. Modern Arabic is 
used as the official language in Arab countries. 
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 The third type, known as Colloquial Arabic, is the dialect language being used in different 
Arab countries. A dialect spoken in one Arabic country might not be understood by people 
living in another country. The Arab dialects may have different vocabulary and may even 
contain words from other languages. 
There is no standard grammar for any of the Arabic dialects, this will increase the challenge 
associated with the development of an Arabic CA to understand or recognize user 
utterances from various Arab countries. 
2.5.2. Arabic Morphology 
In linguistics, morphology is the study of the internal structure of words (El Kholy, 2010). It 
is the identification, analysis and description of the structure of morphemes and other units 
of meaning in a language (Altabbaa, et al., 2010). 
One of the main distinguishing features of the Arabic language is the root-and-pattern 
morphology. The root is the semantic abstraction consisting of two, three or (less 
commonly) four constants from which words are derived through the superimpositions of 
templatic pattern. In Arabic, the word ” KTB”  has the broad lexical sense of ‘writing’ from 
which the words for ‘book’ (KiTaab), ‘writing’ (Maktub), ‘writer’ (KaaTiB), ‘office’ (maKTab) 
and ‘document’ (KaTi-iBa) are derived, nouns have feminine and masculine gender and 
singular and plural number, and also dual in some Semitic languages. Adjectives are 
morphologically like nouns. 
Arabic is a morphologically rich and complex language, characterised by a combination of 
template and affixation morphemes, complex morphological, phonological and 
orthographic rules, and a rich feature system. (Altantawy, et al., 2011) 
Morphology usually focuses on two fundamental issues: derivational morphology, which 
concerns how words are formed, and secondly, inflectional morphology, which concerns 
how words interact with the syntax (Ryding, 2005). However, derivational morphology 
governs the principles of a word’s transformation  
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Morphological analysis and generation are important to many NLP applications such as 
machine translation (Diab, 2007); (El Kholy, 2010) and information retrieval (Aljlayl, et al., 
2002), and conversational agents (O’Shea, et al., 2010). Much work has been done on 
Arabic morphological analysis and generation in a variety of approaches and at different 
degrees of linguistic depths. Habash (Altantawy, et al., 2011) Morphology analyser (XEROX) 
(Khoja, 1999), ISRI (Taghva, 2005) and Light Stemming (Larkey, 2002). (AraMorph), 
(Mazroui, 2014), (Mohtasseb, et al.), Qutuf (Altabbaa, et al., 2010) 
 
2.5.3. Language Ambiguity 
In Arabic language, multiple words may have different meanings. There are, two types of 
ambiguity in Arabic: morphological ambiguity and word sense ambiguity. Morphological 
ambiguity is often a result of not using the Arabic diacritics. For example the word “ بْة ذَر” 
means gold while the same word with slightly different diacritics “  ذَر ذَة ” means “went”   .   
Morphological ambiguity increases the challenge associated with the development of the 
Arabic conversational agents, because diacritics is usually omitted in modern Arabic 
language, therefore CA users are not expected to include Arabic diacritics in their 
utterances, which makes it hard to determine the intended word. 
Word sense ambiguity occurs when two words with an exact syntactic form (including 
diacritics) have different meanings for example the word”شٍسٌ” “walks”, means "شٍسٌ "  
“easy” as well, the word “ ٌبْ ي ذَسيٌُ” means “salute “ and it also means “deliver” at the same time. 
In addition, word sense ambiguity is a challenge in the development of a semantic 
conversational agent. A method is needed to distinguish the intended meaning of word. 
Many word sense disambiguation techniques (Agirre, et al., 2009) (Zouaghi, et al., 2012) 
(Liu, et al., 2007) (Ide, et al., 2002) (Li, 1995) have been developed but they usually require 
additional computational and time complexity which might not be desired in a CA 
environment.  
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WSD was the central topic of research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) for years, and 
more recently it was found that it is so important in many NLP tasks such as parsing, 
machine translation, information retrieval, question answering, conversational agent, 
information extraction and text mining. WSD is considered as the key step to approach 
language understanding (Agirre, et al., 2009) 
2.5.4. Non Arabic Words Used in Arabic Dialect 
The Arabic language contains countless number of non-Arabic words, for instance the word 
“وٌاتىٍ” “Mobile” is widely used to express the cell phone devices, the word “شذىٍثٍىم” 
“computer” is used for computer devices, "خسىثسات"  is used to define the travel document or 
passport. These words and other dialect words do not follow the same rules of 
morphological analysis and grammar. This, of course, is another challenge when developing 
Arabic Conversational Agent. 
2.5.5. Arabic Grammar 
The Arabic language has the flexibility of sentence structuring in terms of word order. The 
sentence structure in Arabic has three forms (El Kholy, 2010), which are: (from right to left): 
[object][subject][verb] ( ححافرىا ذَحٍ ومأ), [object][ verb][ subject] ( ححافرىا ومأ ذَحٍ), and 
[verb][subject][ object] ( ذَحٍ اهيمأ ححافرىا).In contrast, the sentence structure in English might 
be *subject+*verb+*object+ (‘Mohammad ate an apple). Consequently, this flexibility of 
sentence structuring in Arabic will increase the complexity of building an Arabic CA in terms 
of actual sentence understanding. In Arabic language, the research into computational 
semantics is much smaller than other areas in NLP, due to high complexity (El Kholy, 2010). 
 
The challenges of Arabic language can be summarised as: 
o The rich morphology and the many inflectional morphological categories for 
Arabic language 
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o Arabic diacritics, there are many Arabic words with a similar spelling but they 
differ in diacritics (which are not being used in the modern Arabic language) 
which causes a morphological ambiguity. 
o Word sense ambiguity, there are some Arabic words with the exact spelling 
and diacritics, yet they might have different meaning based on the context. 
o The diverse Arabic dialects used around the world, those dialects may have 
foreign words, and they usually do not follow the standard Arabic grammar. 
Building a pattern matching CA does not suffer from any of the challenges stated above, 
since pattern matching is just a process of searching for a pattern in a string of texts 
regardless of the spelling and grammatical structure of the sentence. 
However these issues impose a real challenge in the development of an Arabic 
conversational agent based on semantic similarity or natural language processing in which 
semantic analysis and sentence understanding is required. 
2.6. Evaluation of Conversational Agents: 
Conversational agents like other programs, must pass rigours testing and evaluation before 
releasing them for public use. The evaluation of CAs is the process of performing tests on 
various aspects of a conversational agent by a selected group of qualified participants from 
different backgrounds to decide whether the agent is suitable to interact with users in real 
environment, and uncover any weaknesses associated within the agent based on evaluators 
feedback. 
Chatbot evaluations have been conducted using a variety of criteria (usability, user 
satisfaction, Agent credibility, ease of understanding, efficiency, effectiveness, speed, and 
error rates etc.). Some evaluation methods tend not to assess all criteria and as there is no 
benchmark metrics and consistency across evaluation methods. Instead they conclude that 
evaluations should be adapted to user needs and the application at hand (Shawar, 2007). 
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Traditional evaluation methods often focus on usability criteria in a narrow sense, which 
correspond roughly to the concepts of usability goals (Preece, 2002). More recent 
approaches focused on both subjective and objective reactions in the evaluation. In 
addition to that, emotional aspects and user satisfaction are also included in the evaluation. 
These are usually referred to as user experience goals. 
Although there is no standard methodology adopted by researchers to evaluate the agents, 
the evaluation can be classified into two major categories, subjective and objective 
evaluation. 
Subjective evaluation usually focuses on user’s satisfaction criteria, including: 
 Task Ease: to measure how easy it is for a user to reach out the required 
information. 
 Performance: which measures the level on which conversations were easy to 
understand 
 User Expertise: to evaluate the level on which the evaluator knew  what He/ She 
could  say or do at each point of the dialogue 
 Expected Behaviour: To evaluate the degree of the agent ability to meet user’s 
expectations.  
 Future use: the degree in which the user is willing to use the system instead of 
human experts. 
Objective evaluation focuses on the actual gain of using the agent; according to (O’Shea, et 
al., 2010) objective evaluation metrics include: 
 Dialogue / Conversation length. 
 Count of dialogue turns. 
 Various measures of success at utterance or task completion level. 
 Various counts of errors, corrections or percentage error rates. 
 Various counts of correct actions by the agent (e.g. answering questions). 
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 Various speech recognition accuracy measures. 
Evaluation of a CA is mainly done either by distributing a questionnaire to the users trying 
to reveal their assessment of using the agent or by studying the resulting dialogue 
(Silvervarg A., 2011).  
Generally, questionnaires are a particularly efficient method to apply and analyse since they 
enable many users with different backgrounds to evaluate several items on variety of 
aspects, including usability, functionality and responsiveness in addition to several other 
criteria which varies from one system to another. They also allow an efficient quantitative 
measurement of product features. Some questionnaires can under certain circumstances be 
used as a stand-alone evaluation method. 
(Walker, et al., 1998) Identified three major limitations in subjective and objective 
evaluation methods: 
 The use of reference answers makes it impossible to compare systems that use 
different dialogue strategies for carrying out the same task; such comparison 
requires a standard answer to be defined for every user utterance. 
 Various evaluation metrics may be highly correlated with one another and thus 
provide redundant feedback on performance. 
 The inability to trade-off or combine various metrics to make generalisations. 
To overcome these limitations (Walker, et al., 1998) introduced a general framework for 
evaluating and comparing the performance of spoken dialogue agents called PARADISE. This 
was used to evaluate the DARPA communicator SDS (Walker, 2001).  PARADISE uses range 
of methods from decision theory to combine a disparate set of performance measures such 
as user satisfaction task success and dialogue cost into a single performance evaluation 
function. 
(O'Shea, et al., 2011) introduced what is known as “Wizard of Oz” to evaluate rule-based  
systems separately from the rest  of  the  CA’s components. This wizard simulates the CA 
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interface and operates the rule-based system, allowing the user to test and evaluate system 
rules independently but this is a very time consuming approach and less commonly used in 
commercial application development.  
(Walker, 2001) conducted an exploratory experiment with nine participating communicator 
systems. All systems supported travel planning and utilised some form of mixed-initiative 
interaction, the evaluation of these systems included both subjective and objective 
evaluation, objective metrics were extracted from the logs, while subjective metrics were 
collected via a survey. 
(O'Shea, et al., 2009) introduced an evaluation methodology for the semantic 
conversational agents (SCA) . Evaluation process is divided into two phases: 
 Phase one: evaluates the SCA’s interaction capabilities from the users’ perspective: 
this phase is divided into two parts: 
o Part A involves an experiment which evaluates the SCA interaction using a set 
of participants. The evaluation included the following metrics: 
1. Usability – is the SCA easy to use? 
2. Accuracy– is the interaction with the SCA correct/ without 
misunderstanding? 
3. Satisfaction – is the interaction with the SCA pleasing/ trouble-free? 
4. Naturalness/Believability – is the SCA human-like?  
5. Task success – is the goal of the interaction with the SCA achieved? 
6. Repeated use – would the user consider using the SCA in the future? 
 
o Part B involved a comparative assessment of two CAs. The first CA was the 
SCA developed using the SCAF and the second was a text-based CA InfoBot. 
The aim of the comparative evaluation was to assess any differences 
between the interactions of the CAs by measuring satisfaction from the 
user’s perspective. This was gauged by examining the different aspects of the 
interaction, such as usability and naturalness of the dialogue.  
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 Phase two: assesses natural language scripting, which is used to script the SCA. The 
aim of the evaluation was to determine whether or not natural language scripting 
enables the construction of scripts with ease, efficiency and without flaws from the 
script writer’s perspective, the evaluation included the following metrics: 
o Intuitiveness: denotes ease-of-use.  
o Usefulness: denotes whether the features are beneficial and contribute to 
the ease of functionality of the SCA.  
o Flawlessness: denotes errors or deficiencies affecting the SCA’s capabilities 
and, thus, interaction.  
2.7. Knowledge Organisation in Goal-Oriented Conversational Agents 
Goal-orientated Conversational Agents (GO-CAs) are a special family of conversational 
agents that are designed to converse with humans through the use of natural language 
dialogue to achieve a specific task (Crockett, et al., 2011). GO-CAs help users to satisfy their 
goals in a specific domain of interest, Unlike Chatbots, which strive to keeps the 
conversation going randomly as long as possible. The GO-CAs emulate the decision-making 
ability of a human expert. 
 One of the components of a GO-CA is a knowledge base of the domain and a set of rules 
similar to those found in an expert system.  
2.7.1. Knowledge Acquisition  
Knowledge acquisition is the accumulation, transfer, and transformation of problem-solving 
expertise from experts or documented knowledge sources to a computer program for 
constructing or expanding the knowledge base. (Trappey, 2006). 
Shadbolt (Shadbolt, et al., 1999) classified knowledge according to three perspectives, they 
are: 
 The first considers the distinction between declarative knowledge which refers to 
the knowledge of facts and procedural knowledge which refers to the knowledge of 
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how to do things.  These two types of knowledge are also referred to as static 
knowledge and dynamic knowledge.  
 The second is well-known classification of knowledge is that of tacit knowledge 
which is difficult to articulate and explicit knowledge which is easier to 
articulate. 
 The third perspective is related to what extent the knowledge is abstract across 
many situations; or specific which applies only to one or a few situations. Methods 
of making knowledge more abstract or specific has been a major effort in knowledge 
engineering. 
The steps below summarises the knowledge acquisition process: 
 
 Conduct initial interviews with the expert(s) to establish a basic understanding of the 
domain, key terminology and determine what knowledge to gather. 
 Analyse the resulting documents, and produce a set of questions about any 
misunderstanding, ambiguities and issues related to the domain 
 Conduct a second interview with the expert(s), using the prepared questions to 
reach a better understanding of the domain, also ask experts for any guides and 
documentations related to the domain, and also ask for a sample of procedural 
documents used within the domain. 
 Analyse the results of the interview and the acquired documents to identify higher 
level information about the domain such as entities, attributes, rules, concepts and 
relationships between concepts  
 Translate this higher level knowledge to a better understood format such as trees, 
organisation diagrams, work flow diagrams or flow charts 
 Discuss the resulting representation with the expert(s) to expand the knowledge. 
 Refine the resulting knowledge by gathering higher level information and repeating 
the analysis and representation process 
 Validate the knowledge acquired with other experts if possible, and make 
modifications where necessary. 
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2.7.2. Knowledge Base 
The knowledge base contains the relevant knowledge necessary for understanding, 
formulating, and solving problems. It includes two basic elements, facts such as the problem 
situation and the theory of the problem area; and special heuristics or rules that direct the 
use of the knowledge to solve specific problems in a particular domain (Trappey, 2006). 
There are different ways to represent knowledge depending on the type of problem. 
Solving a problem almost completely determined by the way the problem is 
conceptualised and represented. 
According to (Ramirez, et al., 2012), the types of representation models used for knowledge 
systems include distributed, symbolic, non-symbolic, declarative, probabilistic, ruled based, 
among others, each of them suited for a particular type of reasoning. 
Symbolic systems are human understandable representations which use symbols as the 
basic representation unit; each symbol represents something like an entity, a concept, an 
attribute or a word. Symbolic systems were in fact the original and predominant approach 
in AI until the late 80’s (Haugeland, 1989). Symbolic systems include structures such as 
semantic networks, rule based systems and frames, whereas distributed systems include 
different types neural or probabilistic networks. 
According to (Ramirez, et al., 2012) “Non-symbolic systems use machine understandable 
representations based on the configuration of items, such as numbers, or nodes to 
represent an idea, a concept, a skill, a word. These systems are also known as distributed 
systems”. 
In Semantic networks, concepts are graphically represented as nodes, while relations 
between concepts are represented as arcs, nodes appear as circles or ellipses or rectangles 
to represent objects such as physical objects, concepts or situations while links appear as 
arrows to express the relationships between objects, and link labels specify particular 
relations. Relationships provide the basic structure for organizing knowledge. Associations 
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have a grade which represents knowledge or strength of the association (Ramirez, et al., 
2012). Semantic networks are mainly used to model declarative knowledge. However, they 
are flexible enough to be used with procedural knowledge. Figure (2-5) demonstrates 
semantic network, the IS-A link is seen by (Brachman, 1983) as a relation between the 
representational objects, which forms a taxonomic hierarchy, a tree or a lattice-like 
structures for categorising classes of things in the world being represented. 
 
 
Figure ‎2-5 Semantic network (Shapiro, 1978) 
 Gruber (Gruber, 1993) defines ontology as an explicit specification of a conceptualisation. 
Ontologies represent knowledge as a hierarchy of concepts within a domain, using a shared 
vocabulary to denote the types, properties and interrelationships of those concepts. 
Rule based systems are symbolic representation models which are commonly used in 
procedural knowledge, they contain a set of organised rules each rule is structured as a 
conditions and actions. Actions are fired when the associated condition is satisfied. 
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Figure ‎2-6 decision trees for the delivery robot. Square boxes represent decisions that the robot can make. 
Circles represent random variables that the robot cannot observe before making its decision (Poole, et al., 
2010) 
A frame is a type of semantic network which mixes declarative knowledge and structured 
procedural knowledge (Ramirez, et al., 2012). Frames are constructed in a way to simulate 
human memory in situations that mix procedural and declarative knowledge. Each symbol 
in a frame has associated procedures, and a group of attributes of the situation. 
2.7.2.1. Knowledge Trees 
(Owda, et al., 2011) defined knowledge tree as “ a tree where the knowledge is organised in 
a hierarchical structure based on the expert knowledge which has been extracted and 
developed by a knowledge engineer”. 
Knowledge trees are used for knowledge representation in many systems (Crockett, et al., 
2009) (Owda, et al., 2011). It is used to simulate the structure in which humans represent 
knowledge. Knowledge trees offer an easy method to revise and update knowledge bases; 
and serve as a map for conversational flow in a specific domain. Figure (2-7) below shows 
an example of knowledge trees in which the information and the knowledge is modelled in 
the shape connected nodes to represent domain rules and regulations. 
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Figure ‎2-7  snapshot of knowledge tree used in HR Bullying and Harassment Advisor (Crockett, et al., 2009) 
 
2.7.3. Inference engine 
The inference engine provides a methodology for reasoning about information in the 
knowledge base to formulate a conclusion (Trappey, 2006). 
According to (Wojna, 2005 ) decision making as a human activity is often performed on 
different levels of abstraction. It includes both simple everyday decisions, such as selection 
of products while shopping, choice of itinerary to a workplace, and more compound 
decisions, e.g. in marking a student's work or in investments. Decisions are always made in 
the context of a current situation on the basis of the knowledge and experience acquired in 
the past. Several research directions have been developed to support computer-aided 
decision making, among them are decision and game theory (Luce, 1957), planning 
(Nilsson., 1971), control theory (Rosenblueth, et al., 1943), and machine learning (Mitchell, 
1997). The development of these directions has led to different methods of knowledge 
representation (introduced in section 3.4.2) and reasoning about the real world for solving 
decision problems. 
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There are different formal reasoning systems used by computers, such as: 
 Deductive reasoning which is based on the assumption that knowledge is 
represented and extended within a deductive system. This approach is very general 
and it encompasses a wide range of problems. However, real-life problems are 
usually very complex, and depend on many factors, some of them quite 
unpredictable; deductive reasoning does not allow for such uncertainty.   
 Inductive reasoning (Friedman, et al., 2001) (Maimon, et al., 2002) (Michalski, et al., 
1986) is more suitable for real-life problems; it is based on the assumption that 
knowledge about a decision problem is given in the form of a set of exemplary 
objects with known decisions. This set is called a training set. In the learning phase 
the system constructs a data model on the basis of the training set and then uses 
the constructed model to reason about the decisions for new objects called test 
objects. 
The most popular Computational models used in inductive reasoning are neural 
networks (Bishop, 1996), decision trees (Quinlan, 1993), rule based systems 
(Michalski, et al., 1986), rough sets (Pawlak, 1991), Bayesian networks (Jensen., 
1996), and analogy-based systems (Quinlan, 1993) (Russell., 1989)..  
 
2.7.4. Interfaces to Expert Systems 
Experts systems contain a language processor for friendly, problem-oriented, 
communication between the user and the computer. This communication can best be 
carried out in a natural language. (Trappey, 2006), Expert systems vary according to their 
communication interfaces, such as: 
 Menu based systems, where a choice is made by selecting a choice from available 
menu Such as Frequently Asked Question systems (FAQs), those are used by many 
companies and organizations to satisfy users’ questions; for example the FAQ’s 
system of Microsoft download centre  
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 Speech recognition systems, in which, the system analyses user’s voice to determine 
the input; such as the speech recognition system used in smart phones to execute 
specific commands based on user’s voice utterance. 
 Facial recognition systems, which analyses human facial expression to gain more 
insights about the person’s attitude  
 Text based expert systems, which interacts with users by analysing their textual 
utterances; such as ALICE (ALICE, 1995) and ArabChat (Hijjawi, 2011). 
2.7.5. Problems Associated With Knowledge Engineering 
Problems associated with knowledge engineering can be classified into two types. The first 
is knowledge acquisition process, this includes issues associated with information sources 
and how to obtain information from them; the other is related to the representation and 
modelling of this acquired information. 
Knowledge acquisition process include challenges related to both language and  
communication as experts often use  different languages, acronyms and shortcuts within 
their domain, they usually find it difficult to break out of this when they talk to people who 
are not experts in their domain, assuming that their audience has a lot more knowledge and 
understanding than it really does. 
Language is also rather imprecise which adds another challenge. People use the same word 
to mean different things and use different words to mean the same thing. These 
characteristics of language can lead to major problems for knowledge acquisition such as 
lack of knowledge dissemination, and misunderstandings. 
As discussed earlier in “knowledge acquisition” section, knowledge is majorly classified into 
tacit knowledge which is difficult to articulate and explicit knowledge which is relatively 
easy to articulate, both contain such a vast amount of knowledge that mapping all of it 
would be both impossible and a waste of time. (Shadbolt, et al., 1999) 
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As a result of having different types of knowledge, there are different types of experts with 
variety levels of experience, ranging from those whose knowledge of a domain is almost 
completely tacit to those whose knowledge is almost completely explicit. In addition, 
experts may not be able to remember the same things during interviews as they can when 
they are performing a task; the ability to recall the same information in different tasks can 
vary between individuals. For instance, those with experience of teaching others in a 
classroom setting are usually better at explaining their knowledge than those without such 
experience. 
2.8. Summary 
This chapter gave an overview on Conversational Agents (CAs), their definition, origin, 
types, and usage, with an elaboration on some CAs used and tested, showing their facilities 
and shortcomings. It also gave some definition and history about the Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and their role to build an 
understanding between the language texts and computers. 
 Special concentration was given to the Arabic Conversational Agents, their usage and 
challenges of the Arabic language; in addition to a short overview about sentence semantic 
similarity methods. 
In general the challenges associated with the development of Arabic Conversational Agents 
can be summarised as: 
 The complexity of the Arabic language  
 The variety of spoken Arabic dialects in different Arab countries 
 Word sense ambiguity 
 Knowledge acquisition and modelling. 
 Dialogue flow control. 
 CA’s Responsiveness, Usability and Adaptability. 
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Chapter 3 
Sentence Similarity Measurement 
3.1. Introduction 
Semantic similarity can be defined as the measurement of extent in which two words or 
sentences are similar to one another from logical perspective. Semantic similarity has 
important applications in many Artificial intelligence and natural language processing (NLP) 
fields, such as automatic question answering system (Harabagiuo, et al., 2004), Information 
Extraction (Hliaoutakis, et al., 2006), Machine Translation (Jeong, 2005), Conversational 
Agents (O'shea, 2012), Text Analysis (Malandrakis, et al., 2013), and Automatic Text 
Summarization (Ramiz, 2009). 
This chapter gives an overview about word and sentence similarity measurement and the 
different methods used to compute them, along with the advantages and disadvantages of 
each method. It also focuses on the Arabic word and sentence similarity, and the challenges 
associated with these methods, the tools used to measure semantic similarity are also 
discussed in details such as WordNet (Princeton University, 2005), AraMorph (Buckwalter, 
2002) and Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO). This chapter also covers the 
evaluation methods for both word and sentence similarity.  
The methods and techniques described in this chapter shall be used to match user’s 
utterance against standard sentences stored in agent rules.  
Sentence similarity for English language has been deeply researched by many scholars. 
Generally, there are two main approaches to measure sentence similarity. The first is based 
on semantic networks such as WordNet (Princeton University, 2005) by calculating similarity 
between each word in both sentences, then calculating sentence semantic similarity; which 
can be a function of the similarity between each pair of words. An example of this approach 
is the STASIS method developed by (Li, et al., 2006) which was covered in section (3.5.1)  
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The second method is called Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer, 1998) LSA is a fully 
automatic mathematical/statistical technique for extracting and inferring relations of 
expected contextual usage of words in passages of discourse. LSA takes only raw text as 
input such as sentences or paragraphs, it does not utilise any humanly constructed 
dictionaries, knowledge bases, semantic networks, grammars, syntactic parsers, or 
morphologies. 
LSA takes raw text as input parsed into words defined as unique character strings and 
separated into meaningful passages or samples such as sentences or paragraphs. Then LSA 
constructs a matrix, which has rows representing unique words, and columns representing 
passages. Each cell contains the frequency of occurrence the word of its row in the passage 
denoted by its column, and then each cell frequency is weighted by a function that 
expresses both the word’s importance in the particular passage and the degree to which the 
word type carries information in the domain of discourse in general. 
In LSA, a sentence is represented in a very high-dimensional space with hundreds or 
thousands of dimensions (Landauer, 1998). This results in a very sparse sentence vector 
which is consequently computationally inefficient. High dimensionality and high sparsity can 
also lead to unacceptable performance in similarity computation (Li, et al., 2006) 
(O’Shea, et al., 2008) compared between LSA and STASIS by using a dataset of 65 sentence 
pairs, a questionnaire was distributed among number of participants who were asked to 
rate “how similar the sentences are in meaning.” The rating scale ran from 0 (minimum 
similarity) to 4.0 (maximum similarity). Then the same dataset were calculated through LSA 
and STASIS 
Both LSA and STASIS have performed well using the same dataset (O’Shea, et al., 2008), and 
the experiment showed that similarity judgements made using these algorithms are 
reasonable and consistent with human rating. LSA scored (0.838) correlation with human 
rating while STASIS scored (0.816). 
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Although LSA is able to capture and represent significant components of the lexical and  
passage  meaning  evinced  in  judgement  and  behaviour  by  humans,  it  does, however, 
lack important cognitive abilities that  humans use to construct and apply  knowledge from 
experience. (Landauer, 1998) 
Unlike LSA, the STASIS method (covered in section 3.5.1) is based entirely on semantic 
networks (WordNet) to measure sentence similarity, where relations between words and 
synsets are identified based on human perspective. The researcher has found that the 
STASIS method is more suitable to develop semantic conversational agent, because it 
measures sentence similarity based on a knowledge base constructed from human’s 
experience instead of depending on statistical approach to compute semantic similarity. 
This chapter is focusing on semantic sentence similarity of text exchanged through dialogue 
between a human and a conversational agent based on word similarity and corpus 
statistics. In general the measurement is performed on the following stages: 
 Word similarity: by measuring semantic similarity between all words within the short 
texts being compared. 
 Sentence similarity: by measuring total sentence similarity based on the similarity 
scores between each pair of words in both short texts. 
These stages are tightly coupled and it is hard to separate them, since word similarity is part 
of sentence similarity both will be referred as “semantic similarity”. 
Little attention was given to the Arabic language regarding word and sentence similarity, 
the only trial observed in Arabic was conducted by (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013), in which 
algorithm for measuring Arabic word semantic similarity using Arabic WordNet was 
developed. 
3.2. Challenges of Sentence Semantic Similarity for the Arabic language  
The challenges of using Arabic word and sentence semantic similarity in the application of 
conversational agents can be divided into three main categories: technical challenges 
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related to speed and performance, challenges related to the Arabic language itself, and 
conceptual challenges related to the philosophy behind using semantic similarity methods 
in CAs. 
3.2.1. Technical challenges 
These include the challenges associated with integrating the CA with existing systems such 
as Arabic WordNet, these are described in details in section (3.3.7) 
3.2.2. Linguistic Challenges  
This type of challenges are related to the Arabic language and was already covered in 
section (2.5), these can be summarised as: 
 The variations of Arabic dialect. 
 The complexity of Arabic grammar. 
 Arabic diacritics and morphological ambiguity. 
 Word sense ambiguity. 
3.2.3. Challenges Associated with Sentence Similarity Measurement 
The third type of challenges is related to the similarity concept itself, this include: 
 The variant meaning of similarity: words or sentences are not always similar in the 
same way. They might be highly similar in some domains and contexts and counter 
wise in other contexts or domain, in some contexts some details may not be critical 
as some other contexts. For example, if someone lost a passport and he is talking to 
a friend, the phrase “I have lost my passport” is highly similar to the phrase “I do not 
have a passport” since they both lead to the same fact that he does not have a 
passport now. But, if this person is talking to a police officer those two sentences are 
not at the same level of similarity. 
 Function words: Arabic language like other languages contains function words; (like 
ًف  (in) ىيػ (on) ٍِ  (from) which often contain rich semantic  information about the 
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sentence, yet they cannot be classified in the ontology or knowledge base as 
something that truly exists in real world. For example, the word “ًف” (in) is used to 
relate between an entity and a place, but the word itself cannot be classified as an 
object that truly exist. Good sentence similarity measurements in the author’s 
opinion must consider function words as well. 
 Negation: sentence similarity measurement does not deal with negated phrases 
properly, so a good similarity measurement must include a method that gives more 
consideration for negated phrases. For example, the two sentences “I want a new 
passport”“ ذٌسا صاىج ذٌذج ”and “I do not want a passport” “ لاصاىج ذٌسا ” contain highly 
similar words but one of the sentences is totally negates the other. 
 Type of sentences: in general, sentences can be classified into informative, negative, 
Affirmative, and questionable sentences, each of which must be recognised before 
measuring similarity. For example, the sentence “Do I have to apply for a new 
passport?” “ و  ةجٌ ُا ًذقا هىصحيى ىيػ صاىج ذٌذج ؟ ” must not be similar to the sentence 
“I want to apply for a new passport” “ذٌذج صاىج ىيػ هىصحيى ٌٌذقرىا ذٌسا " . Sentence 
similarity measurement is unable to conclude facts from sentences, it wouldn’t 
detect similarity between “I lost my passport” “ خذقف يصاىج ” and “I have no passport” 
“ لا ليٍا صاىج ”. Although they are not similar but they still share the same fact that the 
person does not have a passport now. 
 The compound nature of Arabic words: Arabic words are usually rich of semantic 
information due to the affixes added to Arabic words. These affixes contain rich 
information about tense, plural, dual, and singular forms, and other information 
about the sentence. For example the Arabic word "ُىثرنٌ " which means (they are 
writing), the word indicates a plural masculine, and a tense in which the act of 
writing occurs is present in this case. 
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3.3. WordNet 
WordNet is a large lexical database of English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs grouped 
into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are 
interlinked by means of conceptual relations (Princeton University, 2005).  
WordNet has been widely used as a rich linguistic resource in fields of semantic similarity. 
(Datamuse, 2003)(Fong, 2003 ) (Pedersen, 2007)(Alcock, 2004). The relation between words 
in the WordNet lexical hierarchy provides a valuable source of information for calculating 
semantic similarity. 
The WordNet project started in the Princeton University Department of Psychology, by 
George A. Miller in the mid-1980s, to provide a tool to organise lexical information in terms 
of word meanings, rather than word forms, providing an alternative to classic dictionaries 
that group words according to their meaning regardless of their semantic. Therefore, 
WordNet resembles a thesaurus more than a dictionary (Miller, et al., 1990). 
Most of the methods used to measure similarity described in this thesis use WordNet as 
information source to evaluate word and sentence similarity, therefore an overview of 
WordNet structure and semantic relations is covered in the following sections. 
According to (Elkateb, et al., 2006), Arabic WordNet AWN (BLACK, et al., 2006) was 
constructed according to the same methods developed for Euro WordNet (Vossen, 1997). 
Euro WordNet is a multilingual database with WordNets for several European languages, it 
is structured in the same way as the English WordNet except that the synsets of supported 
languages are linked to an Inter-Lingual-Index based on English WordNet, the languages are 
interconnected so that it is possible to go from the words in one language to similar words 
in any other. The Euro WordNet approach maximises compatibility across WordNets  
Since all WordNets including the Arabic, English and Euro WordNet have the same 
hierarchical structure; specific concepts can be linked and translated with great accuracy by 
following a top-down procedure. Base abstract concepts are defined and extended via 
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Hyponymy relations to derive a core WordNet and the set of more specific concepts are 
encoded as synsets, the concepts are ontology terms which represent classes such as 
“Human” and “Animal”, other language-specific concepts are translated manually to the 
closest synset in Arabic. The same step is performed for all English synsets that currently 
have an equivalence relation in SUMO ontology(Vanderhulst, 2005) which is the knowledge 
base used by WordNet. The SUMO ontology is discussed in section (3.3.5).  
Arabic WordNet uses the same ontology base concepts as the English WordNet. However, 
AWN needs more effort to add more Arabic words and structure. At the time of writing this 
thesis the number of Arabic words did not exceed 24,000 words (The Global WordNet 
Association, 2014) compared to more than 150,000 words in English according to English 
WordNet statistics (Princeton University, 2014). In addition to that, Arabic WordNet does 
not have rich API’s (Application Programming Interfaces). Therefore, it has limited 
applications compared to the English WordNet. These applications include Question 
Answering (Abouenour, et al.), NLP (Rodríguez, et al., 2008), semantic web annotation (Bin 
Saleh, et al., 2009) and search engines (Al Ameed, et al., 2006). 
3.3.1. Semantic Relations 
The main relation among words in WordNet is synonymy (like the relation between the 
words shut and close). Words that have the same concept and are interchangeable in many 
contexts are grouped into unordered sets (synsets). 
In WordNet, a synset is linked to another synsets by a number of “conceptual relations”. 
Additionally, each synset contains a brief definition (“gloss”) and one or more short 
sentences demonstrating the use of the synset members. 
WorldNet’s conceptual relations between synsets can be summarised as: 
 Hyponymy or (is-a) relation which is the most frequently encoded relation among 
synsets. It links more general synsets like “ُاىٍح” “Animal” to increasingly specific 
ones like “خاٌذث” “Mammal” and “سىٍط” “Birds”. Thus, WordNet states that the 
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category “ُاىٍح”“Animal” includes “ يذثيخا ”“Mammal” which in turn includes “ خاٌذث 
حٍئاٍ”“Aquatic Mammal”. Conversely, concepts like“ خاٌذثىا حٍئاَىا ”“Aquatic Mammal” 
and “خاٌٍذث” “Mammal” make up the category “ُاىٍح”“Animal”.  
 Meronymy: the part-whole relation holds between synsets like “chair” and 
“ذْسٍ”“backrest”, “ذؼقٍ” “seat” and “قاس” “leg”. Parts are inherited from their super 
ordinates. If a chair has legs, then an armchair has legs as well.  
Parts are not inherited “upward” as they may be characteristic only of specific kinds 
of things rather than the class as a whole: chairs and kinds of chairs have legs, but 
not all kinds of furniture have legs. 
 Antonym: is an opposite relation between two synsets like “غٌشس” “fast” and “ءًطت” 
“slow”, “وٌىط” “tall” and “شٍصق” “short”  
3.3.2. Part of Speech 
The words covered in WordNet can be classified into three categories: 
 Nouns 
 Verbs 
 Adjectives and adverbs  
3.3.2.1. Nouns 
The most obvious relations between nouns in WordNet is “Synonymy” and “Hyponymy”, 
nouns such as people’s names, cities, countries, species and other entities are organized 
into a tree hierarchy. For example, the term “حطق” “Cat” is a “ يذثيخا ” “Mammal”; and“خاٌٍذث” 
“Mammal” is a subordinate of“ُاىٍح” “Animal”.  All noun hierarchies eventually go up the 
root node “entity”. There are some nouns that might be synonyms as well such as “ةهى” 
“flame” and “ساّ” “fire”. 
WordNet distinguishes among types (common nouns) and instances (specific persons, 
countries and geographic entities). Thus, armchair is a type of chair, but the cat’s name 
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“Garfield” is an instance of a “Cat”. Instances are always leaf (terminal) nodes in their 
hierarchies 
3.3.2.2. Verbs 
Verbs are the most important lexical and syntactic category of a language. All English 
sentences must contain at least one verb (Fellbaum, 1990). 
Verb synsets are arranged into hierarchies, verbs towards the bottom of the trees express 
increasingly specific manner, as in “وصاىرٌ” “communicate”, “ٌينرٌ” ”talk” and “سَهٌ” 
“whisper”. The specific manner expressed depends on the semantic criteria, such as volume 
in the above example that is just one dimension along which verbs can be elaborated.  
(Fellbaum, 1990) also stated that the sentence frame used to test hyponymy between 
nouns, is not suitable for verbs. For example people might be familiar with the sentence 
“ ةينىا ى  ُاىٍح ” “a dog is an animal” but they are likely to reject such statements as“ ضمشىا ى  
حمشح” “jogging is moving” or “ ًلام ى  سَهىا”“whispering is talking”. The semantic distinction 
between two verbs is different from the features that distinguish two nouns in a 
“hyponymy” relation. 
3.3.2.3. Adjectives and adverbs 
According to (Fellbaum, et al., 1993), WordNet divides adjectives into two major classes: 
descriptive and relational. Descriptive adjectives are often bipolar attributes and 
consequently are organised in terms of binary; opposite in meaning (antonym), and similar 
in meaning (synonym). 
Adjectives are organised in terms of antonyms: pairs of “direct” antonyms like “ ةطس-فاج ” 
“wet-dry” and “ باش-ِسٍ ” young-old reflect the strong semantic contrast of their members. 
Each of these adjectives in turn is linked to a number of “semantically similar” adjectives. 
For example, dry is linked to parch. (Princeton University, 2005).  
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Relational adjectives are assumed to be variants of modifying nouns and so are cross-
referenced to the nouns for such as colour adjectives. 
There are only few adverbs in WordNet (hardly, mostly, really, etc.) as the majority of the 
English adverbs are straightforwardly derived from adjectives via morphological affixation 
(like surprisingly, strangely, etc.) 
3.3.3. Database Structure 
According to (BLACK, et al., 2006) the database structure of the Arabic WordNet comprises 
of four categories, they are: 
 Items; which are conceptual entities, including synsets, ontology classes, and 
instances. Each item has a unique identifier, and descriptive information. 
 Word entity, or word sense: each word is associated with an item via an identifier 
 A form: it is a special form that is considered dictionary information (not an 
inflectional variant) such as the broken plural form. 
 A link; which represents conceptual relation relates two items, and has a type such 
as "Synonym” or “Hyponym". Links connect synset items to other synset items 
3.3.4. Morphological Analysis 
Morphology is concerned with lexical relations between word forms. Morphological analysis 
is crucial in WordNet. For example, if someone looks up the word “books” in WordNet, 
WordNet won’t be able to find the word with some type of morphological analysis since it 
has only the word “book” stored in its database. Therefore a program is needed to strip off 
the plural suffix to and then to look up the root of word in lexical database. 
The following sections cover the details of Arabic morphology and AraMorph. In Arabic 
WordNet only the root of words is stored in the lexical database. Therefore, it Is important 
to run or implement morphological analysis of words to derive their roots and isolate their 
affixes before performing semantic similarity measurement between them, compound 
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words will not be found in the lexical database and therefor semantic similarity would fail to 
give any result. 
Morphological analysis is also important to detect the part-of-speech categorisation of 
words (noun, verb, adverb etc.) which has an important role in semantic similarity 
measurement. 
In this research AraMorph (Brihaye, 2003) is used as a tool for morphological analysis, 
AraMorph is explained in details in the next section. 
3.3.4.1. Arabic Morphology (AraMorph) 
According to (Brihaye, 2003) AraMorph is a tool written in java used to perform Arabic 
morphology analysis and part of speech tagging. It is based on Backwater’s transliteration 
system (Habash, et al., 2007), which is a method of transforming Arabic letters into Latin 
letters and vice versa. Table (3-1) demonstrates how Arabic letters are translated to Latin 
letters. 
Symbol Arabic letter Symbol Arabic letter 
' HAMZA (ء) _ TATWEEL (~( 
| ALEF WITH MADDA ABOVE( ّ ) F FEH (ف)  
>  ALEF WITH HAMZA ABOVE (أ) Q QAF (ق) 
& WAW WITH HAMZA ABOVE (ؤ) K KAF(ك) 
<  ALEF WITH HAMZA BELOW ( ِ)  L LAM (ل) 
} YEH WITH HAMZA ABOVE (ئ)  M MEEM (م)  
A ALEF ( )  N NOON (ن) 
B BEH (ب)  H HEH(ه) 
P TEH MARBUTA (ت) W WAW(و) 
T THE(ذ)  Y ALEF MAKSURA (ى) 
V THEH (ث) Y YEH (Y( 
J JEEM  (ج) F FATHATAN ( ً ) 
H HAH (ح) N DAMMATAN ( ٌ ) 
X KHAH (خ) K KASRATAN( ِ ) 
D DAL (د)  A FATHA ( َ )  
* THAL (ذ)  U DAMMA( ُ )  
R REH (ر) I KASRA ( ِ )  
Z ZAIN(ز) ~ SHADDA ( ّ ) 
S SEEN (س) O SUKUN ( ْ )  
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$ SHEEN (ش) ` SUPERSCRIPT ALEF  
S SAD (ص)  { ALEF WASLA 
D DAD(ض) P PEH 
T TAH (ط) J TCHEH 
Z ZAH (ز) V VEH 
E AIN (ع) G GAF 
G GHAIN (غ)      
Table ‎3-1 Buckwalter transliteration (Buckwalter, 2002) 
AraMorph performs Morphological analysis for Arabic words in the steps below: 
1.  Arabic words are converted to Latin characters based on  the transliteration table (3-
1) 
2.  AraMorph uses an algorithm developed by (Buckwalter, 2002) to decompose the 
word in a sequence of possible prefix, stem, and suffix. 
3.  AraMorph checks the presence of each element in three dictionaries: 
 The prefix dictionary 
 The stem dictionary  
 The suffix dictionary  
4.  AraMorph grabs the morphological information for each element. If applicable, 
AraMorph then checks if the morphologies of each element are compatible between 
each other by looking-up three tables containing valid combinations: 
 Between the prefix and the stem. 
 Between the prefix and the suffix. 
 Between the stem and the suffix. 
For example, using AraMorph to process of  the Arabic verb (yEmlwn, ُىيَؼٌ),  AraMorph 
extracts the root (وَػ,Eml) and prefix (y) (ي) which refers to a third person, and the 
suffix (wn) (ُو) which indicates a plural masculine suffix. 
Morphological analysis is essential in processing word similarity, because WordNet 
keeps only the root of each word in the lexical database. The semantic similarity is 
measured between the roots of words regardless of their morphological affixes. 
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The types of Arabic morphological categories are discussed in the next section. 
 
Arabic Morphological Categories 
According to (AraMorph, 2003), each Arabic stem is assigned a morphological category 
using a form of mnemonic notation (N, Ndu, NduAt, Nprop, PV, IV, FW, FW-Wa, FW-WaBi, 
etc.). These notations denote both the basic part of speech classification (Noun, Verb, or 
Function Word) and the set of prefixes and suffixes that can be attached to that stem; 
Morphological categories can be highlighted as: 
 Function Word stems 
 Noun stems 
 Verb stems 
More details about the morphological categories can be found on (AraMorph, 2003)  
3.3.5. Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) 
According to (Gruber, 2008) ontology defines a set of representational primitives used to 
model a domain of knowledge or discourse. Ontologies are typically written in declarative 
languages to define levels of abstraction rather than data structures and implementation 
strategies, these languages are powerful to express concepts unlike the languages used for 
procedural programming. 
In the context of semantic similarity, the presence of ontology is essential to serve as a 
knowledge base for measuring semantic similarity based on the relations defined between 
ontology subclasses and concepts. 
The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) (Vanderhulst, 2005) and its domain 
ontologies form the largest formal public ontology in existence today. They are used for 
research and applications in search, linguistics and reasoning. Figure (3-1) shows a portion 
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of SUMO ontology taxonomies. Detailed explanation about SUMO can be found in section 
(6.2.2) 
  
Figure ‎3-1 the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (Pease, 2011) 
 
SUMO is the only formal ontology that has been mapped to the entire lexicon of all 
WordNets.  It is written in the SUO-KIF language (Standard Upper Ontology Knowledge 
Interchange Format) and it is free and owned by the IEEE. The ontologies that extend SUMO 
are available under the General Public License (Free Software Foundation, 2007).  
SUO-KIF language 
Standard Upper Ontology Knowledge Interchange Format (SUO-KIF) (Pease, 2009) is a 
language designed for use in the authoring and interchange of knowledge. SUO-KIF is also 
logically comprehensive at its most general, it provides for the expression of arbitrary 
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logical sentences. In this way, it differs from relational database languages (like SQL) and 
logic programming languages (like Prolog). 
SUO-KIF combines terms into statements of facts, for example: “The 82nd Airborne is a 
military unit”, which would be stated in SUO-KIF as (instance The82ndAirborne MilitaryUnit) 
and “The class of all Person(s) is a subclass of the class of all animals” is expressed in SUO-
KIF as (subclass Person Animal) 
SUO-KIF also support logical relations between statements such as “And”, “or”; and also 
supports implications and other logical functions, more details about SUO-KIF can be found 
at (Nolt, et al., 2011) 
It’s important to have a tool to edit the WordNet ontology to add new terms or modify the 
existing terms and relations between WordNet synsets.  Today there are standard 
languages and a variety of commercial and open source tools for creating and working with 
ontologies such as (protégé, 2014) and SIGMA (Pease, et al., 2013). 
The SIGMA knowledge engineering environment (Pease, et al., 2013)is a system for 
developing, viewing and debugging theories in first order logic. It works with Knowledge 
Interchange Format (KIF) and is optimised for the Suggested Upper Merged 
Ontology (SUMO). 
SIGMA includes a number of useful features for knowledge engineering, including term and 
hierarchy browsing, the ability to load different files of logical theories, a full first order 
inference capability with structured proof results, a natural language paraphrase capability 
for logical axioms, support for displaying mappings to the WordNet lexicon and a number of 
knowledge base diagnostics. 
The only one disadvantage of SIGMA that it was not designed for editing the ontology, the 
ontology has to be modified directly in a text file which requires expertise in SUO-KIF 
language. 
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(protégé, 2014) protégé is a free, open-source ontology editor and framework for building 
intelligent systems, it has a simple customisable user interface, and provides a graphic 
representation for ontology. Until this research is conducted, protégé does not support the 
“KIF” format which is used by the Arabic WordNet ontology. 
3.3.6. AWN browser  
The Arab WordNet (AWN) browser (The Global WordNet Association, 2014) is a 
combination of tools written in Java to browse the Arabic WordNet.  AWN browser uses 
AraMorph (Brihaye, 2003) as morphological analysis to decompose Arabic words and isolate 
their stems and affixes. The AWN browser also has modules used to lookup the lexical 
database and SUMO ontology where users can either lookup an Arabic word or they can 
look up an ontology term, AWN browser also provides an instant translation between 
Arabic words and English words. 
As illustrated in figure (3-2), for example when a user looks up the word (ُىيَؼٌ) (They are 
working), AWN first performs morphological analysis using AraMorph to decompose the 
word, then the AWN browser looks up the word in the Arabic lexical hierarchy and provides 
a graphical view for its position. In addition the AWN browser finds the equivalent English 
word which is (work) in this case; based on the semantic position in the English lexical 
hierarchy. 
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Figure ‎3-2AWN browser 
3.3.7. Problems and Challenges Associated with Arabic WordNet 
 Incompleteness: as discussed earlier in section (3.3) Arabic words added to the AWN 
do not exceed 24,000 words (The Global WordNet Association, 2014), this represent 
less than 10% of the total Arabic stems. Therefore, when developing Arabic semantic 
conversational agents, AWN must be expanded to include all Arabic words. 
 Lack of tools: The AWN browser is designed for browsing purposes only; it does not 
have any functionality to modify the lexical database. Therefore, it’s not possible to 
add new words through the AWN browser. Although the database of Arabic words is 
available in XML format, it is up to the researchers to adapt or reformat it according 
to their needs. 
In addition, some domains may require modification to the ontology to add new 
entities or relations. The AWN browser does not have this functionality, other tools 
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such as SIGMA discussed in section (3.3.5) is also designed for browsing purposes, 
on the other hand protégé has a very simple interface to create and modify 
ontologies with graphical representation but it does not support the “KIF” format 
used by Arabic WordNet. 
 Similarity measurement: AWN browser was not designed to be used in measuring 
word or sentence similarity. Although the AWN browser source code is publically 
available, there is not sufficient software documentation to enable researchers to 
reuse AWN software. This increases the effort needed by researchers to reuse or 
modify the source code. 
To overcome these challenges, the research presented in this thesis developed a new 
tool to manage the lexical hierarchy and ontology concepts. The ontology of WordNet 
was copied to the new tree, and Arabic words were inserted in their appropriate places. 
This tool is described and discussed with further detail in chapter (6). 
3.4. Word Semantic Similarity 
According to Liu (Liu, et al., 2007) the similarity between two concepts is identified by 
humans through comparing their common and different attributes. These attributes are 
used to derive equations used to measure word and sentence semantic similarity.  
Word Similarity can be defined as the measurement of semantic relatedness between two 
words based on the attributes they share, these attributes may include lexical attributes 
such as part-of-speech, tense, and numeral; or semantic attributes such as “part of” and 
“instance of” which are defined by the ontology. 
As explained in section (3.3), in WordNet, words are organised into synonym sets (synsets) 
these synsets are linked logically through (IS-A) relation creating a hierarchical structure.  
One method for measuring word similarity is the edge-counting based method introduced 
by (Rada, et al., 1989)  which finds the minimum path length between two words (Rada, et 
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al., 1989) applied this method to a medical domain, and found that the path length function 
simulated well human assessments of conceptual similarity.   
However, (Richardson, et al., 1998) had concerns that this measure was less accurate than 
expected when applied to a comparatively broad domain (e.g. WordNet taxonomy). They 
found that irregular densities of links between concepts resulted in an unexpected 
conceptual distance outcomes. 
Resnik’s measure (Resnik, 1995) introduced an information content method for semantic 
similarity measurement; it was the first to combine the use of ontology and a corpus for 
ontology concept similarity measurement. The concept can be a node in ontology such as 
an entity or relation using the below equations: 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑐1, 𝑐2 
𝑀𝑎𝑥
𝑐 ∈  𝑐1, 𝑐2 
 [− log 𝑃 𝑐 ] (3-1)  
𝑃 𝑐 =
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑐)
𝑁
 (3-2)  
Where sim(c1, c2) is the set of concepts that subsume both concepts c1 and c2; and P(c) is 
the probability of encountering an instance of concept (c). N is the total number of nouns in 
corpus. 
 (Jiang, et al., 1997) Conducted a comparative study between the edge-based method and 
the information content method, according to (Jiang, et al., 1997), the distance measure is 
highly dependent upon the subjectively pre-defined network hierarchy. 
 Since the original purpose of the design of the WordNet was not for similarity computation 
purpose, some local network layer constructions may not be suitable for the direct distance 
manipulation. 
 (Jiang, et al., 1997) also stated that the information content method requires less 
information on the detailed structure of taxonomy, but it is still dependent on the skeleton 
structure of the taxonomy.  
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Therefore (Jiang, et al., 1997) presented a hybrid method on the basis of the edge-based 
notion through adding the information content as a decision factor. (Jiang, et al., 1997) 
Included link strength and link weight factor which is calculated based on local density,  
node  depth,  and  link  type. 
According to (Lin, 1998) previous similarity measures such as edge-count based method  
(Rada, et al., 1989) are tied to a particular application or assumes a particular domain 
model. For example, the method introduced by (Rada, et al., 1989) assume that the domain 
is represented in a network. If a collection of words is not present in the network, the edge-
based measures do not apply. 
(Lin, 1998) Proposed a new formula derived from information theory which combines 
information content of the compared words based on the argument that the similarity 
between two words is a ratio between the information need to express their commonality 
and the information needed to fully describe both of them: 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐴, 𝐵 =  
log 𝑃(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝐴, 𝐵 )
log 𝑃(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴, 𝐵 )
                      (3-3)   
For example, if A is an orange and B is an apple, the proposition that states the 
commonality between A and B is “fruit (A) and fruit (B)”. In information theory the 
information contained in a statement is measured by the negative logarithm of the 
probability of the statement. Therefore: 
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐴, 𝐵 =  − log 𝑃(fruit (A) and fruit (B)        (3-4)  
According to (Lin, 1998) description (A,B) is a proposition that describes what A and B are. 
As an improvement to edge-based similarity methods (Leacock, et al., 1998) proposed a 
method for measuring the similarity between two concepts, taking into consideration the 
maximum depth of the noun taxonomy.  
                    𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑏 = max[− log(
𝑁𝑝
2𝐷
)] (3-5)  
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Where (Np) is the number of nodes in path (p) from concept (a) to concept (b) and D is the 
maximum depth of taxonomy. 
(Li, et al., 2003) Included the attributes of path length (different attributes) and depth 
(common attributes) as a function to measure the semantic similarity between two words: 
𝑆 𝑤1, 𝑤2 = 𝑓(𝑓1 𝑙). 𝑓2(𝑕 )                          (3-6)  
𝑓1(𝑙) = 𝑒
−𝛼𝑙                            (3-7)  
𝑓2(𝑕) =
𝑒𝛽𝑕 − 𝑒−𝛽𝑕  
𝑒𝛽𝑕 + 𝑒−𝛽𝑕
                          (3-8)  
Where (l) is the shortest path between two words in the lexical hierarchy of WordNet; (h) is 
the depth of the concept that subsumes the two words, (𝛼) is a constant and (β) is a 
smoothing factor. 
More recently (Liu, et al., 2013) Introduced Word similarity measurement using WordNet as 
improvement to the edge-based similarity method, the measurements included density, 
depth, and path length between concepts in WordNet lexical hierarchy. (Liu, et al., 2013)  
Stated that the greater the density of the lexical tree, the closer the distance between the 
nodes. Density can be measured by the number of subordinate nodes in a branch of lexical 
hierarchy. (Liu, et al., 2013) also stated that “The deeper the depth of the nodes located, 
the higher the similarity of them”, based on the fact that deeper concepts in the WordNet 
hierarchy contain more semantic information than higher concepts. This method of word 
similarity also considered the path length as an important factor in measuring word 
similarity. According to (Liu, et al., 2013) “The shorter path is contained within the longer 
path in a ‘is-a’ taxonomy, the concept nodes pair with shorter path between them has 
greater concept similarity than those with longer path between them”. 
(Batet, et al., 2013) stated that “ similarity measurements based on path-based  function  
provide  absolute  similarity  values  with non-comparable scales when they are obtained 
from different ontologies”, therefor they introduced a concept similarity measurement 
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across multiple ontology, because path length  would  depend  on  the  ontology  size,  
depth  and granularity. 
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2) = − log2
|𝑇(𝑐1) ∪ 𝑇(𝑐2)| − |𝑇(𝑐1) ∩ 𝑇 𝑐2 |
|𝑇(𝑐1) ∪ 𝑇(𝑐2)|
                          (3-9)  
Where c is a concept and T(Ci) is defined as the set of super concepts of the concept (c). 
(Tian, et al., 2014) also introduced a domain specific word similarity measurement, they 
developed a new metric for the software domain called (WordSimSE) to compute the 
similarity of two words by representing them as vectors and then compute the similarity 
between these two vectors. Each word is represented as a feature vector where each 
element in the vector is the co-occurrence weight of that word with other (contextual) word 
in the corpus. These contextual words serve as semantic anchors forming a basis to 
compare the semantic distance of two words. The co-occurrence weight is measured using 
a weighted positive point-wise mutual information (WPPMI). 
As for the Arabic language, the researcher found that it has received relatively less effort in 
the field of word similarity measurement. (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) Developed an 
Algorithm for Measuring Arabic Word Semantic Similarity (AWSS) based on Li’s original 
work (Li, et al., 2006).  
According to (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) the depth of the concepts should also be taken into 
account when measuring semantic similarity between two words, because the concepts at 
upper levels of the lexical hierarchy have more general semantics and less similarity 
between them. This is done by measuring the depth of the concept that subsume the 
concepts containing the two words, this concept is known as Lowest Common Subsumer 
(LCS) as illustrated in the example below. 
Figure (3-3) demonstrates a portion of AWN noun hierarchy. The shortest path length 
between (بأ) father and (ًأ) mother is 2 and the concept (صخش) parent is called Lowest-
Common Subsumer (LCS) for the words (بأ) father and (ًأ) mother; while the shortest path 
between (ذج) grandparent and (بأ) father is 6. In this case, the word (ًأ) mother is more 
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similar to (بأ) father than (ذج) grandparent is to (بأ) father. Also in this figure, the shortest 
path length between (ذج) grandparent and (شجاذ حيَػ) “money handler” is 5, less than from 
(ذج) grandparent to (بأ)father, but it’s not possible to say that (ذج)grandparent is more 
similar to (شجاذ حيَػ) “money handler” than to father. This case illustrates the importance of 
the depth of LCS where the similarity of compared words grows higher if the depth of LCS 
increases as the lexical hierarchy goes deeper. 
 
 
Figure ‎3-3 A portion of Arabic WordNet (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) 
 
 (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013)  also defined the semantic similarity between two words W1 and 
W2 as a function of the attributes path length and depth as follows: 
S(W1, W2) =  𝐹(𝑓1(𝑙), 𝑓2(𝑑)) (3-10) 
 
Where, (l) is the length of the shortest path between w1 and w2. (d)  is the depth of the LCS 
of w1 and w2 in a lexical hierarchy. f1 and f2 are transfer functions of path and depth 
respectively.  
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For example, in Figure (3-3),  بأ father and هاود dad are in the same concept, and length 
between them is 0. This case implies that the two words have the same meaning. So, f1 is 
set to be a monotonically decreasing function of l and is selected in exponential form to 
meet l constraints.  
When d=0, there is no common attributes between the compared words and the similarity 
of s (w1, w2) = 0. As shown in Figure (3-3) , حيحس journey and بأfather are classified under 
separate substructure and no LCS subsumes the compared words, hence the similarity 
between them is 0. Furthermore and as shown in the example of ذج grandparent and شجاذ 
ٌػحى money-handler, the similarity grows higher if the depth of LCS of compared words 
increases in a lexical hierarchy. To meet this constraints, f2 is set to be increasing function 
of d.  
The overall similarity is calculated using the following nonlinear formula: 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(−𝛼∗𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗  𝑑)                                          (3-11)  
 
Where, α and β are the length and depth factors respectively which signify the contribution 
of the path length (l) which can be calculated using: 
𝑙 =  d1 + d2 ‒  (2 ∗ d)           (3-12)       
Where d1 and d2 are the depth of w1 and w2 respectively. 
3.4.1. Challenges Associated with Word Similarity Measurements 
There are several challenges associated with the development of word similarity 
measurements for the Arabic language, they can be highlighted as: 
 Arabic grammar and morphology: Arabic words have much more affixes than English 
words, those affixes usually contain rich semantic information about the word. For 
example, the English sentence “they are writing” can be expressed in one Arabic 
word “ُىثرنٌ” this word is derived from the base verb “ةرم” “write” with additional 
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affixes to indicate plural, and present tense, this would increase the challenge of 
measuring word semantic similarity because Arabic words contain many affixes 
which are directly attached to the word and must be separated to obtain more 
accurate measurement. 
 Flexibility of Arabic expressions: for example in the Arabic language a noun can be 
substituted with a verb without any change of meaning for example the sentence 
“ ذٌسأ با زىا ىىا قىسىا ” and “ ذٌسأ ُا ة را ىىا قىسىا ”; both sentences mean “I want to go to 
the market” but one of them is phrased with the verb “ة را” “go”, while the other is 
rephrased with the noun “با ر”. Some similar nouns and verbs might be located at 
different parts of the lexical hierarchy, which might change similarity measurement 
scores. 
 Arabic diacritics: as explained in section (2.5.1), Arabic words include diacritics which 
are often used to disambiguate words and part-of-speech category. But, in modern 
Arabic these diacritics are usually omitted and it is up to the human reader to 
disambiguate the word according to the context. This is an important issue when 
measuring word similarity. 
3.4.2. Evaluation of word similarity measures 
The purpose of evaluating word similarity measurement is to calculate how close the 
machine rating (sentence similarity scores) is to human rating (sentence similarity according 
to human perspective). 
In general, the evaluation process can be summarised in the steps below: 
 Identifying a dataset of word pairs. 
 Distribute the dataset among a number of qualified participants (e.g. native 
language speakers with reasonable age and different educational background). 
 The same dataset is processed by the machine to compute semantic similarity.  
 Measuring the correlation between human rating and machine rating. 
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(Li, et al., 2003) Evaluated variety of word similarity strategies to achieve a good similarity 
measure, for each of the proposed strategies, experiments were carried out with two steps: 
 First, strategy parameters are tuned on the training data set (𝐷1). Given the value of 
a parameter, semantic similarity values of the word pairs are calculated. Then, the 
correlation coefficient between the computed semantic similarity values and the 
human ratings of Rubenstein-Goodenough is calculated. Thus, a set of correlation 
coefficients is obtained by changing the value of the strategy parameters. The 
parameters resulting in the greatest correlation coefficient are considered as the 
optimal parameters for that particular strategy. 
 Second, the identified optimal parameters are used to calculate semantic similarity 
for word pairs in test data set (𝐷0). Again, the correlation coefficient between 
computed similarity values and human ratings of Rubenstein-Goodenough’s is 
calculated for words pairs in (𝐷0). This correlation coefficient is used to judge the 
suitability of the particular strategy compared with other strategies and previously 
published results.  
(Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) developed a new semantic measure and an Arabic data set to 
evaluate the new algorithm. To achieve that she conducted an experiment on Arabic word 
similarity measurements by comparing the results of word similarity measurements with 
human ratings. A benchmark of Arabic words created by (Almarsoomi, et al., 2012) is used 
in the evaluation process. The production of this dataset is divided into three major stages:  
 Creating a List of Arabic Words (LAW). 27 Arabic categories were produced to cover 
different semantic themes and contain ordinary Arabic words.  These categories 
were employed to generate a set of 56 stimulus Arabic words by selecting the first 
two words from each category. 
 Constructing the set of Arabic word pairs, LAW was presented to 22 Arabic Native 
speakers from 5 Arabic countries to construct a set of word pairs covering the range 
of similarity of meaning (high to low). The participants were asked to create two lists 
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of word pairs which include high and medium similarity of meaning. The final set of 
Arabic word pairs contains 70 pairs of words which were selected using high and 
medium similarity word pair lists generated by participants plus the low similarity 
word pairs list selected randomly. 
 Collecting the human ratings for the set of 70 word pairs: This experiment used a 
sample of 60 Arabic Native speakers from 7 Arabic countries who had not taken part 
in the first experiment. Each of 70 word pairs was printed on a separate card and 
those cards were presented to participants for rating how similar the word pair on 
each card was in meaning. The order of 70 cards was randomised before 
presentation. Each of 60 participants was requested to sort the 70 cards based on 
the similarity of meaning and rate them using scales which ranged from 0.0 (low 
similarity) to 4.0 (high similarity). Finally, each of the 70 Arabic word pairs was 
assigned a semantic similarity score calculated as the mean of the ratings provided 
by 60 Arabic native speakers. 
The AWSS measure obtained a good value of Pearson correlation coefficient (r = 0.894) with 
the human judgments. The AWSS measure is performing well at (r= 0.894) with the average 
value of the correlations of human participants (r = 0.893). Furthermore, the performance 
of the Arabic word measure is substantially better than the worst human (lower bound) 
performance at (r=0.716).  
The AWSS measure parameters (α and β) have been tuned using the training dataset to find 
the optimal values within the interval [0, 1]. In this experiment, the strongest correlation 
coefficient was obtained at α= 0.162 and β= 0.234. 
One of the main disadvantages of AWSS evaluation is that it is limited to Arabic nouns, no 
attention or evaluation was given to verbs despite to their importance.  
As mentioned earlier in section (3.1), semantic similarity measurement is performed in two 
stages, first is word similarity, and second is sentence similarity. The AWSS measure 
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described in this section is used in this work for word similarity measurement, for both 
verbs and noun words. 
 
3.5. Sentence Semantic Similarity 
Sentence similarity can be defined as the level on which two sentences are related to each 
other. 
There are several criteria that can be considered as attributes for sentence similarity 
including: 
 Type of sentence: informative, negative, affirmative, and questionable. 
 The tense in which the action in the sentence occurred (if applicable), and the 
involved participants.  
 The part of speech categorisation of words in the sentence. 
 The grammatical structure of the sentence. 
 The semantic relatedness between words in the sentences based on lexical 
resources. 
 The frequency in which the words of the sentences occurs in corpus. 
 Facts that can be extracted from sentences 
For example, consider these sentences 
“I do not have a job”    and   “I have a job interview tomorrow” 
If those two sentences are considered based on their sentence type, they are totally 
different because the first sentence is negated and the second is informative. But, when 
considering the tense of the sentences, the first one indicates a fact about the present; 
while the other indicates something about the future. Both sentences also contain the same 
entity that performed the act (human) in this case, which gives some similarity. If words 
part of speech categorisation for both sentences is also considered, some level of similarity 
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will be found, the grammatical structure of both sentences is also close. Considering the 
semantic similarity between individual words also leads to different levels of similarity, the 
logical significance of each word in the sentence may also give insights about similarity; 
since not all words have the same amount of information.  
Finally, if facts extracted from the sentences are considered, different levels of similarity will 
be found. Therefore, the real challenge is to find a similarity measure that best fit with the 
Arabic conversational agent. 
 
3.5.1. Sentence Similarity Based on Semantic Nets and Corpus Statistics 
(STASIS)  
(Li, et al., 2006) Introduced sentence similarity based on semantic nets and corpus statistics 
to measure sentence similarity, this method combined path length and depth in lexical 
hierarchy of WordNet, it also includes other factors such as word frequency in corpus and 
word order similarity.  
In general the STASIS method (Li, et al., 2006) can be summarised in the following steps: 
1- Identify the joint word set of two short texts; which includes all unique words from 
the two sentences. 
2- Each sentence is evaluated separately with the word set. 
3- A matrix is formed by measuring the similarity of word pairs of the sentence and the 
word set. 
4- The corpus frequency of the similar pairs is also included in the calculation. 
5- The result of the matrices is evaluated in a function to calculate the overall similarity 
6- The word order similarity of both sentences is calculated separately, and then it is 
combined in a function with the overall similarity to calculate the total similarity 
The upcoming sections will discuss the details of the STASIS except the word order similarity 
which is not included in this thesis due the flexible structuring of Arabic language. 
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3.5.2. Challenges Associated with STASIS When Using Arabic Language 
Although the STASIS method achieved outstanding evaluation results (Li, et al., 2006), there 
are several challenges associated with using (STASIS) and other sentence similarity 
measurements in general, these can be summarised as:  
 Similarity is not the same thing as meaning, sometimes there is similarity but the 
meaning is very different. STASIS and other sentence similarity measures in general 
focus on sentence similarity instead of sentence meaning. For example the 
sentences “I’m looking for a house” and the sentence “look at that beautiful house”. 
Both sentences are similar but they mean two different things. 
 In the application of conversational agent, there is no standard semantic similarity 
threshold that can be applied to all utterances, some utterances have much 
information and require strong similarity, while others contain less information. An 
example the sentences “I’ve lost my passport and I need to go to Baghdad soon”, 
and the sentence “I’ve lost my passport, and I need another one”. Both sentences 
have the same meaning, but the first one contains more information, therefore it is 
difficult to set a standard threshold for utterances exchanged between users and CA. 
 Similarity measurements do not deal with different types of sentences (informative, 
negative and questionable), therefore it does not deal with facts extracted from 
utterance, it only measures how the words in utterance are close to the stored 
utterance in the agent. For example STASIS does not include a method to distinguish 
between questionable and informative utterance.  
 There are many linguistic problems associated with sentence similarity, such as word 
sense ambiguity, and part-of speech tagging. For example a sentence can be 
rephrased to other sentences with the exact meaning but with nouns instead of 
verbs. Nouns and verbs might be located at different places in the lexical hierarchy 
and the connecting path might change when replacing a noun with a verb or vice 
versa (as explained in section 3.5.1) which leads to different similarity score. In such 
cases sentence similarity would fail to give accurate results. 
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 A sentence similarity measure does not provide any reasoning of the problem; 
instead it only measures how close the sentences are based on the words of each 
sentence. Therefore this method is not expected to extract facts from utterance. 
 Sentence similarity does not consider grammar: therefore a non-logical sentence 
would be treated the same way as a logical sentence with the same words. Although 
there is a word order similarity measures (Li, et al., 2006) which considers word 
order in similarity measurements, it is not applicable to the Arabic language due to 
the flexible structuring of the sentence.   
3.6. Evaluation of Semantic Sentence similarity 
Jim O’Shea (O'shea, et al., 2013) described three methods of evaluating sentence similarity: 
 Systems-Level Evaluation in dialog systems: in which the similarity measure could be 
evaluated through the performance of a system in which it is used. 
 Indirect Measurement Using IR (information retrieval) Techniques: these measures 
require a corpus; Pairs of texts from the corpus are already rated as paraphrase and 
non-paraphrase by human judges. The same texts are classified by the semantic 
similarity algorithm. A high similarity rating is interpreted as a paraphrase whereas 
low similarity means non-paraphrase.  
 Specifically Designed Methodology: by using a benchmark dataset of sentence pairs 
with similarity values derived from human judgment. The performance of the 
similarity measurement algorithm is evaluated using its correlation (usually 
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient) with the human ratings. 
Li (Li, et al., 2006) evaluated the STASIS similarity measure by collecting human ratings for 
pairs of sentences. The participants consisted of (32) volunteers, all native speakers of 
English educated to graduate level or above. The participants were asked to complete a 
questionnaire, rating the similarity of meaning of the sentence pairs on the scale from 0.0 
(minimum similarity) to 4.0 (maximum similarity). This measure achieved a reasonably good 
Pearson correlation coefficient off 0.816 with the human ratings.  
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3.7. Summary 
This chapter defined Semantic Similarity (words and sentences). WordNet and Arabic 
WordNet (AWN) were introduced and explained briefly. Morphological analysis, ontology 
used in WordNet and the semantic relations was also discussed in some details. Some 
concentration was given to the Arabic Morphology (AraMorph), SUMO and SUO-KIF. The 
methods for measuring similarity between words and sentences were also discussed with 
some examples. 
Challenges of sentence similarity for the Arabic language and weaknesses associated with 
using semantic similarity method in conversational agents were also covered and discussed 
with some further comments on how to overcome these weaknesses which can be 
highlighted as below: 
 Incompleteness of Arabic WordNet and lack of tools: to overcome this challenge a 
new tool was developed to manage the lexical hierarchy and ontology concepts, the 
ontology of WordNet was copied into the new scripted tree and Arabic words are 
inserted in their appropriate places. Further elaboration on this tool is given in 
chapter (6). 
 Word sense disambiguation: although there are many methods developed for WSD 
(Zouaghi, et al., 2011) (Agirreand, et al., 2009) (M., et al., 2012) (Liu, et al., 2007 ) but 
using them would cause more time complexity. In addition to that, adding one of 
these methods to the system would make it hard for the researcher to evaluate 
sentence similarity measurement because the result of evaluation would reflect the 
performance of sentence similarity and WSD method. During the experiment in this 
thesis, only Arabic words related to the domain were added to the lexical hierarchy, 
this would eliminate the need for WSD during this experiment. 
 Lack of research on Arabic word and sentence similarity: to the best of the 
researcher knowledge, the only effort in this field was made by (Almarsoomi, et al., 
2013) and it only covered Arabic nouns. There is a lack of research on the field of 
Arabic verb similarity and the semantic information contained within verbs. AWSS 
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measurement (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) will be used during the course of this work 
to measure the similarity between nouns and verbs as well. 
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Chapter 4 
Arabic Conversational Agents: 
Architecture and Scripting Language 
4.1.  Introduction 
The main goal of this research is to develop a novel Arabic semantic conversational agent to 
overcome difficulties found when applying other types of CAs. But, it is not possible to 
construct a semantic CA without having a reliable design and architecture to insure its 
smoothness and viability.  Also, once this CA is completed, it should be tested, evaluated 
and compared to a well-known and successful type of CAs.    
ArabChat (Hajjawi 2011) was the only true trial of the Arabic conversational agents found.  
Although this CA was successful with its pilot application domain, and had rich scripting 
features, the researcher found that it suffers some drawbacks like irresponsiveness, and 
complexity associated with managing the conversational agents, and dialogue flow. It also 
lacks any information structure to the domain.  
Therefore, and in an attempt to improve features of the ArabChat regarding dialogue flow, 
speed, and usability, an architecture was designed and tested using pattern matching 
conversational agent (PMGO-CA), this architecture was later used to construct the Arabic 
semantic conversational agent.  
Following to the development of PMGO-CA in this chapter and its evaluation (Chapter 5), a 
modified version of the architecture is used to develop a semantic goal oriented 
conversational agent (SGO-CA) which is covered in chapter (6). Using the same 
methodology to construct a pattern matching CA and semantic CA makes it easier for the 
researcher to conduct a fair comparative study between the performance of pattern 
matching approach and semantic similarity approach in CAs 
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The main features of the novel unified architecture for Arabic goal-oriented conversational 
agents  introduced in this chapter and used for both pattern matching goal-oriented 
conversational agent (PMGO-CA); and the semantic goal oriented conversational agent 
(SGO-CA)  covered in chapter six can be highlighted as: 
1- Dialogue flow control: the new architecture provides control over dialogue flow 
and consistency through the use of knowledge trees to control conversations and 
track contexts, this makes dialogue questions and answers more organised, details 
about dialogue flow are covered in section (4.3.3.1) 
2- Increased speed: structuring domain rules as tree nodes reduces the number of 
patterns to be evaluated against user utterances. In this case, patterns of the 
current context are evaluated first, if no match is found, PMGO-CA searches other 
contexts for a match. this makes the agent more efficient, details about context-
switching can be found in section (4.3.3.2) 
3- Usability: the new architecture and software tools were developed and optimised 
for usability, all software tools contain friendly interfaces with self-explanatory 
options, making the agent easier to script, implement, and maintain. 
4- Adaptability: the use of knowledge trees has significantly contributed to make the 
agent adaptable for other domains, simply by replacing the knowledge tree file 
with another knowledge tree of other domain. 
5- Memory: PMGO-CA asks users a set of questions at the start of each conversation, 
these questions are related to users such as name, age and current location, this 
information are used to identify users when they converse with PMGO-CA again. 
The questions are customisable by the PMGO-CA scripter. More details about 
memory are covered in sections (4.3.4) and (4.3.5). 
In addition to user’s information, PMGO-CA keeps a record of the fired rules (fired 
rules are rules used throughout the dialogue to generate a response to user’s 
utterance) and store them with users information in a database to be used in 
future conversations with the same users. 
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PMGO-CA built in this research offers the following improvements over the ArabChat 
reviewed in section (2.5): 
 The use of knowledge trees to script the domain.  
 More speed in processing users’ utterance 
 Easier housekeeping for the CA, in terms of usability and user-friendly 
interfaces 
 PMGO-CA tackles long term memory issues in CAs. 
This chapter describes the following novel contributions: 
 The methodology of developing PMGO-CA. 
 Domain knowledge engineering and transformation. 
 The architecture of PMGO-CA. 
 The knowledge tree of the knowledge domain. 
 Pattern matching algorithm used to match users utterances 
 Mechanisms used to traverse the knowledge tree, in order to respond to users 
utterances 
 Memory management in PMGO-CA. 
 Software tools used to construct PMGO-CA. 
4.1.1. The Methodology for Developing New Arabic Goal-Oriented 
Conversational Agent (PMGO-CA): 
The development of an Arabic goal-oriented conversational agent and associated 
scripting language comprised of the following stages:  
1- Knowledge engineering: this is a process of gathering all information about the 
domain, modelling them to create a knowledge representation.  
2- PMGO-CA Architecture design and implementation to support the modelled 
information.  
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3- Implementation: the development of software tools and a new scripting language 
which takes into consideration challenges of the Arabic language. 
4-  Evaluation of  the new PMGO-CA and scripting language (covered in chapter 5) 
 
Figure ‎4-1 GO-CA phases of development 
As shown in figure (4-1), these stages were iterative because there are many issues to be 
discovered in the PMGO-CA’s performance during the evaluation phase which leads to more 
changes to the agent. Some of these issues required modification for search algorithms and 
context-switching (covered in sections 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2 respectively), these changes lead 
to additional modification to the architecture and software code modification of the PMGO-
CA 
Other issues were discovered during testing, this required modifications to the knowledge 
representation and resulted to knowledge tree modification and patterns re-scripting.   
4.2. Knowledge Engineering of the Domain  
After selecting a domain of interest, the knowledge engineering process (Trappey, 2006) 
begins by gathering information about the domain from knowledge sources, these sources 
include stakeholders, domain experts, books, manuals, regulations, guides, and any other 
formal documents or work procedures. 
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After gathering the raw information, the analysis process begins by analysing each piece of 
information and formalise them in a consistent manner; then revise this refined information 
with domain experts to clarify any missing or ambiguous information. 
Then a high level representation for this knowledge is established, typically a flow chart, a 
knowledge tree, or a graph; the representational model differs based on the domain type 
and target application and users. The higher level representation must also be revised and 
checked by domain experts and stakeholders.  
The process of knowledge engineering used can be highlighted in these steps: 
1- Gathering information about the domain, including all laws, work procedures, 
regulations and list of FAQs. 
2- Identifying the processes of the domain and formalizing them into process charts. 
3- Reviewing these process charts with domain experts. 
4- Transforming the process charts into a flow charts. 
5- Converting the flowcharts to knowledge trees. 
4.2.1. Iraqi Passport Domain and Knowledge Sources  
The Iraqi Passport Services (IPS) was chosen as the domain of knowledge to develop an 
Arabic conversational agent for. It is well known that the passport is one of the documents 
used to prove the identity of an individual. It becomes the only important document to 
prove the citizenship and identity when used outside the borders and territory of the native 
country. 
 Iraqi citizens, especially immigrants, experienced a large number of problems due to 
frequent changes in Iraqi passports after 2003. The different types of passport forms and 
the procedure to apply for new ones were very confusing.  This coincided with the changes 
in the citizenship and passport laws. This resulted in long delays and queues at the Iraqi 
missions abroad when applying for passports or inquiring about passport issues. 
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 To make life easier for Iraqi immigrants and those living abroad, and in an attempt to 
answer their queries and questions in an efficient way, an Arabic Pattern Matching Goal-
Oriented Conversational Agent PMGO-CA was constructed to offer online service. 
 PMGO-CA can access, interpret and discuss the correct and updated information about the 
Iraqi Passports, and reply to user enquiries in a natural language in real time for Iraqis 
seeking advice about passport services. 
 Information gathering started by first studying the crisis which took place due to 
suspension of all passport services in the year 2003 and the following years. Then frequently 
asked questions by people about IPS were gathered from The Passports Directorate in 
Baghdad, The Consulate department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Iraqi 
missions abroad. These questions were analysed and organised to cover all questions and 
inquiries about passports raised by Iraqis living outside Iraq. 
Rules and regulations about the passports were gathered from The Iraqi Passport law (The 
Iraqi Passport Law, 2006), Iraqi Citizenship law ( The Iraqi Citizenship Law, 2006), and the 
Consular Works Reference Guide (AbdulRazak, 2012).  
The researcher found that those references cannot answer all the questions and queries 
raised by people, and there still some questions without an adequate answers. Therefore 
He interviewed some passport and citizenship officers at the Ministry of Interior, experts in 
passports at the Consular Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Iraq, in addition 
to some consuls at the Iraqi missions in London, Paris, Cairo, and Manchester. 
 A special concentration was given to the frequently asked questions raised by Iraqi’s living 
abroad, and the work procedures at the missions to answer these questions and sort out 
their problems.  
The gathered information was engineered to take the form of a general process chart with 
five main processes about the passports (Issuing new passports, extending passports  
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Figure (4-2) shows a sample of the process charts produced during the knowledge 
engineering process, all process charts are attached in the appendix (2) of this thesis.
 
Figure ‎4-2 A sample of process chart of IPS domain with 4 sub-processes  
 
This process chart was also clarified and discussed with some of the domain experts 
(consuls) before converting it to a knowledge tree.  
4.2.2. Knowledge Transformation  
The process chart of the Iraqi passport domain services was converted into a flow chart. 
Each branch of the flow chart represented one of the main categories for passport services, 
terms of services were modelled as (if statements), where each condition leads to different 
results This flow chart representation was the most suitable for the IPS domain, because it 
is considered to be a procedural domain where each procedure has a set of requirements to 
be satisfied.  
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Figure (4-3) shows a flow chart for a new passport procedure that was generated as  part of 
the knowledge engineering process. All flowcharts produced during the knowledge 
engineering process can be found in Appendix 2 of this thesis. 
 
Figure ‎4-3 Sample flow chart for new passport procedure 
In addition to the five main processes of passport domain, there are several FAQs in the IPS 
domain that could not be considered as a part of the procedure, these questions and topics 
were categorised as general questions. 
For example a user may ask about the validity period of certain type of passport, such a 
question cannot be classified as a part of the main IPS procedures. 
These FAQs were organised under a new node in the knowledge tree called general 
questions nodes. 
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4.2.3. Creation of Knowledge Trees 
The knowledge tree methodology used in this research was inspired by the conversational 
bullying and harassment system developed by Latham et al.  (Latham, 2010), and was 
adapted for the purpose of structuring knowledge within an Arabic Conversational Agent 
with some minor modifications.  
The flowcharts produced during knowledge engineering process were converted to 
knowledge trees by converting each step in the flowchart to a node in the knowledge tree. 
Figure (4-4) shows a portion of the knowledge tree which is used as basis for domain 
scripting. 
 
Figure ‎4-4 a portion of the knowledge tree produced during the KE process 
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4.2.4. Mapping Conversations to Goals  
The knowledge trees described in Section (4.2.3) form the basis for scripting conversation 
around the user’s goals.  
The scripting of the knowledge tree was based on identifying the major goals (abbreviated 
as G throughout this section) and problems for users in general sense first;  
G1:  Issuing new passports 
G2:  Extending passports validity 
G3:  Lost and stolen passports 
G4:  Passport damage  
G5:  Travel documents  
Normally when users begin a conversation they would more likely give a headline about the 
subject rather than getting into the details. For example if someone needs a new passport 
they would more likely say “I want to apply for a new passport” without getting into the 
details of their case.  
4.3. The Proposed Architecture of PMGO-CA 
The new architecture was built on the concept of modularity.  PMGO-CA functionality was 
distributed among several modules to facilitate maintenance and future development. 
Figure (4-5) shows a high level architecture for PMGO-CA  and described below: 
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Figure ‎4-5 PMGO-CA high level architecture  
In this section the user-agent interaction is described at a high level to give an idea about 
the CA’s operation before getting into the details of its architecture. 
1- Upon the start of a conversation session, PMGO-CA request from the user some 
personal information which is stored in memory variables about specific 
information encoded in memory variables (explained in section 4.3.4.1), these 
variables contain information about users  such as name, age and location.  
2- Once users have answered these initial questions about their information; the 
conversation begins by the agent asking the users about the type of service they 
need, for example 
Agent: how can I help you? 
3- When users answer with their purpose of conversation, PMGO-CA performs a 
search in the knowledge tree for a rule that matches user’s utterance. Details 
about the search algorithm is also covered in section (4.3.3.1), the agent searches 
for a proper match for user’s utterance based on pattern matching algorithm 
described in section (4.3.2.1). 
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4- Once a match is found the matched rule is triggered, and the agent responds 
according to the triggered node type, (node types are described in detail in section 
4.3.1.2). If no match is found PMGO-CA asks users to rephrase their utterance for 
number of times defined by the scripter. 
5- Throughout the conversation, PMGO-CA keeps the user’s information and 
triggered nodes in short-term memory (section 4.3.4). Triggered nodes are these 
which were fired during the conversation. When the conversation ends, PMGO-CA 
stores this information in long-term memory described in section (4.3.5). 
6- The conversation continues until the goal of the user is met or the user ends the 
conversation. 
In order to explain the functionality of the components in the architecture, first the new 
proposed scripting language needs to be introduced in the next section. 
4.3.1. Arabic Pattern Matching Scripting Language 
As described earlier in section (4.2.2), the details of domain processes where gathered and 
represented in a flow chart which was used to shape the form of a knowledge tree. This 
representation was found to be the most suitable for the IPS domain, due to its procedural 
nature. Other frequently asked questions (FAQs) which were not accommodated in the 
procedures were organised in a separate “general context” on the same knowledge tree. 
A Goal-oriented approach is used to script the knowledge tree, this approach can be 
defined as identifying the user’s goal first and then gathering other relevant information to 
achieve this goal. User’s goals are also referred to as “Context” in the rest of this chapter. 
 The scripting of the knowledge tree was performed by converting the flow chart into a 
conversation and each part of the resulted conversation tree is scripted as a suitable tree 
node. Figures (4-6) and (4-7) show the knowledge tree in Arabic and its English translation  
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Figure ‎4-6 IPS knowledge tree (Arabic) 
 
Figure ‎4-7 IPS knowledge tree (translated to English) 
The upcoming sections discuss the details of the scripting language of the knowledge tree, 
and the tree nodes with their attributes, with some elaboration on how these attributes 
impact the CA’s behaviour. 
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4.3.1.1. The Tree Script Editor 
After gathering knowledge information and modelling them as a flowchart it was necessary 
to convert the flowchart into a machine-readable data structure. Therefore, a tree script 
editor was developed to model the domain flowchart as knowledge tree. 
The Tree Script Editor is a client-side application used by PMGO-CA administrator to create 
and maintain the knowledge tree, add and modify rules of the current domain, and create 
trees for other domains.  
Figure (4-8) displays the Tree Script Editor for PMGO-CA. Rules were structured as nodes 
and organised into a tree structure (described in section 4.3.1.2). After PMGO-CA scripter 
completes the tree, the scripted tree is saved to a text file and then uploaded to the 
conversational agent, as described in section (4.3.6.2.4) 
 
 
Figure ‎4-8 Tree Script Editor 
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4.3.1.2. The Tree Structure 
The knowledge tree and its nodes are scripted into a file using the tree scripter editor tool 
(described in section 4.3.1.1). Knowledge tree files are scripted with the JavaScript Object 
Notation (Ihrig, 2013).  Figure (4-9) shows types of nodes within the knowledge tree: 
1. Question nodes. 
2. Value nodes. 
3. Report nodes. 
 
Figure ‎4-9 types of tree nodes 
 
Tree nodes are scripted in a hierarchical format where each node contain the nodes 
underneath, therefore this section will explain the scripting features of each node type, 
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however there are some common attributes shared among all types of nodes; these 
include: 
 Unique node identified “ID”, used to distinguish nodes from each other. 
 Node description, which appears as a node title in the graphical view of the 
knowledge tree. 
 Node type “NType” which is an integer that denotes the type of nodes, as 
nodes can be any of the followings: 
o Question nodes: they are encoded as type (3). 
o Value nodes: they are encoded as type (4). 
o Report nodes: they are encoded as type (5). 
 An array of nodes that contain all the nodes underneath. 
Question node 
The question node represents a question which the agent asks the user to obtain specific 
information. When this node is triggered, the question contained within this node will be 
fired and displayed to the user. Figure (4-9) shows a portion of the knowledge tree which 
demonstrate node types. 
As illustrated in conversation sample (4-1) Node number (1) titled “Enquiry type” contains a 
question to be asked to the user about the type of help they need; this node is the root 
node of the tree and is triggered at the beginning of each conversation, as shown in the 
conversation snippet line number (1). 
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Agent: How Can I help you?(1) 
User: I need a new passport.(2) 
Agent: Do you have valid Iraqi documents?(3) 
ماظنلا :؟ةدعاسملا اننكمي فيك(1)  
مدختسملا :ىمع لوصحلا ديرأ ديدج زاوج(2)  
ماظنلا :؟ةذفان ةيقارع قئاثو كيدل لى(3)  
Conversation Sample ‎4-1 example of question and value nodes 
Figure (4-10) demonstrates the scripting features of question nodes; these nodes include a 
“Question field”, which contains a question to be asked to the user by the agent 
 
Figure ‎4-10 attributes of question nodes 
Figure (4-11) shows the interface used to add question nodes which have two simple fields. 
The first is a short descriptive text for this rule which will appear on the tree as the node 
title, and the second is the question that the agent shall ask the user. 
  
Figure ‎4-11 adding question nodes 
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Value node 
When the scripter defines a question node they must also define potential alternative 
answers that the user may respond to.  For example when the agent asks the user if they 
have a valid Iraqi documents, the user often responds with Yes or No. However, sometimes 
they  may answer with “Yes, I have an Iraqi Civil ID, but I don’t have a citizenship 
certificate”, whatever the case is, the scripter must define all the possible case scenarios in 
which a user may respond, each of these possible responses is represented with a value 
node, as shown in figure (4-9). 
Value nodes can only be added as sub-nodes to question nodes, which is logical since value 
nodes represent potential answers for a question asked by the agent. Value nodes contain 
the patterns associated with that answer to be matched with user utterance in order to 
activate the node. 
Referring to conversation sample (4-1), in the second line of conversation the user responds 
to the agent by asking for help regarding “new passports” with an utterance that activates 
the value node number (2) as illustrated in the portion of the knowledge tree. 
 
 
Figure ‎4-12attributes of value nodes 
 
Figure (4-12) illustrates the attributes of value nodes, these include: 
o “Node Value”, the canonical form of potential answer in natural language. 
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o “patterns”,  field contains all the patterns associated with this canonical form 
o “Abuse”: a Boolean field that determines if this node contains abusive 
patterns. 
o “Disable Search” a Boolean field,  used to mark this node as a context sensitive 
node described in the section below. 
Figure (4-13) shows the interfaces used to add value nodes to the knowledge tree  
 
 
Figure ‎4-13Adding Value Nodes 
 
Context-Sensitive Node 
Context-sensitive nodes are special type of value nodes, they are only active in a specific 
context (domain goal). For example when the agent asks whether a user has valid Iraqi 
documents, the user may respond with “Yes, I have valid documents”, this answer is a 
context related answer, it is only valid when the dialogue flows into that context, as 
illustrated in conversation sample (4-2). 
 
 
 
Agent: Are you a short-term resident?(23) ًاظْىا :و  دّا ًٌٌق جسىصت ؟حرقؤٍ(23) 
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User: Yes, I’m a tourist.(24) ًذخرسَىا :،ٌؼّ اّا حئاس(24) 
Conversation Sample ‎4-2 example of context-sensitive nodes 
The node which contains the patterns for the answer “Yes, I’m a tourist” can only be 
activated when the agent asks the related question, but in different context or at the 
beginning of each conversation the utterance “Yes, I’m a tourist” will not trigger this node, 
instead PMGO-CA shall ask the user to rephrase their utterance. 
Abusive Nodes 
Abusive nodes are value nodes that contain patterns for swearing or other abusive words. If 
the user utterance contains words which are in the patterns of abusive nodes, the agent 
shall terminate the conversation. 
Report Node 
When users answer the agent’s question, the agent matches the answer with the patterns 
of the value nodes of the current question node; when a match is found, the value node is 
activated. 
Value nodes can either contain a question node (if there’s information needs to be acquired 
from the user) or a report node (which contain a respond to user’s utterance based on the 
provided information), this response is encapsulated with a report node. 
As a result report nodes are always leaf nodes, in other words report nodes do not contain 
any descendant nodes, triggering a report node means that a user has completed the goal 
of their conversation. 
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Agent: Do you have valid Iraqi documents? (25) 
User: Yes, I do. (26) 
Agent: please fill in the application form an attend 
the embassy with your documents and (4) 
personal photos with white background(27) 
ماظنلا :؟ةذفان ةيقارع قئاثو كيدل لى(25) 
مدختسملا :معن (26)  
ماظنلا :ىلا روضحلا و ةرامتسلاا ءلم ىجري  عم ةثعبلا
 و قئاثولا(4 )ءاضيب ةيفمخبةيصخش روص(27) 
Conversation Sample ‎4-3 
The conversation sample (4-3) illustrates the concept of report nodes, in the first line of the 
conversation the agents asks the user if they have valid documents, the user responds with 
an utterance that activates the value node number (26), as shown in the tree snippet, once 
this value node is matched, PMGO-CA expands it and examines the nodes underneath it, 
PMGO-CA finds a report node (number 27) and fires a response with instructions on how to 
apply for new passport. 
Figure (4-14) shows an example for the attributes of report nodes, these attributes include: 
 The “Answer” field contains a final response given to user once all necessary 
information is gathered. 
 “Activation Times” the number of times this node has been triggered in the 
current conversation for particular user, this option is auto calculated by PMGO-
CA and kept in short-term memory. It is always set to “0” at the beginning of 
conversation, and cannot be altered by the scripter or the user. 
 “Activation Limit” the maximum number of activation times for this node, the 
value of these parameters usually ranges between (1) and (3) this value is 
defined by the scripter.  
 “Activation Limit Message”: a message displayed to users when they reach the 
activation limit 
 “Terminate Conversation”: On Limit Violation”: if this option is checked and the 
node’s “activation times” becomes equal to its activation limit, PMGO-CA closes 
the conversation. 
 “Mentioned Before”: this Boolean variable is used to check if the current node 
has been triggered in past conversations with the same user, this option is 
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controlled by PMGO-CA and maintained in short-term and long-term memory; 
the scripter cannot alter this option. 
 “Memorise”: a Boolean variable determines whether this node (if triggered) will 
be stored in user’s record in memory database or not. 
 
 
Figure ‎4-14 attributes of report nodes 
 
 
 
 
Figure (4-15) shows the interfaces used to add report nodes to the knowledge tree 
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Figure ‎4-15 Adding report nodes 
 
4.3.2. Pattern Matching Engine 
The PMGO-CA‎utilises‎a‎pattern‎matching‎algorithm‎to‎match‎a‎user‟s‎utterance‎against‎the‎
patterns of domain rules (tree nodes), these patterns are defined by PMGO-CA scripter. Wild 
cards are used to replace part of text within an utterance (a wildcard is a symbol that may be 
substituted for any of a defined subset of all possible characters). Wildcards might represent 
a letter, a number, a word, or series of words, these symbols are the same wildcards used by 
ArabChat but with simple modification. 
wildcard Meaning 
% An alphabet letter 
# A number 
$ One word 
* Null, any character, word, or words 
Table ‎4-1 Pattern wildcards 
Table (4-1)  lists the symbols used in PMGO-CA; the Original work of (Hijjawi, 2011) used the 
wildcard‎“*”‎to‎replace‎many‎words,‎‎but‎in‎PMGO-CA the same wild card is used to express 
anything, ranging from null characters to alphanumeric characters, a word, or a series of 
words. This eliminates the need to write extra patterns and facilitate the scripting of these 
rules and make the process less complicated; for example let’s consider the following 
statements: 
I want a new passport دٌدج ز وج ر دص   دٌر  
I want new passports for my kids يدلاولا ةدٌدج ت ز وج ر دص  دٌر  
I want a new passport for my wife ًتجوزل دٌدج ز وج ر دص  دٌر  
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These three utterance indicate the same goal which is “passport issuing”, but with different 
level of details, the scripter can write a single generic pattern which includes all of these 
utterances instead of writing tens of patterns for each utterance, this pattern would be 
“I*new*passport*” “ اذٌس*صاىج*ذٌذج* ”, which means that any sentence begins with (I) and 
ends with (passport) followed by any character, word or series of words will match this rule.  
4.3.2.1. Pattern Matching Algorithm 
This section covers the pattern matching algorithm that PMGO-CA used to evaluate user’s 
utterance against patterns defined within knowledge tree nodes. First, the following terms 
must be defined: 
 Users utterances (U): a unit of dialogue containing a communicative action (Keizer, 
2001) 
 Keywords: these are words included within patterns, which are separated by pattern 
symbols 
Pattern matching between the user utterance and each pattern within a value node 
proceed as follows: 
1- Identify keywords in user utterance. 
2- The pattern is divided into parts according to the keywords (with retaining these 
keywords), to form a pattern vector (A) 
3- The utterance is also divided into parts according to the keywords (with retaining 
these keywords) to form a sentence vector (B) 
4- if the two vectors A,B differ in length then the utterance does not match the 
pattern 
5- For each element in vectors A,B a token is formed  such that <A[i],B[i]> where (i) is 
the index, forming a vector of tokens (T) 
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6- Each element (token) of the vector (T) is examined, if A[i] is a pattern symbol, 
evaluate A[i] with B[i] according the symbol table (4-1) described in section 
(4.3.2.1). If A[i], B[i] are compatible then the token is valid. 
7- If A[i] is a character or word, and B[i] is identical to A[i] then the token is valid, 
otherwise the token is not valid. 
8- If all tokens are valid, then the utterance matches the pattern, otherwise the 
sentence does not match the pattern. 
Table (4-2) below demonstrates some pattern matching examples 
Utterance Pattern Result 
 لوصحنا ديرا
زاوج ىهعديدج 
I want to obtain a 
new passport 
ذٌسا*صاىج I want*passport Match 
 هكمي فيك
تثعبناب لاصتلاا 
How can I contact 
the embassy 
* هاصذا
%حثؼت  
*Contact the % embassy Match 
زاوج ديرا لا I do not want a 
new passport 
ذٌسا*صاىج  Want*passport Not match 
Table ‎4-2 patterns examples 
The first example in table (4-2) demonstrates pattern matching process between the 
utterance “ ذٌذج صاىج ىيػ هىصحىا ذٌسا” “ I want to obtain a new passport”,  and the pattern 
“ ذٌسا*صاىج ” “I want*passport”, contained within one of the CA’s nodes, pattern matching 
proceeds as follows: 
1- Keywords are identified {صاىج ، ذٌسأ} 
2- The pattern is divided according to the stop words, as shown in table (4-3) 
A= [  ،*ذٌساصاىج ، ] 
3- The sentence is divided according to the stop words, as shown in table (4-3) 
B= [ صاىج ،ىيػ هىصحىا ،ذٌسا] 
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4- The tokens vector T is formed from the elements of the vector A and vector B 
T = [< ذٌسا ، ذٌسا> ,<*, ىيػ هىصحىا> , <صاىج ،صاىج>] 
5- All tokens are evaluated as shown in table (4-3), the table also shows comments 
on why tokens match. 
 
 
A B T result Comment 
ديرا ذٌسا < ذٌسا, ذٌسا> Valid Both token elements are identical 
* ىيػ هىصحىا <*, ىيػ هىصحىا>, Valid Symbol (*) replaces many words 
زاوج صاىج <صاىج, صاىج> Valid Both token elements are identical 
Overall result match All tokens are valid 
Table ‎4-3 example of pattern match 
Table (4-4) shows an example of the matched pattern “ ذٌسا*صاىج ” and sentence “صاىج ذٌسا لا”, 
with explanatory comments. 
 
A B T Result Comments 
ديرا لا <دٌر , لا> Invalid Words in token are not identical 
* دٌر  <*, دٌر >, Valid Symbol (*) can replace any word 
زاوج ز وج <  ز وج ,  ز وج > Valid Words in token are identical 
Overall result Mismatch 
The first token is invalid therefor the 
sentence and pattern do not match 
Table ‎4-4 example of pattern mismatch 
 
4.3.2.2. Conflict Resolution Strategy 
As the knowledge domain grows larger, the number of domain rules will also increase. This 
increased number of rules may cause rules to conflict with each other; as two or more 
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different rules might have patterns that match the same user’s utterance, as shown in table 
(4-5): 
Utterance Pattern Result 
 لوصحلا ديرا
 عون زاوج ىلع
أ 
I want to obtain a 
passport type A 
دٌر *ز وج* I want*passport* Match 
 لوصحلا ديرا
 عون زاوج ىلع
أ 
I want to obtain a 
passport type A 
دٌر * ز وج
أ عون 
I want*passport type A Match 
Table ‎4-5patterns conflict 
The same utterance “ أ عىّ صاىج ىيػ هىصحىا ذٌسا” matches patterns for two different rules. In 
such cases there is a need for a mechanism to decide which rule to be triggered. In PMGO-
CA, the pattern length is used as a factor to determine pattern weight: 
𝑊(𝑝) =  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡𝑕(𝑃)                                               (4-1)       
Where W(P) is the weight of the pattern P, and length(P) is a function that can be described 
as the number of characters contained within the pattern P, these include alphanumeric 
characters, spaces , and other symbols.  
Longer patterns tend to have more information than shorter patterns, thus in PMGO-CA, 
longer patterns have greater weight (w (p)) than shorter patterns. In case of a conflict 
between patterns of two rules, the node with the highest weight (pattern length) will be 
activated. 
4.3.3. Tree Engine 
The tree Engine controls the dialogue flow according to domain rules which are scripted as 
tree nodes (explained in section (4.3.1.2), the process of matching an utterance is 
performed by the pattern matching engine described in section (4.3.2.1).  
The tree engine processes the knowledge trees to request information to lead a user 
towards their goal and then uses the appropriate scripts attached to each node to respond 
to the user. 
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This section explains the following: 
 The tree search algorithm: this algorithm defines how the knowledge tree is 
processed to guide users for their goals. This algorithm is the essence of  the tree 
engine 
 Management of Context Switching: the context switching determines when and 
how to switch the conversation between user’s goals 
 Promotion / Demotion and Activation of Rules: these rules determines in which 
situation a specific types of nodes are activated/deactivated or given higher 
priority over other nodes. 
4.3.3.1. Tree Search Algorithm 
The tree search algorithm is used to control the dialogue flow and to decide which nodes 
are evaluated, before getting into the details of the search algorithm, the following terms 
must be identified: 
 R: the root node of the knowledge tree. 
 C: current node, this node represents the location of current conversation in 
the knowledge tree. 
 D: sub-nodes of the current node C , also called “Candidate nodes” 
 M: matched node, the node that have the best patterns matching to user’s 
utterance. 
 U: user’s utterance. 
 A: Agent’s response. 
 T: number of times a particular node is activated. 
 L: maximum number of activation times for a particular node, also called 
“Activation Limit”. 
 V: invalid answer violation message, a message that appears when users 
exceed the (L) of a particular node 
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The tree search algorithm can be summarized in the steps below: 
1- The current node (context) C is set to the root node of the tree R at the 
beginning of the conversation. R is always a question node, step (1) in figure (4-
16) 
C = R, where R<>null 
2- The agent asks the user the question contained within the node C  
3- The user replies with an utterance U 
4- A search is performed in the candidate nodes D of the current node C to 
evaluate the user utterance U against the patterns of these candidate nodes, to 
find a match node M, step (2) in figure (4-16) 
5- If no match is found PMGO-CA performs a recursive search on all tree nodes, for 
the rule with the longest pattern (the node with the highest priority pattern), 
except context-sensitive nodes, to find a match node M. step (5) in figure (4-16) 
6- If a match node M is found in any of previous steps PMGO-CA examines the 
descendant node of the matched node M, if it was a question node, PMGO-CA 
replies with a question and sets the current node C to that descendent node. 
step (4) in figure (4-16) 
If that descendent node was a report node PMGO-CA checks the node activation 
time T, if T is equal to 0 PMGO-CA fires the response contained with the node D, 
increases T by 1 and resets the current node C to the tree root node R. 
A = answer of node D, where T = 0 
IF T> 0 and less than the activation limit L, PMGO-CA fires the response plus a 
notification that this topic has been discussed earlier in the same conversation. 
After the report node is activated PMGO-CA increases the number of activation 
times T by 1 and resets the current node C to the tree root node R 
T=T+1, where T<L 
C=R 
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If the number of activation times (T) is equal to the activation limit L, PMGO-CA 
replies with an invalid answer violation message, as illustrated in steps (11-15) in 
figure (4-16) 
A = V  
7- If PMGO-CA fails to find a matched node M, the checks if the utterance is related 
to the domain by comparing the words of the utterance with domain defined 
keywords, if the utterance contains domain keywords PMGO-CA replies to the 
user asking them to rephrase their utterance; otherwise it replies with an answer 
asking the user to be subjective and stick to the domain of conversation, as 
shown in steps (8,9,10) in figure (4-16). 
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Figure ‎4-16 Tree search flowchart 
4.3.3.2. Context Switching 
Context switching in CAs can be defined as a process of switching from one topic of 
conversation to another. 
As discussed earlier in section (4.2), the knowledge of the Iraqi passport domain has been 
classified in two types; a context or topic, and general question or frequently asked 
questions (FAQs). 
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The nodes contained within topics nodes are marked as context-sensitive nodes; because 
they are associated and activated with a dialogue flow about one topic, these nodes are 
never activated or considered as candidate nodes when the conversation flows into another 
context. 
Other general questions (non-context) nodes are not considered as topics, they are not 
restrictive to any dialogue flow or context, and they might be activated even when the 
conversation is flowing into different context, but only when PMGO-CA does not find a 
match in the current context. 
PMGO-CA was designed in this way for two reasons. First, there are some questions that 
cannot be classified as a part of context, because they are either related to different topics 
in the passport domain, or they do not belong to the main five topics of the IPS domain as 
discussed earlier in section (4.2),  
The second is the nature of human conversation, during their dialogues humans do not 
commit to a single topic, and even if they decide to, it is hard to anticipate what the 
conversation flow would be like between two people. Furthermore, humans may say 
something irrelevant during the conversation then they return to the same original context. 
Context switching is demonstrated in conversation sample (4-4), where a user has a 
problem with their lost passport, in line (2), PMGO-CA asks the user whether they have 
completed passport loss procedures, such as reporting the police and making a journal 
announcement; the context expects the user to answer either with a patterns of “Yes” or 
“No”, but the user responds with a question which is out of the current context. 
When the user asks about the number of journals to be announced in, line number (5), 
which is categorised as a general question. 
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1. You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
2. System: When a passport is lost, you must 
inform the police and publish an announcement 
in a journal about losing your passport, then you 
can visit the consulate to apply for a new 
passport, Have you completed these 
procedures? 
3. You: Yes, I have completed these procedures. 
4. System: Do you live there for short-term and you 
want to go back to Iraq? 
5. You: In how many journals the announcement 
must be published? 
6. System: the announcement should be made in 
one news appear and for a period of one day at 
least. 
7. You: Yes, I’m a tourist 
8. System: do you have valid Iraqi ID, and 
citizenship certificate or copies of them? 
1. تنا :تدقف يزاوج ؟لعفااذام 
2. ماظنلا: نع ةطرشمل غلاب ميدقت بمطتي زاوجلا نادقف دنع
 كلذ دعب و ةفيحصلا يف نادقفلا رشن و نادقفلا ةلاح
لى ،ديدج زاوج رادصلا ةثعبلا ةعجارم متي  هذيب تمق
؟تاءارجلاا  
3. تنا : تاءارجلاا هذيب تمق ،معن
4. ماظنلا : ىلا ةدوعلا ديرت و وتقؤم ةروصب ميقم تنا لى
؟ قارعلا 
5. تنا : ؟نلاعلاا اييف رشنا نا بمطتي ةفيحص مك
6. ماظنلا : و ةدحاو ةيمحم ةفيحص يف نلاعلاا رشن متي
لقلاا ىمع دحاو موي ةدمل 
7. تنا :حئاس انا ،معن 
8. ماظنلا :لمت لى ةدايش و ةيندملا لاوحلاا ةيوى ك
امينم ونومم روص وا هذفانلا ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا 
Conversation Sample ‎4-4 
 
Context switching rules in PMGO-CA can be summarised as: 
1- Context switching occurs when the conversation’s current context is changed from 
a context-sensitive node to another context-sensitive node; because it is not 
possible for both the agent and the user to carry on two conversations on two 
different topics and maintain their information separately. 
Context nodes usually includes topics that needs more information to generate a 
response to the user, hence it is not possible to have PMGO-CA asking two 
different questions at the same time and have these questions answered by the 
user at once.   
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You: Hello 
System: Hello 
You: I want to obtain a new passport 
System: do you have valid Iraqi ID and 
citizenship certificate? 
You: May I extend my current passport instead of 
applying for a new one? 
System: this is a different situation; however I 
can help you with that, what is your passport’s 
type? 
تنا :ابحرم 
ماظنلا : لاًلايس و لاًلاىا 
تنا : ديدج زاوج ىمع لوصحلا ديرا
ماظنلا : لاوحلاا ةيوى نم لكل ةيمصلاا خسنلا كممت لى
؟ةثيدح تارادصاب و ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا ةدايش و ةيندملا 
تنا : زاوج ىمع لوصحلا لدب يزاوج ديدمت نكمي لى
؟ ديدج 
ماظنلا : يننكمي لاح يا ىمع نكل فمتخم عوضوم اذى
؟ كزاوج عون وى ام  ، كلذ يف كتدعاسم 
Conversation Sample ‎4-5 Switching from context node to other context node 
 
 This is demonstrated in conversation sample (4-5), a conversation occurs 
between a user and PMGO-CA about obtaining new passport, in line number (4) 
PMGO-CA asks the user if they have valid Iraqi documents. This topic is a context 
and is recognised as one of the main processes of the IPS domain, however the 
user decides not to go with the context of new passports and requests passport 
renewal service, in line number (5); the agent switches the context to passport 
extending service and notifies the user that this is a different topic, then PMGO-CA 
asks the user a question about the type of the passport to be extended, in line 
number (6) 
2- Switching the conversation from a context-sensitive node to non-context node 
(general question node) is not considered context switching. Because when 
conversing with the agent in a particular topic, users may ask some unrelated 
questions, but they do not intend to choose another topic or discuss another type 
of passport services, therefore when a non-context (general)  node is triggered  
it’s neither suitable nor useful to switch the current context to the a non-context 
node, it would be more useful to retain the current context and remind the user 
to stick to it. 
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You: I want a travel document. 
System: travel documents are issued to citizens 
with lost passport and wish to go back to Iraq 
urgently, they are also issued for Iraqi student’s 
children to travel back to Iraq, why do you need 
a travel document? 
You: what is the validity period of travel 
documents? 
System: travel documents are valid for six 
months starting from the issue date, please 
reply to the previous questions so I can help 
you better? 
You: my passport was burned 
System: are you living there for short-term 
bases and want to return to Iraq?   
1- تنا : ديرارورم زاوج 
2- لاماظن : وا ، هرفس زاوج دقف نمل رورملا زاوج ردصي
 قارعمل ةدوعلا ىمع نطاوملا بجوت يتلا تلااحلا يف
 نييقارعلا ةبمطلا لافطلا ردصيو ، يعوط لكشب
 زاوج ىمع لوصحلا ديرت اذامل ،قارعلا ىلا رفسمل
؟رورم 
3- تنا :رورملا زاوج ةيحلاص ةدم يى ام 
4- ماظنلا:  ريشا ةتس يى زاوجلا دافن ةدم موي نم أدبت
 نكمتلا قباسلا لاؤسلا ىمع درلا ءاجرلا  ، رادصلاا
لضفا لكشب كتدعاسم نم 
5- تنا :قرتحا يزاوج 
6- ماظنلا : ىلا ةدوعلا ديرت و وتقؤم ةروصب ميقم تنا لى
؟قارعلا 
Conversation Sample ‎4-6 
Conversation sample (4-6) illustrates this case. A user is requesting a travel 
document in line number (1) and the agent asks the user about the purpose of 
requesting it in line number (2). 
Instead of responding to PMGO-CA’s question, the user asks about the validity 
period of travel documents in line number (3). This question is categorised as a 
general question (non-context). 
 PMGO-CA responds to the question about passport validity in line number (4) but 
it retains the previous context and reminds the user about it in line number (4), so 
the user still has the option to go on with the “travel document” context. 
In line number (5), the user says that his passport was burned to justify his need to 
get a travel document, and the conversation flows in the same context (travel 
document). 
3- Switching the conversation from non-context node to context-sensitive nodes also 
does not count as context-switching; non-context nodes not only cover IPS 
domain’s FAQs, but they also include nodes to answer some of the frequent 
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statements exchanged among people, such as greeting and courtesy statements. 
Therefore,  it’s not suitable to call it context-switching when a user asks a question 
after greeting or saying “Hi” to the CA, this can be clarified in the conversation 
sample (4-7) 
You: Hello 
System: Hello 
You: do I have to take appointment to 
visit the consulate? 
System: no need for appointments, you 
can visit the embassy during the 
working hours 
You: fine, I want to obtain a new 
passport. 
System: Do you have valid Iraqi 
documents and citizenship certificate? 
تن  :ابحرم 
ماظنل  : ًهس  و ًها  
تن  :ةٌلصنقل  ةعج رمل دعوم ذخ  بجٌ لا 
ماظنل  : لهخ روضحل  ناكملااب دعوم ذخلا ًع د لا
ًم رل  م ودل  تاعا  
تن  :دٌدج ز وج ىلع لوصحل  دٌر  ،دٌج 
ماظنل  : ل وحلا  ةٌوا نم لكل ةٌلصلا  خ نل  كلمت لا
ةٌندمل  ؟ةثٌدح ت ر دصاب و ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  ةداسش و 
Conversation Sample ‎4-7 
 
4.3.3.3. Nodes Activation and Promotion 
In general, CAs need mechanisms to decide when to trigger certain rules, and where not to, 
and how many times they should be triggered during a conversation. These mechanisms are 
summarised as: 
 Rules activation/deactivation: to determine when a rule is activated and 
when it is not. 
 Rule strength: to determine which rule of conflicting rules is triggered, also 
called conflict resolution strategies as explained in section (4.3.2.2) 
 Rules promotion/demotion: to decide in which context certain rules can 
have more priority than other rules.  
These mechanisms were described implicitly in the tree search algorithm covered in section 
(4.3.3.1), this section focuses on these mechanisms and how they are encoded through the 
search algorithm.  
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Previous conversational agents like ArabChat and InfoChat used numerical attributes 
associated with rules to control these factors.  These numeric attributes may cause 
confusion to the scripter and make the scripting process slower and more cumbersome. In 
PMGO-CA a simpler approach is followed by replacing some of these numerical attributes 
with other methods, which are encoded inside the tree search algorithm.  This approach 
can be summarised as: 
1- When a conversation flows into a particular context, only context-sensitive nodes and 
non-context sensitive nodes are activated and considered as candidate nodes for 
matching, but context-sensitive nodes are promoted over non-context nodes. Because 
once the user gets into a context they expected to proceed with the conversation flow, 
so the antecedent nodes of the current node are evaluated first, then if no match is 
found, the agent performs a search in other non-context nodes. In other words context 
sensitive nodes are only activated in their current context. Conversation sample (4-8) 
shows a conversation sample between a user and PMGO-CA about obtaining new 
passport, PMGO-CA asks the user in line number (2) about their documents, the user 
responds in line number (3) stating that they have valid Iraqi documents, this response 
triggers a report nodes with instruction on obtaining new passport. 
Later in the conversation, line number (5) the user asks PMGO-CA if he/she can extend 
their current passport instead of issuing a new one in line number (6). PMGO-CA asks 
about the type of user’s passport, but in line number (7) the user responds with the 
same utterance that they used in the “new passport” context, line number (3), PMGO-
CA does not trigger the same node trigged in the previous context, and asks the user to 
rephrase their utterance because it has no meaning neither in the current context nor in 
the general questions. 
 
1- You: I want a new passport. 
2- Agent: Do you have the original copies of 
valid Iraqi ID and citizenship certificate?  
1- تنا :ديدج زاوج ىمع لوصحلا ديرا 
2-  لاوحلاا ةيوى نم لكل ةيمصلاا خسنلا كممت لى
 تارادصاب و ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا ةدايش و ةيندملا
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3- User: Yes, I have valid Iraqi documents. 
4- Agent: please fill in the application form an 
attend the embassy with your documents 
and (4) personal photos with white 
background 
5- You: May I extend my current passport 
instead of applying for a new one? 
6- What is you passport’s type? 
7- User: Yes, I have valid Iraqi documents.  
8- Please rephrase statement 
؟ةثيدح 
3- تنا :قئاثو كمما معن ةذفان ةيقارع 
4-  لصتاو زاوجلا رادصاب ةصاخلا ةرامتسلاا لأما
 لاوحلاا ةيوى بمجو ةعجارممل دعوم ذخلا ةثعبلاب
 روص وعبراو ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا ةدايشو ةيندملا
ةيصخش 
5- تنا : لوصحمل ميدقتلا لدب يزاوج ديدمت نكمي لى
؟ديدج زاوج ىمع 
6- ؟ كزاوج عون وى ام 
7- تنا : ةيقارع قئاثو كمما معنةذفان 
8- كمضف نم ةممجلا ةغايص ةداعا ىجري 
Conversation Sample ‎4-8 
2- If there is no particular context in the current conversation, all context-sensitive 
nodes are deactivated as described earlier in section (4.3.3.1), conversation 
sample (4-9) shows a conversation snippet between a user and the agent, in line 
number (3) the user states that he has valid Iraqi documents with an utterance 
related to the “new passport’ context, since the conversation is not going 
through that context, PMGO-CA does not consider it and asks the user to 
rephrase his/her statement. 
You: Hello 
System: Hello 
User: Yes, I have valid Iraqi 
documents.  
System: Please rephrase statement 
تن  :ابحرم 
ماظنل  : ًهس  و ًها  
تن  : معنةذفات ةٌق رع قباثو كلم  
ماظنل  :كلضف نم ةلمجل  ةغاٌص ةداع  ىجرٌ 
Conversation Sample ‎4-9 
3- There is a numerical attribute associated with each report node, called 
“activation limit”, which is covered in tree search algorithm section (4.3.3.1). The 
report node can only be triggered for the given number of times, after that the 
node becomes deactivated, once the activation times reaches the activation limit 
PMGO-CA responds with the “activation limit violation” message and closes the 
conversation as discussed in section (4.3.4). 
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4- Conflicting nodes (nodes with conflicted patterns): when this case occurs the 
node with the highest weight is triggered, pattern weight is  covered in section 
(4.3.2.2) 
4.3.4. Short-Term Memory (Cache) 
Short-term memory or (cache) is the memory used by PMGO-CA during the conversation 
session with users, each conversation with each user has its own version of cache. 
Upon the beginning of the conversation session, a cache is created and associated with that 
particular conversation only, this cache contains: 
1- Memory variables queue: their attributes and parameters memory variables 
are covered in section (4.3.5.1) 
2- A copy of knowledge tree, its nodes and their attributes associated with each 
specific user. 
Short-term memory or cache is used to keep user’s information captured during the 
memory conversation (section 4.3.5) along with domain node which were activated during 
the conversation, 
This leads to significant performance improvement, since all nodes and attributes are kept 
in the server’s RAM, there’s no additional time cost to look up in a database. In addition, 
this helps to separate the current context of each user and the activated nodes and 
maintains separate cache for each conversation of each user. 
The cache also keeps track of the current node (context), the knowledge tree and the 
activated nodes with their activation times and other attributes. These attributes are 
summarized as: 
o R: the root node of the knowledge tree. 
o C: current node, this node represents the location of current conversation in the 
knowledge tree. 
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o D: sub-nodes of the current node C , also called “candidate nodes” 
o M: matched node, the node that have the best patterns matching to user’s 
utterance. 
o T: number of times a particular node is activated. 
o L: maximum number of activation times for each node, also called “Activation Limit”. 
o V: invalid answer violation message, a message that appears when users exceed the 
(L) of  each node 
The activation time attribute is used to control the number of times a report node is 
activated; when the node is activated PMGO-CA checks the number of activation times, if 
this node has been activated more than 0 times and less than the activation limit defined by 
the scripter for that node, PMGO-CA responds normally to the user but notifies them that 
this topic has already been mentioned before. This is shown in the conversation sample (4-
10). 
You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
System: When a passport is lost, you must inform 
the police and put an advertisement in a journal 
about losing your passport, then you can visit the 
consulate to apply for a new passport, Have you 
completed all  these procedures? 
You: Yes, I have 
System: Do you live there for short-term and you 
want to go back to Iraq? 
You: Yes, I’m a tourist. 
System: do you have valid personal ID and 
Citizenship certificate, or copies of them?  
You: Yes 
System: As mentioned before, you can send a 
written request to the consulate to obtain a transit 
passport, which requires copies of your Iraqi 
documents and 4 personal pictures with white 
تنا :لعفا اذام يزاوج تدقف 
ماظنلا : ةلاح نع ةطرشمل غلاب ميدقت بمطتي زاوجلا نادقف دنع
 ةعجارم متي كلذ دعب و ةفيحصلا يف نادقفلا رشن ، نادقفلا
ق لى ، ديدج زاوج رادصلا ةثعبلا؟ تاءارجلاا هذيب تم 
تنا :كلذب تمق معن 
ماظنلا :؟ قارعلا ىلا ةدوعلا ديرت و وتقؤم ةروصب ميقم تنا لى 
تنا :حئاس انا معن 
ماظنلا : ةيسنجلا ةدايش و ةيندملا لاوحلاا ةيوى كممت لى
؟ امينم ونومم روص وا هذفانلا ةيقارعلا 
تنا :معن 
ماظنلا :طخ بمط ميدقت نكمي اقباس انركذ امك ةثعبلا ىلا ي
 نم خسن دوجو كلذ بمطتي و رورم زاوج ىمع لوصحمل
 و ةيقارعلا قئاثولا4  ءاضيب ةيفمخب ةيصخش روص 
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background. 
Conversation Sample ‎4-10 
However, when the number of activation times reaches the activation limit PMGO-CA 
responds with an “Activation violation” message and closes the conversation session if the 
scripter chooses this option for that node, as shown in the conversation sample (4-10). 
If a report node is activated several times during the same conversation, the agent stops the 
conversation based on an activation limit defined by the scripter which is set to (3) by 
default, however the scripter has the option to tweak this number according to their needs. 
A sample this occurrence is shown in conversation sample (4-11) line number (8) where 
PMGO-CA responds to the user stating that this topic has already been activated several 
times during the conversation, and then the agent terminates the conversation. 
1- You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
2- System: When a passport is lost, you must 
inform the police and make a journal 
advertisement about losing your passport, 
then you can visit the consulate to apply for a 
new passport, Have you done all of these 
procedures? 
3- You: Yes, I have 
4- System: Do you live there for short-term and 
you want to go back to Iraq? 
5- You: Yes, I’m a tourist. 
6- System: do you have valid personal ID and 
Citizenship certificate, or copies of them?  
7- You: Yes 
8- System: I have answered this enquiry multiple 
times, thus this conversation will be closed, 
thank you. 
1- تنا :لعفا اذام يزاوج تدقف 
2- ماظنلا : ةطرشمل غلاب ميدقت بمطتي زاوجلا نادقف دنع
 دعب و ةفيحصلا يف نادقفلا رشن ، نادقفلا ةلاح نع
 لى ، ديدج زاوج رادصلا ةثعبلا ةعجارم متي كلذ
؟ تاءارجلاا هذيب تمق 
3- تنا :كلذب تمق معن 
4- ماظنلا : ميقم تنا لى ىلا ةدوعلا ديرت و وتقؤم ةروصب
؟قارعلا 
5- تنا :حئاس انا معن 
6- ماظنلا : ةدايش و ةيندملا لاوحلاا ةيوى كممت لى
؟ امينم ونومم روص وا هذفانلا ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا 
7- تنا :معن 
8- ماظنلا : اذى نع ةرم نم رثكا ةباجلااب تمق دقل
مكل لاًاركش  ،ةثداحملا قلاغأب موقأس كلذل ،راسفتسلاا 
Conversation Sample ‎4-11 
Another memory feature has been already described implicitly in the context switching 
section (4.3.3.2). Considering the conversation sample (4-12) a user is conversing with 
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PMGO-CA about extending his/her passport, when the agent ask about the user’s passport 
type, the user does not respond to the question and states that he needs to call the 
embassy instead of using the CA; Although PMGO-CA responds with instructions on how to 
contact the embassy, but it retains the current context at the same time so the user can 
proceed to converse with the about extending their passport. 
 
You: Can I extend my passport instead of applying 
for a new one? 
System: what’s your passport’s type? 
You: I want to call the embassy instead of chatting 
here 
System: you can reach the Iraqi consulate or 
embassy on the following numbers 0044 00000 and 
004400002, respectively, please answer my 
previous answer so I can help you better 
تنا :ديدمت نكمي لى  ىمع لوصحمل ميدقتلا لدب يزاوج
؟ديدج زاوج 
ماظنلا :؟ كزاوج عون وى ام 
تنا :انى ثدحتلا ديرا لا و ةرافسلاب لاصتلاا ديرا 
ماظنلا : وى ةرافسلا ناونع22  نوفيمت مقرو تيكزنيوك
 وى ةرافسلا0044 00000  . يف ةيمصنقلا ناونعو
 وى رتسجنام24  وى فتايلا مقرو تروك دروفسكوا
004400002 نكمتلا قباسلا لاؤسلا ىمع درلا ءاجرلا  ،
لضفا لكشب كتدعاسم نم 
Conversation Sample ‎4-12 
 
 
4.3.5. Long-Term Memory 
Long-term memory has been a real challenge in CAs development. This research introduces 
a modest attempt to simulate long-term memory in CAs to store users’ information and the 
activated nodes during their conversation for long-term bases. 
Questions, answers, and patterns related to user’s information were encapsulated in 
structure called “memory variable”; these long-term memory variables are kept in a 
database and it’s the scripter’s task to organize and manage them. 
Memory variables are stored in a database separately from the knowledge tree to provide 
more control over their options and attributes. In addition, each user has different 
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parameters for these variables, table (4-6) summarizes the memory variables used within 
PMGO-CA with their parameters range 
Memory variable Parameter range 
Name List of (1000) frequently used Arabic names 
Age Ranges between (18-90) years 
Nationality Iraqi / Non-Iraqi 
Current country of residence a list of (200) countries 
Province of origin A list of (18) Iraqi provinces 
Table ‎4-6 memory variables and parameters 
The functionality of long-term memory in PMGO-CA is to gather user’s information 
according to the defined variables and store them in a database along with the activated 
nodes, when the same user initiates the conversation and gives the same information 
PMGO-CA assumes that it is the same user and retrieves the activated nodes from the 
database which contains the users parameters and the description of the activated nodes of 
previous conversation. The description of nodes is used instead of the nodes ID number 
because when the tree is modified some nodes may obtain different ID numbers. In 
addition, processing the log file to extract contexts was not viable either. Therefore, only 
the description of activated nodes is stored in the database. Conversation logs (discussed in 
section 4.3.6.2.1) are also captured during the conversations, but they do not play any role 
in long term memory of PMGO-CA; they are used for the sole purpose of monitoring and 
observing the performance of the CA. 
The problem with the memory approach used within PMGO-CA is that many users may 
share the same information like age and location; this makes it impossible to accurately 
identifying users. Another problem is that user’s utterances are based on patterns; and the 
user when initiates other conversation may give the same information but with different 
pattern, in this case CA’s memory will fail to identify them. Conversation sample (4-13) 
demonstrates an example of two conversations with the same user but with different times. 
 
You: Hello 
System: Hello, May I have your name please? 
تنا : لاًابحرم 
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You: Mohammed. 
System: from which Iraqi governorate are you? 
Mohammed: Baghdad. 
System: How old are you? 
Mohammed: 24 years old. 
System: Do you live outside Iraq now? 
Mohammed: Yes. 
System: in which country do you live now? 
Mohammed: India. 
System: How can I help you? 
Mohammed: I want to obtain a new passport. 
“output omitted for brevity” 
System: Please fill out the application form and 
contact the embassy to schedule an appointment 
to apply for the new passport; you shall need your 
personal ID and your Iraqi Citizenship certificate, 
in addition to 4 personal photos. 
 
 
 
 
 
ماظنلا :؟ثدحتملا مسا فرعا نكمم لاًلايس و لاًلاىا 
تنا : دمحم
ماظنلا : ؟ تنا ةظفاحم يا نم
دمحم :نم دادغب 
ماظنلا :مك غمبي  ؟كرمع
دمحم :24 ةنس 
ماظنلا :لى تنا ميقم جراخ قارعلا ؟ايلاح 
دمحم :معن 
ماظنلا :يف يا ةلود ميقت ؟نلاا 
دمحم :دنيلا 
ًاظْىا :فٍم اْْنٌَ ؟جذػاسَىا 
دمحم :ديرا رادصا زاوج رفس 
" راتصخلال صنلا نم ءزج ءافخا مت" 
ماظنلا : ةثعبلاب لاصتلاا و ميدقتلا ةامتسا ءلم ىجري
 ةيوى راظحا بجي و ،زاوج ىمع ميدقتمل دعوم ديدحتل
 ةفاضلااب ةيقارعلا ةيسنجلا ةدايش و ةيندملا لاوحلاا
 ىلا4  ةيصخش روص 
 
 
When the same user initiates a conversation later 
You: Hello 
System: Hello, May I have your name please? 
You: Mohammed. 
System: Mohammed, from which Iraqi 
governorate are you? 
Mohammed: Baghdad. 
System: How old are you? 
Mohammed: 24 years old. 
System: Do you live outside Iraq now? 
Mohammed: Yes. 
System: in which country do you live now? 
Mohammed: India. 
System: I remember we’ve talked previously 
about (obtaining a new passport), how can I help 
تنا :ابحرم 
ماظنلا :؟ثدحتملا مسا فرعا نكمم لاًلايس و لاًلاىا 
تنا :دمحم 
ماظنلا : ؟ تنا ةظفاحم يا نم
دمحم :نم دادغب 
ماظنلا :؟ كرمع غمبي مك 
دمحم :24 ةنس 
لاماظن :؟لاًايلاح قارعلا جراخ ميقم تنا لى 
دمحم :معن 
ماظنلا :؟نلاا ميقتة لود يا يف 
دمحم :دنيلا 
ماظنلا :ركذا اننا انثدحت  نعاقباس ( زاوجرادصا) 
فيك يننكمي كتدعاسم 
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you? 
Conversation Sample ‎4-13Memory variables 
4.3.5.1. Memory Variables  
As explained earlier, memory variables are data structures holding all memory related 
information for a particular topic, the attributes of a memory variable are described in table 
(4-7) 
Attribute name Explanation Examples 
Arabic English 
Name:  A descriptive name for the 
memory variable. 
نك ل  Location 
Logical Name:  A unique identifier for each 
memory variable, this name 
is used as an identifier to 
keep‎user‟s‎information‎in‎
database. 
This attribute 
must be defined 
in English only 
Location 
Query Question:   A question to be asked to 
users to gain information. 
“؟ نك ت نٌ ” “Where‎are‎you‎
located?” 
Answers:    Patterns for potential 
answers for a questions 
asked by the agent 
“ق رعل ” 
“رصم” 
“Jordan” 
”Egypt” 
Prefix:   This field contains 
characters or words that 
may proceed the answers 
"ًف شٌع  ان " , 
“ًف نكا  ان ” 
"I live in" 
"I'm located in" 
Suffix:  This field contains 
characters or words that 
may proceed the answers 
“ةن  ذنم” 
"رسش ذنم"  
“for‎a‎year” 
“for‎a‎month” 
Invalid Answer 
Message:  
a message displayed to user 
when his answer does not 
match any pattern 
“م   ةباتك ىجرٌ 
حوضوب دلبل ” 
("Please type country 
name properly") 
Invalid Answer 
Limit:  
The maximum number of 
times a user can answer 
with invalid utterance to 
memory variable 
“1”. “1”. 
Invalid Answer 
Violation 
Message:  
a message displayed to 
users when the exceed the 
Error limit. 
" لاخداب مقت مل
 لكشب تامولعمل 
 ،ت رم ةدعل حٌحص
 رطضن  كلذل
لاصتلا  قهغلا"  
"you've typed  invalid 
information for several 
times, therefore the 
conversation will be 
closed" 
Terminate 
Conversation 
On Violation: 
This is a Boolean attributes 
that causes the conversation 
to be closed if the invalid 
True True 
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Attribute name Explanation Examples 
Arabic English 
answer limit is reached 
Table ‎4-7 A attributes of memory variables   
Conversation sample (4-14) illustrates the behaviour of memory variables; a user is 
conversing with the CA. In line number (11) PMGO-CA asks the user about their location, 
which is a query question. Then the user responds with a random utterance which has no 
meaning in line (12). This utterance is evaluated against a combination of answers defined 
in the answers field and their affixes (defined in prefix and suffix fields); PMGO-CA does not 
find any match with these combination; so the agent tries to perform an approximate string 
matching with all answers to check if there’s an approximate match (approximate string 
matching is covered shortly). After the CA fails to find an approximate answer; PMGO-CA 
increases the Invalid answer counter for this variable by (1) and fires an “invalid answer 
message” in line number (13). 
 
1- System: Hello, May I have your name please? 
2- You: Mohammed. 
3- System: Mohammed, from which Iraqi 
governorate are you? 
4- Mohammed: Baghad. 
5- System: do you mean (Baghdad)? 
6- Mohammed: Yes. 
7- System: How old are you? 
8- Mohammed: I’m 24 years old. 
9- System: Do you live outside Iraq now? 
10- Mohammed: Yes. 
11- System: in which country do you live now? 
12- Mohammed: “some random answer”. 
13- System: Please type your city name properly 
14- Mohammed: “any random answer”. 
15- System: you've typed  invalid information for 
several times, therefore the conversation will be 
closed 
 
1 .ماظنلا :؟ثدحتملا مسا فرعا نكمم لاًلايس و لاًلاىا 
2 .تنا :دمحم 
3 .ماظنلا :تنا نم يا ةظفاحم ؟دمحماي 
4 .دمحم :نم داغب 
5 .ماظنلا : دصقت لى(دادغب )؟ 
6 .دمحم :معن. 
7 .ماظنلا :مك غمبي  ؟كرمع
8 .دمحم : يرمع24 ةنس 
9 .ماظنلا :؟ايلاح قارعلا جراخ ميقم تنا لى 
10 .دمحم :معن 
11 .ماظنلا :؟نلاا ميقت ةلود يا يف 
12 .دمحم" :رثعبم ملاك" 
13 .ماظنلا :ةحيحص ةقيرطب دمبلا مسا ةباتك ةداعا ىجري. 
14 .دمحم" :رثعبم ملاك "
15 .ماظنلا : ريغ تامومعم لاخداب تمق دقل ةدعل ةحيحص
ةثداحملا قلاغاب موقنس كلذل تارم .
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Conversation Sample ‎4-14 Memory procedure 
When the user answers with a random utterance again in line number (14), PMGO-CA 
checks the Invalid answer counter which is (1) and compare it with the “invalid answer 
limit” which is (1) in this case PMGO-CA responds with an “invalid message violation” 
message in line number (15) and closes the conversation because the option “Terminate 
conversation on violation” is active. 
Affixes are extra information that users usually include in their utterance but they cannot be 
considered as part of the answer. For example, when users are asked about their location; 
they may answer with “I’ve been living in Jordan for five years”, in such case the phrases 
“I’ve been living in” and “for five years” are not a part of the answer which is (Jordan); the 
answer only will be stored in the memory database. 
Let us consider the conversation example (4-14), in line number (7) PMGO-CA asks about 
user’s age; the user responds with “I’m 24 years old” PMGO-CA looks up the prefix, 
answers, and prefix fields (explained in table (4-6))  of the “age” variable and forms a 
combination of patterns among them; if the prefix field has the pattern “I’m” and the 
answer field has a pattern of “24” and the suffix field has the pattern “years old”; then one 
of the combinations would be “I’m 24 years old” and it would match the user’s utterance in 
this case, but the actual answer is retained as “24” and this answer only will be considered 
in the database of long-term memory. 
There are two types of affixes, the first is prefixes which proceed the answers such as the 
phrase “I’ve been living in” in the above example; and suffixes which follows the answer, 
such us the phrase “for five years” in the example above, these potential affixes are listed in 
the “prefix” and the “suffix” fields of memory variables. 
Approximate string matching is performed using Levenshtein distance (Gonzalo, 2001), if 
there is a good similarity score between the user’s answer and the patterns defined within 
the “answers” field in memory variable, PMGO-CA asks the user if they meant this 
approximate answer. For example, in line number (3) PMGO-CA asks the user about their 
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governorate of origin, the user mistakenly responds with “Baghad” instead of  “Baghdad” in 
line number (4), when PMGO-CA checks the combination of answers and affixes it does not 
find a match, so PMGO-CA performs approximate string matching with the defined answers 
and find an approximate answer “Baghdad” to user’s utterance “Baghad”, then the agent 
asks the user if they meant the approximate answer “Baghdad” in line number (5), and the 
user responds with “Yes” in line number (6) to confirm that they meant “Baghdad”. 
4.3.5.2. Memory Algorithm 
Figure (4-7) shows a flowchart explaining how memory variables are processed at the start 
of the conversation session between the user and the agent. 
When users initiates a session with PMGO-CA, the memory algorithm starts by retrieving 
memory variables from database and organising them in a queue according to their priority, 
then PMGO-CA starts processing them and enquiring user’s about their information, when 
users respond to all of these variables PMGO-CA compares the user’s parameters with all 
parameters of previous conversations with all users, which are stored in user’s database, if 
the same parameters are found, PMGO-CA retrieves a list of the activated nodes in previous 
conversation, otherwise PMGO-CA keeps the parameters of the new user’s in short-term 
memory. 
When the memory algorithm ends, the tree search algorithm (explained in section 4.3.3.1) 
starts to converse with the user to help them achieve their conversation goal. 
At the end of the conversation session, PMGO-CA creates a record for the user with their 
information and the activated nodes. If the user already had a record then their record is 
updated with the new activated nodes. 
 Before getting into the memory algorithm the following terms are defined: 
 Q: memory variables queue 
 X: Current memory variable. 
 I: query question associated with the current memory variable  Q 
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 A: answer patterns defined within memory variable 
 P: prefix 
 S: suffix 
 M: invalid answer message 
 L: invalid answer limit 
 T: invalid answer counter 
 V: invalid answer limit violation message 
A pointer in memory called “Current memory variable” indicates the memory variable being 
processed; the steps below summarizes the memory procedure, as shown in figure (4-8) 
1- Memory variables are retrieved from the database and organized in a memory 
queue Q based on their priority. 
2- Retrieve memory variable form memory queue and assign the current memory 
variable to it, as shown in figure (4-17), steps (1), (2) and (3)  
3- Display a query question associated with the current memory variable X, as shown in 
step (4) and (5) in figure (4-17) 
4- When the user responds to the question, PMGO-CA checks user’s answer against the 
patterns of answers associated with the memory variable, step (6) and (7) in figure 
(4-17),the pattern is computed by combining the values of the answer (A), prefix (P), 
suffix (S) fields. Each item in these fields is cross joined with the items of the other 
fields to create a list of combinations; user utterance is evaluated against these 
combinations to find a match 
5- If PMGO-CA does not find a match in the list of the combinations of (answer (A), 
prefix (P), suffix (S) fields); PMGO-CA searches for an approximate answer, as shown 
in step (8) and (9) in figure (4-17), with the use of approximate string matching using 
Levenshtein distance (Gonzalo, 2001) between each item of the answers field and 
the answer of the user. If an approximate match is found, PMGO-CA displays a 
message to the user to ask if they meant this answer. If the user answers with “yes” 
"ٌؼّ" , their answer is kept in the cache and the next variable is processed. 
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6- If no match is found in the previous steps PMGO-CA checks the number of invalid 
answers T, as shown in step (10) if it is less than the invalid answer limit L; PMGO-CA 
replies to user with “invalid answer message” (M)defined by the scripter( step 11)  
and increases the number of invalid answer by (1) (step 12) 
If the number of invalid answers T is equal to the limit L, PMGO-CA responds with 
the “invalid answer violation” message (V) defined by the administrator ( step 13), 
then PMGO-CA checks the option “terminate conversation on violation”, if this 
option is activated by the scripter PMGO-CA closes the conversation step (14) and 
(15) 
 
Figure ‎4-17 Memory flowchart 
4.3.6. Conversation Manager 
This module serves as an interface between the user and the agent; it receives user’s input 
and displays CA’s response. In addition, this module performs the coordination among 
other CA’s modules. 
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PMGO-CA has been implemented as web site hosted online at (http://www.iraq-pass-
ca.net), this web site has a user interface to interact with users in addition to administrative 
interfaces to manage all agent’s aspects including interfaces to manage and view all PMGO-
CA options such as memory variables (discussed in section 4.3.5.1), conversation logs, 
unrecognized user utterances and an interface to upload the scripted knowledge tree 
discussed in section (4.3.6.2.4) 
4.3.6.1. User interface 
As shown in figure (4-18), the user interface has an area to type in the utterance and 
another area to show the utterance and the system response; this interface also has a 
button to download the current conversation as a text file and another button to close the 
conversation.  
Normal users have access to the conversation boxes only, if they attempt other features 
such as logs or tree management, they are prompted to provide the administrative 
credentials for PMGO-CA 
 
Figure ‎4-18 PMGO-CA user interface 
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4.3.6.2. Administrative Interfaces 
The PMGO-CA administrator is authorised to browse and manage all aspects of PMGO-CA 
including viewing conversation logs, managing knowledge tree, and long-term memory 
management. The upcoming sections explain these interfaces in depth. 
 Conversation Logs 
Conversations history between users and PMGO-CA are stored in a database and can be 
browsed by the system administrator, these logs contain all conversations with the time 
and date of each one and do not include any other information or statistics. Figure (4-19) 
shows the interface of browsing and viewing the conversation logs.  
 
Figure ‎4-19 conversation logs interface 
 
Unrecognised Utterances 
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In conversations, sometimes there are some utterances that are not recognised by PMGO-
CA. These utterances are stored in a separate database of unrecognised utterances to be 
viewed by PMGO-CA administrator directly. This enables the administrator to find out which 
patterns can be used to update the knowledge tree in order to respond to this unrecognised 
question. Figure (4-20) shows the interface of unrecognised utterances captured during 
conversations with users. 
 
 
Figure ‎4-20 Unrecognized utterances interface 
Memory variables 
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Figure ‎4-21 Memory variables interface 
Figure (4-21) shows the friendly user interface used to add a new memory variable to 
PMGO-CA. 
 Upload Knowledge Tree 
When knowledge is changed or modified whether due to change in the domain itself or to 
modify the scripts to handle more users utterance, the scripter can modify the domain 
knowledge tree using the tree script editor (described in section 4.3.1.1), then upload the 
new tree to PMGO-CA. Figure (4-22) shows the interface of uploading a new knowledge tree 
file to help the scripter modify the knowledge of PMGO-CA. 
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Figure ‎4-22 Upload tree file interface 
4.4. Contributions of PMGO-CA 
The contributions of the proposed architecture can be highlighted as: 
 Accuracy: PMGO-CA engages users through a consistent dialogue, before 
replying to users, the agent asks users about any related information that might 
help to satisfy their enquiries, after gathering all the required information, the 
agent replies based on that conversation scenario. PMGO-CA gives answers 
based‎on‎the‎user‟s‎feedback‎and‎to‎provide‎accurate‎answers‎based‎on‎user‟s‎
situation 
 Interaction: the new Goal-Oriented approach makes the agent highly 
interactive with users and takes the conversation into another level of 
intelligence, unlike ArabChat (Hijjawi, 2011), PMGO-CA engages users with a 
consistent sequential dialogue, exchanging questions and answers with users to 
help them achieve their goal; while ArabChat is more similar to Question & 
Answering system than a conversational agent. 
 Responsiveness: since PMGO-CA and the user are going through a dialogue 
which‎ is‎ based‎ on‎ the‎ current‎ context,‎ the‎ agent‎ matches‎ the‎ new‎ user‟s‎
utterance within that context only, which makes the agent much faster because 
it will only examine those rules within that context. 
 Flexibility:  PMGO-CA offers high level of flexibility in switching from one 
context‎to‎another,‎if‎the‎user‎input‎does‎not‎match‎any‎of‎the‎current‎context‟s‎
nodes; the agent searches the whole tree to find the proper context and moves to 
it. 
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 Adaptability: PMGO-CA architecture is totally adaptable and manageable by the 
scripter throughout the interfaces of PMGO-CA and the tree script editor 
without the need to high programming skills. 
 Memory management: PMGO-CA tackled long-term memory issues in 
conversational agents, PMGO-CA can identify users based on the information 
they provided in previous conversation and keeps records of the contexts 
discussed within these conversations  
 Scripting language: PMGO-CA introduced an enhancement for the pattern 
matching algorithm, by using the (*) as a replacement for any character, word 
or null characters as described in section (4.3.2.1); this helps to reduce the 
number of patterns; in addition to the pattern weighting mechanism described in 
section (4.3.2.2), to resolve conflicting patterns issue. 
4.5. Summary 
In this chapter, an overview was given about Arabic conversational agents, and the issues 
associated with them, a new architecture for Arabic conversational agent was introduced, 
based on knowledge trees. Full discussion about the features of the architecture was 
covered showing specifications of the new PMGO-CA and facilities offered by the CA. This 
chapter also defined the domain used in this CA, and the justification behind using this 
domain. Pattern matching algorithm used in PMGO-CA was also discussed in details. 
Advantages of the new architecture and the pattern matching algorithm were expressed in 
detail. Some examples and experiments about the new architecture were given showing the 
response of PMGO-CA on them. Chapter (5) will contain details of an evaluation 
methodology of PMGO-CA and discuss its results. 
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Chapter 5 
PMGO-CA Evaluation 
5.1. Introduction  
A new architecture and scripting language for the development of an Arabic conversational 
Agent based on pattern matching was proposed in chapter (4) which is expected to offer 
high level of robustness and user-agent interaction. 
Conversational Agents (like other programs) are evaluated and tested before they are used 
in real environments. Evaluation is typically conducted by, either a questionnaire 
distributed among several participants, or through monitoring the performance of the 
agent itself and check its response to users’ utterances (Silvervarg A., 2011). 
Because of their diversity, there is no standard methodology adopted by researchers to 
evaluate conversational agents. Furthermore, there is no particular methodology that can 
be applied to all types of conversational agents. However, (O’Shea et al., 2011) classified the 
evaluation of conversational agents in two distinctive forms; they are: 
 Subjective Evaluation: this is usually focuses on the user’s satisfaction criteria, such 
as (task ease, efficiency, user expertise, expected behaviour and future use etc.). 
 Objective Evaluation: this is usually focuses on the performance of the CA in a real 
environment (dialogue coverage, conversation length, count of dialogue turns, task 
completion level, counts of errors, and speech recognition accuracy, etc.). 
This chapter introduces a new methodology based on (Oshea’ et al 2011) for evaluating and 
testing Arabic PMGO-CA proposed in Chapter 4. This evaluation shall cover the architecture, 
the domain information sufficiency, and the scripting language and their capability to deal 
with the Arabic language through the subjective and objective metrics.  
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The contents of this chapter can be outlined as follows: 
1- Evaluation methodology of PMGO-CA conversational agent 
2- Subjective and objective evaluation metrics 
3- Evaluation questionnaires, conversation logs and statistics 
4- Evaluation results and discussion 
5.2. Evaluation Methodology 
The purpose of the evaluation is to appraise the performance of the PMGO-CA 
according to subjective and objective metrics.  
The following hypotheses are related to PMGO-CA’s capability to handle the user’s 
requests and satisfy them in real time: 
H0a: The PMGO-CA can be used to successfully satisfy users’ queries and 
allow them to achieve their goals. 
H1a: The PMGO-CA’s cannot be used to successfully satisfy users’ queries 
and allow them to achieve their goals. 
In order to test these two hypotheses, PMGO-CA shall meet several criteria including 
responsiveness, conversation length, information accessibility, ability to correct user 
utterance, etc. A set of metrics were chosen to evaluate these criteria and determine 
PMGO-CA behaviour and performance; these metrics are: 
M1: Responsiveness. 
Responsiveness refers to the specific ability of a system or functional unit to 
complete assigned tasks within a given time (Weik, 2000). It has significant 
impact on the overall performance of conversational agents and other software 
systems in general, and plays an important role in user-agent interaction, 
encouraging users to communicate with CAs. 
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This subjective metric is evaluated by domain experts through a questionnaire 
(explained in section 5.2.1.1). The measurement is based on their observations 
during the conversations they carried out with PMGO-CA; these participants are 
required to evaluate the speed of PMGO-CA interaction based on their 
expectations of a CA’s performance  
M2: Conversation length (Kopp, et al., 2005) 
This metric is based on the number of utterances (dialogue turns) exchanged 
between the participants and the PMGO-CA to reach the goal.  This metric is 
evaluated by each participant through a questionnaire and is measured by the 
number of utterances exchanged between the participant and PMGO-CA to 
achieve dialogue goals. 
Normally there is a fixed number of dialogue turns for each conversational goal 
based on the knowledge tree, but sometimes a user may not find all of the 
information about their goals in one path (goal) of the tree. Consequently, they 
may have to switch to frequently asked questions or another goal during a 
conversation related to a particular topic. As a result some users may find their 
information in one question while others may have to go through a long dialogue 
before they reach their desired goal. Therefore, this metric is evaluated by 
questionnaire participants to gain more insight about users opinions regarding 
conversation length. 
M3: Information Accessibility 
There are several ways to seek information regarding the passport services. For 
example some users may choose to call the consular section, while others prefer 
to browse a website, other users may prefer to find more details in the official 
laws and regulations of passport domains.  
The information accessibility metric evaluates how easy for the user to reach 
certain required information. Did they find PMGO-CA more suitable instead of 
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calling the consular section and wait for staff availability? Is PMGO-CA helpful to 
give the right information? Would they prefer to seek other alternatives to 
acquire information (Like browsing websites for passport regulation guides)? 
This metric is evaluated by participants based on their willingness to use PMGO-
CA instead of other methods. 
M4: Correcting User Utterance (Semeraro, et al., 2003) 
When conversing with CAs, users often commit mistakes such as misspelling or 
switching to many different topics, PMGO-CA must have the flexibility to handle 
user’s mistakes, such as correcting misspelled words and maintaining a record of 
the previous context to enable users to return to them directly. 
 Although the PMGO-CA was not designed to perform spelling corrections, this 
metric reflects whether enough patterns were scripted to handle and tolerate 
the majority of users’ utterances. 
In addition, this metric also reflects PMGO-CA’s flexibility to maintain a record of 
the previous context before the user engaged in conversation that digressed 
away from the goal. Therefore, the PMGO-CA must tolerate users’ mistakes 
when they go off-topic. 
This metric is measured both subjectively (by questionnaire participants after 
conversing with PMGO-CA), and objectively (by computing the ratio between 
number of mistyped utterances recognized by PMGO-CA, to the total number of 
mistyped utterances). 
M5: CA Understanding of Users’ Utterances (Forbes-Rileya, et al., 2009) 
This metric measures the percentage of recognised utterances (whether misfired 
or correctly fired) to the total number of utterances. It is evaluated both 
subjectively, through by questionnaires during the conversations carried out 
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with PMGO-CA, and objectively by examining conversations logs and calculating 
the misfired percentage. 
M6: Accuracy (Bickmore, et al., 2006) 
Accuracy of scripting (keeping misfiring to minimum) evaluates the rate of 
correct responses. Unlike M5, accuracy measures the percentage of the 
responses triggered correctly as expected to the total number of the recognized 
utterances. 
This metric reflects the accuracy of the efforts carried out to script patterns 
within PMGO-CA, by writing the correct patterns to handle expected utterances. 
This metric also reflects the ability of the strategies used to distinguish among 
conflicting patterns. 
This metric is measured both subjectively and objectively. First, the 
questionnaire participants are requested to evaluate these criteria by observing 
PMGO-CA’s responses during conversation, and second, conversation logs are 
examined to compute the percentage of accurate answers given to the total 
number of recognized utterances. 
M7: Conversation Consistency 
Conversation consistency is a measurement of dialogue flow and consistency. 
This subjective metric is evaluated by questionnaires based on participant 
observation during conversations. 
Conversation consistency reflects the smoothness and naturalness of 
conversation flow. This metric also reflects the performance of tree search 
algorithms and context-switching mechanisms. 
M8: Memory 
This metric measures the performance of both short-term and long-term 
memory of PMGO-CA. It reflects PMGO-CA’s ability to remember activated 
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nodes during conversations, and to recognize users when they initiate new 
conversations in future. 
This subjective metric is evaluated by questionnaire participants based on the 
conversations they carried out with PMGO-CA. 
M9: Validity of CAs Responses 
This metric evaluates whether the instructions given by PMGO-CA are identical 
to official domain rules and regulations, this metric is evaluated both subjectively 
and objectively. Subjective evaluation is performed through a questionnaire 
filled by domain experts based on their observations during conversations. 
The objective evaluation is performed by examining the log files and calculating 
the percentage of valid responses given to the number of correctly-fired 
utterances. 
Valid responses contain information identical to the official laws and regulations 
of the Iraqi passport domain, whilst an invalid response contains wrong or old 
information about these laws and regulation. Invalid responses are result of 
errors in knowledge engineering process, while misfired responses are resulted 
from patterns scripting errors. 
Unlike accuracy, which is an indicator of scripting skills, validity measures on 
which level PMGO-CA’s instructions are identical to the official laws and 
regulations of the domain. Therefore, validity is an indicator of good knowledge 
engineering. 
Another hypotheses related to knowledge engineering was also studied within the 
evaluation of PMGO-CA. 
H0b: CAs can be knowledge engineered to cover the topics and rules of a particular 
domain of interest. 
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H1b: CAs cannot be knowledge engineered to cover the topics and rules of a 
particular domain of interest. 
To prove these hypotheses a metric is chosen to evaluate PMGO-CA coverage for 
the knowledge domain which is the Iraqi passport domain in this experiment: 
M10: Domain Coverage 
To use PMGO-CA as a tool to help citizens, it must be inclusive to all topics, 
regulations, laws and services related to the passport domain. This subjective 
metric is evaluated by domain experts based on their observations during 
conversations they carried out with PMGO-CA. 
There are also other metrics related to the future expansion and usage of PMGO-CA which 
are not related to any hypotheses: 
M11: Use of CA to replace human experts 
This metric measures the possibility of replacing a human passport expert 
with PMGO-CA; this subjective metric is evaluated by domain experts based 
on the their observations during the conversations they carried out with 
PMGO-CA 
M12: Use of CA as a training tool 
This metric measures the possibility of using PMGO-CA as a training tool for 
junior consuls and provide a good knowledge base about the domain. This 
subjective metric is evaluated by domain experts based on their observations 
during the conversations they carried out with PMGO-CA.   
5.2.1. Subjective Evaluation 
Subjective evaluation metrics are rated by participants based on their observations during 
their conversations with the PMGO-CA. These metrics are evaluated using a questionnaire 
with questions related to these metrics. Participants are required to answer these questions 
with a rating between (1) and (5); as follows: 
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(1) Weak 
(2) Acceptable 
(3) Good 
(4) Very good 
(5) Excellent 
The rating system within this questionnaire was inspired by the questionnaire designed by 
(O'shea, 2012) to evaluate the SCAF framework. 
Table (5-1) lists the subjective metrics with explanations on how they are evaluated through 
the questionnaire. 
Metric Evaluator Evaluation method 
M1 Responsiveness 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) indicates low responsiveness 
(5) indicates high responsiveness 
M2 Conversation length 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) indicates a long conversation 
(5) indicates very short conversation 
M3 
Information 
accessibility 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5  
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
(1) indicates difficult accessibility 
(5) indicates very easy accessibility 
M4 
Correcting user 
utterance 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) Indicates inability to tolerate users mistakes 
(5) Indicates great ability to tolerate users mistakes 
M5 
CA‟s‎understanding‎of‎
users‟‎utterances 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) Indicates poor understanding of users utterances 
(5) Indicates excellent understanding of users utterances 
M6 Accuracy 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) Indicates low percentage of accurate answers 
(5) Indicates high percentage of accurate answers 
M7 
Conversation 
consistency 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations.. 
(1) indicates inconsistent dialogue 
(5) indicates highly consistent dialogue 
M8 Memory 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) indicates strong memory 
(5) indicates weak memory 
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Metric Evaluator Evaluation method 
M9 Validity 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
(1) indicates low percentage of accurate responses 
(5) indicates high percentage of accurate responses 
M10 Domain coverage 
Domain 
experts 
1-5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) indicates low coverage of domain topics 
(5) indicates full coverage of domain topics 
M11 
Use of CA to replace 
human experts 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) indicates low possibility to replace experts with 
PMGO-CA 
(5) indicates high possibility to replace experts with 
PMGO-CA 
M12 
Use of CA as a 
training tool 
Domain 
experts 
1 – 5 
Rated based on observation during conversations. 
 (1) low possibility of using PMGO-CA to train junior 
consuls 
(5) high possibility of using PMGO-CA to train junior 
consuls 
Table ‎5-1 subjective evaluation metrics 
5.2.1.1. Questionnaire 
The evaluation was conducted through a questionnaire designed especially for PMGO-CA, 
the questionnaire starts with some explanation and instructions about the test and domain, 
and how to test and evaluate the agent. It also requests some information about the age, 
gender, status, and experience of the participants themselves (the aim of this personal 
information is to give the researcher the chance to evaluate the participants experience 
themselves. However no personal identification data is requested or stored). The 
questionnaire included questions concentrated on the subjective metrics discussed in 
section (5.2.1). Questionnaire participants were required to read the instructions 
thoroughly and rate the questionnaire items form (1-5), where (1) shows poor feedback and 
(5) shows excellent feedback. Table (5-3) lists the evaluation metrics and the related 
question. 
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Evaluation metric Related question 
M1 Responsiveness 
Rates the speed of PMGO-CA when responding to 
questions? 
M2 
Conversation 
length 
Rates the length of the conversation carried out with PMGO-
CA in terms of the number of utterances exchanged between 
users and PMGO-CA 
M3 
Information 
accessibility 
Rates how PMGO-CA would be more useful to get 
information than other methods such as phone calls or 
browsing the website of the Iraqi ministry of foreign affairs 
M4 
Correcting user 
utterance 
Rates how PMGO-CA tolerated the spelling mistakes 
encountered during the conversation 
M5 
CA‟s‎
understanding to 
user‟s‎utterance 
Rates the level of PMGO-CA understanding to utterance 
during the conversations, in terms of the percentage of the 
number of utterances not understood, to the total number of 
utterances typed during the conversation. 
M6 Accuracy 
Rates‎the‎accuracy‎of‎CA‟s‎answers‎during‎the‎conversation,‎
in terms of the number of PMGO-CA‟s‎ responses‎ to‎ the‎
expected topics, to the total number of PMGO-CA‟s‎
responses. 
M7 
Conversation 
consistency 
Rates the dialogue flow of PMGO-CA and the flexibility in 
switching the conversation from one topic to another 
M8 Memory Rates the long-term and short-term memory of PMGO-CA 
M9 Validity 
Rates the validity of PMGO-CA instructions according to the 
Iraqi passport domain laws and regulations, in terms of 
percentage of number of correct instructions, to the total 
number of instructions provided by PMGO-CA. 
M10 
Domain 
coverage 
Rates whether PMGO-CA completely covers all domain 
topics with the exact laws and regulations 
M11 
Use of CA to 
replace human 
experts 
Rates the possibility to replace a human expert with PMGO-
CA 
M12 
Use of CA as a 
training tool 
Rates the possibility of using PMGO-CA as a training tool 
for junior diplomats 
Table ‎5-2 questions related to evaluation metrics 
A copy of the questionnaire and instructions can be found in Appendix (3) of this thesis. 
5.2.1.2. Evaluation Participants and Experimental Methodology  
It was not easy to find experts within the passport domain to test and evaluate the PMGO-
CA. The researcher managed to select only (10) qualified participants who are experts in the 
Iraqi passport domain to fill out an electronic version of the questionnaire sent to their 
emails. 
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Participants were asked to do the following: 
1- Log on to the online system. Using the web site www.iraq-pass-ca.net/  
2-  Converse with the system with questions regarding passport issues and topics, 
(Passport issue, Extending passport validity, Lost and stolen passports, Passport 
damage, Travel documents) 
3- Use the modern Arabic language, and avoid colloquial Arabic words as much as 
possible. 
4- Use the dialogue as if they were Iraqi citizens living abroad  
5- Initiate several conversations with the system to be familiar with it before evaluating 
and making any observations or judgements. 
6- Fill out this questionnaire with their information, which are used to evaluate the 
process without disclosure of these information,  
7- Submit the questionnaire by email once they are completed.  
The reason for selecting domain experts as participants is that normal users cannot evaluate 
PMGO-CA precisely. Domain experts are totally familiar with the Iraqi passport domain, so 
they can evaluate PMGO-CA performance and validity of answers better than non-expert l 
participants. The author believes that selecting experts to test the PMGO-CA was successful, 
as their professional and continuous testing helped to improve and develop the scripting 
and added more rules, questions and reports to the CA.  
5.2.2. Objective Evaluation  
Objective evaluation is used to evaluate the expected performance of PMGO-CA to achieve 
its’ design objectives to offer online help to users covering all topic related to the Iraqi 
passport domain. Conversation logs were stored in PMGO-CA’s database, those logs contain 
all conversations carried out by users with the CA, they were used to measure the metrics 
listed in table (5-3) 
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 Metric  Evaluation method 
M5 
CA 
understanding 
of user 
utterances 
This metric is measured objectively by examining conversation 
logs and calculating the percentage of recognised utterances 
given to the total number of utterances. 
M6 Accuracy 
This metric is measured objectively by examining conversation 
logs and calculating the percentage of correctly answered 
utterances to the number of recognised utterances 
M9 Validity 
This metric is measured objectively by examining conversation 
logs and calculating the percentage of valid responses to the 
number of correctly answered utterances. 
Table ‎5-3 Objective evaluation metrics 
5.3. Evaluation Results and Discussion 
This section presents the experimental results and their discussion.  Subjective evaluation 
results are based on the level of agreement with each metric (M) by means of a five-point 
rating scale, as described in section (5.2.1). 
 Table (5-4) displays the number of participants when rating each metric.  For example, with 
respect to responsiveness, eight participant gave a rating of 5 (Excellent), two participants 
gave a rating of 4 (very good). 
Metric 
Rating frequency 
average 
5 4 3 2 1 
M1: Responsiveness 8 2 0 0 0 4.8 
M2: Conversation length 4 5 0 1 0 4.2 
M3: Information accessibility 4 3 3 0 0 4.1 
M4: Correcting user utterance 0 6 4 0 0 3.6 
M5: CA‟s‎ understanding‎ of‎
user‟s‎utterance 
3 4 2 1 0 3.9 
M6: Accuracy 6 4 0 0 0 4.6 
M7: Conversation consistency 4 5 1 0 0 4.3 
M8: Memory 0 3 4 3 0 3.0 
M9: Validity 6 2 1 1 0 4.3 
M10: Domain coverage 3 4 2 1 0 3.9 
M11: Use of CAs to replace 
human experts 
1 5 3 1 0 3.6 
M12: Use of CA to train junior 
consuls 
0 5 2 2 1 3.1 
Table ‎5-4 subjective evaluation frequency 
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This work uses the same significance test used by (O'shea, 2012). Results are measured for 
significance using the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test. The  assumption  made  for  the  
Wilcoxon  test  is  that  the  variable  being  tested is symmetrically distributed about the 
median,  and  that  the  responses  are  symmetrically  distributed  about  (Good), a 
hypothesis that users assess each metric as agreeable can be tested. Users that assess a 
metric as agreeable will give a rating more than 3. The null and alternative hypotheses are 
stated as follows: 
H0: the median response is 3. 
H1: the median response is more than 3. 
A (1 tail) test set at a significance level of 5% was proposed. Example analysis explaining 
statistical significance can be found in appendix (4) of this thesis. Table 5-5 summarises the 
opinion of each metric from the perspective of the ten participants in PMGO-CA evaluation 
questionnaire. 
Metric User opinion 
M1: Responsiveness PMGO-CA was responsive and interactive with users 
M2: Conversation length It‎doesn‟t‎take‎long‎conversations‎to‎reach‎users‎goals 
M3: Information 
accessibility 
It‟s‎easy to use PMGO-CA to obtain information about the 
Iraqi passport domain 
M4: Correcting user 
utterance 
PMGO-CA‎ can‎ handle‎ users‟‎ mistakes‎ during‎
conversations 
M5: CA‟s‎understanding‎
to‎user‟s‎utterance 
PMGO-CA‎can‎understand‎and‎process‎users‟‎utterances 
M6: Accuracy PMGO-CA responses are accurate 
M7: Conversation 
consistency 
The conversations flow is consistent and organized 
M8: Memory 
PMGO-CA memory can remember previous contexts and 
user information 
M9: Validity 
PMGO-CA responses are valid according to official laws 
and regulations of Iraqi passport domain 
M10: Domain coverage PMGO-CA covers the topics of Iraqi passport domain 
M11: Use of CAs to 
replace human experts 
PMGO-CA cannot be used as replacement of human 
experts in Iraqi passport domain 
M12: Use of CA to train 
junior consuls 
PMGO-CA cannot be used as a training tool for junior 
specialists in Iraqi passport domain 
Table ‎5-5 User’s opinion about PMGO-CA 
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Table (5-6) shows the results of objective evaluation by examining conversation logs and 
gathering related statistics.  
Metric Statistics percentage 
M5 
CA understanding of 
user utterances 
Total  number of utterances: 1120 
recognized utterances: 870 
77 % 
M6 Accuracy 
recognized utterances: 870 
Correctly answered utterances: 620 
71 % 
M9 Validity 
Correctly answered utterances: 620 
Valid responses: 520 
84 % 
Table ‎5-6 Results of objective metrics 
Considering the results of objective evaluation in table (5-6) and the results of subjective 
evaluation in table (5-4) it is noticeable that M5 and M9 scored similar results to their 
subjective evaluation and objective evaluation. While the results of the metric M6 in 
subjective evaluation by domain experts (4.6) which equals (92%) differs from its objective 
evaluation results gathered from log files (71%). The reason for this difference is that users 
often type the same utterance repeatedly when PMGO-CA did not fire the correct response, 
and all these trials are shown in the log files. Once they became familiar with the CA they 
can have a better judgement of what the CA can understand.  For this reason, the 
researcher decided to rely more on the results of evaluation questionnaire instead of log 
files statistics. 
The average results of the subjective evaluation shown in table (5-4) were converted to a 
percentage scale for consistency, Tables (5-5) and (5-6) shows these results with elaboration 
on their outcomes. 
Evaluation results and outcomes 
Metric Score Outcome 
M1 Responsiveness 96% 
The score indicates high level of agent performance, in 
other words user utterances are processed and answered in 
milliseconds 
M2 
Conversation 
length 
84% 
The score reflects very good feedback on the time 
consumed by PMGO-CA to converse with users and 
answer their questions 
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Evaluation results and outcomes 
M3 
Information 
accessibility 
82% 
The score reflects a good level of user satisfaction about 
using PMGO-CA as a method to access information 
regarding the passport domain 
 
M4 
Correcting‎ user‟s‎
utterance 
72% 
The score reflects a good level of PMGO-CA‟s‎ ability‎ to‎
handle‎ user‟s‎ mistakes,‎ to‎ improve‎ this‎ rate‎ many‎ more‎
patterns have to be add to PMGO-CA‟s‎rules 
 
M5 
CA‟s‎understanding‎
to‎user‟s‎utterance 
78% 
The score indicates that PMGO-CA can understand most 
users‎ utterances‟,‎ the‎ score‎ can‎ be‎ further‎ improved‎ by‎
adding‎more‎patterns‎to‎the‎agent‟s‎rules 
 
M6 Accuracy 92% The score reflects very low level of misfired replies 
 
M7 
conversation 
consistency 
86% 
The score indicates that PMGO-CA is able to maintain 
consistent dialogue flow through the conversation, this also 
reflects the effectiveness of context switching mechanisms 
M8 Memory 60% 
The score shows good level of memory management 
however more work needs to be achieved to improve the 
memory of PMGO-CA 
M9 Validity 86% 
The score shows very good level of valid responses in 
PMGO-CA which reflects very good effort to knowledge 
engineering 
M10 Domain coverage 78% 
The score shows high level of covering all topics of Iraqi 
passport domain 
M11 
Use of CA to 
replace human 
experts 
-- 
The results of this  metric was discarded in the overall 
results of PMGO-CA evaluation due to the lack of 
sufficient information and methods to estimate it 
M12 
Use of CA as a 
training tool 
-- 
The results of this  metric was discarded in the overall 
results of PMGO-CA evaluation due to the lack of 
sufficient information and methods to estimate it 
Table ‎5-7 results of PMGO-CA evaluation 
 
In relation to evaluation hypotheses, the results have shown that: 
H0a: The PMGO-CA can be used successfully to satisfy users’ queries and allow them to 
achieve their goal. 
This hypothesis was proven through this experiment, due to the outstanding results 
of the (9) metrics:  responsiveness, conversation length, information accessibility, 
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correcting user’s utterance, conversation consistency, memory, CA’s understanding 
of user’s utterance, accuracy and validity. 
H0b: CA’s can be knowledge engineered to cover the topics and rules of a particular domain 
of interest 
The results of the metric “M10: Domain coverage” showed high level (78%) of 
domain coverage including most domain topics and FAQs related to the Iraqi 
passport services. 
The results of the metrics (M11) and (M12) were disregarded in the overall results of 
PMGO-CA evaluation due to the lack of sufficient information and proofs to evaluate them.  
Using PMGO-CA as a replacement to human experts requires more than a questionnaire 
and a pilot study, PMGO-CA must be used first in real environment under the supervision of 
domain experts, before it can be proved useful to replace human experts or not.  
The same thing applies for using PMGO-CA to train junior consuls, although it can offer 
quick help to junior consuls when needed, it’s too early to rely on it a training tool. 
5.4. Conversation Samples 
This section provides some samples of Arabic conversations carried out in the testing of 
PMGO-CA and their English translation, these samples were taken from logs of 
conversations carried out with (10) participants. 
Conversation sample (5-1) demonstrates a typical conversation for a lost passport.  As 
shown in the dialogue the user tells the system about his case; and the system replies with 
a set of procedures that should be followed when a passport is lost and then asks the user 
whether he/ she has completed these procedures or not. In this dialogue the user replies 
that he had completed these procedures, then the system asks another question about the 
type of residence; because in the IPS domain, there are different procedures for each type 
of residency which are, temporary residency and long-term residency; the user replies that 
he/ she is a tourist on a short-term residency; then the system asks the user whether he/ 
she has valid Iraqi ID and Citizenship certificates or at least copies of them. As short-term 
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residents are usually given a travel document or transit passport to allow them to get back 
to Iraq, this type of travel document does not require the presence of the original 
documents, while a standard passport application requires their presence. Finally the agent 
replies to the user with instruction on how to obtain the travel document. 
You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
System: When a passport is lost, you must inform 
the police and publish an advertisement in a journal 
about losing your passport, then you can visit the 
consulate to apply for a new passport, Have you 
completed all these procedures? 
You: Yes, I have 
System: Do you live there for short-term and you 
want to go back to Iraq? 
You: Yes, I’m a tourist. 
System: do you have valid personal ID and 
Citizenship certificate, or copies of them?  
You: Yes 
System: As mentioned before, you can send a 
written request to the consulate to obtain a transit 
passport, which requires copies of your Iraqi 
documents and 4 personal pictures with white 
background. 
تنا :لعفا اذام يزاوج تدقف 
ماظنلا : ةلاح نع ةطرشمل غلاب ميدقت بمطتي زاوجلا نادقف دنع
 ةعجارم متي كلذ دعب و ةفيحصلا يف نادقفلا رشن ، نادقفلا
؟ تاءارجلاا هذيب تمق لى ، ديدج زاوج رادصلا ةثعبلا 
تنا :كلذب تمق معن 
ماظنلا :ا ديرت و وتقؤم ةروصب ميقم تنا لى؟ قارعلا ىلا ةدوعل 
تنا :حئاس انا معن 
ماظنلا : ةيسنجلا ةدايش و ةيندملا لاوحلاا ةيوى كممت لى
؟ امينم ونومم روص وا هذفانلا ةيقارعلا 
تنا :معن 
ماظنلا :امك ` ةثعبلا ىلا يطخ بمط ميدقت كنكمي لاًاقباس انركذ
 قئاثولا نم خسن دوجو كلذ بمطتي ،رورم زاوج رادصا نأشب
و ةيقارعلا  ددع ءاضيب ةيفمخب ةنومم ةيضخش روص(4) 
Conversation sample 5-1 
Conversation sample (5-2) demonstrates another conversation about the same topics of the 
previous example, but this time the user replies that he/ she did not complete the legal 
procedures of lost passports. This time the system gives a different reply and instructs the 
user to complete these procedures and apply for an alternative passport or a travel 
document to get back to Iraq. 
 
 
 
تنا :تدقف زاوج يرفس اذام  ؟لعفا
ماظنلا :نادقف دنع زاوجلا بمطتي ميدقت غلاب ةطرشمل نع ةلاح 
You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
System: When a passport is lost, you must inform 
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،نادقفلا رشن ادقفلا ن يف ةفيحصلا كلذ دعبو متي ةعجارم 
،ديدج زاوجرادصلاةثعبلا لى تمق هذيب  ؟تاءارجلاا
تنا :كلذب مقا مل لا 
ماظنلا : عورشلا لبق زاوجلا نادقف تاءارجا لامكا بجي
 وا ديدج زاوج رادصا كنكمي كلذ دعب ،ليدب زاوجرادصاب
زاوج رادصا قارعلا ىلا ةدوعلا ضرغل عيرس رورم 
the police and publish an advertisement in a journal 
about losing your passport, then you can visit the 
consulate to apply for a new passport, Have you 
completed  these procedures? 
You: No, I have not. 
System: You must complete these procedures, then 
you may apply for a new passport or obtain a transit 
passport to go back to Iraq. 
Conversation sample 5-2 
Conversation sample (5-3) is also related to the above examples, but it demonstrates the 
ability of the agent to switch from a context to another. In this sample when the system 
asks the user about lost passport procedures, the user replies with an utterance related to 
another goal (Context): “I want a transit passport”, in this case the agent performs search to 
find the context related to this utterance and moves the conversation to that context. 
You: I lost my passport, what shall I do? 
System: When a passport is lost, you must inform the 
police and publish an advertisement in a journal 
about losing your passport, then you can visit the 
consulate to apply for a new passport, Have you 
completed these procedures? 
You: I want a travel document. 
System: this is a different situation however I can 
help you with that, travel documents are issued for 
citizens who have lost their passport and wish to go 
back to Iraq urgently, they are also issued for Iraqi 
student’s children to travel back to Iraq, 
تنا :لعفا اذام يزاوج تدقف 
ماظنلا :ا نادقف دنع ةلاح نعةطرشمل غلاب ميدقت بمطتي زاوجل
 ةعجارم متي كلذ دعبو ةفيحصلا يف نادقفلا رشن ،نادقفلا
ةثعبلا رادصلا زاوج ،ديدج ؟تاءارجلاا هذيب تمق لى 
تنا :رورم زاوج ديرا 
ماظنلا : يننكمي لاح يا ىمع نكل فمتخم عوضوم اذى
 ،هرفس زاوج دقف نمل رورملا زاوج ردصي ،كلذ يف كتدعاسم
 قارعمل ةدوعلا ىمع نطاوملا بجوت يتلا تلااحلا يف وا
 ىلا رفسمل نييقارعلا ةبمطلا لافطلا ردصيو ،يعوط لكشب
قارعلا 
Conversation sample 5-3 
 
 
5.5. Problems Associated with Pattern Matching 
Despite having good advantages in helping users and covering all Iraqi passport topics, the 
process of scripting patterns remains cumbersome due to the nature of patterns 
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themselves. There are many topics that a scripter must consider before writing patterns 
within a specific domain, such as:  
 The use of generic, patterns instead of non-generic, more specific patterns:  
Although adding generic patterns (explained in section 4.3.2) may save time and 
effort, this may cause accuracy drawbacks, a generic pattern that matches many 
utterances may save the scripter a lot of time and effort and gives an extraordinary 
results and responsiveness, but in the meantime it might cause high percentage of 
misfired answers. Writing generic patterns might be desirable for some knowledge 
domains. But, generally speaking most domains require patterns to be specific and 
restrictive. On the other hand, if a scripter tends to be extremely specific in writing 
patterns, they might lose the advantage of flexibility and responsiveness, but the 
agent response would likely be highly accurate. This decision of using generic 
patterns is to be made by the scripter according to the nature of the knowledge 
domain itself. 
 
 Patterns Conflict 
Generally speaking, CAs contain set of rules to be evaluated against a users’ 
utterance in order to fire a response, the number of these rules varies from one 
domain to another. When adding too many rules to the agent, some of these rules 
will eventually contain patterns that conflict with patterns of other rules which lead 
to misfired responses by the agent. Although pattern matching CAs contain conflict 
resolution strategies but these do not guaranty optimal results. The researcher was 
so keen to avoid this drawback when scripting the rules and patterns; however he 
faced this problem during testing the agent. This led him to do some fundamental 
changes to sort it out. Still, this conflict might take place during housekeeping and 
updating the agent, Therefore, domain scripters need to be careful when updating 
the agent to avoid the conflict. More details about conflict resolution strategies can 
be found in chapter (4) section (4.3.2.2) 
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 Exact definition for spacing and other characters in patterns 
Scripting patterns is complicated in Arabic language, due to the use of colloquial 
language in conversations with Arabic CAs, the scripter must include many patterns 
to deal with the variation of words; or write generic patterns to apply to many 
utterances and have accuracy drawbacks. More details about this can be found in 
chapter (4) section (4.3.2.1). PMGO-CA with its current state holds more than (800) 
patterns distributed over more than (50) nodes. 
5.6. Summary  
In this chapter, the researcher evaluated the newly constructed PMGO-CA using a set of 
hypotheses and associated metrics. The evaluation methodology and metrics (both 
subjective and objective) were explained thoroughly. To achieve the evaluation, the 
researcher designed a questionnaire list to asses various aspects of PMGO-CA, and selected 
the participants to implement the evaluation. 
The evaluation results in general showed good feedback on using PMGO-CA to satisfy users’ 
enquiries with very good coverage of the Iraqi passport domain topics and procedures.   
From the results, it was clear that PMGO-CA was responding positively to users’ utterances 
with high accuracy (92%). This means that misfiring was kept to the minimum. Users also 
considered the conversations carried out with PMGO-CA to be simple, consistent and short 
by the results of conversation length (84%) and conversation consistency (86%). 
PMGO-CA also proved to be a good method to access information regarding the Iraqi 
passport domain by the results of the information accessibility metric (82%).  The flow of 
conversation was also smooth and the agent managed to reach the goal of the user within a 
very reasonable time by the results of the responsiveness metric (96%). 
Results have also shown a high level (86%) in the validity of responses given by PMGO-CA 
and covering very good percentage of the topics related to the domain. 
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However, PMGO-CA showed less ability to understand user’s utterances, it was obvious 
through the results of the metric (M5) which scored (78%). This is mainly due to the use of 
colloquial Arabic language while conversing with PMGO-CA; which has no standard spelling 
or grammatical structure. This requires the scripting of many patterns to handle users’ 
utterances, making the housekeeping of PMGO-CA very labour intensive. 
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Chapter 6   
Semantic Goal-Oriented 
Conversational Agent (SGO-CA) 
6.1. Introduction 
Architecture for the development of an Arabic goal-oriented conversational agent was 
introduced in chapter 4. This architecture was used to construct a Pattern Matching Goal-
Oriented Conversational Agent (PMGO-CA). It was then tested and evaluated for its’ viability 
and performance in chapter 5. 
Although evaluation of the PMGO-CA showed good results, the researcher observed that it 
is difficult to maintain and script (i.e. the current knowledge tree holds (5) main contexts 
and more than (70) frequently asked questions, and contains more than (800) patterns). It is 
time consuming and complex sometimes to write enough patterns to handle all potential 
users’ utterances. Furthermore, when domain rules or regulations are changed it would be 
cumbersome to re-script all these patterns, especially for large domain CAs, not to mention 
the conflicts that might occur between rules sometimes during the maintenance. 
A new approach to developing English CAs was attempted recently by (O.Shea, 2014), using 
semantic relations between texts to compute similarity between user’s utterances and the 
sentences defined within CA’s rules. This approach is believed to offer a high level of 
intelligence and minimises the effort required to manage the scripting of conversational 
agents. However, this attempt was conducted using English language for a limited 
prototype domain. No trials were conducted for the Arabic language. 
 This chapter offers a novel architecture to construct a goal-oriented semantic 
conversational agent for the Arabic language (SGO-CA) using the semantic structure of 
Arabic WordNet and SUMO ontology as an information source to measure the similarity. 
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SGO-CA was constructed using the same methodology used within PMGO-CA explained in 
section (4.1.1). However, a complete new semantic similarity engine (described in section 
6.2.2) to measure the similarity between user utterances and prototype sentences was used 
to replace the pattern-matching engine used in PMGO-CA.  
To construct the new SGO-CA, the researcher adapted and modified some well selected 
word and sentence similarity measures and strategies covered in the literature (The word 
similarity measure (Li, et al., 2003), the AWSS word similarity measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 
2013) and the STASIS sentence similarity measure (Li, et al., 2006)). A novel measure and 
measuring tools was also applied to implement the CA. This novel SGO-CA was tested and 
evaluated for its viability using those tools through series of experiments in chapter (7) of 
this thesis. 
The novel contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows: 
 A new methodology of developing an Arabic Semantic Goal- Orientated 
Conversational Agent. (SGO-CA) 
 A new word similarity measure to be used in SGO-CA.  
 Adapting previous measures in sentence similarity for use in SGO-CA for the Arabic 
language. 
 Utilising the mapping between WordNet and SUMO ontology to develop an 
information source for similarity measurement. 
 Introducing a new equation for sentence difference to be incorporated in with the 
overall similarity between two sentences  
 Inclusion of Arabic function words in similarity measurement. 
 The construction and implementation of SGO-CA for the Iraqi passport domain. 
 A set of software tools used to construct SGO-CA to allow for future generalisation. 
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6.2. SGO-CA Overview 
As mentioned before, the new SGO-CA was constructed based on the same architecture 
introduced in chapter (4). The only amendment to the architecture was in replacing the 
pattern matching engine with the semantic similarity engine as shown in figure (6-1).  SGO-
CA uses an approach derived from the STASIS method (Li, et al., 2006) (covered in section 
3.5) to calculate word and sentence similarity between user’s utterances, and the sentences 
kept within CA’s nodes in the knowledge tree introduced in chapter (4). 
 
Figure ‎6-1 SGO-CA architecture 
 
SGO-CA follows the same design methodology used in PMGO-CA, including the interface for 
the user-agent interaction, knowledge-tree for structuring goal orientated knowledge, the 
tree search algorithm and the memory management algorithm. These are all identical to the 
PMGO-CA. In short, this chapter is only focusing on the novel components introduced 
within SGO-CA. 
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6.2.1. Semantic Similarity Engine 
The semantic similarity engine is the heart of SGO-CA. This engine takes a user utterance 
and a regular answer and calculates the similarity between them. It has access to the 
information source (described in section 6.2.2) and the corpus (described in section 6.3.2.3) 
and uses them to calculate the similarity between the user’s utterance and regular answers 
by using the similarity measures described in section (6.3). 
6.2.2. Information Sources 
Previous research on semantic similarity between texts (Li, et al., 2003) (Almarsoomi, et al., 
2013) proposed the use of WordNet as an information source to evaluate the similarity 
between two words. In both Arabic and English WordNets (Black, et al., 2006) (Miller, et al., 
1993) words are classified according to their part of speech into four categories: nouns, 
verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 
According to (Miller, et al., 1993), there are five relations between words in the WordNet 
database; these are: 
 Hyponymy or (is-a) relation: this relation connects nouns or verbs to other nouns or 
verbs they are related to for example “man” is “person” 
 Troponymy (manner-name): This relation relates two verbs together. Troponymy for 
verbs is the same as hyponymy for nouns, although the resulting hierarchies are 
much shallower: The troponymy relation between two verbs can be expressed such 
that the first verb is related to the second in some particular manner. Troponyms of 
communication verbs often encode the speaker’s INTENTION or motivation for 
communicating, as in examine, confess, or preach, or the MEDIUM of 
communication: fax, e-mail, phone, telex. 
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 Synonymy: This relation connects two identical nouns or verbs in meaning such as 
“close” and “shut”. 
 Meronymy: The part-whole relation holds between synsets like “chair” and 
“ذْسٍ”“backrest”, “ذؼقٍ” “seat” and “قاس” “leg”. Parts are inherited from their super 
ordinates: if a chair has legs, then an armchair has legs as well.  
 Antonym: It is an opposite relation between two words like “fast” and “slow” 
In WordNet, nouns and verbs are organised in a hierarchical form thus forming a tree of IS-A 
relations. This hierarchical structure was used by researchers (Li, et al., 2003) (Almarsoomi, 
et al., 2013) to evaluate the similarity between two words. 
In the English language,  verbal nouns (nouns derived from verbs) have similar grammatical 
structure of the verb itself for example “singing” as a verb has the same grammar as the 
verbal noun “singing”; but this is not the case in Arabic language where verbal nouns have 
different grammatical structure than Arabic verbs for example “gained” “هىصح” and "وصح" , 
therefore in Morphological analysis tools such as AraMorpth (AraMorph, 2003) they are 
given a different part of speech, which cause a verbal noun and a noun to exist in different 
parts of the WordNet tree. This has a negative impact on similarity measurement. 
In addition, the hierarchical structure of both English and Arabic WordNet covers only 
nouns and verbs. Other parts of speech such as adjectives and adverbs are not linked to 
super ordinate words. While adjectives are related to other adjectives using the 
“Synonymy” and “Antonymy” relations. 
Another problem with the Arabic language is that the same word (regardless of its part of 
speech) might have different meanings, and therefore might appear in different locations in 
the WordNet tree, this requires the application of a word sense disambiguation method. 
This problem is common in almost all languages, and makes measuring the similarity 
difficult.  
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Previous research in word similarity (Li, et al., 2003) (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) used 
datasets of nouns to test and evaluate similarity measures. But to run a conversational 
agent, other parts of speech such as verbs and adjectives must also be considered in 
similarity measurement. 
In addition to the relations between words in WordNet, words are also mapped to a 
particular concept in SUMO ontology (Pease, 2011) as illustrated in figure (6-2).  
SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) is a collection of well-defined and well-
documented concepts, interconnected into semantic network and accompanied by a 
number of axioms. The concepts range from very general ones, such as Quantity, to very 
specific, such as Bird. The axioms mostly reflect common-sense notions that are generally 
recognized among the concepts.  
 
Figure ‎6-2 SUMO mapping to WordNet (Black, et al., 2006) 
 
Concepts in SUMO are organised into a single hierarchy with a root of “Entity”, representing 
the most general concept. The first two levels of the hierarchy are depicted in figure (6-3). 
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Entities are divided into physically existent (Physical), and conceptual (Abstract). Physical 
things are further distinguished as objects and processes, etc. 
 
Figure ‎6-3 Portion of SUMO ontology (Sevcenko, 2003) 
Subclasses of a class are usually mutually exclusive, i.e. they do not share common 
instances. For example, nothing can be both an abstract and a physical, neither both an 
object and a process. This property is explicitly specified in SUMO. 
One of the drawbacks of SUMO is its relatively low coverage that does not allow its 
deployment for open-domain applications. It also lacks a connection between its concepts 
and natural language words. These limitations have been partially overcome by connecting 
SUMO to the WordNet lexicon. (Sevcenko, 2003) 
Given the above mentioned limitations and issues associated with WordNet, this research 
makes advantage of words mapping to the SUMO ontology, this significantly helps to 
enhance the similarity measurement between sentences because Arabic words are mapped 
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to their equivalent or subsuming  SUMO concepts regardless of their part-of-speech. Unlike 
WordNet which classifies words according to their part-of-speech. 
Despite being a valuable source of linguistic information when mapping to the SUMO 
ontology and English WordNet, the researcher believed that Arabic WordNet has some 
limitations when applied for conversational agents, these are: 
 Slow performance: Sometimes it takes several seconds to look up a word in 
WordNet browser, for example looking up the word “ة ر” “Gold” takes about a 
second to view the available word senses and another 4 seconds to expand the 
selected word sense. 
 Morphological ambiguity: Due to the diacritics used in Arabic language, Arabic 
WordNet browser cannot distinguish between some words when they are typed 
without diacritics. 
 Word sense ambiguity: Same words have different meaning in different contexts 
for example AWN browser displays (8) word senses for the word (ة ر), one of 
these word senses means (gold) while other word senses are variety of senses 
for the verb (leave). 
 Classification of Arabic words according to their part of speech. (Nouns, Verbs, 
Adjectives and adverbs ) (Sevcenko, 2003) 
 Lack of function words classification in WordNet databases (Sevcenko, 2003): 
Despite their importance and direct effect on the meaning, function words are 
not defined and incurred in the AWN. 
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 Limited number of words incurred in the Arabic WordNet: As the number of 
words does not exceed 24,000 words. (The Global WordNet Association, 2014) 
Due to the incompleteness and slow performance of Arabic WordNet browser, the lexical 
tree created by the researcher in this work (described in section (6.2.2)) combined both the 
hierarchical structure of the SUMO ontology and the mapped Arabic words. 
More than (2000) Arabic words were added to the new lexical tree; most of these words 
were related to the Iraqi passport domain, while others were frequently used words in daily 
life and are not strictly related to the domain. These words were added according to their 
mapping to the SUMO ontology. 
Therefore in SGO-CA, the lexical tree is the main information source used in calculating 
semantic similarity between words, based on the path length between the words and the 
depth of words within the lexical tree. More details about the lexical tree can be found in 
section (6.2.2) 
6.3. Methodology for the Application of Semantic Similarity within SGO-CA 
In SGO-CA, semantic similarity is calculated between user’s utterances and sentences stored 
within the rules of SGO-CA called “regular answers” using semantic similarity measures 
discussed in the upcoming sections. 
To understand and explain the adaptation of semantic similarity measures in semantic 
conversational agents, this section is focusing on how two sentences are semantically 
measured within SGO-CA, assuming that one of the sentences is the user’s utterance and 
the other is the “regular answer”. Section (6.5) explains in detail where the” regular 
answers” are encoded and stored within the SGO-CA. 
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6.3.1. Word Similarity 
As explained in section (3.4), word similarity measures were studied by many researchers. 
(Li, et al., 2003) presented different strategies to calculate the semantic similarity using 
multiple information sources, (i.e. the shortest path length, depth and local density). The 
strategy obtained the best result was the one that implemented non-linear functions 
containing both the shortest path and depth. This strategy also obtained the best 
performance among the reported word similarity measures by using the following equation 
 
Where W1 and W2 are two words to be compared, (l) is the shortest path between two 
words in the lexical hierarchy of WordNet; (h) is the depth of the concept that subsumes the 
two words, (𝛼) is a constant and (β) is a smoothing factor. The same equation was used by 
(O’Shea, et al., 2010) to develop a Semantic Conversational Agents Framework (SCAF) for 
the English language.  
This equation was originally developed and evaluated for English language by (Li, et al., 
2003) using the English WordNet (1.6) as an information source (not the Arabic WordNet). 
Their experiments covered different strategies and tested several hypotheses; therefore it 
was selected as basis in this work. 
 More recently (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) performed a study on word similarity 
measurement for the Arabic language and developed the Arabic Word Semantic Similarity 
(AWSS) also linking the path length and depth of Arabic words for Arabic WordNet (3.0). 
The AWSS algorithm measures the similarity between two words using the equation: 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(−𝛼∗𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗ 𝑑)                                      (6-2)  
 
 
sim(W1, W2) = 𝑒−𝛼𝑙 . 
𝑒𝛽𝑕−𝑒−𝛽𝑕  
𝑒𝛽𝑕 +𝑒−𝛽𝑕
                                        (6-1)  
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Where:  
 W1 and W2 are two words to be compared 
 α and β are the length and depth factors respectively  which signify the contribution 
of path length between two words, and the depth of the Least Common Subsumer 
(LCS). The values of Alpha and Beta where set by (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) to α = 
0.162 and β = 0.234. 
 (d) is the depth of LCS 
 (l) Is the length of the shortest path connecting W1 and w2,  (l) can be calculated as: 
l =  d1 + d2 ‒  (2 ∗ d) (6-3)  
Where (d1) is the path length between W1 and the root of the lexical tree and (d2) is the 
path length between w2 and the root of lexical tree, and (d) is the path distance between 
the LCS and the tree root. 
The Least Common Subsumer is the concept which subsumes two words, in other words 
LCS is the first common concept between W1 and W2. Figure (6-4) demonstrates the 
concepts of depth and length. Taking the two words “father” "با " and “grandparent” "ذج "
for example the path length (l) between these two words is the count of the links 
connecting both words which is (6) and the depth of the LCS “ancestor” "فيس"  which 
subsumes both words is the count of the links between this LCS and the root of the tree 
“entity” which is (6) in this example. Appendix (6) of this thesis illustrates an example for 
the AWSS word similarity calculation. 
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Figure ‎6-4 A portion of Arabic WordNet (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) 
 
6.3.1.1. The Proposed Word Similarity Measure 
As mentioned in section (6.3.1) above, the AWSS similarity measure proposed by 
(Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) linked between the length and depth of words in the Arabic 
WordNet. This measure showed promising results in evaluating nouns dataset using Arabic 
WordNet (3.0) in terms of correlation between similarity scores and human ratings.  
The researcher found that this measure can be improved using the same dataset for the 
same version of the Arabic WordNet (3.0). Therefore he proposed the following new non-
linear equation also linking between both length, and depth of the words in Arabic WordNet 
(3.0). This alternative equation was simpler and showed stronger correlation with human 
rating throughout empirical experiments covered in chapter (7) 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝛼𝑙 . 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗  𝑑) (6-4) 
Where: 
 W1 and W2 are two words to be compared 
 (d) Is the depth of LCS subsuming two words W1 and W2. 
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 (l) is the path length between W1 and W2 
α and β are factors equal to (α = 0.801 and β = 0.218) for the Arabic WordNet(3.0),  and (α = 
0.881 and β = 1) for the lexical tree developed in this work, These factors represent the 
length and depth factors, and signify the contribution of path length between two words, 
and the depth of the Least Common Subsumer (LCS). It is worth mentioning that the values 
for the parameters (α and β) varies depending on the used information source (Arabic 
WordNet (3.0) or lexical tree). The best values for these parameters were obtained 
throughout a series of empirical experiments covered in chapter (7) 
This equation was tested several times and compared to the AWSS measure using the same 
Arabic datasets used in AWSS (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) referred to as (WS) in this work. 
The correlation coefficient with the human ratings was found to be equal to (r=0.9) using 
the proposed measure compared to (r=0.894) using the AWSS measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 
2013).  
Further elaboration on the proposed word similarity measure is covered in chapter (7). The 
experiments on both word and sentence similarity shall provide more insights about the 
performance of these measures and their test results which shall give an indication on the 
best procedure to be used in word similarity measurements in SGO-CA. Appendix (6) of this 
thesis illustrates a calculation example for the proposed word similarity measure. 
6.3.2. Sentence Similarity  
Chapter (3) discussed several methods used to measure sentence similarity, however the 
STASIS method developed by (Li, et al., 2006) showed the most outstanding results in 
evaluation STASIS is the most heavily cited measure and believed to be the most 
appropriate method for comparing a pair of sentences by the time of writing this thesis. The 
researcher used an approach derived from the STASIS method with some modification and 
adaptation for sentence similarity measurement within SGO-CA.  
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In the STASIS method (Li, et al., 2006), the sentence similarity measurement is performed in 
two stages, word similarity and sentence similarity measurement. The STASIS method 
proposed the use of the word similarity measure developed and evaluated by (Li, et al., 
2003) covered in section (6.2.1). Then, sentence similarity measurement is performed as a 
function between word similarity results. Details about the STASIS method is outlined in 
chapter (3) and explained in the following sections. 
Both word similarity measures  (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013), and the proposed measure 
discussed in section (6.3.1.1) were experimented as a part of the STASIS method and 
evaluated in chapter (7) to decide which of them is the most appropriate for the Arabic 
language domain used in this research. The word similarity method with the best results 
shall be admitted and used within sentence similarity measurements in SGO-CA. 
In addition to the adaptation of the word similarity measure, another adaptation was made 
to STASIS by removing the word order similarity. This was due to the flexible structuring of 
the Arabic language where word order may not indicate high significance, for example 
consider the following two sentences. 
 The two user utterances (صاىجىا لا هذثرسٌ )  and ( لا هذثرسٌ صاىجىا ) both mean that “passport is not 
to be replaced” with the same words but with different order. More details about the 
structuring of Arabic language were discussed in section (2.5.5).  
The following modifications and adaptations were made to STASIS method: 
 Using either AWSS word similarity measure or the proposed measure instead of 
the measure proposed by (Li, et al., 2003) 
 Using the mapping between Arabic WordNet and SUMO ontology to calculate 
the similarity between words regardless of part of speech. 
 Removing word order from similarity calculation. 
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 Introducing the difference between two sentences as an added factor measuring 
the similarity. 
 Using an Arabic corpus to calculate information content values. 
 Considering function words in sentence similarity measurement. 
6.3.2.1. The Proposed Sentence Similarity Measurement  
The following steps describe how the sentence similarity measurement was incorporated 
within SGO-CA.  These steps are derived from STASIS measure with some modifications: 
1- Identify the pair of sentences to be compared, let (U) be the user utterances and (R) 
is a regular answer stored within one of SGO-CA’s knowledge tree nodes. 
2- Identify the joint word set (T) of two sentences (U) and (R); which includes all 
unique words (uncommon) from the both U and R. 
3-  (U) is evaluated against the word set T using these steps: 
a. A similarity matrix (SM1) is formed by measuring the similarity of word pairs 
of each sentence (U) and (T), using one of word similarity measures 
(Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) or the new proposed measuring equation 
described in section (6.3.1.1). The selection of the best equation is covered in 
the empirical experiments on SGO-CA in chapter (7). 
b. Word similarity scores below the word similarity threshold (WST) (covered in 
the following sections) are set to (0) to eliminate any noise to the semantic 
matrix. 
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c. A semantic vector (SV1) is formed by taking the maximum similarity score of 
each column in the matrix and multiplying it with the information content 
value (I(w)) of both of the corresponding words in the similarity matrix. 
Information content value is explained in section (6.3.2.4.1). 
4- the regular answer (R) is also evaluated against the word set (T) using the same 
stages described in step (3) above, forming another similarity matrix (SM2) and 
similarity vector (SV2). 
5- the similarity (S(U,R)) between (U) and (R) (covered in section (6.3.2.4)) is 
calculated as a cosine similarity between two similarity vectors (SV1) and (SV2) 
6- To signify the contribution of cells containing the value of (0) in similarity vectors 
(SV1) and (SV2), the researcher introduced a sentence difference measure DF (U,R) 
(covered in section 6.3.3) and included it in the overall all similarity (Sim (U,R)). 
7- If the overall similarity score (Sim (U,R)) is greater than or equal to the sentence 
similarity threshold (SST) (explained in section 6.3.6), U and R are considered 
similar, and therefore the user utterances (U) is said to match the SGO-CA node 
containing the regular answer (R). 
The following sections describe each step of similarity measurement in detail, using this 
example:  
Regular answer (R): وٌذت صاىج ذٌسا و دىقفٍ يصاىج   (My passport is lost and I want another one) 
User utterance (U):   ساطَىا ًف سٍا ًىٌ يصاىج خذقف     (I lost my passport yesterday at the airport) 
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6.3.2.2. The Joint Word Set 
As explained in section (3.5.1.1), the joint word set is defined as a set that contains all the 
roots of distinct words from user utterances (U) and regular answer (R), for example:  
Regular answer (R):  صاىج ذٌسا و دىقفٍ يصاىجوٌذت    (My passport is lost and I want another one) 
User utterance (U): ساطَىا ًف سٍا ًىٌ يصاىج خذقف    (I lost my passport yesterday at the airport) 
Joint word set (T):  {   صاىج ، دىقفٍ ، ذٌسا ، وٌذت ، ًىٌ ، سٍا ، ًف ،  ساطٍ }{passport, at, yesterday, 
another, lost, airport, want, my, I}.  
The root of each word is extracted using morphological analysis described in section (3.3.4) 
and the roots of words from both sentences are used to formulate the joint word set. 
6.3.2.3. Similarity Matrices 
A similarity matrix (SM1) between regular answers (R) and joint word set (T), where the 
root words of the joint word sets as the first row of the matrix and the root words of the 
regular answer (R) as the first column in the matrix. The value of each cell of the similarity 
matrix is populated by calculating the similarity between the word pairs corresponding to 
that cell. Table (6-1) shows the similarity matrix formed between a regular answer (R) and 
the joint word set (T) using the same example used in section (6.3.2.1). 
Another similarity matrix (SM2) is formed between user utterance (U) and the joint word 
set (T); this similarity matrix is shown in table (6-2). 
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No  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
  
ز وج دوقفم دٌر  لٌدب دقف موٌ سم  ًف راطم 
0 ز وج 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0 
1 دوقفم 
0 1 0 0 0.67 0 0 0 0 
2 دٌر  
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 ز وج 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0 
4 لٌدب 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.22 0 
Table ‎6-1 Similarity matrix between regular answer and the joint word set 
No  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
  
ز وج دوقفم دٌر  لٌدب دقف موٌ سم  ًف راطم 
0 دقف 
0 0.67 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 ز وج 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0 
2 موٌ 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0.68 0 0 
3 سم  
0 0 0 0 0 0.68 1 0 0 
4 ًف 
0.22 0 0 0 0.27 0 0 1 0 
5 راطمل  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Table ‎6-2 Similarity matrix between user’s utterance and the joint word set 
 The following steps highlight the population of the similarity matrix: 
 If any of the compared words does not exists in the lexical tree then the 
similarity is (0) 
 If both words are identical then the similarity is (1) 
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 If both words are synonyms then the similarity is also (1) 
 Otherwise word similarity is calculated using either (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) 
word similarity measure(AWSS) (6-2):  
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(−𝛼∗𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗  𝑑) (6-2)  
Or the newly proposed measure (6-4)   
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 =  𝛼𝑙 . 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗  𝑑) (6-4)  
If the result of word similarity measure fails to pass the word similarity threshold 
(WST) explained in the next section, then the similarity is set to (0). 
These two measures are explained in section (6.3.1) of this chapter; and the 
selection of the best method for word similarity measurement is covered in the 
experiments in chapter (7).  
Word Similarity Threshold 
According to (Li, et al., 2006) the word similarity score should pass a predefined threshold 
referred to as (WST) in this work, if it fails to do so, the similarity is set to (0) in the 
similarity matrix to avoid adding such noise to the matrix, this threshold was set to (0.2) by 
(Li, et al., 2006) for the English language.  
This threshold will be empirically determined in the experiments described in chapter (7) for 
the Arabic language. 
6.3.2.4. Similarity Vectors  
The similarity vector is a result of taking the highest value of each column in the similarity 
matrix described in section (6.3.2.3) and multiplying it by the information content value 
(I(w)) of the two corresponding words in the similarity matrix. Consider the similarity matrix 
shown in table (6-1). The similarity vector (SV1) between regular answer (R) and the joint 
word set (T) can be calculated as shown in the example below: 
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SV1[0] = Max (SM1[0,0], SM1[0,1], SM1[0,2], SM1[0,3], SM1[0,4]) * I(W1) * I(W2) 
Max (SM2[0,0], SM2[0,1], SM2[0,2], SM2[0,3], SM2[0,4]) = SM2[0,0] = 1 
W1 = صاىج (passport) 
W2 = صاىج (passport) 
I(passport) = 0.58 
 
Regardless of the word similarity measure used within STASIS, the STASIS method assigns a 
similarity of (1) for any identical words or synonyms, in the case of the above example both 
words W1 and w2 are identical therefor their similarity is set to (1) 
The calculation of word information content value (I(W)) is covered in the following section. 
Semantic similarity calculated based on the similarity vectors SV1 and SV2 between the 
user utterances (R) and the joint word set (T). Tables (6-3) and (6-4) demonstrate the 
process of calculating the values of semantic vectors SV1 and SV2. 
Similarity 
vector 1 
1* 
I(ز وج) 
*I(ز وج) 
1* 
I(دوقفم)* 
I( مدوقف ) 
1* 
I(دٌرٌ)* 
I(دٌرٌ) 
1* 
I(لٌدب)* 
I(لٌدب) 
0.67* 
I(دقف)* 
I(دوقفم) 
0 0 
0.22* 
I(ًف)* 
I(ز وج) 
0 
Table ‎6-3 Similarity vector (1) 
Similarity  
vector 2 
1* 
I(ز وج)* 
I(ز وج) 
0.67* 
I(دقف)* 
I(دوقفم) 
0 0 
1* 
I(دقف)* 
I(دقف) 
1* 
I(موٌ)* 
I(موٌ) 
1* 
I(سم )* 
I(سم ) 
1* 
I(ًف)* 
I(ًف) 
1* 
I(راطم)*I(راطم) 
Table ‎6-4 Similarity vector (2) 
 
Information Content Value 
As discussed in section (3.5.1.3), words that occur more frequently within texts contain less 
semantic information than words that occur less frequently. In this research a corpus of 
Arabic words has been collected from Al-Watan newspaper which was collected by (Abbas, 
et al., 2011). This corpus contains more than (9,000,000) words and was used to estimate 
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word significance based on the frequency of occurrence to calculate information content 
values. 
According to (Li, et al., 2006)  word information content value can be calculated from a 
corpus using the following equation: 
𝐼(w) = 1 −
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛 + 1)
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 + 1)
                                                 (6-5)  
Where (w) is the word, (n) is the frequency of occurrence in corpus and (N) is the total 
number of words in corpus. 
Applying corpus statistics to the previous examples leads to the following similarity vectors 
shown in tables (6-5) and (6-6). Appendix (6) of this thesis illustrates a sample of calculating 
the  information content values. 
 
Similarity 
Vector 1 
0.33 0.51 0.42 0.55 0.25 0 0 0.029 0 
Table ‎6-5 similarity vector (1) 
Similarity 
Vector 2 
0.33 0.25 0 0 0.27 0.22 0.37 0.05 0.34 
Table ‎6-6 Similarity vector (2) 
 
6.3.2.5. Sentence Similarity Calculation 
According to (Li, et al., 2006) the semantic similarity between the user utterance and 
regular answer S(U,R) is defined as the cosine similarity between the two similarity vectors 
using the following equation: 
 
S𝑠 =
𝑆1 . 𝑆2
||𝑆1||. | 𝑆2 |
 (6-6) 
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This equation can be elaborated as follows: 
𝑺 𝑼, 𝑹 =
 (𝑆𝑉1
𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑆𝑉2𝑖)
  (𝑆𝑉1𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗   (𝑆𝑉2𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
 
(6-6) 
 
Where S(U,R) is the similarity between user utterance (U) and regular answer (R), SV1 and 
SV2 are similarity vectors and (n) is the length of similarity vectors. Sentence similarity 
score ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. Where (1) indicates identical similarity and (0) indicates no 
similarity.  
Applying equation (6-6) to the similarity vectors in tables (6-5) and (6-6), gives a result of 
0.43 for the sentence similarity  
𝑆 𝑈, 𝑅 
=  
 
0.33 ∗ 0.33 + 0.51 ∗ 0.25 + 0 + 0 + 0.25 ∗ 0.27
+0 + 0 + 0.029 ∗ 0.05 + 0
 
 
  0.33 2+ 0.51 2 +  0.42 2+ 0.55 2+ 0.25 2 +  0 2 +  0 2+ 0.029 2 +  0 2 ∗
 (0.33)2 + (0.25)2 + (0)2 + (0)2 + (0.27)2 + (0.22)2 + (037)2 + (0.05)2 + (0.34)2
 
 
 
𝑆 𝑈, 𝑅 = 0.43 
Another example for sentence similarity calculation can be found in Appendix (6) of this 
thesis. 
6.3.3. Sentence Difference Calculation 
According to (Lin, 1998) the similarity between two concepts is related to the differences 
between them. The more differences they have, the less similar they are. This section 
proposes a novel contribution in similarity measurement, by including the difference 
between two sentences as a factor in the sentence similarity calculation. This novelty will be 
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fully experimented in chapter (7) to study the impact of including this factor in similarity 
measurement. 
Chapter (3) discussed many methods for sentence similarity. But those methods were not 
developed specifically for the use of CAs; they focused on sentence similarity but not 
sentence difference (i.e. sentence length). 
Long sentences tend to score higher in similarity than short ones, because in short 
sentences only few number of words are compared while in long ones there is a better 
chance of scoring higher similarity ratings among several words. 
When comparing sentences with different lengths the comparison does not always lead to 
fair results, as longer sentences have considerably more rich semantic features than shorter 
ones. It is also not possible to decide whether short sentences are similar or not due to the 
lack of these semantic features. In other words, the only thing that can be said about these 
sentences is that they are different at some level.  
For example consider the two sentences “I lost my passport” “يصاىج خذقف” and “I lost my 
passport last month” "ًضاَىا شهشىا يصاىج خذقف ." . The second sentence contains more details 
about the time in which the action took place, while the first sentence does not include 
such details. Therefore it is hard to determine the exact similarity of these two sentences. 
Furthermore sentence difference cannot be only judged by the length of sentences, 
because the words of the shorter sentence might all be similar to the words of the longer 
one. 
As discussed earlier in section (6.3.2.4.1) STASIS use information content values to signify 
the contribution of words that occur less frequently than other words. But STASIS only deals 
with these information content values for words scoring above than the word similarity 
threshold (WST). 
When a word in the joint word set has a similarity score higher than the word similarity 
threshold (WST) with other word in similarity matrices, STASIS use the information content 
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values of the two words to signify the contribution of their importance; but when a word in 
the word set fails to pass the (WST) with any of the other words in one of the similarity 
matrices, the similarity is set to (0) regardless of its information content value. 
Therefore, the researcher proposes calculating the information content values of the words 
that scores (0) similarity in any of the similarity vectors, and including these content values 
in sentence difference measurement, and considering them later in the overall similarity 
measurement between two sentences and see its effect on the final result. 
Reconsidering similarity vectors shown in table (6-5) and (6-6) respectively, these similarity 
vectors contain cells with (0) as a similarity score. 
Sentence difference is computed by calculating the average of the information content 
values for words scoring (0) in the similarity vectors and dividing it by the average of the 
content values for all words in the word set. Sentence difference is calculated as follows  
 If  𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇 𝑋𝑘  is 0 then the difference is set to (1) 
 Otherwise sentence difference is calculated using this equation: 
𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅 =  
 𝐼(𝑋𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=0
)/(𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇(𝑋𝑘) + 𝛼)
 𝐼(𝑌𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0
)/(𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇(𝑌𝑖) + 𝛼)
 
  
 
(6-7) 
 If (DF U, R ) >1 then (DF U, R ) is set to (1). 
 
Where 𝑋𝑘  are words having a similarity of zero in the similarity vectors SV1 and SV2 and 
𝐼(𝑋𝑘)  is the information content of words having a similarity of (0) in the similarity vectors 
SV1 and SV2, and  𝐼(𝑌𝑖) is the information content values words of the joint wordset, T is 
the joint word set,(𝛼) is a constant to avoid division by (0). (DF) is the level of sentence 
difference which ranges between (0) and a maximum of (1), and U and R are the user 
utterances and regular answer respectively. 
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After calculating sentence similarity and difference, total sentence semantic similarity can 
be calculated by using the following proposed equation:  
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑼, 𝑹 = 𝑆 𝑈, 𝑅 ∗ 𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅  (6-8) 
Using the same similarity vectors in tables (6-5) and (6-6) for the same example used within 
this chapter, sentence difference can be calculated as follows: 
𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅 =  
𝐼 ًىٌ + 𝐼 سٍا + 𝐼 ساطٍ + 𝐼 ذٌسا + 𝐼(وٌذت)/5
 
𝐼 صاىج + 𝐼 دىقفٍ + 𝐼 ذٌسا + 𝐼 وٌذت 
+𝐼 ذقف + 𝐼 ًىٌ + 𝐼 سٍا + 𝐼 ًف + 𝐼 ساطٍ 
 
/9
 
𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅 =  
 0.22 + 0.37 + 0.34 + 0.42 + 0.55 /5
 
0.33 + 0.51 + 0.42 + 0.55
+0.25 + 0.22 + 0.37 + 0.029 + 0.34
 
/9
 
𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅 = 0.38/0.35 = 1.08 
The maximum value for sentence difference is (1), therefore, any results higher than (1) will 
be set to (1), and total similarity between two sentences can be calculated as: 
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑼, 𝑹 = 0.43 * 1 
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑼, 𝑹 = 0.43 
Appendix (6) of this thesis illustrates an example for sentence difference  calculation. 
6.3.4. Function Words  
Function words are words that have little lexical meaning yet they serve to express 
grammatical relationships with other words within a sentence, such as articles, 
prepositions, determiners etc. 
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According to (Miller, et al., 1993) the most obvious difference between WordNet and a 
standard dictionary is that WordNet divides the lexicon into five categories: nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, and function words.  
 But WordNet contains only nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The relatively small set of 
English function words is omitted on the assumption that they are probably stored 
separately as part of the syntactic component of language (Miller, et al., 1993).  
According to (Li, et al., 2006) function words contribute less to the meaning of a sentence 
than other words, while (O’Shea, et al., 2010) stated that function words alone can 
discriminate between one major class of speech act (questions) and others (affirmative, 
informative etc.).  
Originally the STASIS method (Li, et al., 2006) did not remove function words (such as in, 
what. etc.) from the joint word set.  These function words were retained but they  only 
scored similarity if the two words are identical function words, because function words are 
not classified somewhere in the WordNet tree. 
The researcher believes that function words contain rich semantic and have a significant 
impact on sentence similarity measurement. Therefore, it was decided to conduct an 
experiment by including these function words in sentence similarity measurements. But 
before that, they need to be defined and included in the information source developed in 
this work which is the lexical tree.  
One problem related to adding function words to lexical tree is that they are not classified 
as a part of something or as a type of an entity, one possible solution for this is to add 
function words where they are related. For example, prepositions related to time should be 
added somewhere near time terms in lexical tree, other related to location with the 
location, and so on. 
There is an issue associated with the approach of classifying function words in the lexical 
tree as some of these function words can refer to variety of things in different contexts, 
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they may refer to time in a context and to place in another, for example the function word 
(“ًف” “at”) can refer to place in the example “حؼٍاجىا ًف اّا” “I’m at the university” or to time 
as “ حٍّاثىا حػاسىا ًف كاساس” “I’ll see you at 2 o’clock”. For this reason it cannot be added in a 
place where they are related. 
Function words often serve as a relation between concepts for example “I’m at home”. In 
this example the function words “at” was used to relate between the person and their 
location. The researcher proposed to classify and place function words in the lexical tree 
under the term “Relation”.  
Figure (6-5) shows the classification of function words. An experiment is conducted in 
chapter (7) to study the impact of including the function words in sentence similarity 
measurement in relation to the SGO-CA performance in the Iraqi passport domain. 
 
Figure ‎6-5 Classification of function words in lexical tree 
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6.3.5. Dialogue Act Classification 
According to (O’Shea, et al., 2010), dialogue act classification is a crucial first step in 
measuring the semantic similarity between a pair of sentences. For example, dialogue acts 
can distinguish between instructive utterances such as “close the door” and question 
utterances such as “is the door closed?” 
As discussed in chapter (3), sentences in Arabic language can be classified into four 
recognised types, these are: informative, negative, affirmative, and questionable sentences. 
The four types can sometimes lead to the same meaning. Table (6-7) shows examples of the 
four sentence types in Arabic. 
 It is true that the sentence type or “dialogue act” can have significant impact on sentence 
meaning as demonstrated in the examples shown in Table 6-7.  
However, classifying the user utterance according to the type of Arabic sentences would 
add more computational complexity to SGO-CA,   because the knowledge tree would be 
searched several times for several types of sentences to find an appropriate match, and this 
will have a direct effect on the response time of the agent. 
 
Sentence type Example translation 
Informative sentence ٌٌذق صاىج يذى I have an old passport 
Negative sentence شفس صاىج ليٍا لا I do not have a passport 
Questionable sentence ؟ شفس صاىج ليَذ و  Do you have a passport? 
Affirmative sentence صاىج يذى ،ٌؼّ Yes, I have a passport 
Table ‎6-7 Types of Arabic sentences 
 
In addition, this classification will not improve the performance of SGO-CA, because same 
ideas can be expressed by users in different types of sentences. For example the 
informative sentence “ذٌذج صاىج ذٌسا” “I want a new passport” and the questionable sentence 
“ ذٌذج صاىج ىيػ وصحا فٍم”  “How do I get a new passport” are not similar in type,  but in a 
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goal-oriented CA like SGO-CA, these two sentences have exactly the same meaning, that the 
user wants help with issuing a new passport.  
Another example is the instructive sentence “ صاىج ىيػ هىصحىا ًف ًّذػاس”  “Help me to get a 
new passport” and the informative sentence “ ذٌذج صاىج ذٌسا” “I want a new passport”; they 
both indicate the same goal in SGO-CA although they are different in types. For these 
reasons dialogue act classification was not included in SGO-CA.  
6.3.6. Semantic Matching 
Sentence similarity measurement used in SGO-CA calculates a numeric value between (0) 
and (1). This value reflects the similarity between the users’ utterance and one of the 
regular answers stored with one of SGO-CA’s nodes. However, this value does not indicate 
whether the user utterance matches exactly the compared sentence or not. 
In order to make a decision whether there is a match or not between users’ utterances and 
regular answers stored within SGO-CA, a similarity threshold must be defined. This 
threshold is a numerical value with a range between 0 and 1. If the similarity is greater than 
or equal to the threshold then the user utterance match the SGO-CA containing the 
compared regular answer (R). If it fails to pass the threshold then the user utterance does 
not match the compared sentences and SGO-CA shall continue to evaluate other regular 
answers of the same node or other nodes. 
In SGO-CA a base threshold (0.5) is used for context sensitive nodes, while a lower threshold 
of (0.2) is used for other nodes.  This difference in thresholds is because we need to ensure 
higher similarity to trigger a context sensitive node, while in non-sensitive nodes lower 
similarity is quite enough to trigger them.  
6.4. Modification to Scripting Language 
In chapter 4, a knowledge tree of the Iraqi passport services domain was introduced. This 
tree was constructed based on domain laws, regulations, and experience collected together 
to form the knowledge engineering process described in section (4.2). 
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Value nodes of this knowledge tree contained patterns of potential users’ utterances, the 
conversation between users and the agent flow based on which node matched each user’s 
utterance. This matching was performed with the pattern matching engine described in 
section (4.3.2). 
SGO-CA uses the same knowledge tree used in the PMGO-CA But instead; SGO-CA evaluates 
users’ utterances against regular answers using semantic similarity measures instead of 
evaluating users’ utterances against patterns. 
Therefore a modification has been made to the scripting language by converting the value 
nodes to semantic value nodes. This was achieved by changing the pattern field within the 
value nodes to become the “Answers” field in the semantic value nodes. Each Answer field 
contains the regular answers which are evaluated against user utterances to find a semantic 
match. This evaluation is performed by the semantic engine described in section (6.2.1). 
The use of a semantic similarity engine has contributed significantly to reduce the number 
of patterns/answers stored within SGO-CA’s knowledge tree nodes. For example one of the 
nodes concerned with “new passport” procedures had more than (50) patterns, but in SGO-
CA the same node has less than (5) answers; making SGO-CA a lot easier to script and 
update. 
Semantic matching is performed based on a predefined threshold, if similarity score passes 
this threshold then there is a match, otherwise there isn’t. This threshold is called a 
sentence similarity threshold (SST).  
If the utterance was inconvenient or inconsistent with the domain, like “ what is the 
weather like”, the agent shall respond by saying this issue is outside the conversation please 
stick to the same subject as shown in conversation sample (6-1). 
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System: Welcome to the online guide for Iraqi 
consulate service. 
User: is it going to rain tomorrow 
System: this system is for Iraqi consulate issues, 
please stick to the subject 
 
ماظنل  : صاخل  ت ز وجل  لٌلد ماظن ًف مكب هس  و ها 
ةٌق رعل  ةٌلصنقلاب 
تن  :دغ موٌ حابص رطمت  لا 
ماظنل  : ،ةٌق رعل  ت ز وجل  ماظنل صصخم جمانربل   ذا
 عوضوملاب م زتللا  ىجرٌ
Conversation Sample ‎6-1 conversation sample 
 
6.4.1. Conflict Resolution Strategy 
In pattern matching, a user utterance may match more than one pattern within different 
nodes of PMGO-CA and a mechanism to resolve this conflict has already been introduced in 
section (4.3.2.2). 
In SGO-CA, the same problem might take place, but in a different way.  User utterances 
might pass the sentence similarity threshold (SST), when evaluated with regular answers of 
different SGO-CA nodes. To overcome this, the researcher decided to use the highest 
similarity score as a method to eliminate conflicts among SGO-CA nodes, therefore the SGO-
CA containing a regular answer with the highest similarity score with user utterance is 
triggered. If similarity scores are the same between a user utterance and two regular 
sentences which belong to different SGO-CA nodes, in this case the node with the regular 
answer that scored high similarity first will be triggered.   for example: 
 
 Regular answer 1 : (زاوج ىهع لوصحنا ديرا) (I want to obtain a passport)   
 Regular answer 2 : (رورم زاوج ديرا) (I want a travel document) 
 User utterance 2 : زاوج ىهع مصحا نا هكمي فيك) ) 
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The regular answer (1) scored a similarity of (0.77) with user utterances; while the second 
regular answer which belongs to other node scored a similarity of (0.48) therefor the SGO-
CA node containing the regular answer (1) will be triggered  
6.4.2. Software Tools Used to Construct SGO-CA 
Chapter (4) introduced the software tools used to construct PMGO-CA. Some of these tools 
were modified and adapted to be used to construct SGO-CA. Other tools were added and 
developed specifically to manage the information sources used by SGO-CA in similarity 
measurements. The following sections describe these software tools in detail. 
As discussed in section (3.3.6), the Arabic WordNet browser was not designed for sentence 
similarity measurement. It also lacked sufficient interfaces to modify both the ontology and 
the lexical database. Therefore, developing SGO-CA using the existing AWN browser (The 
Global WordNet Association, 2014) was not possible at the time of this work.  Instead, a 
new tool called “SGO-CA Manager” has been developed by the researcher using parts of 
WordNet software. The SGO-CA manager contains an editor tool to manage the lexical tree 
described in section (6.2.2) and also tools to calculate word and sentence similarity. This 
software tool contains the following features: 
1- Facility to add, remove and modify ontology concepts and Arabic words directly. 
2- Functionality to perform word similarity and sentence similarity using variety of 
word similarity measures 
3- Word frequency calculation according to corpus: Word frequency calculation is a 
part of the sentence similarity method described in section (6.3.2) 
4- Full integration within the CA manager to perform semantic similarity between 
user’s utterance and the answers stored within the CA. 
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The “SGO-CA manager” tool makes SGO-CA easier to script and implement with all options 
in one place, but this tool maintain its information separately from Arabic WordNet 
database making it suitable to be used to script multiple domains. 
Figure (6-6) shows the main interface for the SGO-CA manager tool. This interface contains 
three options which will now be explained in detail.  
 
Figure ‎6-6 Main interface of SGO-CA script editor 
6.4.2.1. Lexical Hierarchy Editor 
The lexical tree editor enabled the SGO-CA scripter to manage the lexical hierarchy whose 
structure is identical to the ontology structure of Arabic WordNet in order to evaluate the 
proposed and existing word and sentence similarity measures. More than (2000) Arabic 
words were added to the lexical tree and organised according to their mapping to SUMO 
ontology concepts. Some of those Arabic words covered most of the words used within the 
passport domain, the remaining were some common words used in conversations and not 
strictly related to a specific domain. Figure (6-7) shows the interface of the lexical tree 
editor. 
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Figure ‎6-7 Lexical tree editor 
 
The lexical tree contains two types of nodes:  
 Term node: this node represents a class of an entity or relationship within the 
ontology, details about ontology and classes can be found in section (3.3.5). Figure 
(6-9) shows a part of the lexical tree, with the term “License” which descends from 
the Term “Certificate” which in turn descends from the term “Text” and so forth. 
 Arabic word node: This node contains an Arabic word which is an instance of the 
Ontology node containing it. Figure (6-8) shows the Arabic word (صاىج) (passport) as 
a type of the term (License). 
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Figure ‎6-8 portion of the lexical tree 
Ontology terms are written and maintained in English language, because the structure of 
the lexical tree was taken from the universal structure of the SUMO ontology which also 
maintained ontology terms in English language. Arabic words were attached to their 
corresponding English words mapped to the SUMO ontology. 
The Scripter can modify the lexical tree to add/ delete new ontology terms. Figure (6-9) 
demonstrates adding ontology term ‘Legal document’ to the lexical tree by typing the term 
in the designated box, and then clicking the “Add term” button. 
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Figure ‎6-9 Interface of adding ontology term to the lexical tee 
The scripter can also add new Arabic words, but before doing that, the roots of these words 
is identified using morphological analysis (AraMorph, 2003), because only the root of words 
can be added to the lexical tree. The Morphological analysis tool (AraMorph, 2003) is 
integrated within the “SGO-CA” manager tool.   
The reason for adding only the root of words is to eliminate the need to add several 
morphological forms for each word to the tree. This helps to minimize the size of the lexical 
tree and makes words look up much faster.  
Figure (6-10) shows the interface of adding Arabic words to the lexical tree. The scripter 
types the word (i.e. passport (صاىج)) in any morphological form in the designated box and 
clicks the “find morphology” button to extract the word root in order to be added to the 
lexical hierarchy. The list box shows a list of available morphological roots and categories for 
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this word; the scripter then selects the required root and clicks the “Add to WordNet” 
button to include the selected word in its desired location of the lexical tree. 
 
Figure ‎6-10 Interface of adding Arabic word to the lexical tree 
The scripter can also use the search facility to look up a word in the lexical tree to find its 
location. For example figure (6-11) shows the interface of searching for the word ( (صاىج  
(passport) in the lexical tree. The scripter may type a word in the designated box and click 
the search button to show the location of the searched word and its information content 
value. 
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Figure ‎6-11 Interface of word search 
6.4.2.2. Similarity Calculator  
The similarity calculator is a part of SGO-CA manager tool that enables the scripter to gain 
access to the semantic similarity engine and perform similarity measurement between 
words and sentences. 
Figure (6-12) shows the interface of the word similarity measurement using the AWSS 
measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) . By typing each word in its designated box and hitting 
the “Measure Similarity” button. The program will extract the root of each word and 
perform a quick look up in the lexical hierarchy to obtain their location and calculate word 
similarity according to the methods described in section (6.3.1).  
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The interface shows the similarity between the compared pairs of words and the 
information related to it, such as the path distance between two words, and the term 
subsuming this pair of words (LCS). The depth of LCS is also shown in the interface. More 
details about this information can be found in section (6.3.1) of this chapter. 
 
Figure ‎6-12 interface of word similarity measurement 
Figure (6-13) shows the interface of the sentence similarity measurement, this interface 
displays the similarity matrices and similarity vectors comparing the two sentences ( صاىج ذٌسا
ذٌذج) (I want to obtain a new passport) and ( صاىج ذٌسا لا)) I do not want a passport). The 
interface also has a designated area for “unknown words”:  those which do not exist in the 
lexical tree enabling the scripter to add them. The total sentence similarity score is also 
displayed by the interface. 
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Figure ‎6-13 interface of sentence similarity measurement 
The purpose of the similarity calculator is to provide an interface on which the scripter can 
conduct experiments and observe results more closely; the semantic calculator is used as a 
part of the semantic similarity engine used to evaluate users utterances (U) against regular 
answers (R) stored within SGO-CA nodes. 
6.5. Implementation of SGO-CA in the Iraqi Passport Domain 
Information about the Iraqi passport domain was gathered and modelled into process 
charts and flowcharts as mentioned in chapter (4), then it was converted to a knowledge 
tree having three types of nodes (question nodes, value nodes and report nodes). 
Value nodes contained patterns of expected user’s utterances which PMGO-CA used to 
evaluate users utterances in order to decide whether to trigger that particular node or not. 
The same knowledge tree with the same methodology was used to construct SGO-CA, the 
value node was transformed to semantic value nodes, these semantic nodes no longer 
contain patterns, instead they contain a list of regular answers which are Arabic sentences 
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used to evaluate users utterances semantically by measuring their similarity using the 
measures proposed in this chapter. 
Therefore the same knowledge tree was used, by removing the patterns and replacing them 
with 3 or 4 sentences to be used for semantic evaluation and decide whether to trigger the 
semantic value node containing the matched answer. 
The mechanism used for context switching, promotion/ demotions, and activation/ 
deactivation remained the same as used in PMGO-CA. 
6.6. Summary 
This chapter proposed a novel Arabic goal-oriented semantic conversational agent to 
overcome the scripting complexity and maintenance associated with pattern matching 
conversational agents.  Unlike pattern matching CAs (which is domain dependent), semantic 
conversational agents use information sources such as WordNet and SUMO ontology to 
calculate similarity between sentences. 
The chapter began with an introduction to SGO-CA, the theory used in calculating sentence 
similarity measures, and how these methods were adopted to be used in SGO-CA. In 
addition to that, the chapter proposed improvements on the existing methods, these 
improvements are evaluated using empirical experiments described in chapter (7). 
The architecture of SGO-CA comprises of a semantic similarity engine which is used to 
perform the matching between users’ utterances and regular answers stored within the 
knowledge tree of SGO-CA. 
Semantic similarity uses information sources such as WordNet to calculate the similarity; 
however the slow performance of Arabic WordNet browser made it almost impossible to be 
used in this research, especially when the researcher needed fast tools to test results and 
make observations, which was not possible using the Arabic WordNet browser. 
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To overcome the insufficiency of the Arabic WordNet, the researcher developed a new 
information source called the “lexical tree” which utilises the SUMO mapping to the Arabic 
WordNet. 
A New software tools were created in this work to manage SGO-CA, these tools were used 
to edit the lexical tree, calculate word and sentence similarity, and to manage the 
knowledge tree of SGO-CA, these tools helped the researcher to manage SGO-CA and make 
modifications to the lexical tree to test the results directly. 
This Arabic SGO-CA developed is expected to offer significant improvements over PMGO-CA 
developed in chapter (4). The experiments and evaluation carried out in chapter (7) shall 
examine the validity of this assumption. 
The key contributions of this chapter can be highlighted as:   
 Introducing a novel new word similarity measure to provide stronger results than 
the measures used in literature  
 Creating of a new Arabic lexical tree based on the SUMO mapping WordNet in 
word similarity measurement. 
 Adapting sentence similarity measures from literature to be used to construct an 
Arabic semantic Goal-Oriented Conversational Agent (SGO-CA). 
 A novel contribution of using sentence difference as a factor in overall sentence 
similarity. 
 Including function words in similarity measurements. 
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Chapter 7 
Experiments and Evaluation of SGO-
CA 
7.1. Introduction  
Chapter (6) proposed a novel Arabic word similarity measure and software tools used to 
measure word and sentence semantic similarity. This chapter is concerned with testing 
these tools and evaluating the proposed the SGO-CA. 
One of the main tests in this chapter is the adaptation of the sentence semantic similarity 
measure (STASIS) introduced earlier for the English language by (Li, et al., 2006), by 
incorporating the new proposed Arabic word measure (6-4) discussed in section (6.3.1.1). 
This chapter is divided into two parts: the first part describes a series of empirical 
experiments to examine the proposed similarity measures; the following list highlights the 
experiments: 
 Developing a suitable word similarity measure to be used in SGO-CA. 
 Define best values for α and β in word similarity measures that correlate best with 
human rating.  
 Selection of the word similarity threshold (WST) for the given measure. 
 Use of function words in similarity measure calculations 
 Inclusion of sentence difference in overall similarity measurement. 
The second part of the chapter covers an evaluation of SGO-CA carried out by human 
participants. The aim of this evaluation is to test the viability of the new proposed 
architecture, and then the results will be compared to the (PMGO-CA) developed in chapter 
(4) and evaluated in chapter (5).  
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7.2. Experimental Methodology  
Experiments were designed to test and tune the proposed word similarity measure (6-4). 
This is conducted by selecting datasets of Arabic words (AWSS) developed by  (Almarsoomi, 
et al., 2013) to obtain the best correlation between human rating and machine calculation. 
This dataset is shown in table (7-1) and will be referred to as (WS) throughout this chapter. 
Word Pairs تاملكلا جاوزا Human Ratings AWSS measure 
Coast         Endorsement قـٌدصت          لــحا  0.01 0.0 
Noon           String طـٌخ             رـسظ 0.01 0.27 
Stove          Walk ًـشم            دـــقوم 0.02 - 
Slave           Vegetable راضخ               دبع 0.04 0.06 
Smile           Village ةما تب /ةــٌرق    ةم ب  0.05 0.0 
Wizard        Infirmary ىفشم            رــحا  0.06 - 
Hill              Pigeon ةمامح               لــت 0.08 0.06 
Glass           Diamond سامل               سأك 0.09 0.05 
Cord            Mountain لـبج              لـبح 0.13 0.17 
Forest          Shore          ةــباغ    اطاش  0.21 0.17 
sepulcher    Sheikh خٌش           حـٌرض 0.22 0.06 
Tool             Pillow ةدـخم                ة دأ 0.25 0.32 
Coast           Mountain لـبج             لحا  0.27 0.45 
Tool             Tumbler حدـق                ة دأ 0.33 0.54 
Journey        Shore اطاش              ةلحر 0.37 0.0 
Coach           Travel رف               ةلفاح 0.40 0.0 
Food             Oven نرــف             ماــعط 0.44 - 
Feast             Fasting ماـٌص               دـٌع 0.49 0.17 
Coach           Means   ةلفاح            ةـلٌ و  0.52 0.38 
Girl               Sister تـخ               ةاــتف 0.60 0.37 
Hill               Mountain لـــبج               لـــت 0.65 - 
Master          Sheikh خٌش              دــٌ  0.67 0.67 
Food             Vegetable            ماــعط راضخ  0.69 0.53 
Slave            Odalisque ةـٌراج               دـبع 0.71 0.93 
Run               Walk ًشم             يرـج 0.75 0.60 
Cord              String طٌخ             لــبح 0.77 0.70 
Forest            Woodland ش رحأ             ةـباغ 0.79 0.82 
Cushion         Pillow ةدخم              دن م 0.85 0.82 
Countryside  Village ةٌرق              فٌر 0.85 0.82 
Coast             Shore اطاش             لحا  0.89 0.89 
Tool               Means ةلٌ و                ة دأ 0.92 0.93 
Boy                Lad ًبص              ىتف  0.93 0.95 
Sepulcher      Grave رـبق            حٌرض 0.94 0.82 
Wizard         Magician ذوعشم            رـحا  0.94 - 
Glass             Tumbler حدـق             سأــك 0.95 0.89 
Table ‎7-1 AWSS evaluation dataset (WS) 
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To test the adaptation of the semantic sentence similarity (STASIS), a set of (30) sentence 
pairs were selected from an English dataset developed originally by (O’Shea et al 2013). 
These (30) sentence pairs were translated from English to Arabic language by an Arabic 
linguistic expert. Human ratings scaled between (0) to (4) was converted to read (0) to (1) 
for consistency with human rating as shown in table (7-2). This dataset shall be referred to 
(SD) in this chapter.  
SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
1 You’re not a good friend if you’re not 
prepared to be present when I need 
you. 
 نوكتل دعت م رٌغ تنك  ذإ  دٌج اقٌدص ت ل تنأ
كجاتحأ امدنع  رضاح. 
0.785 
A good friend always seems to be 
present when you need them. 
 نوكٌ  دٌجل  قٌدصل  ةجاحل  دنع  رضاح امب د
هٌلإ. 
2 If you continuously use these 
products, I guarantee you will look 
very young. 
 انأ ،رمت م لكشب تاجتنمل  هذا مدخت ت تنك  ذإ
 دج ن ل  رٌغصرسظت فو  كل نمضأ. 
0.895 I assure you that, by using these 
products consistently over a long 
period of time, you will appear really 
young. 
 مبهم لكشب تاجتنمل  هذا م دخت اب هنأ كل دكؤأ
اقحرٌغص ودبت فو  نمزل  نم ةلٌوط ةرتفل. 
3 Water freezes at a certain 
temperature, which is zero degrees 
Celsius. 
 رفص ًاو ،ةنٌعم ةر رح دنع ءامل  دمجتٌ
يوبم. 
0.77 
The temperature of boiling water is 
100 C and the temperature of ice is 0 
C 
 ةجردو ةٌوبم ةبم ًا ًلغمل  ءامل  ةر رح ةجرد
ةٌوبم رفص ًا دٌلجل  ةر رح. 
4 We got home safely in the end, 
although it was a long journey. 
 ىلع ،ةٌاسنل  ًف مه ب تٌبل  انلصو اسنأ مغرل 
ةلٌوط ةلحر تناك. 
0.765 
Though it took many hours travel, we 
ﬁnally reached our house safely. 
  رٌخ  ، ةدٌدع تناك رف ل  تاعا  ن  مغر
مه ب انلزنم انلصو. 
5 A man called Dave gave his fiancée  a 
large diamond ring for their 
engagement. 
 ىعدٌ لجر نمرٌبك متاخ هتبٌطخل مدق رما 
ةبوطخل  ًف سامل . 0.805 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
The man presented a diamond to the 
woman and asked her to marry him. 
هجوزتت نأ اسنم بلطو ةأرملل سامل  لجر مدق. 
6 Midday is 12 o’clock in the middle of 
the day. 
 ًف رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا موٌل  فصتنم
راسنل  فصتنم 
0.99 
Noon is 12 o’clock in the middle of the 
day. 
راسنل  فصتنم ًف رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا رسظل 
7 The ﬁrst thing I do in a morning is 
make myself a cup of coffee. 
 ً فنل عنص  وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف. 
0.962 
The ﬁrst thing I do in the morning is 
have a cup of coffee. 
 نم ناجنف  لوانت وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل . 
8 Meet me on the hill behind the church 
in half an hour. 
 فصن لهخ ة ٌنكل  ء رو لتل  ىلع ًنلباق
ةعا . 
0.982 
Join me on the hill at the back of the 
church in thirty minutes time 
 نٌثهث لهخ ة ٌنكل  فلخ ةلتل  ىلع ًب قحتل 
تقول  نم ةقٌقد. 
9 Get that wet dog off my brand new 
white sofa. 
 ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌرأ نم بطرل  بلكل   ذا دعب 
ةدٌدجل . 
0.898 
Make that wet hound get off my white 
couch I only just bought it. 
 لعج  ًتكٌر  نم لزنٌ بطرل  بلكل   ذا
وتلل استٌرتش  دقل ءاضٌبل . 
10 Could you climb up the tree and save 
my cat from jumping please? 
 زفقل  نم ًتطق ذاقن و ةرجشل  قل ت كنكمٌ لا
؟أءاجر 
0.958 
Can you get up that tree and rescue 
my cat otherwise it might jump? 
 لا لاإو ًتطق ذاقن و ةرجشل  كلت دوعص كنكمٌ
؟زفقت دق اسنإف 
11 I have invited a variety of people to 
my party so it should be interesting. 
 ذل ًتلفحل سانل  نم ةعونتم ةعومجم توعد دقل
ةعتمم نوكت  
0.545 
A number of invitations were given 
out to a variety of people inviting 
them down the pub. 
 ةعونتم ةعومجمل ىلإ ت وعدل  نم  ددع تمدق
هناحل  ىل  ماوعدت ىل  سانل  نم. 
12 Do you want to come with us to the 
pub behind the hill? 
؟لتل  ء رو ةناحل  ىلإ انعم ًتأت نأ دٌرت لا 
0.455 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
We are going out for drinks tonight in 
Salford Quays if you would like to 
come 
 ًف تابورشمل  لوانتل ةلٌلل  هذا جرخن فو 
د دغب   ًتأت نأ تبغر  ذإ. 
13 You shouldn’t be covering what you 
really feel 
اقح هب رعشت ام ًفخت نأ ًغبنٌ لا تنأ. 
0.552 
There is no point in covering up what 
you said, we all know 
 ملعن نحن ،هتلق ام ءافخ  ًف ةطقن يأ دجوٌ لا
اعٌمج 
14 You must realize that you will 
definitely be punished if you play with 
the alarm 
 تنك  ذ  بقاعت  دٌكأتلاب كنأ كردت نأ بجٌ
هبنملاب بعلت. 
0.71 
He will be harshly punished for setting 
the fire alarm off. 
 قٌرحل  هبنم كبافطلا ةو قب بقاعت . 
15 It seems like I’ve got eczema on my 
ear doctor, can you recommend 
something for me? 
 لا ،بٌبطل  اسٌ  ًنذأ ًف امٌزكلأ  يدنع ن  ودبٌ
؟ابٌش ًل لضفت 
0.512 
I had to go to a chemist for a special 
rash cream for my ear. 
 صاخ حفط مٌركل ةٌلدٌصل  ىلإ باذأ نأ ًلع
ًنذلأ. 
16 Roses can be different colors, it has to 
be said red is the best though. 
 لوقل  دب لا نكل  ، ةفلتخم ن ولأب نوكت دورول 
 لضفلأ  وا رمحلأ   ن . 
0.708 
Roses come in many varieties and 
colors, but yellow is my favorite 
 نكل ،ةعونتم ن ولأو فانصأب ًتأت دورول 
يدل لضفلا  وا رفصلأ . 
17 Would you like to go out to drink with 
me tonight? 
؟ةلٌلل  ًعم برشلل جورخل  ًف بغرت لا 
0.252 
I really don’t know what to eat tonight 
so I might go out somewhere 
 ىل  باذأ دق  ذل ةلٌلل  لكا   ذام ملع  لا اقح انأ
ام ناكم 
18 I am so hungry I could eat a whole 
horse plus dessert 
 هلمكأب ناصح لكأ  ًننكمٌ ةجردل   دج عباج انأ
ىولح ىلإ ةفاضلإاب 
0.765 
I could have eaten another meal, I’m 
still starving. 
 تلزلا ان  ،ىرخ  ةبجو لك  عٌطت   تنك
 روضتم. 
19 We ran farther than the other children 
that day 
موٌل  كلذ نٌرخلآ  لافطلأ  نم دعبأ انضكر 
0.608 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
You ran farther than anyone today موٌل   نٌرخلآ   نم دعبأ تضكر 
20 I am proud of our nation, well, most of 
it. 
اسبلغ  ،ان ح ،انتمأب روخف انأ. 
0.428 
I think of myself as being part of a 
nation 
ةمأ نم ءزج ًنأب ً فن ًف ركفأ 
21 Does music help you to relax, or does 
it distract you too much? 
 اسنأ مأ ،ءاخرت لا  ىلع ىقٌ ومل  كدعا ت لا
 كٌسلت؟أرٌثك 
0.025 
Does this sponge look wet or dry to 
you? 
كل ةب نلاب ةفاج م  ةبطر ةجنف لا  هذاودبت لا 
22 The children crossed the road very 
safely thanks to the help of the 
lollipop lady 
  ركش  دج مه ب قٌرطل    وربع لافطلأ 
تاصاصمل  ةعباب  ةدعا مل. 
0.032 
It was feared that the child might not 
recover, because he was seriously ill. 
 ناك هنلأ ،ىفاعتٌ لا دق لفطل  نأ نم ىشخٌ ناك
دجب اضٌرم. 
23 Boats come in all shapes and sizes but 
they all do the same thing. 
 اسنكلو ماجحلأ و لاكشلأ  عٌمجب ًتأت بر وقل 
 اعٌمجه فن ءًشل  لعفت 
0.125 
Chairs can be comfy and not comfy, 
depending on the chair 
  دامتع  ،ةحٌرمرٌغ و  ةحٌرم نوكت ً  ركل 
ً ركل  ىلع 
24 There was a heap of rubble left by the 
builders outside my house this 
morning 
نٌبانبل  لبق نم ضاقنلأ  نم ةموك كانا ناك 
حابصل   ذا ير د جراخ تكرت 
0.022 
 Sometimes in a large crowd accidents 
may happen, which can cause deadly 
injuries. 
 نكمٌ دقو ،رٌبك دشح دوجوب ثد وح عقت اناٌحأ
ةلتاق تاباص  بب ت نأ 
25 I love to laugh as it makes me happy 
as well as those around me. 
 انأ كلذكو  دٌع  ًنلعجٌ هنلأ كحضأ نأ بحأ
ًلوح نم نٌرخلا . 
0.02 
I thought we bargained that it would 
only cost me a pound. 
طقف دنواب ًنفلكٌ  هناب انضوافت انن  تدقتع . 
26 He was harshly punished for setting 
the ﬁre alarms off. 
 أفط  هنلا ةو قب  بقوع وا قٌرحل  هٌبنتزاسج. 
0.055 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
He delayed his response, in order to 
create a tense atmosphere. 
رتوتل  نم وج قلخٌل هدر رخأت. 
27 Someone spilt a drink accidentally on 
my shirt, so I changed it. 
 ىلع أطخل  قٌرطب ب رش طق   ام صخش
هترٌغ  ذل ،ًصٌمق. 
0.12 
It appears to have shrunk; it wasn’t 
that size before I washed it 
اسل غ لبق مجحل   ذسب نكت مل ،تصلقت اسنأ ودبٌ. 
28 The damp was mostly in the very 
corner of the room 
ةفرغل  نم ةدٌعبل  ةٌو زل  ًف بلاغل  ًف ةبوطرل  
0.028 
The young lady was somewhat 
partially burnt from the sun. 
سمشل  نم اٌبزج ةباشل  تقرتح . 
29 Flies can also carry a lot of disease and 
cause maggots. 
 بب ٌو ضرمل  نم رٌثكل  بابذل  لمحٌ نأ نكمٌ
تاقرٌل . 
0.03 
I dry my hair after I wash it or I will get 
ill. 
 لا و هل غ دعب يرعش فج  ان ضرم  فو . 
30 They said they were hoping to go to 
America on holiday. 
 ًف اكٌرمأ ىلإ  وباذٌ ن  نولمأٌ  وناك مسن   ولاق
ةزاج . 
0.04 
I like to cover myself up in lots of 
layers, I don’t like the cold. 
 لا انأ ،تاقبطل  نم رٌثكلاب ً فن ةٌطغت بحأ
دربل  بحأ. 
Table ‎7-2  dataset of English sentence pairs with Arabic translation (SD) 
 
7.2.1. Experiment (1): Investigation of Word Similarity Measures 
In this experiment the dataset (WS) of the Arabic nouns is used to compare the word 
similarity measure (6-2) developed by (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) (discussed in section 
60301) and the proposed word similarity measure (6-4). 
This experiment aims to test the following hypotheses: 
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 H0: the proposed word similarity measure (6.4) can be used as an alternative to the 
AWSS measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) as it provides higher correlation with 
human ratings. 
 H1: the proposed word similarity measure cannot be used as an alternative to the 
AWSS measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013) as it does not provide stronger correlation 
with human rating. 
The comparison is performed by measuring the Pearson correlation coefficient between 
both similarity measures and the rating of human participants for the dataset of Arabic 
nouns (WS). The similarity measure with the strongest correlation will be chosen as a word 
similarity measure within SGO-CA.  
Table (7-1) in appendix (7) shows the word pairs of dataset (WS) with information about 
their path length and the depth of their lowest common subsumer (LCS) along with human 
rating and machine rating (shown in the AWSS column in table (7-1) appendix (7)) for both 
AWSS similarity measures and the proposed measure (6-4). For this experiment, the same 
Arabic WordNet version 3 used by (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013)was used. This is to ensure that 
the comparison used the same testing features.    
 The experiment shows excellent results for the new proposed similarity measure with a 
correlation coefficient of (r = 0.9) when α = 0.801 and β = 0.218 compared to the correlation 
coefficient obtained from the AWSS measure of (r = 0.894) with the optimised values of α = 
0.162 and β = 0.234 (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013). Therefore the null hypothesis can be 
accepted and the proposed word similarity measure (6-4) can be used as an alternative for 
the AWSS measure (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013).  
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(−𝛼∗𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗ 𝑑) (6-2)  
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝛼𝑙 . 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗  𝑑) (6-4)  
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7.2.2. Experiment (2) Tuning the Proposed Word Measure 
Section (7.2.1) discussed an experiment to test out the new proposed word similarity 
measure (6-4) on the dataset (WS) used to evaluate the AWSS measure (6-2) (Almarsoomi, 
et al., 2013). The new measure showed stronger correlation with human judgment as 
explained in section (7.2.1). 
In this section the word similarity measure (6-4) is tuned to fit the new information source 
developed in this work, which utilises the mapping between WordNet and SUMO ontology 
(the lexical tree) instead of the original hierarchy of WordNet used in the previous 
experiment. Using this new mapping changed the path and depth of Arabic words, 
therefore the new measure must be tuned to fit the new information source and obtain the 
best correlation results with human rating of the dataset (SW0). 
The aim of this experiment is to obtain the optimum results of the parameters (α) and (β) 
for the new word similarity measure (6-4) using the lexical tree developed in this work as 
the information source to evaluate semantic similarity between two words, the optimized 
parameters shall be used in measure(6-4) to estimate word similarity within SGO-CA. 
This experiment is performed using the same word dataset (WS); but the similarity is 
evaluated based on their path length and LCS depth of words in the lexical tree instead of 
their path length and LCS depth in Arabic WordNet. 
Table (7-2) in appendix (7) show the word pairs of (WS) with the path length and LCS depth 
parameters, the table also shows the human rating of the dataset (WS), and the similarity 
results of word pairs using the new measure (6-4). 
The tuning of the parameters (α) and (β) is performed throughout scanning the 
combinations of (α) and (β) starting from (0) to (1) with an increment of (0.001), and 
measure the Pearson correlation against human rating for each combination and select the 
combination with the strongest correlations. 
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The optimised values for (α) and (β) in this experiment were (α = 0.881) and (β=1) which 
obtained a correlation of (r=0.868) with human rating. Therefore, these values shall be used 
to calculate word similarity in SGO-CA. 
7.2.3. Experiment (3) Incorporating the New Word Similarity Measure in 
Sentence Similarity Calculation 
The aim of this experiment is to test out the new word similarity measure (introduced in 
chapter 6) and optimised in section (7.2.2) within the proposed sentence similarity 
measures (introduced in chapter 6). 
This experiment is performed using the sentences dataset (SD), and the lexical tree 
developed in this work, and the Arabic corpus introduced in chapter (6) to calculate the 
semantic similarity of sentence pairs in the dataset (SD) 
Table (7-3) in appendix (7) list the sentence pairs from (SD) and their similarity scores using 
the sentence similarity measure (introduced in chapter 6) incorporating and the new 
proposed measure (6-4) to calculate word similarity. 
The experiment results showed that the proposed sentence similarity measure achieved a 
correlation of (r=0.886) with human rating, this is considered as an outstanding result, 
compared to a correlation of (r=0.816) obtained during the experiments conducted by (Li, et 
al., 2006)  to evaluate the STASIS method for sentence similarity in Arabic language; 
therefore, the proposed adaptations for sentence similarity measure will be used in SGO-
CA.     
7.2.4. Experiment (4) Selection of Word Similarity Threshold (WST) 
As a part of the STASIS method for sentence measurement, (Li, et al., 2006) identified a 
threshold of (0.2) for word similarity scores; the similarity score between each word pair 
should be greater than or equal to this threshold in order for their similarity score to be 
kept in the similarity matrix, otherwise the similarity of word pair is set to 0 in similarity 
matrix to eliminate the noise in similarity matrix. 
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Therefore, similarity scores of words which are greater than or equal to this threshold are 
retained in the similarity matrix and dealt with, otherwise scores are set to (0). The main 
purpose of this is to reduce the noise in similarity matrix. Details about this threshold and 
the similarity matrix were discussed earlier in section (6.3.2.3).  
The aim of this experiment is to find the optimal results for the word similarity threshold 
WST which leads to the strongest correlation with human rating. This experiment is 
conducted by scanning proposed values of WST in the range between (0.0) and (0.5) with an 
increment of (0.1), the value of (WTS) which leads to the strongest correlation with human 
judgment will be used for sentence similarity measurement within SGO-CA.   
Table (7-4) in appendix (7) show the results of this experiment. The best correlation with 
human rating (referred to as HR) of (0.886) was obtained when (WST = 0.2). This complies 
with the value of WST set by (Li, et al., 2003). Therefore the value of word similarity 
threshold is set to (0.2) in SGO-CA.  
7.2.5. Experiment (5): Using Function Words in Similarity Measurement 
In section (6.3.4) of this thesis, the researcher proposed adding Arabic function words to the 
lexical hierarchy and including these words in sentence similarity measurement. More than 
(60) Arabic function words were added to the lexical tree. Appendix (5) of this thesis 
contains a complete comprehensive list of Arabic function words and their variations. 
The aim of this experiment is to test the following hypotheses: 
 H0: Including function words can improve similarity measurement through better 
correlation with human ratings. 
 H1: Including function words cannot improve similarity measurement through better 
correlation with human ratings. 
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This experiment is conducted in the sentences dataset (DS0), by measuring the semantic 
similarity of sentence pairs twice, the first when function words are removed and the 
second is when function words are retained, the approach that leads to higher correlation 
with human judgment will be followed in sentence similarity calculation within SGO-CA. 
The experiment in this section compares the results of incorporating these function words 
or removing them from the similarity measurement. The best correlation with human 
ratings obtained in this experiment was (r=0.886) when function words are removed from 
the sentences. While a correlation of (r=0.7) was obtained when these function words are 
retained. Therefore the (H0) hypothesis is rejected and function words will be removed 
from similarity measurement in SGO-CA. Results of this experiment are listed in table (7-5) 
in appendix (7).  
 
7.2.6. Experiment (6): Including Sentence Difference in Similarity 
Measurement 
In section (6.3.3) of this thesis, the researcher proposed an enhancement to the STASIS 
method (Li, et al., 2006) by including the difference between two sentences as a factor in 
the overall sentence similarity calculation.  
The aim of this experiment is to test the following hypotheses: 
 H0: Sentence difference can improve similarity measurement to offer stronger 
correlation with human ratings, using these equations: 
𝐷𝐹 𝑼, 𝑹 =  
 𝐼(𝑋𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=0
)/(𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇(𝑋𝑘) + 𝛼)
 𝐼(𝑌𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=0
)/(𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇(𝑌𝑖) + 𝛼)
 
(6-7) 
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑼, 𝑹 = 𝑆 𝑈, 𝑅 ∗ 𝐷𝐹 𝑈, 𝑅  
 
         (6-8) 
 H1: Sentence difference cannot improve similarity measurement and cannot offer 
stronger correlation with human rating.   
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 The experiment is performed by comparing human ratings to the results of the two 
approaches (similarity measurement with and without sentence difference). The first is 
similarity results without including difference between sentences obtained a correlation of 
(r=0.886), while the second approach was conducted by including the difference between 
two sentences in overall similarity calculation, which obtained a stronger correlation of (r= 
0.89). Therefore, the null (H0) can be accepted and sentence difference will be included in 
similarity measurement in SGO-CA. Table (7-6) in appendix (7) shows the results of this 
experiment. 
In this experiment, the results showed the importance of including the sentence difference 
in measuring similarity due to the high contribution content value of the words with low 
similarity scores in the similarity vector, and their effect on the measurement.     
7.2.7. Experiments Conclusion and Discussion: 
Experiments in this chapter gave the researcher an excellent insight on the performance of 
word and sentence similarity measures, and the proposed tuning and adaptation of these 
measures. This section summarises the observations made throughout these experiments: 
 Word similarity measure 
The proposed word similarity measure (6-4) provided stronger correlation of (r=0.9) 
compared to a correlation of (0.894) using AWSS measure on the evaluation 
datasets (WS). 
The new word similarity measure also showed good correlation of (r = 0.868) on the 
same dataset (WS) by using the lexical tree developed in section (6.2.2) as an 
information source to evaluate the similarity between words. 
 It is notable also from the experiment that the correlation coefficient decreases 
when using the lexical tree due to the fact that AWSS dataset contains nouns only 
and was designed to apply Arabic WordNet. Therefore, the role of the lexical tree is 
not effective. It is expected that the use of lexical tree as information source can 
enhance word similarity measurement and achieve stronger results with human 
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rating when a dataset of both nouns and verbs are used in the experiments, but 
unfortunately such dataset has not been published or tested until the time this 
thesis has written.  
 
 Sentence similarity measure 
Adapting the STASIS method for sentence similarity for the Arabic language was 
done by: 
o Using the lexical tree as an information source  
o Incorporating the new word similarity measure  
o Using an Arabic corpus to calculate word significance  
o Removing function words entirely from compared sentences 
These adaptations from the researcher point of view form the optimum application 
to evaluate sentence similarity. Testing results have shown an outstanding 
performance in terms of correlation with human rating (r= 0.886) using the 
evaluation dataset developed by (O’Shea, et al, 2013). This result comes higher than 
the correlation coefficient measured by (Li, et al., 2006) which showed (r=0.816). 
However, more testing is needed to be performed on larger datasets to optimise the 
sentence similarity measurement.    
 Function words 
From the experiments, it was found that including function words in STASIS failed to 
enhance the similarity measurement. The experiments  also showed that removing 
function words from the sentence before performing similarity measurement can 
give enhanced performance and stronger correlation with human judgment 
(r=0.886) compared to a weaker correlation of (r=0.7) when function words are 
included. 
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The main reason for the poor contribution of function words is due to their frequent 
repetition in the corpus; this gave them a very low information content values.  
Consequently, their contribution in similarity scores is low. In addition to that, 
having many function words in sentences makes the joint word set longer, and 
lowers the similarity between the two sentences due to the low similarity scores for 
an increased number of words. 
Therefore, a better definition and placement of function words in the lexical tree 
and altering their frequency in corpus might improve their contribution in sentence 
similarity. 
 Word Similarity Threshold (WST)  
As explained in section (6.3.2.3) the STASIS method introduced a threshold of (0.2) 
for word similarity to be stored in the similarity matrix. Word pairs that score less 
than this threshold are set to a similarity of (0) in the similarity matrix. This threshold 
is referred to as Word Similarity Threshold (WST) in this thesis. The experiments in 
this chapter showed the strongest correlation can be obtained(r= 0.886) when (WST 
= 0.2), this confirms the hypothesis introduced by (Li, et al., 2006). 
 
 
 
 Sentence Difference 
Another limitation of the STASIS method was found when conducting the 
experiments.  STASIS used information content values to signify the contribution of 
words that occur less frequently than other words in the corpus. However, the 
contribution of information content values is considered only when these high value 
words have similar words in the other sentence. Otherwise, their information 
content values shall be neglected and their score in similarity becomes (0). 
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In this thesis, the researcher introduced a method for sentence difference to signify 
the contribution of information content values scoring a similarity of (0) in similarity 
vectors. The experiment showed that including sentence difference in measuring 
similarity between sentences resulted in a significant improvement on the test 
results. Including the difference between sentences obtained stronger correlation 
with human rating (r= 0.89), compared to a weaker correlation of (r=0.886) when 
sentence difference is not included. 
7.3. Evaluation of SGO-CA 
Chapter (5) introduced and discussed an evaluation methodology for pattern matching 
conversational agents, with evaluation hypotheses, and metrics. Therefore this section shall 
focus only on evaluation results of SGO-CA. 
The evaluation was conducted using a questionnaire similar to the one designed for PMGO-
CA (discussed in section 5.2.1.1) which starts with some explanation about SGO-CA and 
instructions about the evaluation and the domain, and how to test and evaluate the agent.  
The researcher decided to use the same participants who evaluated the PMGO-CA, as they 
were experienced in both the domain of the Arabic language, and to ensure a fair 
comparison between the evaluation results of SGO-CA and PMGO-CA.  
The participants were requested to read the instructions thoroughly and rate the 
questionnaire items from (1-5), where (1) shows poor feedback and (5) shows excellent 
feedback; the questionnaire and instructions can be found in appendix (3) of this thesis  
 Table (7-3) list the evaluation results of SGO-CA and shows the average human rating for 
each evaluation metric for the 10 participants. 
Metric 
Rating frequency 
average percent 
5 4 3 2 1 
M1: Responsiveness 1 1 3 4 1 2.7 54% 
M2: Conversation length 1 7 2 0 0 3.9 78% 
M3: Information 
accessibility 
4 4 2 0 0 4.2 
84 % 
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Metric Rating frequency average percent 
M4: Correcting user 
utterance 
0 1 9 0 0 3.1 
62 % 
M5: CA‟s‎understanding‎of‎
user‟s‎utterance 
2 5 3 0 0 3.9 
78% 
M6: Accuracy 2 6 1 1 0 3.9 78% 
M7: Conversation 
consistency 
3 2 3 2 0 3.7 
74% 
M8: Memory 0 6 1 3 0 3.3 66% 
M9: Validity 4 5 1 0 0 4.3 86% 
M10: Domain coverage 0 6 3 1 0 3.5 70 % 
Table ‎7-3 SGO-CA evaluation questionnaire results 
 
7.3.1. Evaluating Results and Discussion 
The purpose of the evaluation of SGO-CA is to measure its performance compared to the 
PMGO-CA developed in chapter (4) and evaluated in chapter (5).  This comparison study is 
used to establish the base for the development of semantic conversational agents. Table (7-
4) lists the evaluation metrics and the average rating for both SGO-CA and PMGO-CA. 
 
 
 
Metric 
PMGO-CA 
average 
SGO-CA 
Average 
M1: Responsiveness 
4.8 
2.7 
M2: Conversation length 4.2 3.9 
M3: Information accessibility 4.1 4.2 
M4: Correcting user 
utterance 
3.6 3.1 
M5: CA‟s‎understanding‎of‎
user‟s‎utterance 
3.9 3.9 
M6: Accuracy 4.6 3.9 
M7: Conversation 
consistency 
4.3 3.7 
M8: Memory 3.0 3.3 
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M9: Validity 4.3 4.3 
M10: Domain coverage 3.9 3.5 
Table ‎7-4 Evaluation results for SGO-CA and PMGO-CA 
M1: Responsiveness  
SGO-CA scored an average of (2.7) in responsiveness metric. This indicates that SGO-CA is 
more time consuming than PMGO-CA, it is mainly due to the computational complexity 
associated with mathematical calculations of word and sentence similarity measures, unlike 
the pattern matching techniques which requires much less computational overhead.  
M2: Conversation length 
Since both SGO-CA and PMGO-CA use the same knowledge tree to control the dialogue 
flow, theoretically speaking, they should both score same results. The difference noted 
between the two results (3.9) for SGO-CA; and (4.2) for PMGO-CA is caused by the higher 
percentage of misfiring in SGO-CA. 
This misfiring is sometimes attributed to the misspelling of Words committed by the user 
himself which leads to rephrasing or correcting the utterance, and consequently gives an 
impression of longer conversation compared to PMGO-CA. 
 
 
M3: Information accessibility 
Both CAs were built according to the same architecture, therefore they scored similar 
average for this evaluation metric, (4.1) for SGO-CA and (4.2) for PMGO-CA, which means 
that there is no users’ preference to use any of the agents. 
M4: Correcting user utterance 
The structuring for patterns in PMGO-CA is flexible to handle misspelling in user’s utterance 
by using wildcards to replace a letter or a part of the words. While this is not the case in 
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SGO-CA, where misspell in any of the words of the utterance might cause failure in 
morphological analysis, and un-recognition of the word giving it a similarity of (0). This is 
why PMGO-CA scored higher average of (3.6) for this evaluation metric compared to an 
average of (3.1) for SGO-CA. This can be overcome by spell checking user utterances before 
sentence similarity calculation, which was not included in SGO-CA to avoid additional 
computational overhead. 
M5:‎CA‎understanding‎of‎user’s‎utterance 
 
Both SGO-CA and PMGO-CA scored identical results for this evaluation metric, as both CAs 
can process user’s utterances and respond to them but with different levels of accuracy as 
explained shortly in the discussion of the accuracy metric (M6) 
M6: Accuracy 
 
PMGO-CA scored relatively higher average of (4.6) for this evaluation metric compared to 
(3.9) for SGO-CA. This indicates that SGO-CA has higher rates of misfired responses than 
PMGO-CA. It is mainly due to the flexibility of patterns scripting, where the scripter has the 
freedom to add more patterns with wildcards to handle various utterances, unlike semantic 
similarity which is automatically calculated by the machine. 
 
 
M7: Conversation Consistency 
Due to higher rates of misfired answers, conversation flow in SGO-CA is often interrupted 
by switching to other contexts or to frequently asked questions giving the impression of 
inconsistent conversation. Therefore SGO-CA scored lower average of (3.7) for this 
evaluation metric compared to an average of (4.3) to PMGO-CA. 
M8: Memory 
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Both CAs used the same architecture with the same memory features, therefore they 
scored similar results in memory management; with (3.0) for PMGO-CA and (3.3) for SGO-
CA. 
M9: Validity 
Regardless of misfired responses, both CAs use the same knowledge tree, therefore the 
responses given by both CAs scored identical average of (4.3) for this evaluation metric. 
M10: Domain Coverage 
 
PMGO-CA scored higher average of (3.9) for this evaluation metric compared to an average 
of (3.5) for SGO-CA. This is mainly due to the higher rates of non-understandable utterances 
by SGO-CA which gives an impression of weak coverage for the domain.  
7.3.2. Scripts Comparison 
Although PMGO-CA seems to have stronger evaluation results, but SGO-CA has bigger 
advantage over PMGO-CA. In SGO-CA, the scripter might define regular answers only once 
for each knowledge tree node, which means less or almost no housekeeping except when 
the knowledge of the domain is changed. While PMGO-CA needs continuous effort to 
maintain, monitor and modify patterns to accommodate the changes in users’ utterances, 
in addition to that, patterns may sometimes conflict with one another especially when the 
knowledge tree is big and diverse. 
 For example, an average of (5) regular answers per node is usually defined in SGO-CA while 
the average number of patterns in value nodes of PMGO-CA exceeds (30) 
Figure (7-1) shows typical regular answers field in SGO-CA which contains three regular 
answers separated by ( | ), these regular answers constitute almost all forms of utterances 
and are evaluated against users’ utterances by SGO-CA to decide whether to trigger this 
node or not. While the same node in PMGO-CA has more than (40) patterns as shown in 
figure (7-2). This makes PMGO-CA very hard to script and maintain compared to SGO-CA. 
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Figure ‎7-1 SGO-CA sample script 
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Figure ‎7-2 PMGO-CA sample scripts 
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7.3.3. Semantic CAs vs. Pattern Matching CAs 
Table (7-5) highlights the comparison between PMGO-CA and SGO-CA. The table is a result 
of testing and evaluating both CAs using pre-set objective and subjective metrics:  
 
No Item PMGO-CA SGO-CA 
1. Responsiveness 
Very short response time (less 
than 1 second) 
High response time (more than 
15 seconds) 
2. 
Correcting user 
utterance 
The flexible nature of pattern 
matching scripts enables the 
scripter to have more control 
and flexibility to write patterns 
handling variety of users 
utterances 
Semantic CAs are restrictive to 
spelling, any spelling error 
may cause the engine not to 
recognize words, or interpret it 
as different word, therefor 
SGO-CA has limitation in this 
area 
3. 
CA 
understanding 
of‎users‟‎
utterances 
PMGO-CA showed very good 
understanding to users 
utterances than SGO-CA; 
PMGO-CA scored (78%) in 
responding to users utterance 
regardless whether these 
response were correctly fired 
or misfired 
SGO-CA also showed the 
same ability to handle users 
utterances scoring (78%) in 
responding to users utterance 
regardless whether these 
response were correctly fired 
or misfired 
4. Accuracy 
PMGO-CA showed higher 
levels of accuracy (92%) in 
firing the correct response for 
user utterance than SGO-CA 
SGO-CA showed poor 
accuracy compared to PMGO-
CA; SGO-CA scored (78%) of 
correctly fired responses to 
users‟‎utterances‎‎ 
5. 
Conversation 
consistency 
Conversations carried out with 
PMGO-CA seemed more 
consistent than the ones carried 
out with SGO-CA due to the 
high accuracy of PMGO-CA; 
therefor PMGO-CA scored 
(86%) in conversation 
consistency 
Due to the higher rates of 
misfiring SGO-CA leads the 
conversation to incorrect 
contexts  therefore it showed 
lower level of conversation 
consistency; therefor SGO-CA 
scored (0.74%) in conversation 
consistency 
6. 
Scripting 
Complexity 
PMGO-CA scripts are 
complicated and require 
intellectual challenge to write 
and‎ maintain,‎ in‎ addition‎ it‟s‎
very time consuming  
SGO-CA scripts are very easy 
to write and maintain therefore 
less time consuming  
Table ‎7-5 comparison between PMGO-CA and SGO-CA 
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7.4. Summary 
This chapter covered experiments on words and sentence similarity measures from 
literature, and experimented with new measures and adaptations over these measures that 
might be used in Arabic semantic conversational agents. 
Evaluation of the new Arabic semantic conversational agent (SGO-CA) was also conducted 
according to the same methodology used to evaluate (PMGO-CA); although PMGO-CA 
showed better evaluation results than SGO-CA due to the linguistic complexities of Arabic 
language and other challenges related to information sources and  semantic similarity 
measures; but being the first semantic CA, (SGO-CA) evaluation results were very 
encouraging; and it’s believed once these challenges are resolved semantic CAs can offer 
significant improvements over pattern matching in the field of conversational agents. 
Chapter (8) of this thesis covers some of these challenges with recommendations for other 
researchers in the field of semantic CAs. 
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows: 
 Evaluating the new word similarity measure proposed in chapter (6); and tuning it to 
obtain strong correlation with human judgment. 
 Experimenting adaptation of an existing sentence similarity measure to suit the 
Arabic language by incorporating the new word similarity measures and using Arabic 
corpus to estimate the significance of Arabic words. 
 Evaluating the proposed measures and their adaptations to develop an Arabic 
Semantic CA 
 Evaluation of SGO-CA on the Iraqi passports domain and compare its metrics with 
the same metrics used in evaluating the (PMGO-CA). 
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The work in this chapter showed some promising results in the field of using semantic 
similarity measures to develop conversational agents. However, these measures can be 
further improved and adapted to optimise the performance of semantic conversational 
agents. 
The evaluation of SGO-CA covered in this chapter have also shown good results, although 
pattern matching is still faster than SGO-CA and has better accuracy results,  the efforts to 
maintain SGO-CA is less and easier than PMGO-CA.   
From studying the results of evaluation of SGO-CA. the researcher believes that better 
results can be achieved when completing information sources such as SUMO ontology and 
WordNet (used to evaluate the semantic similarity), and linguistic tools such as 
morphological analysis tools. Once all these issues are resolved, semantic conversational 
agent are expected to outperform pattern matching CAs. The researcher believes that the 
contributions of this thesis have opened the door wide for other researchers to develop 
conversational agents in general, and specifically Arabic CAs, and work to resolve their 
related issues.   
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Further Work 
The objectives of this research were outlined in section (1.1) of the thesis. The research 
presented in this thesis began by reviewing existing conversational agents (CAs) with a 
special focus on Arabic goal oriented conversational agents. 
 At first the research covered a general methodology for CAs’ development, starting with 
knowledge engineering process, architecture design, implementation and evaluation of CAs. 
Each process in this methodology was discussed and elaborated in chapter (4) of this thesis.  
The knowledge engineering process for the Arabic goal oriented CA is concerned with 
gathering and modelling information and procedures of the proposed domain (The Iraqi 
passport laws and regulations used in this research) and transforming this information to 
shape the knowledge tree. This is a new approach of structuring knowledge for an Arabic 
domain for the purpose of conversational agent domain design. 
A new architecture, with four main components (tree engine, short-term memory, long-
term memory, and matching engine) was designed to develop both Arabic (semantic and 
pattern matching) goal-oriented CAs and their tools, these CAs were tested and evaluated 
for their viability, adaptability, flexibility, accessibility, and other criteria.  
Tree engine is used to process the domain knowledge tree and control the dialogue flow 
between users and the CA. This engine has also an access to the matching engine, which 
evaluates users’ utterances against defined nodes within the knowledge tree. 
Short-term and long-term memory are components used to keep the activated nodes for 
both short and long term to be retrieved either during the same conversation, or later when 
the same user initiates a new conversation. 
The implementation of CAs was also studied in depth; in the course of this work two types 
of conversational agents were developed. The first is a pattern matching goal-oriented CA 
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(PMGO-CA) developed in chapter (4). While the second is a semantic goal-oriented CA 
(SGO-CA) developed in chapter (6) which utilises semantic similarity measures instead of 
pattern matching techniques to respond to users’ utterances. 
Pattern matching techniques used to construct CA were discussed in this thesis, including 
new scripting language, algorithms for the Arabic pattern matching CA (PMGO-CA) and 
conflict resolution strategies. Although PMGO-CA showed an outstanding performance in 
terms of speed and accuracy, the process of scripting patterns and maintaining the CA is still 
labour intensive, as it is difficult for the scripter to predict all users’ utterances.   
Semantic similarity between words and sentences were examined, this research also 
highlighted the problems and complexities of developing semantic CAs for the Arabic 
language. An adapted sentence similarity measure was introduced incorporating a new 
measure for word similarity; these measures were used to construct the Arabic semantic CA 
(SGO-CA) 
An information source called the “lexical tree” was also developed in this research, this tree 
utilised the mapping between Arabic WordNet and SUMO ontology concepts. It was used to 
calculate semantic similarity between words. 
The similarity measures proposed were tested and tuned throughout empirical experiments 
to suit the Arabic language and the new information source. Experiments on words 
similarity were conducted using a dataset of Arabic nouns, while experiments on sentences 
used another dataset for sentence pairs. 
Human evaluation for both pattern matching CA (PMGO-CA) and semantic CA (SGO-CA) 
based on a new evaluation methodology was also conducted in this work and a comparative 
study between the two types of CAs was performed based on the results of this evaluation. 
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8.1 Research Contributions 
The research conducted in this thesis offers the following contributions to the knowledge in 
the field of Arabic CAs: 
8.1.1 Knowledge Trees 
Adapting knowledge trees and using them for the construction of goal orientated Arabic 
conversational agents. Although knowledge trees have been used in previous researches on 
conversational agents, this research is the first of its’ kind to use knowledge trees for the 
Arabic CAs. In addition, this thesis provided modifications for these knowledge trees by 
introducing algorithms for short term memory, dialogue flow control, and mechanisms for 
context switching and nodes activation and deactivation. The new knowledge tree 
constructed in this research was simple, user friendly and adaptable for any type of 
domains.  
8.1.2 Evaluation Methodology for Conversational Agents 
Chapter (5) of this thesis introduced a new methodology to evaluate PMGO-CA. The new 
methodology focused on measuring CAs’ performance through subjective and objective 
metrics. Those metrics were selected to reflect the usability, flexibility, accessibility, 
adaptability of the CAs that enables them to interact with users and offer good service.  
8.1.3 Construction of Arabic Semantic CA 
This thesis introduced the first Arabic Semantic Goal-Oriented Conversational Agent (SGO-
CA) to overcome weaknesses of the pattern matching technique. The new CA which is the 
first of its type has significantly reduced the scripting complexities and the continuous 
maintenance of the PMGO- CA. It was evaluated in chapter (7) by experts in the domain to 
test its viability, response and compliance with the official laws and regulations of the Iraqi 
passport domain. Results of the testing were positive and clearly illustrated the 
effectiveness of the technique. 
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The evaluation was conducted using the same metrics developed for PMGO-CA evaluation; 
these evaluation metrics focused on user satisfaction criteria such as responsiveness, 
accuracy, accessibility and domain coverage. 
8.1.4 Long-term Memory Management in CA 
The application of long-term memory in CAs was introduced also for the first time. This 
memory was used to recognise users based on their personal information (such as name, 
date and place of birth and location). The memory proved to be effective when retrieving 
information about users’ utterances queries and questions.  
8.1.5 Utilising SUMO Mapping with Arabic WordNet 
Previous research on semantic similarity measurement focused on the WordNet database 
to measure the similarity between nouns. In this thesis an alternative approach was created 
by including the mapping between WordNet and concepts encoded within the SUMO 
ontology. This mapping resulted in developing a new information source called the “lexical 
tree” that includes verbs and adjective, in addition to nouns. The new information source 
was used successfully in this work to evaluate the similarity between words. 
8.1.6 New Measure for Word Semantic Similarity 
A novel word similarity measure (6-4) was developed in this thesis, it obtained stronger 
correlation to human ratings than other measures covered in the literature. The correlation 
coefficient obtained by this measure was (r=0.9), compared to (r=0.894) obtained by the 
AWSS similarity measure (6-2) developed by  (Almarsoomi, et al., 2013). 
The new word similarity measure was also applied to the new information source (lexical 
tree) developed in this work and scored a very good correlation of (r=0.868). 
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8.1.7 Including Sentence Difference in Sentence Similarity Measurement 
This research was the first to test sentence difference as part of sentence similarity 
measurement in CAs. An experiment in chapter (7) showed that including sentence 
difference can lead to stronger correlation with human rating (r=0.89) compared to a 
correlation of ( r=0.884) when sentence difference is not in use.  
8.1.8 Conversational Agent Development Tools 
A new set of software tools were developed to make CAs scripting easier and less labour 
intensive; these tools were developed to keep all the options available for the scripter in 
one place. 
The tools include a tree script editor tool to maintain the knowledge tree files, short and 
long-term memory management tools, PMGO-CA and SGO-CA management tools 
integrated to manage both PMGO-CA and the SGO-CA and the lexical tree.  
The researcher believes that these tools are the first of their kind for the Arabic language, 
and they provide the facilities to observe the behaviour of the knowledge tree, pattern and 
semantic engines, in addition to the ability to observe all calculations performed by the 
system. 
8.1.9 Adaptability  
Although the concept of knowledge trees has been introduced earlier in literature, but this 
research was the first to utilise it for the Arabic CAs. The use of knowledge tree files has 
significantly contributed into making Arabic CAs more adaptable for multiple domains. 
 Adaptability can be achieved by collecting and engineering the new domain information, 
and transforming it to create a new knowledge tree to operate the CA. 
The use of semantic information source (lexical tree based on mapping between WordNet 
and SUMO ontology) shapes another form of adaptability. Once this tree is complete and 
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validated, it can be used for any semantic CA for the Arabic language regardless of the 
domain. 
8.2 Research Questions    
This section answers the research questions and aims and objectives raised in sections (1-1) 
and (1-2) respectively, they are: 
1.  Can pattern matching CAs be used effectively for Arabic language in a domain of 
interest?  
Related objective: (1)  
From the general review of the goal oriented CAs, especially the Arabic pattern 
matching CAs, and the development of the new architecture, the researcher found 
that encouraging results were obtained through the evaluation of PMGO-CA; PMGO-
CA showed very good levels of performance, responsiveness, accuracy, adaptability, 
and domain coverage. 
2.  Is it possible to develop an Arabic semantic conversational agent? 
Related objectives: (2) and (5) 
From the research into semantic word and sentence similarity in both English and 
Arabic languages, An Arabic semantic CA (SGO-CA) has been successfully developed. 
Evaluation of this SGO-CA showed encouraging results. 
3.  Does the semantic CA introduce significant improvements over pattern matching 
CAs? 
Related objective: (5) and (7) 
The semantic CA (SGO-CA) developed in this work showed significant improvements 
in terms of reducing scripting complexity and CA maintenance. 
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4.  Is it possible to simulate human memory throughout the CA? 
Related objectives: (3) and (6) 
The attempt made in this research to build a memory to identify users based on 
their personal information (such as their names, age and location) showed promising 
results.  
 
5.  Can these pattern matching or semantic CAs cover an entire domain of interest 
and help user gain information about it? 
Related objective: (4) 
Evaluation results showed that both PMGO-CA and SGO-CA covered almost all 
related items related to the domain.  
 
6.  Are existing methods for sentence similarity suitable to be embedded within an 
Arabic semantic CA? 
Related objective: (2) 
Embedding semantic sentence similarity within Arabic CAs showed promising results 
in this thesis. However, some further research is needed improve the techniques of 
semantic sentence similarity and performance of the CA.  
8.3 Future Work 
Being the first research to study the Arabic semantic goal-oriented CA, the researcher has 
encountered some challenges and issues. Some of these challenges were related to the 
nature of the Arabic language, others related to the available information sources of the 
Arabic language, the philosophy of semantic similarity measures, and in addition to some 
other technical challenges. 
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The researcher believes that this thesis can be considered as a good reference for those 
interested in the field of Arabic semantic similarity and Arabic conversational agents. This 
section highlights some recommendations for other future researchers in this field to focus 
on and study: 
 Completion of information sources:  
It is recommended to spend more efforts to complete the information sources, 
especially for the Arabic language such as Arabic WordNet (AWN) and SUMO 
ontology. This will encourage more researchers to investigate and develop 
Arabic CAs.  
 
 Arabic function words: 
 Some focus is needed to include function words in the AWN as they have rich 
semantic information. The attempts by the researcher to include them in 
measuring semantic similarity showed negative results due to their high 
frequency of occurrence in the Arabic corpus.  
 Using a spell checking technique to correct users’ utterances before processing 
them by the semantic similarity engine.  
 Incorporating a method of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in semantic CAs to 
determine the intended word sense within the given context among many 
different other word senses with the same spelling. This shall reduce the number 
of misfiring and resulted in more correct regular answers.  
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Arabic Goal-oriented Conversational Agent Based 
on Pattern Matching and Knowledge Trees 
 
Zaid Noori, Zuhair Bandar, Keeley Crockett 
 
Abstract- Conversational‎ Agents‎ (CA’s)‎ are‎ computer‎
agents used in applications to converse with humans using 
natural language dialogues. They are widely used in different 
fields like industry, education, marketing, health, and other 
services. Goal Oriented Conversational Agents (GO-CAs) are 
agents having a deep strategic purpose which enables them to 
direct conversations to achieve a certain goal using a specific 
domain.‎ Typically‎ (CA’s)‎ are‎ programmed‎ to‎ have‎ a‎ set‎ of‎
rules that guide the conversation with the user. One technique 
used‎ to‎ script‎ CA’s‎ is‎ through‎ pattern‎ matching‎ algorithms.‎
Such‎ algorithms‎ are‎ used‎ to‎ match‎ the‎ user’s‎ dialogue‎ and‎
instigate the conversation through writing a series of scripts 
that contains the rules and patterns relevant to the domain. 
Throughout the conversation, values can be extracted from the 
user’s‎ dialogue‎ which‎ allows‎ the‎ CA‎ to‎ respond‎ with‎ the‎
correct‎ answer.‎ CA’s‎ have‎ been‎ mainly‎ developed‎ for‎ the‎
English language and very limited work has been carried out in 
Arabic. This is mainly due to the complexity of the language 
and the lack of resources supporting the Arabic language. This 
paper proposes a new CA architecture based on a pattern 
matching algorithm for the development of a goal orientated 
Arabic Conversational Agents (ACA). The ACA incorporates a 
new scripting language and knowledge engineering is used to 
construct the domain. A prototype ACA was developed and the 
Iraqi passport system was used as a domain to evaluate the 
new ACA. The ACA was tested and evaluated by experts 
within the Iraq Consulate with encouraging results and 
received positive feedback.  
 
Index Terms- Conversational Agent, Goal Oriented, Goal 
Oriented Arabic Conversational Agent, Pattern matching. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
   The idea of engaging machines to communicate with 
humans was inspired by the Turning Test in 1950 [1]. Since 
then a lot of researchers have worked to change this idea 
into reality. A Conversational Agent (CA) is an agent which 
uses natural language dialogue to communicate with humans 
[2]. It has also the ability to reason and pursue a course of 
action based on its interaction with humans and other agents 
[3].‎ The‎ first‎ CA‟s‎ were‎ known‎ as‎ Chatbots‎ and‎ were‎
designed with the sole aim of holding and maintaining a 
conversation with users which was often aimless [4].  
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More recently, Goal Oriented Conversational Agents 
(GO-CA) were developed to focus the conversation on a 
particular business [5]. GO-CAs,‎ like‎other‎CA‟s,‎offer‎ the‎
ability to provide 24/7 consistent support and advice to the 
user regardless of their computer skills and ability. 
They can also provide individual interactions with a 
different number of users simultaneously. Some good 
examples‎ of‎ CA‟s‎ are‎ those‎ used‎ in‎ sales‎ services,‎
education, student debit advisor, and bullying and 
harassment polices [6, 16].  
  
Traditionally,‎CA‟s‎ are‎ scripted‎ using‎ traditional‎ Pattern‎
Matching (PM) algorithms [5].  These algorithms operate on 
a set of rules organized into contexts that represent the 
domain; The CA matches each user utterance to patterns 
within the rules where the highest scoring rule causes a 
response to the user to fire. Conflict resolution strategies 
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exist within most CA engines to deal with rules that score 
the same.   The main issue with pattern matching is that each 
domain can take substantial time to script and must be done 
by domain experts with excellent linguistic skills.  
 
Although the Arabic language is spoken by more than 
350 Million all over the world, being the language of the 
Holy Quran, and also one of the six languages accredited in 
The United Nations Agencies, it lacks real and active 
researches in both language resource and CA development. 
Arabic Conversational Agents (ACA) using Pattern 
Matching or any other techniques are also rare. little work 
has been done in developing Arabic CAs [7]. ArabChat [7] 
was designed at first to act as an Arabic Conversational 
agent using the same principles as the traditional CA. 
However, when tested, it was found that it has some 
weaknesses like irresponsiveness, domain limitation, and 
inconsistent dialogue flow, in addition to the complexity 
associated with scripting, maintaining and managing the 
CA. The new Arabic Goal-orientated Conversational Agent 
architecture proposed in this paper is designed to overcome 
these weaknesses. A new CA architecture is introduced to 
provide a better dialogue flow, usability, adaptability and 
responsiveness.  
In 2003, the Iraq passport system crashed which caused 
suffering to Iraqi citizens inside and outside Iraq. It was 
necessary to establish a new system completely. To 
overcome this problem, temporary solutions were used, by 
issuing travel documents, and passports with limited validity 
period until the system is put back into order.  This 
temporary solution caused other problems in itself. The 
number of valid official travelling documents and passports 
were confusing for both Iraqis and International Authorities. 
The burden of these problems was put on Iraqi missions 
around the globe.  Daily phone calls and visits to consular 
sections by Iraqi immigrants and citizens to inquire about 
the passport services (issuing, renewal, replacing, etc.) was 
necessary. The new passport service was taken as the case 
study‎ to‎ build‎ an‎ Arabic‎ conversational‎ agent‎ for‎ Iraqi‟s‎
living abroad and will be taken as the experimental domain 
in this paper. 
This paper is organized as follows: section II provides an 
overview‎of‎related‎work‎in‎CA‟s.‎‎Section‎III‎describes‎the‎
architecture of the proposed ACA.  Section IV describes the 
passport service domain and Section V provides details of 
the knowledge engineering phase. Section VI describes the 
evaluation of the agent using a pilot study. Finally, section 
VII concludes by looking at the future use of the agent in a 
real live environment. 
II. Conversational 
Agents 
7.1  Related works 
Conversational Agent can be divided into two main types, 
Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA), and Linguistic 
Conversational‎ Agent‎ (LCA).‎ ECA‟s‎ are‎ usually‎
characterized by a multimedia interface which includes 
facial display, hand gestures, posture, etc. interaction with a 
human (or representative of a human in a computer 
environment). ECAs are generally used in applications 
where risks and impact are not significant if the CA does 
operates improperly [8,9]. ECAs are complex with a 
relatively limited number of dialogue tasks. Linguistic 
Conversational Agents (LCA) are usually categorized into 
the following:  Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS): In which a 
speech conversation with the agent is converted to a text 
through‎‎speech‎recognition‎algorithms.‎This‎type‎of‎CA‟s‎is‎
insufficiently developed and not commonly used due to the 
relatively high error rates when converting audio input to 
text [10]. Chatterbots: In which pattern matching algorithms 
are used to script conversations with humans, where the aim 
of‎ this‎ type‎ of‎ CA‟s‎ is‎ to‎ pass‎ the Turning test (converse 
with humans successfully for 5 minutes) [11]. There is 
limited‎ usage‎ of‎ this‎ type‎ of‎CA‟s‎ in‎ practical‎ life‎ as‎ they‎
are usually used only to generate conversation with no 
specific goal. 
   Goal-Oriented Conversational Agents (GO-CA‟s)‎are‎a‎
type‎ of‎ CA‟s‎ that‎ have‎ a‎ deep‎ strategic‎ purpose‎ which‎
enable them to direct the conversation to achieve a goal 
[12].‎In‎this‎type‎of‎CA‟s,‎Pattern‎Matching‎(PM)‎is‎used‎to‎
search for a string in a piece of text to find all occurrences of 
these strings inside that text [7]. It is considered as one of 
the‎ most‎ successful‎ methods‎ for‎ developing‎ CA‟s‎ that‎
demonstrates or at least gives the impression of some kind 
of intelligence. To achieve this, knowledge engineering 
must take place on the domain. From this process 
knowledge trees are generated and scripted to form the rules 
used in the CA (patterns and responses). Rules are usually 
divided into contexts to simplify the management of the CA. 
During the conversation, rules are scanned to compare their 
patterns with the user sentences, matched patterns shall be 
captured and responses shall be fired as a reply to the user. 
The usage of this type of agent is expanding, especially in 
marketing and medicine as it offers good services. Short 
Text Semantic Similarity algorithms (STSS): are also used 
to develop (GO-CA‟s)‎ [20].‎ Essentially,‎ pattern‎ matching‎
algorithms are replaced with sophisticated algorithms for the 
measurement of Short Text Semantic Similarity [13]. A 
semantic similarity measure would interpret the semantic 
content of the sentence as opposed to its structural form. 
This means   fewer patterns are needed in each rule. 
Throughout the applications of semantics the quantity of 
scripting can be reduced (patterns) and the user inputs are 
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then matched against the natural language sentences of each 
rule [20]. The use of such measures is in its infancy and only 
been‎trialed‎on‎English‎CA‟s.‎ 
7.2 Arabic Conversational Agents 
As mentioned previously, little work has been achieved in 
the development of Arabic Conversational Agents. Hijjawi 
et al, [7] developed the first known Arabic agent known as 
Arabchat. Arabchat used pattern matching algorithms and 
classified‎ users‟‎ utterances‎ as‎ either‎ question‎ or‎ non-
question in order to improve matching.  The prototype agent 
was developed for the Applied Science University (ASU) in 
Jordan to work as an information point advisor for their 
visitor students who are Arabic native speakers. Some good 
trials were made to test ArabChat and showed some degrees 
of success. However, amending the scripts in the domain in 
any way resulted in complex reformulation of rules within 
contexts and was very time consuming– similar to English 
CA‟s‎ [7].‎ArabChat‎ represented‎ the‎ ‎ first‎ attempt‎ ‎ in‎ACA‎
development. It was simple in design, with very limited 
information and knowledge. The contexts were poorly 
organized which led to slow responsiveness of the agent. 
However, for a first trial it was successful in terms of 
robustness and usability [7]. 
 
7.3 EVALUATION OF 
CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS 
Evaluation‎of‎CA‟s‎takes‎place‎before‎releasing‎them‎for‎
commercial usage. Both subjective and objective 
evaluations are usually conducted; however there is no 
standard methodology adopted by researchers. Evaluation of 
CA‟s‎is‎mainly‎done‎either‎by‎distributing a questionnaire to 
the users trying to reveal their subjective assessment of 
using the agent or by studying the resulting dialogue [15]. 
The PARADISE framework [16] was one of the earliest 
works in creating an evaluation system; it was used to 
evaluate the DARPA communicator SDS. Chatbot 
evaluations [21] have also been conducted using a variety of 
criteria (usability, user satisfaction, Agent credibility, ease 
of understanding, efficiency, effectiveness, speed, and error 
rates etc.) that tries to combine subjective and objective 
measures. Some evaluations tend not to assess all criteria 
and as there is no benchmark metrics there is no consistency 
across evaluations. Instead they conclude that evaluations 
should be adapted to user needs and the application at hand 
[16].  
In this paper, the proposed CA was tested by experts in 
consular works for both subjective and objective goals. This 
included its reliability, consistency, speed and its ability to 
replace the experts or to work as a training tool. Details of 
the evaluation can be found in section VI.  
III. Arabic Goal-
Oriented 
Conversational Agent 
The AGO-CA proposed in this paper used the pattern 
matching approach. Knowledge Engineering (described in 
section V) was undertaken to structure knowledge in a goal 
orientated manner. Each node in the knowledge tree was 
mapped onto a context that contains a series of rules 
consisting of patterns. Details of the scripting language can 
be found in sub-section A.  The main focus of AGO-CA was 
to build a modular architecture to provide a robust 
Conversational Agent with features such as: 
 Conversational flow control to ensure the user stays 
on target to achieve their goal.  This is achieved 
through the creation of knowledge trees (see 
section V).  
 Domain adaptability for ease of maintenance, 
 Usability for all audiences regardless of their 
expertise.  
Figure 1 shows the high level architecture for the new 
AGO-CA. 
 
Figure ‎III-1 Agent‟s‎Architecture 
 
Each component will now be described: 
 
 The Tree Engine is a module responsible for the flow of 
dialogue towards the goals of the system. This tree 
engine contains the scripted knowledge tree and also all 
the required operations and interfaces to search, modify 
and maintain the tree. The tree engine uses a scripted 
knowledge tree defined and maintained by the AGO-
CA‎ administrator‎ to‎ inspect‎ and‎ interact‎ with‎ users‟‎
utterances; all rules of the domain are organized in a 
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hierarchical tree structure. The tree engine also interacts 
with the Cache; which keeps all the information related 
to users and fired rules. 
 The Pattern Matching Engine is responsible for 
managing patterns and patterns operations. Pattern 
matching‎ engine‎ compares‎ the‎user‟s‎ utterance‎ against‎
the predefined rules;‎ it‟s‎ also‎ used‎ to‎ select‎ the‎ best‎
pattern from a group of matched patterns. Higher 
priority is given to the most appropriate pattern. 
 The Conversation manager performs the coordination 
between other system modules; it also acts as the main 
interface between the user and other system modules. 
 Memory Manager & Cache are modules related to both 
long-term and short-term memory; The Memory 
Manager‎is‎used‎to‎collect‎user‟s‎information‎and‎stores‎
them after achieving the user goal for later use.  
When a user initiates a conversation, the agent shall act as 
follows: 
 
1. The User enters natural language text known as an 
utterance. 
2. The conversation manager requests a reply from the 
tree engine, if no utterance is being processed the tree 
engine replies with a query about what the user is 
requesting help for. 
3. When the user answers, his/her utterance is sent to 
the tree engine for inspection. The tree engine will 
inspect the utterance by consulting the pattern 
matching engine to determine which context the user 
is requesting. Once the tree engine defines the 
context it inspects the nodes within that context. 
4. If‎ there‟s‎a‎direct‎answer‎ for‎ this‎query‎ (determined‎
by high scoring patterns) the tree engine fires the 
associated answer and it will be sent to the 
conversation manager to be displayed to the user. 
5. If that context has more than one option, the tree 
engine expands the current context and begins a 
dialogue with a user to gain all required information 
to be able to provide a appropriate response 
accordingly. 
6. During this dialogue if the user gives an utterance 
which does not belong to the current context, the tree 
engine performs a recursive search on all rules 
defined in the scripted tree to find the appropriate 
context. 
7. If no match is found, the agent shall notify the user 
and encourage him/her to rephrase the question 
because the CA did not find the appropriate match. 
7.4 Scripting language 
   Unlike the mechanism used in Arab Chat which 
evaluates the user utterance against a set of rules and fires 
the rule based on a numeric activation level value, the 
proposed AGO-CA introduces a new technique by 
organizing the rules in a tree structure where each node 
represents a context, and each context contains rules related 
to that context only.  This structure provides a consistent 
method to organize the domain topics. The creation of this 
tree structure can be found in Section V on Knowledge 
Engineering. This structure enables the AGO-CA to follow 
the conversation appropriately and helps the AGO-CA to be 
fully interactive with the user. For example, when a user has 
an enquiry and the AGO-CA needs additional information to 
formulate a response, it fires a query about the possible case 
(the query usually gives two options, Yes or No). Based on 
the feedback from the user, the tree can follow the proper 
tree path and fires the accurate answer.  
This new tree structure also reduces complexity 
associated with assigning a numerical strength and 
activation level values for each rule, as the AGO-CA 
automatically controls flow of conversation based on the 
scripted tree. It also provides optimized usability for the 
AGO-CA administrator by having a consistent interface and 
appropriate structure to organize the rules and topics within 
the domain. This is simply done through enabling the 
administrator to add, delete, or amend nodes and values on 
the tree without any effect on the main structure.    
   Conversational Expert System (CES) have been used in 
the past [14]. Hence, knowledge trees were adopted for the 
new AGO-CA.  This required development of a knowledge 
tree r tool by which allowed creation of three types of rules, 
Question Rules, Value Rules, and Report rules. 
The question rule is a query question which the agent asks 
the user for input. The value rule contains a potential answer 
along with patterns in which the user might respond; for 
example consider the following conversation in figure 2. 
 
Figure ‎III-2 conversation example 
The first and third lines represent Question rules, in which 
the agent is asking the user. The second line is a value rule, 
in which the user is giving an answer to the agent. 
The fourth line also a value node, but it is context- 
sensitive‎it‎means‎that‎the‎answer‎“Yes,‎I‎do”‎comes‎in‎the‎
current conversation flow. If this reply comes at the 
beginning of the conversation or in another context, it would 
be considered invalid.  
The fifth line is report node which is the final reply fired 
by the agent when all the queries are completed. 
In addition to the facilities mentioned above, the new 
architecture provides an almost a real-time  responsiveness 
since the AGO-CA is expecting the potential answers from 
the user, therefore the AGO-CA does not have to scan and 
search through all the rules in all the contexts to match an 
answer. The AGO-CA is also flexible in that, it allows 
switching from one context to another if the user initiates 
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such a dialogue. Conversation example in figure 3 
demonstrates this: 
 
Figure ‎III-3 conversation example 
Let‟s‎ consider‎ the‎ 3rd line, when the agent is asking the 
user whether he had completed the legal procedures for 
losing a passport, the user moves into other context asking 
about transit passport. As demonstrated the agent is flexible 
in that it switchers to another context that discusses Transit 
passports and thus provides the user with the correct 
response.  
IV. IRAQ Passport – 
domain description 
A passport is one of the documents that prove the identity of 
an individual. It becomes the only important document to 
prove the citizenship when used outside the borders and 
territory of the native country. Iraqi citizens, especially 
immigrants, experienced a large number of problems due to 
frequent changes in Iraqi passports after 2003. The different 
types of passport forms and the releases of new passports 
were very confusing.  This coincided with the changes in the 
passport laws. As a result, there were long delays and 
queues at the Iraqi missions abroad when applying or 
investigating about passport issues. To make life easier for 
citizens, and in an attempt to answer their queries and 
questions in a better and quicker way, an Arabic Goal-
Oriented Conversational Agent (AGO-CA) was constructed 
using the proposed architecture to offer an online service. 
The CA can access, interpret and discuss the correct and 
updated information about the Iraqi Passports, and reply in a 
natural language on frequently asked questions in natural 
language and queries of the Iraqis seeking advice about 
passport services. 
V. Knowledge 
Engineering Passport 
Services 
Knowledge Engineering is the extraction of information 
about the domain from different sources like regulations, 
legislation, experts in the domain and work procedures. In 
this paper, information about passports was gathered from 
the Iraqi Passport law [17], Iraqi Citizenship law [18], 
Consoler Works Reference Guide [19]. In addition to that, 
information was also collected on work procedures and 
advice from experts in this field. 
The information gathered was engineered to take the form 
of an organization diagram with six main contexts about the 
passports (issuing new passports, renewal, extension, 
correction, sorting lost passports and travel documents). 
These contexts were sub divided into about 45 sub contexts. 
The organization diagram was then converted to take the 
shape of a knowledge tree having Question Nodes, Value 
Nodes, and Report Nodes. When conversing with the agent, 
the matched node shall be expanded and considered as a 
context, and the user is lead through a dialogue flow to the 
right response by matching the utterance with node patterns 
saved in the tree. If the user decides to switch from one 
context to another (ask questions about a different subject), 
the agent shall search for the nearest context that matches 
the‎subject‎in‎the‎user‟s‎utterance.‎Figures‎(4,‎5)‎show‎multi-
level knowledge trees in both English and Arabic (for 
purpose of translation). 
 
Figure ‎V-1. English knowledge tree 
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Figure ‎V-2.  Arabic knowledge tree 
7.5 Conversation Samples 
Figures (5 and 6) below show a conversation samples in 
Arabic‎and‎it‟s‎translation‎in‎English taken from the agent.   
Let‟s‎consider‎Figure‎5.‎A‎user‎is‎having a problem since 
he lost his passport, and asking the agent what he should do 
about that. 
The agent then responds asking the user about the 
completion of legal procedures regarding the loss of his 
passport. 
It‟s‎ clear‎ from‎ the‎ conversation‎ sample‎ that the agent is 
guiding the user through a dialogue to give a correct 
response‎and‎ultimately‎solving‎the‎user‟s‎problem‎– hence 
reaching the conversational goal.  
. 
 
Fig. 5 
 
The conversation sample in figure 6 is another example. 
When the user responded in a different way to the agents 
question (negative response), the Agent fires a different 
response instructing the user on the right procedure before a 
travel document or a passport can be issued to him.  
  
 
Fig. 6 
VI. Evaluation 
7.6 Methodology 
The evaluation was conducted through a questionnaire 
designed especially for this case. It contains some 
explanation and instructions on the domain, and how to test 
and evaluate the agent. It also requests some information 
about the age, gender, status, and experience of the 
participants themselves. 13 questions were put in the 
questionnaire, these questions concentrated on subjective 
issues (agent speed, conversation flow, time to reach the 
correct answer etc.), and objective ones (like the domain, 
possibility of using CA‟s‎ to‎ replace‎ humans‎ in‎ consular‎
activities). The questions were rated between (1-5), where 
(1) shows poor feedback and (5) shows excellent feedback. 
 It was not easy to find experts in passport issues to 
evaluate this work. We managed to finally to select only 10 
qualified participants. In addition to the instructions 
mentioned in the questionnaire, participants were given 6 
scenarios designed to test the Agent, those scenarios covered 
the domain contexts. After reading them, they were engaged 
in a conversation with the AGO-CA. The conversations 
were captured in a log file for further analysis and 
computation of the evaluation metrics. 
7.7 Results and Discussion 
Table I shows the results of the subjective evaluation. It 
was clear that the AGO-CA was responding positively with 
good understanding of the questions with 92.5% accuracy, 
this mean that misfiring is kept to minimum. The flow of 
conversation was smooth and the agent managed to reach 
the goal of the user within a very reasonable time (as 
indicated the percentage 85%). As for the objective 
evaluation, it was clear that the possibility of using the agent 
to replace humans is a little early (only 72.5%); this is 
mainly due to the culture of people when conversing with 
passport professionals. The overall evaluation indicated that 
AGO-CA is impressive. However some further work is 
needed to make it more acceptable to converse with humans.  
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Table I: Evaluation Results 
Subjective Evaluation 
Item Rate 
Information accessibility 82.5% 
Time to reach required information 85% 
How well the CA understands user 
utterance  
77.5% 
The accuracy of CA answers 92.5% 
CA‟s‎ability‎to‎correct‎user‎utterance 72.5% 
The validity of answers given by the CA 87.5% 
CA responsiveness 95% 
CA ability to control dialogue flow 
during conversation 
85% 
Overall rate  84.68% 
Objective Evaluation 
Item Rate 
How well the CA covers domain topics 
and issues 
77.5% 
The possibility of replacing a real 
passport expert with the CA 
72.5% 
The possibility of using the CA to 
provide services to citizens  
82.5% 
The possibility to use the CA to train 
consuls  
62.5% 
Overall rate 73.75% 
VII.  Conclusions and 
Further work 
The overall ratings achieved of the objective and 
subjective tests showed that AGO-CA can be used 
successfully as a real time tool offering services to different 
users.‎An‎ expanding‎market‎ can‎ be‎ expected‎ if‎ such‎CA‟s‎
are constructed to serve other fields of life. The knowledge 
tree architecture proposed simplified and facilitated the 
work of scripters and enabled them to manage changes and 
variations in an easier way. In addition to that, these AGO-
CA‟s‎ can‎ be‎ used‎ in‎ training‎ junior‎ diplomats‎ on‎ consular‎
passports activities and becomes a good tool to capture 
expert knowledge and updated information on the domain. 
Although the pattern matching technique is a good tool to 
run conversational agents, we believe that further work for 
the Arabic conversational agents is needed using semantic 
similarity to compare between the two techniques.  
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Introduction 
This report outlines the outcomes which have been completed in phase one of 
development of Pattern Matching Goal-Oriented conversational agent (PMGO-CA); 
Knowledge engineering covered all procedures of the Iraqi Passport Services domain 
(IPS). 
 These procedures were used to produce a series of flowcharts, which were then verified 
by domain experts. In addition, a set of frequently asked questions and answers were also 
acquired in IPS domain  
Finally the flowcharts were transformed into a knowledge tree which provides the 
backbone of PMGO-CA 
 
VIII. CONTENTS 
 Flow charts of IPS procedures 
 Frequently asked questions about the IPS domain 
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7.8 IPS Main process Chart 
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7.9 New passport procedure 
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7.10 Extending passport validity procedure 
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7.11 Lost and stolen passport procedure 
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7.12 Damaged passport procedure 
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7.13 Travel document procedure 
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7.14 Children travel document procedure 
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7.15 Ex prisoner travel document 
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7.16 Frequently asked questions 
1  
 ؟ز وجل  ر دص  تابلطتم ًاام
What are the requirements for obtaining a 
passport? 
  ، ةدٌدجل  ةٌندمل  ل وحلا  ةقاطب ز وجل  ر دص  بلطتٌ
 روص ، مٌدقتل  ةرامت   ءلم ، ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  ةداسش
 ددع ةنولم4    قباثول  نع روص ، ءاضٌب ةٌفلخب
 نم دعوم ذخ  بجٌ و ةٌق رعل  ةمصبل  ذخلا ةثعبل  .
Passport application requires an application 
form with Iraqi ID and citizenship 
certificate, (4) personal photos with white 
background and an appointment to capture 
fingerprint 
2  
 ز وجلاب ةصاخل  ةرامت لا  ءلم عٌطت   فٌك(A ) ؟How to get a passport application form? 
 رف ل  ةٌرٌدم عقوم قٌرط نع ةرامت لا  ءلم ناكملااب
  ةٌ نجل وhttp://www.iraqinationality.gov.iq 
You can fill out the application form 
throughout this website  
http://www.iraqinationality.gov.iq 
3  
 ز وجل  ىلع مٌدقتلل دعوم ىل  جاتح  لاA  ؟
Do I need an appointment to apply for a new 
passport? 
 ةثعبل  نم قب م دعوم ذخ  بجٌ معن .
Yes, you should make an appointment with 
the consulate 
4  
ً ا   طرش ةمصبل  لا  ؟ ز وج ىلع لوصحلل
Is fingerprint mandatory to get a new 
passport? 
 ةمصب ذخؤت ن  نكمٌو ً ا   طرش ةٌحل  ةمصبل 
 بلطل  مدقم روضح طرش كلذ نع لادب بلا  و  نبلا 
 ةٌحل  هتمصب ذخ  ةبرجتو اٌصخش 
Yes,‎ it‎ is;‎but‎ it‟s‎possible‎ to‎get‎ the‎finger‎
print of father or son instead, but with the 
presence of the passport own after failing to 
obtain their fingerprint 
5  
 همهت   نكمٌ لسف ام ةثعب ًف رف  ز وج ىلع تمدق
 ؟ ىرخ  ةثعب نم
Can I claim my passport form a consulate 
different than the one that I have applied to 
? 
 لاصتلا  نكمٌو ، ةثعبل  سفن ًف ز وجل  مهت   بجٌ
 ًف اسٌل  ةباتكل  و  ةثعبلاب ةبراطل  تلااحل  .
Passports must be claimed from the same 
consulate;‎but‎it‟s‎possible‎to‎call‎or‎write‎to‎
the consulate in case of emergency 
6  
 ؟لٌوختل  و  ةلاكول  قٌرط نع ز وجل  مهت   نكمٌ لا
Is it possible to claim the passport by an 
authorized person? 
 ذخلا ًصخشل  روضحل  طرتشٌو كلذ نكمٌ لا هك
 صخشل  سفنل مه تلا  ةمصب. 
No, it is not, personal presence is required to 
acquire‎the‎owner„s‎fingerprint 
7  
 اسعفد نكمٌ لاو ز وجل  ر دص  فٌلاكت ًا ام
Online ؟
How much does it cost to obtain a passport 
and is it possible to pay them online? 
 ًا ز وجل  ر دص  فٌلاك(25 ) رضاحل  تقول  ًفو
 ةثعبلل  دقن ةرشابم عفدل  متٌ. 
New passport fee is currently (25) us 
dollars,‎ and‎ it‟s‎ paid‎ directly‎ at‎ the‎
consulate 
8  
 ةدح و ةقٌثو ىل   دانت   رف  ز وج ر دص  نكمٌ لا
 ةقاطب طقف ؟ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  ةداسش و  ل وحلا 
Is it possible to apply for a passport using 
one document, iraqi ID or Iraqi citizenship 
certificate? 
 نٌتقٌثول  رفوت بجٌ هك .No, both documents are required 
9  
 قباثول  نوكت ن  ًنورتكللا  ز وجل  ر دصاب طرشتٌ لا
 ر دص  ؟دٌدج
Is it mandatory to have recent documents to 
apply for a new passport? 
 لاصتلا  نكمٌ ىرخلا  تلااحل  ًفو كلذ طرتشٌ معن
 ر رقل  ةفرعمل اسٌل  ةباتكل  و  ةثعبلاب .
Yes‎ it‎ is,‎ but‎ it‟s‎ possible‎ to‎ contact‎ the‎
consulate in some cases 
10   ىل  دانت لااب اٌل  ءورقمل  ز وجل  ىلع مٌدقتل  نكمٌ لاIs it possible to apply for a new passport 
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 ؟قباثول  نع ةنولم خ نbased on copies of Iraqi documents  
 ةٌلصلا  قباثول  مٌدقت طرتشٌ هك .No, original documents should be provided 
11  
تاناٌبو رخ  ام   لمح   ةٌبنجلا  قباثول  ًف ةفلتخم
 ىلع لوصحل  عٌطت   لا ةٌق رعل  قباثول  نع فلتخٌ
 ؟ ةٌبنجلا  قٌاثول  ًف ةروكذمل  تاناٌبلاب رف  ز وج
I have a different name and information in 
documents abroad, than the names stated in 
Iraqi documents, may I obtain a passport 
based on these information? 
 ةٌق رعل  قباثول  تاناٌب ىلع ز وجل  ر دصاب دمتعٌ  هك
 طقف .
No, Iraqi documents are only considered as 
a source of information to obtain Iraqi 
passport 
12  
 نكمٌ لسف ةٌبنجلا  قباثول  ًف ًتاناٌبو ًم   ترٌغ
  دانت   رف  ز وج ىلع لوصحل  ؟ةٌق رعل  قباثول  ىل 
I have changed my name and information in 
my documents abroad; is it possible to apply 
for a new passport based on the information 
stated in my Iraqi documents 
 رملا  ًف تبلل ةٌضقل  حرشو ةثعبلل بلط مٌدقت نكمٌ .
You can send a written request to the 
embassy to look into it. 
13  
 ًجوز–  عٌطت ت لا ةٌق رع ت ٌل ًتجوز–  عٌطت ٌ
 ؟ ًق رع رف  ز وج ىلع لوصحل 
My husband/wife is not Iraqi can they 
obtain an Iraqi passport? 
 هل قحٌ لا هك–  ًق رع رف  ز وج ىلع لوصحل  اسل
 ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  با تك  لبق .
No, they are not allowed to obtain an Iraqi 
passport until they acquire Iraqi nationality 
14  
 ىلع مٌدقتل  ًلافطلا قحٌ لا ًبنج  نم ةجوزتم ان 
 ؟ ًق رعل  رف ل  ز وج
I‟m‎a‎woman‎married‎to‎a‎foreigner;‎can‎my‎
children apply for an Iraqi passport? 
 نكمٌ لا هك ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  با تك  دعب لا  كلذ .
No,‎ they‎ can‟t,‎ until‎ they‎ acquire‎ Iraqi‎
nationality 
15  
 ز وج ىلع لوصحل  ًبانبلا قحٌ لا ةٌبنج  ًتجوز
 ؟ ًق رعل  رف ل 
My wife is foreigner, can my children apply 
for an Iraqi passport 
 نوٌق رع ةٌبنج  م  نم ًق رعل  ءانب  لوصحل  نكمٌو
 ل وحلا  ةقاطب ىلع لوصحل  دعب رف  ز وج ىلع مسل
ةٌندمل . 
Children of Iraqi citizens from a foreign 
mother are Iraqi citizens, they can apply for 
passport after they obtain Iraqi ID 
16  
 ؟ أ و  ج ةبفل  نم ز وجل  ددمٌ لا
Is it possible to extend the validity of (G) 
and (A) passports 
 ددمت لا أ و ج نٌتبفل  نم ت ز وجل  .No, they cannot be extended 
17  
 أ و ج ةبفل  نم اٌل  ءورقمل  ز وجل  م دخت   ةرتف وا ام
 ؟
What is the validity period of (G) and (A) 
passports? 
نامث ًا أ و ج ةبفل  نم ز وجل  م دخت   ةرتف  ت ون  .These passports are valid for (8) years 
18  
 و ج اٌل  ةءورقمل  ت ز وجل  ًف ةنسمل  ةفاض  نكمٌ لا
 ؟ أ
Is it possible to add occupation to (G) or (A) 
passports? 
 لاو اٌل  ةءورقمل  ت ز وجل  ًف ةنسمل  لقح دجوٌ لا
 ةٌفاض  ةقرو ًف استفاض  نكمٌ .
There‟s‎ no‎ occupation field in these 
passports and it cannot be added in other 
page 
19  
 نم اٌل  ةءورقمل  ت ز وجل  ًف دلاولا  ةفاض  نكمٌ لا
 ؟ أ و ج نٌتبفل 
Is it possible to add children to (G) or (A) 
passports? 
 ردصٌ لب ت ز وجل  ىلع لافطلا  ةفاض  نكمٌ لا هك
 ز وج هرمع ناك اٌ  لفطلل .
No, they cannot be added, new passports are 
given to children regardless of their age 
20  
 ؟ س ةبفل  نم ز وجل  ىلع لافطلا  ةفاض  نكمٌ لا
Is it possible to add children to (S) 
passports? 
 كلذ نكمٌ معن .Yes it is 
21   رٌغغت بب ب اٌنورتكل  ءورقمل  ز وجل  رٌٌغت نكمٌ لاIs it possible to replace (G) passport due to 
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 ؟ هبحاص لكش ًفchanges in the owners looks 
 ةبطاخم بجٌ رااظ ًقلخ رٌغغت ي  دوجو ةلاح ًف معن
 دٌدج ز وج ىلع مٌدقتلل ةثعبل  .
Yes, the consulate must be informed in case 
of any obvious change to obtain a new 
passport 
22   ؟ رورمل  ز وج اسٌف ردصٌ ًتل  تلااحل  ًاامIn which cases a travel document is issued? 
23  
 ًف و  ، هرف  ز وج دقف نمل رورمل  ز وج ردصٌ
 لكشب ق رعلل ةدوعل  ىلع نط ومل  بجوت ًتل  تلااحل 
 لافطلا ردصٌو ، ًعوط ىل  رف لل نٌٌق رعل  ةبلطل 
 لفطلل ز وج ر دصلا ق رعل . 
Travel documents are given to whom they 
lost their passports or in cases in which a 
citizen is willing to return to iraq 
voluntarily, it is also issued to children of 
Iraqi students abroad. 
24  
 ًاام ؟ رورمل  ز وج ر دص  تابلطتم
What are the requirements to obtain a travel 
document? 
 ةٌندمل  ل وحلا  ةقاطب ةٌلصلا  ةٌق رعل  قباثول  مٌدقت
 روص ، اسنع ةنولم خ نو ةٌق رعل  ةٌ نجل  ةداسشو
 ددع ءاضٌب ةٌفلخب ةنولم4  ءلم ، ةثعبلل ًطخ بلط ،
 ًف مٌدقتل  ةرامت   رف  ةركذت، ةثعبل  .
 
The original Iraqi documents (Iraqi ID and 
Iraqi citizenship certificate and copies of 
them), (4) personal photographs in white 
background, a written request to the 
consulate, an application form and a travel 
ticket 
25  
دحمل  ةدمل  ًا ام ؟ رورمل  ز وجل ةد
What is the validity period of travel 
documents? 
 ر دصلا  موٌ نم أدبت رسش  ةت  ًا ز وجل  دافن ةدم .
 Travel documents are valid for (6) months 
starting form the issue date 
26  
 ؟ لافطهل رورم ز وج ر دص  نكمٌ لا
Is it possible to obtain transit passports for 
children 
  وقزر نٌذل  نٌثعتبمل  نٌٌق رعل  ةبلطل  ءانبلا كلذ نكمٌ
 ًتل  لب وعلل و  ، ة  ردل  ءانث  جراخل  ًف ءانباب
 تابلط ضفر بب ب ق رعلل ةٌعوطل  ةدوعلاب بغرت
 اسنأشب ررقٌ ًتل  ىرخلا  ةبراطل  تلااحل  ، مستماق 
 ةثعبل  سٌبر .
It is possible for the children of Iraqi 
students born abroad during study period, or 
for families wishing to return voluntarily to 
Iraq due to refusal of residence permit, and 
other emergency situations that are looked 
into by the chief of the consulate staff 
27  
 لا ؟ رورمل  ز وج رٌغ تقؤم رف  ز وج كانا
Is there a temporary passport other than the 
travel document? 
 دجوٌ لا هك. No,‎there‎isn„t 
28  
 ؟ رورمل  ز وج مو ر ًا امWhat are the fees for the transit documents 
 ًا مو رل (25 ) رلاودFees are (25)  us dollar 
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Dialogue system for Iraqi passport 
domain 
Questionnaire 
1) Introduction 
This questionnaire aims to evaluate the dialogue systems used to converse with 
citizens, which is my subject of study to find an appropriate method to 
communicate with Iraqi citizens living abroad automatically without the need for 
specialized employees to solve some of the consul issues concerning the Iraqi 
passport and offer fast responses to the citizens.  
2) Instructions 
 Conversation with the dialogue system can be initiated online  by visiting  the 
CA web site www.iraq-pass-ca.net/  for PM or (www.sem.iraq-pass-ca.net/ for 
semantic CA) 
 After greetings, the conversation can be started; it is very similar to 
conversations carried out in instant messenger (i.e. yahoo messenger) 
 The dialogue system shall converse with you regarding passport issues and 
topics, and will not answer any other questions regarding anything else;  these 
topics  are: 
 Passport issue 
 Extending passport validity 
 Lost an d stolen passports 
 Passport damage 
 Travel documents  
 The language of conversation is the modern Arabic language, the system can 
also understand some of colloquial Arabic words which can be used when 
needed 
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 The system starts with asking for some personal information right before the 
conversation starts 
 Please use the dialogue as if you were an Iraqi citizen living abroad  
 Please click the (close conversation) button once you’re done with the system, 
in order to record your conversation by the system so I can review them and 
consider any comments that you may have; you can also download a text file 
with the conversation to your computer by clicking (download conversation) 
 Please consider initiating several conversations with the system to be familiar 
with it before evaluating and making any observations 
 After conversing with the system; please fill out this questionnaire with your 
information, which are used to evaluate the process without disclosure of these 
information, your name might not be familiar to the system which stores 
hundreds of names, in such case please use any common Iraqi name  
 Please submit the questionnaire to this email zaidnori@yahoo.co.uk once your 
done with it  
 
3) Basic information 
 
o Male  
o Female 
Gender 
o Less than 5 
o 5 to 10 years 
o to 15 years  
o 15 to 20 years 
o More than 20 years  
Years of professional experience 
 Years of experience in the passport domain 
 Current position 
 Professional degree  
 Years of experience in consular work in 
general 
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4) Evaluation 
Please rate each of the aspects of the dialogue system list in table (1), the rate 
should be an integer ranging between (1) and (5), as follows: 
(6) Weak 
(7) Acceptable 
(8) Good 
(9) Very good 
(10) Excellent  
You can also write any comment in the designated field of each row in table (1) 
 
Comments 
Rating 
(1-5)  
Question 
  
You have found the dialogue system very 
responsive, in terms of speed  
1 
  
You could reach your desired information in short 
and direct conversation 
2 
  
You find the dialogue system helpful to access 
information regarding the Iraqi passport domain, 
and you would prefer to use it instead of other 
methods such as browsing a website or calling the 
consulate staff 
3 
  The system was able to correct mistyped words 4 
  
The system was able to understand your 
questions, (regardless of incorrect responses) 
5 
  
 
You found the answers of the system accurate 
6 
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You found the conversations with the system to 
be consistent and organized 
7 
  
The  system was able to memorize personal 
information and previous topics in the 
conversation 
8 
  
The responses of the system were identical to 
Iraqi passport laws and regulations 
9 
  
The system covered all domain topics and 
regulations 
10 
  
You agree that the system can be used instead of 
an expert 
11 
  You agree that this system can be used as a good 
tool for training of junior diplomats. 
12 
Table 1 Questionnaire form 
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APPENDIX FOUR 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  OF USER QUESTIONNAIRE 
USING THE WILCOXON RANKED TEST 
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1. Introduction 
This appendix contains a statistical analysis for the results of PMGO-CA evaluation 
questionnaire (which is covered in chapter (5)) the statistical analysis is performed using 
the Wilcoxon Ranked Test with a significance level of 5%. The  assumption  made  for  the  
Wilcoxon  test  is  that  the  variable  being  tested is symmetrically distributed about the 
median,  and  that  the  responses  are  symmetrically  distributed  about  (Good), a 
hypothesis that Participants assess each metric as agreeable can be tested. Participants 
that assess a metric as agreeable will give a rating more than 3. The null and alternative 
hypotheses are, stated as follows: 
H0: the median response is 3 
H1: the median response is more than 3  
The null hypothesis indicate that there’s no difference between the median (3) and the 
rating of questionnaire participants, while the alternative hypothesis assumes that the 
participant rating is above the median, so if the null hypothesis is rejected, it means that 
users think of each aspect they evaluated to be above (good). 
2. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used when 
comparing two related samples, matched samples, or repeated measurements on a single 
sample to assess whether their population mean ranks differ. 
3. Procedure 
Let  be the sample size, the number of pairs. Thus, there are a total of 2N data points. 
For , let  and  denote the measurements. 
H0: median difference between the pairs is zero 
H1: median difference is not zero. 
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 For , calculate  and , where 
 is the sign function. 
 Exclude pairs with . Let  be the reduced sample size. 
 Order the remaining  pairs from smallest absolute difference to largest 
absolute difference, . 
 Rank the pairs, starting with the smallest as 1. Ties receive a rank equal to the 
average of the ranks they span. Let  denote the rank. 
 Calculate the test statistic  
 
Decision rules: 
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Table ‎3-1 Critical values 
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4. Test results 
Table (2) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 1 (Responsiveness). 
Responsiveness 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating-
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
4 4 1 1 1.5 1.5 0 
7 4 1 1 1.5 1.5 0 
1 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
2 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
3 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
5 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
6 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
8 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
9 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
10 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
Total 55 0 
Table ‎4-1 Ratings for Metric 1 (responsiveness)  
 
Positive difference W+ = 55 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  10,  that being n = 10, 
the Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 10 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  
of  T  is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be 
rejected.  
In short, for the metric of “Responsiveness” Participants agree that PMGO-CA is 
responsive 
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Table (3) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 2 (Conversation length). 
Conversation length 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
1 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
2 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
4 2 -1 1 3.5 0 3.5 
6 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
7 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
8 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
3 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
5 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
9 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
10 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
Total 51.5 3.5 
Table ‎4-2 Ratings for Metric 2  (conversation length) 
Positive difference W+ = 51.5 
Negative difference W-= 3.5 
Taking the value of W-  of 3.5 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 3.5, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  10,  that being n = 10, 
the Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 10 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  
of  T  is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be 
rejected. 
 In short, for the metric of “conversation length” Participants agree that the length of 
conversation was acceptable 
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Table (4) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 3 (Information accessibility). 
Information accessibility 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating –
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
4 3 0 0 0 0 0 
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 
1 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
3 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
7 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
10 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
2 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
5 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
6 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
9 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
Total 36 0 
Table ‎4-3 Ratings for Metric 3 (Information accessibility) 
Positive difference W+ = 36 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  8,  that being n = 8, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 5 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected. 
In short, for the metric of “Information accessibility”, participants agreed to prefer 
PMGO-CA over other methods to acquire information about the Iraqi Passport Domain 
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Table (5) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 4 (Correcting users’ 
utterances). 
Correcting‎users‟‎utterances 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 
5 3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
3 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
6 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
8 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
10 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
4 4 1 1 3.5 3.5 0 
Total 21 0 
Table ‎4-4 Ratings for Metric 4 (Correcting Participants' utterances) 
Positive difference W+ = 21 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of 6,  that being n = 6, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 2 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected.  
In short, for the metric of   “Correcting users’ utterances”, participants agreed that 
PMGO-CA was able to handle misspelled utterances 
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Table (6) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 5 (CA understanding of 
Participants’ utterances). 
CA‎understanding‎of‎Participants‟‎utterances 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 1 1 4 4 0 
5 4 1 1 4 4 0 
6 2 -1 1 4 0 4 
7 4 1 1 4 4 0 
8 4 1 1 4 4 0 
9 4 1 1 4 4 0 
10 4 1 1 4 4 0 
1 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
2 5 2 2 8.5 8.5 0 
Total 41 4 
Table ‎4-5 Ratings for Metric 5 (CA understanding of Participants' utterances) 
 
Positive difference W+ = 41 
Negative difference W-= 4 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 6, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  9,  that being n = 9, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 8 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected.  
In short, for the metric of “Information accessibility”, participants agreed to prefer 
PMGO-CA over other methods to acquire information about the Iraqi Passport Domain 
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Table (7) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 6 (Accuracy). 
Accuracy 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
1 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
2 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
4 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
10 4 1 1 2.5 2.5 0 
3 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
5 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
6 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
7 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
8 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
9 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
Total 55 0 
Table ‎4-6 Ratings for Metric 7 (Accuracy) 
 
Positive difference W+ = 55 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  10,  that being n = 10, 
the Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 10 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  
of  T  is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be 
rejected. 
In short, for the metric of “Accuracy”, participants agreed that PMGO-CA answers are 
accurate 
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Table (8) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 7 (Conversation consistency). 
Conversation consistency 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
7 3 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 1 1 3 3 0 
5 4 1 1 3 3 0 
8 4 1 1 3 3 0 
9 4 1 1 3 3 0 
10 4 1 1 3 3 0 
1 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
2 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
4 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
6 5 2 2 7.5 7.5 0 
Total 45 0 
Table ‎4-7 Ratings for Metric 8 (conversation consistency) 
Positive difference W+ = 45 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  9,  that being n = 9, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 8 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  smaller  than  the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected.  
In short, for the metric of “Conversation consistency”, participants agreed that their 
conversations with PMGO-CA were organized and consistent 
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Table (9) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 8 (Memory). 
 
Memory 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 1 1 4 4 0 
4 4 1 1 4 4 0 
5 4 1 1 4 4 0 
6 4 1 1 4 4 0 
7 2 -1 1 4 0 4 
8 4 1 1 4 4 0 
9 4 1 1 4 4 0 
1 5 2 2 8 8 0 
Total 32 4 
Table ‎4-8 Ratings for Metric 8 (Memory) 
Positive difference W+ = 32 
Negative difference W-= 4 
Taking  the value of  W-  of 4,   for the calculated value of T, that being T = 4, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  8,  that being n = 8, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 5 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  equal to the critical  value,  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected 
In short, for the metric of “Memory”, participants agreed that PMGO-CA memory was 
good. 
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Table (10) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 9 (Validity). 
Validity 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
8 3 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 1 1 2 2 0 
4 2 -1 1 2 0 2 
9 4 1 1 2 2 0 
1 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
2 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
5 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
6 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
7 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
10 5 2 2 6.5 6.5 0 
Total 43 2 
Table ‎4-9 Ratings for Metric 9 (Validity) 
Positive difference W+ = 43 
Negative difference W-= 2 
Taking the value of W-  of 2 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 2, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  9,  that being n = 9, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 8 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is equal to the  critical  value in table (1),  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected. 
In short, for the metric of “Validity”, participants agreed that PMGO-CA responses were 
accurate 
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Table (11) shows the results of Participant ratings for Metric 10 (Domain coverage). 
Domain coverage 
Observation 
(i) 
Participant 
rating 
Rating–
Median 
rating(3) 
Absolute 
value 
Ranking + - 
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
6 3 0 0 0 0 0 
9 3 0 0 0 0 0 
10 3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 1 1 2 2 0 
4 4 1 1 2 2 0 
8 4 1 1 2 2 0 
1 5 2 2 5 5 0 
5 5 2 2 5 5 0 
7 5 2 2 5 5 0 
Total 21 0 
Table ‎4-10 Ratings for Metric 10 (Domain coverage) 
Positive difference W+ = 21 
Negative difference W-= 0 
Taking the value of W-  of 0 for the calculated value of T, that being T = 0, at  the  5%  
significance  level,  that  being  p  =  0.05,  for  a  sample  size  of  6,  that being n = 6, the 
Wilcoxon T statistic table value of T is 2 for a one-tailed test. As the calculated  value  of  T  
is  smaller  than  the  table  value,  the  null  hypothesis  may  be rejected. 
In short, for the metric of “Domain coverage”, participants agreed that PMGO-CA well 
covered domain topics, laws and regulations 
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APPENDIX F IVE  
LIST OF ARABIC FUNCTION WORDS 
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 droW .muN droW .muN droW .muN droW .muN
 لمتى 652 على 171  ى 68  لان 1
 لمن 752 علٌك 271  ي 78  لتً 2
 لن 852 عن 371  ٌا 88  لذي 3
 لنا 952 عند 471  ٌان 98  لذٌن 4
 له 062 عوض 571  ٌة 09  لهتً 5
 لسا 162 عٌانا 671  ٌضا 19  للتان 6
 لسم 262 عٌن 771  ٌن 29  للتٌا 7
 لسما 362 غادر 871  ٌسا 39  للتٌن 8
 لسن 462 غالبا 971  ٌسم 49  للذ ن 9
 لسو 562 غد  081  ٌسم 59  للذٌن 01
 لسً 662 غد ة 181  ٌسما 69  للو تً 11
 لو 762 غٌر 281  ٌسن 79  ثر 21
 لولا 862 فا لى 381  اا 89  حدى 31
 لوما 962 فا لى 481  ي 99  ذ 41
 لً 072 فانى 581 بات 001  ذ  51
 لٌت 172 فاي 681 باي 101  ذما 61
 لٌس 272 فاٌان 781 بس 201  ذن 71
 لبه 372 فاٌن 881 بضع 301  ز ء 81
 ما 472 فبكم 981 بعد 401  لا 91
 ماد م 572 فضه 091 بعد  501  لام 02
 ماذ  672 فعلى 191 بعض 601  لى 12
 ماز ل 772 فعن 291 بك 701  لٌك 22
 مافتا 872 ففً 391 بكم 801  لٌكم 32
 متى 972 فقط 491 بكما 901  لٌكما 42
 مثل 082 فكم 591 بكن 011  لٌكن 52
 مذ 182 فكما 691 بل 111  ما 62
 مرة 282 فكٌف 791 بله 211  ن 72
 مرحبا 382 فهٌن 891 بلى 311  نا 82
 م اء 482 فلم 991 بم 411  ننا 92
 مع 582 فلماذ  002 بما 511  ى 03
 مقابل 682 فلمتى 102 بماذ  611  ٌا 13
 مكانك 782 فم 202 بمن 711  ٌاك 23
 مكانكم 882 فما 302 بنا 811  ٌاكم 33
 فبكم 982 فماذ  402 به 911  ٌاكما 43
 فضه 092 فمتى 502 بسا 021  ٌاكن 53
 فعلى 192 فمن 602 بسم 121  ٌانا 63
 فعن 292 فسل 702 بسما 221  ٌاه 73
 ففً 392 فسو 802 بسن 321  ٌااا 83
 فقط 492 فسً 902 بو ا 421  ٌاام 93
 فكم 592 فو 012 بً 521  ٌااما 04
 فكما 692 فور 112 بٌد 621  ٌاان 14
 فكٌف 792 فوق 212 بٌن 721  ٌاي 24
 
 
 092
 
 
 
 فهٌن 892 فً 312 تجاه 821  ٌه 34
 فلم 992 فٌم 412 تحت 921   لى 44
 فلماذ  003 فٌما 512 تلك 031   ي 54
 نحو 103 قبل 612 تلو 131  ثناء 64
 نعم 203 قد 712 ثم 231  جل 74
 نعما 303 قلما 812 ثمة 331   فل 84
 نفس 403 قلٌه 912 جانب 431  صبح 94
 اا 503 كاد 022 جعل 531  صه 05
 ااتان 603 كان 122 جلل 631  ضحى 15
 ااته 703 كان 222 جمعاء 731  على 25
 ااتً 803 كانما 322 حو لً 831  عن 35
 ااتٌن 903 كاي 422 حول 931  ف 45
 ااك 013 كاٌن 522 حٌث 041  فً 55
 اب 113 كثٌر  622 حٌثما 141  قبل 65
 اذ  213 كخ 722 حٌن 241  لا 75
 اذ ن 313 كذ  822 حٌنما 341  لبتة 85
 اذه 413 كذلك 922 خارج 441  لٌس 95
 اذي 513 كفى 032 خاصة 541  م 06
 اذٌن 613 كل 132 د خل 641  ما 16
 اكذ  713 كه 232 درى 741  مام 26
 ال 813 كلتا 332 ذلك 841  مامك 36
 اه 913 كلما 432 ذه 941  مد 46
 الم 023 كم 532 ذو ت 051  مس 56
 ام 123 كما 632 ذي 151  م ى 66
 اما 223 كمن 732 رغم 251  من 76
 ان 323 كً 832 روٌدك 351  ن 86
 انا 423 كٌت 932  ال 451  نا 96
 اناك 523 كٌف 042  وف 551  نت 07
 انالك 623 كٌفما 142  وى 651  نتم 17
 او 723 لا 242 شبه 751  نتما 27
 اولاء 823 لأي 342 شتان 851  نتن 37
 اً 923 لأٌان 442 شرع 951 أنشأ 47
 اٌا 033 لأٌن 542 شمال 061 أنى 57
 اٌسات 133 لدى 642 صدقا 161 أّنى 67
 و 233 لدٌك 742 صر حة 261 أاا 77
 ور ء 333 لعل 842 صوب 361 أاه 87
 ور بك 433 لك 942 ضد 461 أو 97
 ورد 533 لكم 052 ضمن 561 أوشك 08
 و ط 633 لكما 152 طاق 661 أول 18
 واب 733 لكن 252 طالما 761 أولاء 28
 وٌل 833 لم 352 عبر 861 أولالك 38
 ٌومبذ 933 لما 452 ع ى 961 أولى 48
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85 كبلوأ 170 بقع 255  ذامل   
Table ‎4-11 List of Arabic function words (Hijjawi, 2011) 
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APPENDIX S IX  
SIMILARITY MEASURES CALCULATION SAMPLES 
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A. Word similarity measures 
A.1 Using AWSS measure: 
 First word (W1): Cushion (دن م) 
 Second word (W2): Pillow (هدخم) 
 Information source: Arabic WordNet 
 Path length (l): 0 
 Depth of lowest common subsumer (d): 5 
 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(−𝛼∗𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗ 𝑑) 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒 −0.162∗0 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕 0.234 ∗ 5  
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝑒(0) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(1.17) 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 1 ∗  0.82 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 =  0.82 
 
A.2 Using proposed measure (equation 6.6) 
 First word (W1): Cushion (دن م) 
 Second word (W2): Pillow (هدخم) 
 Information source: lexical tree 
 Path length (l): 0 
 Depth of lowest common subsumer (d): 5 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝛼(𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(𝛽 ∗ 𝑑) 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 0.881 2 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕 1 ∗ 4  
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 𝛼(𝑙) ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑕⁡(4) 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 = 0.776 ∗  0.99 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑊1, 𝑊2 =  0.775 
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B. Information content values: 
 
Example word (w) :  ذؼرسٍ 
Number of occurrence in corpus (n): 299 
Total number of words in corpus (N): 9071655 
𝐼(𝑤) = 1 −
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛 + 1)
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁 + 1)
 
𝐼 ذؼرسٍ = 1 −
𝑙𝑜𝑔 300 
𝑙𝑜𝑔 9071656 
 
𝐼(ذؼرسٍ) = 1 −
2.47
6.95
 
𝐼(ذؼرسٍ) = 1 − 0.355 
𝐼(ذؼرسٍ) = 0.645 
 
C. Sentence similarity measure: 
 
First sentence: تن  ت ل اقٌدص  ذ  تنك رٌغ دعت م نوكتل  رضاح امدنع كجاتح  
Second sentence:  قٌدصل  دٌجل  نوكٌ امب د  رضاح دنع ةجاحل  هٌل   
Joint word set: { ،بحاص ،دٌج ،دعت م ،روضح ،جاتح  امب د  }  
 
C.1 Find similarity matrices 
First Similarity matrix (SM1): 
 بحاص دٌج دعت م روضح جاتح  امب د 
بحاص 1 0.53 0 0 0 0.47 
دٌج 0.53 1 0 0 0 0.68 
دعت م 0 0 1 0.45 0 0 
روضح 0 0 0.45 1 0 0 
جاتح  0 0 0 0 1 0 
 
  
 
 
Second similarity matrix (SM2): 
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 بحاص دٌج دعت م روضح جاتح  امب د 
بحاص 1 0.53 0 0 0 0.47 
دٌج 0.53 1 0 0 0 0.68 
 ًامب د 0.47 0.68 0 0 0 1 
روضح 0 0 0.45 1 0 0 
جاتح  0 0 0 0 1 0 
 
 
C.2 calculating similarity Vectors 
First similarity vector (SV1):  
      
1*I(بحاص) 
*I(بحاص) 
1*I(دٌج) 
*I(دٌج) 
1*I(دعت م) 
*I(دعت م) 
1*I(روضح) 
*I(روضح) 
1*I(جاتح ) 
*I(جاتح ) 
0.68*I(مب د) 
*I(دٌج) 
0.2 0.22 0.41 0.22 0.26 0.17 
 
Second similarity vector (SV2): 
      
1*I(بحاص) 
*I(بحاص) 
1*I(دٌج) 
*I(دٌج) 
1*I(دعت م) 
*I(روضح) 
1*I(روضح) 
*I(روضح) 
1*I(جاتح ) 
*I(جاتح ) 
1*I(مب د) 
*I(مب د) 
0.2 0.22 0.13 0.22 0.26 0.28 
 
C.3 Sentence similarity calculation 
 
Sentence similarity calculation (S(S1,S2)): 
𝑺 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 =
 (𝑆𝑉1
𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗ 𝑆𝑉2𝑖)
  (𝑆𝑉1𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗   (𝑆𝑉2𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
 
 
𝑺 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 =
0.2 ∗ 0.2 + 0.22 ∗ 0.22 + 0 + 0.22 ∗ 0.22 + 0.26 ∗ 0.26 + 0.17 ∗ 0.28
 0.22 + 0.222 + 0.412 + 0.222 + 0.262 + 0.172 ∗
 0.22 + 0.222 + 0.132 + 0.222 + 0.262 + 0.282
 
𝑺 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 =
0.252
0.63 ∗ 0.457
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𝑺 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 = 0.875 
 
C.4 Sentence difference calculation: 
Since there is no cell in any of the similarity vectors holding a value of zero, 
sentence difference is set to (1) 
𝐷𝐹 𝑆1, 𝑆2 = 1 
 
C.5 Overall similarity: 
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 = 𝑆 𝑆1, 𝑆2 ∗ 𝐷𝐹 𝑆1, 𝑆2  
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 = 0.875 ∗ 1 
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐 = 0.875 
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APPENDIX SEVEN 
RESULTS OF EMPERICAL  EXPERIMENTS ON 
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A. Experiment (1): Investigation of Word Similarity Measures 
 
Word pairs 
Path 
length 
Depth 
of 
LCS 
Human 
Rating 
AWSS 
Measure 
6.4 
Coast        Endorsement لحا  قٌدصت 0 0 0.01 0 0 
Noon           String رسظ طٌخ 5 3 0.01 0.27 0.19 
Slave           Vegetable دبع راضخ 16 5 0.04 0.06 0.02 
Smile           Village ةما تب  ةٌرق 0 0 0.05 0 0 
Hill              Pigeon لت ةمامح 16 5 0.08 0.06 0.02 
Glass           Diamond ساك سامل  17 5 0.09 0.05 0.02 
Cord            Mountain لبح لبج 9 4 0.13 0.17 0.1 
Forest          Shore ةباغ اطاش 9 4 0.21 0.17 0.1 
sepulcher    Sheikh حٌرض خٌش 16 5 0.22 0.06 0.02 
Tool             Pillow ة د  ةدخم 5 4 0.25 0.32 0.23 
Coast           Mountain لحا  لبج 3 4 0.27 0.45 0.36 
Tool             Tumbler ة د  حدق 3 6 0.33 0.55 0.44 
Journey        Shore ةلحر اطاش 0 0 0.37 0 0 
Coach           Travel ةلفاح رف  0 0 0.40 0 0 
Feast             Fasting دٌع ماٌص 9 4 0.49 0.17 0.1 
Coach           Means ةلفاح ةلٌ و 4 4 0.52 0.38 0.29 
Girl               Sister ةاتف تخ  3 3 0.60 0.37 0.3 
Master          Sheikh دٌ  خٌش 2 7 0.67 0.67 0.58 
Food             Vegetable ماعط راضخ 2 4 0.69 0.53 0.45 
Slave            Odalisque دبع ةٌراج 0 7 0.71 0.93 0.91 
Run               Walk يرج ًشم 3 10 0.75 0.6 0.5 
Cord              String لبح طٌخ 2 10 0.77 0.7 0.63 
Forest            Woodland ةباغ ش رح  0 5 0.79 0.82 0.8 
Cushion         Pillow دن م ةدخم 0 5 0.85 0.82 0.8 
Countryside  Village فٌر ةٌرق 0 5 0.85 0.82 0.8 
Coast             Shore لحا  اطاش 0 6 0.89 0.89 0.86 
Tool               Means ة د  ةلٌ و 0 7 0.92 0.93 0.91 
Boy                Lad ًبص ىتف 0 8 0.93 0.95 0.94 
Sepulcher      Grave حٌرض ربق 0 5 0.94 0.82 0.8 
Glass             Tumbler ساك حدق 0 6 0.95 0.89 0.86 
Table ‎4-1 similarity results of the proposed measure using AWSS evaluation dataset 
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B. Experiment (2) Tuning the Proposed Word Measure 
Word pairs 
Path 
length 
Depth of 
LCS 
Human 
rating 
Measure(6.4) 
Coast          Endorsement لحا  قٌدصت 17 0 0.01 0 
Noon           String رسظ طٌخ 12 0 0.01 0 
Slave           Vegetable دبع راضخ 13 0 0.04 0 
Smile           Village ةما تب  ةٌرق 14 1 0.05 0.13 
Hill              Pigeon لت ةمامح 15 2 0.08 0.14 
Glass           Diamond ساك سامل  9 3 0.09 0.32 
Cord            Mountain لبح لبج 9 2 0.13 0.31 
Forest          Shore ةباغ اطاش 4 5 0.21 0.6 
sepulcher    Sheikh حٌرض خٌش 13 2 0.22 0.19 
Tool             Pillow ة د  ةدخم 5 3 0.25 0.53 
Coast           Mountain لحا  لبج 5 5 0.27 0.53 
Tool             Tumbler ة د  حدق 5 4 0.33 0.53 
Journey        Shore ةلحر اطاش 10 1 0.37 0.21 
Coach           Travel ةلفاح رف  13 1 0.4 0.15 
Feast             Fasting دٌع ماٌص 9 2 0.49 0.31 
Coach           Means ةلفاح ةلٌ و 9 3 0.52 0.32 
Girl               Sister ةاتف تخ  5 5 0.6 0.53 
Master          Sheikh دٌ  خٌش 5 5 0.67 0.53 
Food             Vegetable ماعط راضخ 8 2 0.69 0.35 
Slave            Odalisque دبع ةٌراج 2 5 0.71 0.78 
Run               Walk يرج ًشم 4 5 0.75 0.6 
Cord              String لبح طٌخ 2 4 0.77 0.78 
Forest            Woodland ةباغ ش رح  2 6 0.79 0.78 
Cushion         Pillow دن م ةدخم 2 4 0.85 0.78 
Countryside  Village فٌر ةٌرق 0 6 0.85 1 
Coast             Shore لحا  اطاش 0 7 0.89 1 
Tool               Means ة د  ةلٌ و 2 5 0.92 0.78 
Boy                Lad ًبص ىتف 0 7 0.93 1 
Sepulcher     Grave حٌرض ربق 0 9 0.94 1 
Glass           Tumbler ساك حدق 0 7 0.95 1 
Table ‎4-2 tuning of the proposed word similarity measure 
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C. Experiment (3) Incorporating the New Word Similarity Measure in 
Sentence Similarity Calculation 
SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Proposed 
SM 
1 
You’re not a good friend if 
you’re not prepared to be 
present when I need you. 
 رٌغ تنك  ذإ  دٌج اقٌدص ت ل تنأ
كجاتحأ امدنع  رضاح نوكتل دعت م. 
0.785 0.88 
A good friend always seems to 
be present when you need 
them. 
 دنع  رضاح امب د نوكٌ  دٌجل  قٌدصل 
هٌلإ ةجاحل . 
2 
If you continuously use these 
products, I guarantee you will 
look very young. 
 لكشب تاجتنمل  هذا مدخت ت تنك  ذإ
 فو  كل نمضأ انأ ،رمت م
 دج ن ل  رٌغصرسظت. 
0.895 0.81 I assure you that, by using these 
products consistently over a 
long period of time, you will 
appear really young. 
 تاجتنمل  هذا م دخت اب هنأ كل دكؤأ
 نمزل  نم ةلٌوط ةرتفل مبهم لكشب
اقحرٌغص ودبت فو . 
3 
Water freezes at a certain 
temperature, which is zero 
degrees Celsius. 
 ًاو ،ةنٌعم ةر رح دنع ءامل  دمجتٌ
يوبم رفص. 
0.77 0.75 
The temperature of boiling 
water is 100 C and the 
temperature of ice is 0 C 
 ةبم ًا ًلغمل  ءامل  ةر رح ةجرد
 رفص ًا دٌلجل  ةر رح ةجردو ةٌوبم
ةٌوبم. 
4 
We got home safely in the end, 
although it was a long journey. 
 ىلع ،ةٌاسنل  ًف مه ب تٌبل  انلصو
ةلٌوط ةلحر تناك اسنأ مغرل . 
0.765 0.89 Though it took many hours 
travel, we ﬁnally reached our 
house safely. 
 ، ةدٌدع تناك رف ل  تاعا  ن  مغر
مه ب انلزنم انلصو  رٌخ . 
5 
A man called Dave gave his 
ﬁancee a large diamond ring for 
their engagement. 
 متاخ هتبٌطخل مدق رما  ىعدٌ لجر
ةبوطخل  ًف سامل  نمرٌبك. 
0.805 0.86 
The man presented a diamond 
to the woman and asked her to 
marry him. 
 نأ اسنم بلطو ةأرملل سامل  لجر مدق
هجوزتت. 
6 
Midday is 12 o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا موٌل  فصتنم
راسنل  فصتنم ًف 
0.99 0.85 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Proposed 
SM 
Noon is 12 o’clock in the middle 
of the day. 
 ًف رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا رسظل 
راسنل  فصتنم 
7 
The ﬁrst thing I do in a morning 
is make myself a cup of coffee. 
 عنص  وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف ً فنل. 
0.962 0.96 
The ﬁrst thing I do in the 
morning is have a cup of coffee. 
 اش لو   لوانت وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف. 
8 
Meet me on the hill behind the 
church in half an hour. 
 لهخ ة ٌنكل  ء رو لتل  ىلع ًنلباق
ةعا  فصن. 
0.982 0.72 Join me on the hill at the back 
of the church in thirty minutes 
time 
 فلخ ةلتل  ىلع ًب قحتل  لهخ ة ٌنكل 
تقول  نم ةقٌقد نٌثهث. 
9 
Get that wet dog off my brand 
new white sofa. 
 ًتكٌرأ نم بطرل  بلكل   ذا دعب 
ةدٌدجل  ءاضٌبل . 
0.898 0.92 Make that wet hound get off 
my white couch I only just 
bought it. 
 نم لزنٌ بطرل  بلكل   ذا لعج 
 ًتكٌر وتلل استٌرتش  دقل ءاضٌبل . 
10 
Could you climb up the tree and 
save my cat from jumping 
please? 
 ًتطق ذاقن و ةرجشل  قل ت كنكمٌ لا
؟أءاجر زفقل  نم 
0.958 0.89 
Can you get up that tree and 
rescue my cat otherwise it 
might jump? 
 ةرجشل  كلت دوعص كنكمٌ لا ذاقن و
؟زفقت دق اسنإف لاإو ًتطق 
11 
I have invited a variety of 
people to my party so it should 
be interesting. 
 سانل  نم ةعونتم ةعومجم توعد دقل
ةعتمم نوكت  ذل ًتلفحل 
0.545 0.62 
A number of invitations were 
given out to a variety of people 
inviting them down the pub. 
 ةعومجمل ىلإ ت وعدل  نم  ددع تمدق
 ىل  ماوعدت ىل  سانل  نم ةعونتم
هناحل . 
12 
Do you want to come with us to 
the pub behind the hill? 
 ء رو ةناحل  ىلإ انعم ًتأت نأ دٌرت لا
؟لتل  
0.455 0.6 
We are going out for drinks 
tonight in Salford Quays if you 
would like to come 
 لوانتل ةلٌلل  هذا جرخن فو 
د دغب ًف تابورشمل      نأ تبغر  ذإ
ًتأت. 
13 
You shouldn’t be covering what 
you really feel 
اقح هب رعشت ام ًفخت نأ ًغبنٌ لا تنأ. 
0.552 0.68 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Proposed 
SM 
There is no point in covering up 
what you said, we all know 
 ،هتلق ام ءافخ  ًف ةطقن يأ دجوٌ لا
اعٌمج ملعن نحن 
14 
You must realize that you will 
definitely be punished if you 
play with the alarm 
  ذ  بقاعت  دٌكأتلاب كنأ كردت نأ بجٌ
هبنملاب بعلت تنك. 
0.71 0.75 
He will be harshly punished for 
setting the fire alarm off. 
 قٌرحل  هبنم كبافطلا ةو قب بقاعت . 
15 
It seems like I’ve got eczema on 
my ear doctor, can you 
recommend something for me? 
 اسٌ  ًنذأ ًف امٌزكلأ  يدنع ن  ودبٌ
؟ابٌش ًل لضفت لا ،بٌبطل  
0.512 0.47 
I had to go to a chemist for a 
special rash cream for my ear. 
 حفط مٌركل ةٌلدٌصل  ىلإ باذأ نأ ًلع
ًنذلأ صاخ. 
16 
Roses can be different colours, 
it has to be said red is the best 
though. 
 لا نكل  ، ةفلتخم ن ولأب نوكت دورول 
 لضفلأ  وا رمحلأ   ن  لوقل  دب. 
0.708 0.89 
Roses come in many varieties 
and colours, but yellow is my 
favourite 
 ،ةعونتم ن ولأو فانصأب ًتأت دورول 
يدل لضفلا  وا رفصلأ  نكل. 
17 
Would you like to go out to 
drink with me tonight? 
 ًعم برشلل جورخل  ًف بغرت لا
؟ةلٌلل  
0.252 0.63 I really don’t know what to eat 
tonight so I might go out 
somewhere 
 دق  ذل ةلٌلل  لكا   ذام ملع  لا اقح انأ
ام ناكم ىل  باذأ 
18 
I am so hungry I could eat a 
whole horse plus dessert 
 لكأ  ًننكمٌ ةجردل   دج عباج انأ
ىولح ىلإ ةفاضلإاب هلمكأب ناصح 
0.765 0.85 
I could have eaten another 
meal, I’m still starving. 
 ان  ،ىرخ  ةبجو لك  عٌطت   تنك
 روضتم تلزلا. 
19 
We ran farther than the other 
children that day 
 كلذ نٌرخلآ  لافطلأ  نم دعبأ انضكر
موٌل  
0.608 0.94 
You ran farther than anyone 
today 
موٌل   نٌرخلآ   نم دعبأ تضكر 
20 
I am proud of our nation, well, 
most of it. 
اسبلغ  ،ان ح ،انتمأب روخف انأ. 
0.428 0.48 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Proposed 
SM 
I think of myself as being part of 
a nation 
ةمأ نم ءزج ًنأب ً فن ًف ركفأ 
21 
Does music help you to relax, or 
does it distract you too much? 
 ،ءاخرت لا  ىلع ىقٌ ومل  كدعا ت لا
 كٌسلت اسنأ مأ؟أرٌثك 
0.025 0.29 
Does this sponge look wet or 
dry to you? 
 ةفاج م  ةبطر ةجنف لا  هذاودبت لا
كل ةب نلاب 
22 
The children crossed the road 
very safely thanks to the help of 
the lollipop lady 
  دج مه ب قٌرطل    وربع لافطلأ 
تاصاصمل  ةعباب  ةدعا مل  ركش. 
0.032 0.32 
It was feared that the child 
might not recover, because he 
was seriously ill. 
 ،ىفاعتٌ لا دق لفطل  نأ نم ىشخٌ ناك
دجب اضٌرم ناك هنلأ. 
23 
Boats come in all shapes and 
sizes but they all do the same 
thing. 
 ماجحلأ و لاكشلأ  عٌمجب ًتأت بر وقل 
ه فن ءًشل  لعفت اعٌمج اسنكلو 
0.125 0.54 
Chairs can be comfy and not 
comfy, depending on the chair 
 ،ةحٌرمرٌغ و  ةحٌرم نوكت ً  ركل 
ً ركل  ىلع  دامتع  
24 
There was a heap of rubble left 
by the builders outside my 
house this morning 
 نم ةموك كانا ناك لبق نم ضاقنلأ 
حابصل   ذا ير د جراخ تكرت نٌبانبل  
0.022 0.44 
Sometimes in a large crowd 
accidents may happen, which 
can cause deadly injuries. 
 ،رٌبك دشح دوجوب ثد وح عقت اناٌحأ
ةلتاق تاباص  بب ت نأ نكمٌ دقو 
25 
I love to laugh as it makes me 
happy as well as those around 
me. 
  دٌع  ًنلعجٌ هنلأ كحضأ نأ بحأ انأ
ًلوح نم نٌرخلا  كلذكو. 
0.02 0.33 
I thought we bargained that it 
would only cost me a pound. 
 دنواب ًنفلكٌ  هناب انضوافت انن  تدقتع 
طقف. 
26 
He was harshly punished for 
setting the ﬁre alarms off. 
 هٌبنتزاسج أفط  هنلا ةو قب  بقوع وا
 قٌرحل . 
0.055 0.57 He delayed his response, in 
order to create a tense 
atmosphere. 
رتوتل  نم وج قلخٌل هدر رخأت. 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Proposed 
SM 
27 
Someone spilt a drink 
accidentally on my shirt, so I 
changed it. 
 أطخل  قٌرطب ب رش طق   ام صخش
هترٌغ  ذل ،ًصٌمق ىلع. 
0.12 0.5 
It appears to have shrunk; it 
wasn’t that size before I 
washed it 
 مجحل   ذسب نكت مل ،تصلقت اسنأ ودبٌ
اسل غ لبق. 
28 
The damp was mostly in the 
very corner of the room 
 ةدٌعبل  ةٌو زل  ًف بلاغل  ًف ةبوطرل 
ةفرغل  نم 
0.028 0.42 
The young lady was somewhat 
partially burnt from the sun. 
سمشل  نم اٌبزج ةباشل  تقرتح . 
29 
Flies can also carry a lot of 
disease and cause maggots. 
 نم رٌثكل  بابذل  لمحٌ نأ نكمٌ
تاقرٌل  بب ٌو ضرمل . 
0.03 0.49 
I dry my hair after I wash it or I 
will get ill. 
 فو  لا و هل غ دعب يرعش فج  ان 
ضرم . 
30 
They said they were hoping to 
go to America on holiday. 
 ىلإ  وباذٌ ن  نولمأٌ  وناك مسن   ولاق
ةزاج  ًف اكٌرمأ. 
0.04 0.29 
I like to cover myself up in lots 
of layers, I don’t like the cold. 
 بحأ ،تاقبطل  نم رٌثكلاب ً فن ةٌطغت
دربل  بحأ لا انأ. 
Table ‎4-3  similarity scores for dataset (SD) using word similarity measures 
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D. Experiment (4) Selection of Word Similarity Threshold (WST) 
SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
1 
You’re not a good 
friend if you’re not 
prepared to be 
present when I 
need you. 
  ذإ  دٌج اقٌدص ت ل تنأ
 نوكتل دعت م رٌغ تنك
كجاتحأ امدنع  رضاح. 
0.785 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.74 
A good friend 
always seems to be 
present when you 
need them. 
 نوكٌ  دٌجل  قٌدصل 
 ةجاحل  دنع  رضاح امب د
هٌلإ. 
2 
If you continuously 
use these products, 
I guarantee you will 
look very young. 
 هذا مدخت ت تنك  ذإ
 ،رمت م لكشب تاجتنمل 
 انأ فو  كل نمضأ
 دج ن ل  رٌغصرسظت. 
0.895 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.8 0.78 0.71 
I assure you that, 
by using these 
products 
consistently over a 
long period of time, 
you will appear 
really young. 
 هذا م دخت اب هنأ كل دكؤأ
 مبهم لكشب تاجتنمل 
 نمزل  نم ةلٌوط ةرتفل
ودبت فو  اقحرٌغص. 
3 
Water freezes at a 
certain 
temperature, which 
is zero degrees 
Celsius. 
 ةر رح دنع ءامل  دمجتٌ
يوبم رفص ًاو ،ةنٌعم. 
0.77 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.37 0.35 
The temperature of 
boiling water is 100 
C and the 
temperature of ice 
is 0 C 
 ةجرد ًلغمل  ءامل  ةر رح
 ةجردو ةٌوبم ةبم ًا
 رفص ًا دٌلجل  ةر رح
ةٌوبم. 
4 
We got home safely 
in the end, 
although it was a 
long journey. 
 ًف مه ب تٌبل  انلصو
 اسنأ مغرل  ىلع ،ةٌاسنل 
ةلٌوط ةلحر تناك. 0.765 0.9 0.9 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
Though it took 
many hours travel, 
we ﬁnally reached 
our house safely. 
 رف ل  تاعا  ن  مغر
  رٌخ  ، ةدٌدع تناك
مه ب انلزنم انلصو. 
5 
A man called Dave 
gave his ﬁancee a 
large diamond ring 
for their 
engagement. 
 مدق رما  ىعدٌ لجر
 نمرٌبك متاخ هتبٌطخل
ةبوطخل  ًف سامل . 
0.805 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.76 0.76 
The man presented 
a diamond to the 
woman and asked 
her to marry him. 
 ةأرملل سامل  لجر مدق
هجوزتت نأ اسنم بلطو. 
6 
Midday is 12 
o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 ةعا ل  وا موٌل  فصتنم
 فصتنم ًف رشع ةٌناثل 
راسنل  
0.99 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 
Noon is 12 o’clock 
in the middle of the 
day. 
 ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا رسظل 
راسنل  فصتنم ًف رشع
7 
The ﬁrst thing I do 
in a morning is 
make myself a cup 
of coffee. 
 حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
 ناجنف ً فنل عنص  وا
ةوسقل  نم. 
0.962 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 
The ﬁrst thing I do 
in the morning is 
have a cup of 
coffee. 
 حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
 نم ناجنف  لوانت وا
ةوسقل . 
8 
Meet me on the hill 
behind the church 
in half an hour. 
 ء رو لتل  ىلع ًنلباق
 فصن لهخ ة ٌنكل 
ةعا . 
0.982 0.75 0.75 0.72 0.7 0.68 0.6 Join me on the hill 
at the back of the 
church in thirty 
minutes time 
 فلخ ةلتل  ىلع ًب قحتل 
 ةقٌقد نٌثهث لهخ ة ٌنكل 
تقول  نم. 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
9 
Get that wet dog 
off my brand new 
white sofa. 
 بطرل  بلكل   ذا دعب 
 ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌرأ نم
ةدٌدجل . 
0.898 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.9 0.9 0.89 Make that wet 
hound get off my 
white couch I only 
just bought it. 
 بطرل  بلكل   ذا لعج 
 ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌر  نم لزنٌ
وتلل استٌرتش  دقل. 
10 
Could you climb up 
the tree and save 
my cat from 
jumping please? 
 لا ةرجشل  قل ت كنكمٌ
 زفقل  نم ًتطق ذاقن و
؟أءاجر 
0.958 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.83 0.83 
Can you get up that 
tree and rescue my 
cat otherwise it 
might jump? 
 كلت دوعص كنكمٌ لا
 لاإو ًتطق ذاقن و ةرجشل 
؟زفقت دق اسنإف 
11 
I have invited a 
variety of people to 
my party so it 
should be 
interesting. 
 ةعومجم توعد دقل
 ًتلفحل سانل  نم ةعونتم
ةعتمم نوكت  ذل 
0.545 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.51 0.39 0.36 A number of 
invitations were 
given out to a 
variety of people 
inviting them down 
the pub. 
 ت وعدل  نم  ددع تمدق
 ةعومجمل ىلإ نم ةعونتم
 ىل  ماوعدت ىل  سانل 
هناحل . 
12 
Do you want to 
come with us to the 
pub behind the hill? 
 ىلإ انعم ًتأت نأ دٌرت لا
؟لتل  ء رو ةناحل 
0.455 0.62 0.62 0.6 0.58 0.21 0.21 We are going out 
for drinks tonight in 
Salford Quays if 
you would like to 
come 
 ةلٌلل  هذا جرخن فو 
 ًف تابورشمل  لوانتل
د دغب  ًتأت نأ تبغر  ذإ. 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
13 
You shouldn’t be 
covering what you 
really feel 
 ام ًفخت نأ ًغبنٌ لا تنأ
اقح هب رعشت. 
0.552 0.73 0.73 0.68 0.6 0.6 0.6 There is no point in 
covering up what 
you said, we all 
know 
 ًف ةطقن يأ دجوٌ لا
 ملعن نحن ،هتلق ام ءافخ 
اعٌمج 
14 
You must realize 
that you will 
definitely be 
punished if you play 
with the alarm 
 كنأ كردت نأ بجٌ
 تنك  ذ  بقاعت  دٌكأتلاب
هبنملاب بعلت. 
0.71 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.64 0.6 0.56 
He will be harshly 
punished for setting 
the fire alarm off. 
 كبافطلا ةو قب بقاعت 
 قٌرحل  هبنم. 
15 
It seems like I’ve 
got eczema on my 
ear doctor, can you 
recommend 
something for me? 
 امٌزكلأ  يدنع ن  ودبٌ
 لا ،بٌبطل  اسٌ  ًنذأ ًف
؟ابٌش ًل لضفت 
0.512 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.12 0.1 
I had to go to a 
chemist for a 
special rash cream 
for my ear. 
 ىلإ باذأ نأ ًلع
 حفط مٌركل ةٌلدٌصل 
ًنذلأ صاخ. 
16 
Roses can be 
different colors, it 
has to be said red is 
the best though. 
 ن ولأب نوكت دورول 
 دب لا نكل  ، ةفلتخم لوقل 
 لضفلأ  وا رمحلأ   ن . 
0.708 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Roses come in 
many varieties and 
colors, but yellow is 
my favorite 
 فانصأب ًتأت دورول 
 نكل ،ةعونتم ن ولأو
يدل لضفلا  وا رفصلأ . 
17 
Would you like to 
go out to drink with 
me tonight? 
 جورخل  ًف بغرت لا
؟ةلٌلل  ًعم برشلل 0.252 0.66 0.66 0.63 0.44 0.44 0.44 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
I really don’t know 
what to eat tonight 
so I might go out 
somewhere 
 لكا   ذام ملع  لا اقح انأ
 ىل  باذأ دق  ذل ةلٌلل 
ام ناكم 
18 
I am so hungry I 
could eat a whole 
horse plus dessert 
 ةجردل   دج عباج انأ
 ناصح لكأ  ًننكمٌ
 ىلإ ةفاضلإاب هلمكأب
ىولح 
0.765 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.79 0.77 
I could have eaten 
another meal, I’m 
still starving. 
 ةبجو لك  عٌطت   تنك
 تلزلا ان  ،ىرخ 
 روضتم. 
19 
We ran farther than 
the other children 
that day 
 لافطلأ  نم دعبأ انضكر
موٌل  كلذ نٌرخلآ  
0.608 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 
You ran farther 
than anyone today 
  نم دعبأ تضكر
موٌل   نٌرخلآ  
20 
I am proud of our 
nation, well, most 
of it. 
 ،ان ح ،انتمأب روخف انأ
اسبلغ . 
0.428 0.55 0.55 0.48 0.48 0.45 0.45 
I think of myself as 
being part of a 
nation 
 ءزج ًنأب ً فن ًف ركفأ
ةمأ نم 
21 
Does music help 
you to relax, or 
does it distract you 
too much? 
 ىقٌ ومل  كدعا ت لا
 اسنأ مأ ،ءاخرت لا  ىلع
؟أرٌثك كٌسلت 
0.025 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.23 0.12 0.12 
Does this sponge 
look wet or dry to 
you? 
 ةجنف لا  هذاودبت لا
كل ةب نلاب ةفاج م  ةبطر 
22 
The children 
crossed the road 
very safely thanks 
to the help of the 
lollipop lady 
 قٌرطل    وربع لافطلأ 
  ةدعا مل  ركش  دج مه ب
تاصاصمل  ةعباب. 0.032 0.37 0.37 0.32 0.04 0.03 0.03 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
It was feared that 
the child might not 
recover, because he 
was seriously ill. 
 لفطل  نأ نم ىشخٌ ناك
 ناك هنلأ ،ىفاعتٌ لا دق
دجب اضٌرم. 
23 
Boats come in all 
shapes and sizes 
but they all do the 
same thing. 
عٌمجب ًتأت بر وقل  
 اسنكلو ماجحلأ و لاكشلأ 
ه فن ءًشل  لعفت اعٌمج 
0.125 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.44 0 0 
Chairs can be comfy 
and not comfy, 
depending on the 
chair 
 و  ةحٌرم نوكت ً  ركل 
 ىلع  دامتع  ،ةحٌرمرٌغ
ً ركل  
24 
There was a heap 
of rubble left by the 
builders outside my 
house this morning 
 نم ةموك كانا ناك
 نٌبانبل  لبق نم ضاقنلأ 
  ذا ير د جراخ تكرت
حابصل  
0.022 0.47 0.47 0.44 0.39 0.29 0 Sometimes in a 
large crowd 
accidents may 
happen, which can 
cause deadly 
injuries. 
 دوجوب ثد وح عقت اناٌحأ
 نأ نكمٌ دقو ،رٌبك دشح
 بب تةلتاق تاباص  
25 
I love to laugh as it 
makes me happy as 
well as those 
around me. 
 هنلأ كحضأ نأ بحأ انأ
 كلذكو  دٌع  ًنلعجٌ
ًلوح نم نٌرخلا . 
0.02 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.16 0.14 0.14 
I thought we 
bargained that it 
would only cost me 
a pound. 
 انن  تدقتع  هناب انضوافت
طقف دنواب ًنفلكٌ . 
26 
He was harshly 
punished for setting 
the ﬁre alarms off. 
 هنلا ةو قب  بقوع وا
 قٌرحل  هٌبنتزاسج أفط . 0.055 0.6 0.6 0.57 0.57 0.23 0.23 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Sentence similarity scores 
WST 
(0.0) 
WST 
(0.1) 
WST 
(0.2) 
WST 
(0.3) 
WST 
(0.4) 
WST 
(0.5) 
He delayed his 
response, in order 
to create a tense 
atmosphere. 
 هدر رخأت نم وج قلخٌل
رتوتل . 
27 
Someone spilt a 
drink accidentally 
on my shirt, so I 
changed it. 
 ب رش طق   ام صخش
 ىلع أطخل  قٌرطب
هترٌغ  ذل ،ًصٌمق. 
0.12 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.39 0.39 0.33 
It appears to have 
shrunk; it wasn’t 
that size before I 
washed it 
اسنأ ودبٌ  نكت مل ،تصلقت
اسل غ لبق مجحل   ذسب. 
28 
The damp was 
mostly in the very 
corner of the room 
 ًف بلاغل  ًف ةبوطرل 
ةفرغل  نم ةدٌعبل  ةٌو زل  
0.028 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.24 0 0 
The young lady was 
somewhat partially 
burnt from the sun. 
 اٌبزج ةباشل  تقرتح  نم
سمشل . 
29 
Flies can also carry 
a lot of disease and 
cause maggots. 
 بابذل  لمحٌ نأ نكمٌ
 ضرمل  نم رٌثكل 
تاقرٌل  بب ٌو. 
0.03 0.57 0.57 0.49 0.49 0.4 0.17 
I dry my hair after I 
wash it or I will get 
ill. 
 هل غ دعب يرعش فج  ان 
ضرم  فو  لا و. 
30 
They said they were 
hoping to go to 
America on holiday. 
 ن  نولمأٌ  وناك مسن   ولاق
 ًف اكٌرمأ ىلإ  وباذٌ
ةزاج . 
0.04 0.4 0.4 0.29 0.13 0.13 0 I like to cover 
myself up in lots of 
layers, I don’t like 
the cold. 
 رٌثكلاب ً فن ةٌطغت بحأ
 انأ ،تاقبطل  نم بحأ لا
دربل . 
Table ‎4-4 Experiment (5) Word Similarity Threshold 
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E. Experiment (5): Using Function Words in Similarity Measurement 
SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
1 
You’re not a good friend if 
you’re not prepared to be 
present when I need you. 
 تنك  ذإ  دٌج اقٌدص ت ل تنأ
 امدنع  رضاح نوكتل دعت م رٌغ
كجاتحأ. 
0.785 0.88 0.7 
A good friend always 
seems to be present when 
you need them. 
 امب د نوكٌ  دٌجل  قٌدصل 
هٌلإ ةجاحل  دنع  رضاح. 
2 
If you continuously use 
these products, I 
guarantee you will look 
very young. 
 تاجتنمل  هذا مدخت ت تنك  ذإ
 كل نمضأ انأ ،رمت م لكشب
 دج ن ل  رٌغصرسظت فو . 
0.895 0.81 0.92 I assure you that, by using 
these products 
consistently over a long 
period of time, you will 
appear really young. 
 هذا م دخت اب هنأ كل دكؤأ
 ةرتفل مبهم لكشب تاجتنمل 
 ودبت فو  نمزل  نم ةلٌوط
اقحرٌغص. 
3 
Water freezes at a certain 
temperature, which is zero 
degrees Celsius. 
 ،ةنٌعم ةر رح دنع ءامل  دمجتٌ
يوبم رفص ًاو. 
0.77 0.75 0.75 
The temperature of boiling 
water is 100 C and the 
temperature of ice is 0 C 
 ًا ًلغمل  ءامل  ةر رح ةجرد
 دٌلجل  ةر رح ةجردو ةٌوبم ةبم
ةٌوبم رفص ًا. 
4 
We got home safely in the 
end, although it was a long 
journey. 
 ،ةٌاسنل  ًف مه ب تٌبل  انلصو
 ةلحر تناك اسنأ مغرل  ىلع
ةلٌوط. 
0.765 0.89 0.83 
Though it took many hours 
travel, we ﬁnally reached 
our house safely. 
 تناك رف ل  تاعا  ن  مغر
 انلزنم انلصو  رٌخ  ، ةدٌدع
مه ب. 
5 
A man called Dave gave his 
ﬁancee a large diamond 
ring for their engagement. 
 هتبٌطخل مدق رما  ىعدٌ لجر
 نمرٌبك متاخةبوطخل  ًف سامل . 
0.805 0.86 0.72 The man presented a 
diamond to the woman 
and asked her to marry 
him. 
 بلطو ةأرملل سامل  لجر مدق
هجوزتت نأ اسنم. 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
6 
Midday is 12 o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا موٌل  فصتنم
راسنل  فصتنم ًف رشع 
0.99 0.85 0.86 
Noon is 12 o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 ًف رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا رسظل 
راسنل  فصتنم 
7 
The ﬁrst thing I do in a 
morning is make myself a 
cup of coffee. 
 وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف ً فنل عنص . 
0.962 0.96 0.96 
The ﬁrst thing I do in the 
morning is have a cup of 
coffee. 
 وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف  لوانت. 
8 
Meet me on the hill 
behind the church in half 
an hour. 
 ة ٌنكل  ء رو لتل  ىلع ًنلباق
ةعا  فصن لهخ. 
0.982 0.72 0.87 
Join me on the hill at the 
back of the church in thirty 
minutes time 
 ة ٌنكل  فلخ ةلتل  ىلع ًب قحتل 
تقول  نم ةقٌقد نٌثهث لهخ. 
9 
Get that wet dog off my 
brand new white sofa. 
 نم بطرل  بلكل   ذا دعب 
ةدٌدجل  ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌرأ. 
0.898 0.92 0.82 Make that wet hound get 
off my white couch I only 
just bought it. 
 نم لزنٌ بطرل  بلكل   ذا لعج 
 استٌرتش  دقل ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌر 
وتلل. 
10 
Could you climb up the 
tree and save my cat from 
jumping please? 
 ذاقن و ةرجشل  قل ت كنكمٌ لا
؟أءاجر زفقل  نم ًتطق 
0.958 0.89 0.93 
Can you get up that tree 
and rescue my cat 
otherwise it might jump? 
 ةرجشل  كلت دوعص كنكمٌ لا
؟زفقت دق اسنإف لاإو ًتطق ذاقن و 
11 
I have invited a variety of 
people to my party so it 
should be interesting. 
 نم ةعونتم ةعومجم توعد دقل
ةعتمم نوكت  ذل ًتلفحل سانل  
0.545 0.62 0.53 A number of invitations 
were given out to a variety 
of people inviting them 
down the pub. 
 ىلإ ت وعدل  نم  ددع تمدق
 ىل  سانل  نم ةعونتم ةعومجمل
هناحل  ىل  ماوعدت. 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
12 
Do you want to come with 
us to the pub behind the 
hill? 
 ةناحل  ىلإ انعم ًتأت نأ دٌرت لا
؟لتل  ء رو 
0.455 0.6 0.75 
We are going out for 
drinks tonight in Salford  
Quays if you would like to 
come 
 لوانتل ةلٌلل  هذا جرخن فو 
د دغب ًف تابورشمل     تبغر  ذإ
ًتأت نأ. 
13 
You shouldn’t be covering 
what you really feel 
رعشت ام ًفخت نأ ًغبنٌ لا تنأ 
اقح هب. 
0.552 0.68 0.65 There is no point in 
covering up what you said, 
we all know 
 ام ءافخ  ًف ةطقن يأ دجوٌ لا
اعٌمج ملعن نحن ،هتلق 
14 
You must realize that you 
will definitely be punished 
if you play with the alarm 
 دٌكأتلاب كنأ كردت نأ بجٌ
 بقاعت هبنملاب بعلت تنك  ذ . 
0.71 0.75 0.49 
He will be harshly 
punished for setting the 
fire alarm off. 
 هبنم كبافطلا ةو قب بقاعت 
 قٌرحل . 
15 
It seems like I’ve got 
eczema on my ear doctor, 
can you recommend 
something for me? 
 ًنذأ ًف امٌزكلأ  يدنع ن  ودبٌ
؟ابٌش ًل لضفت لا ،بٌبطل  اسٌ  
0.512 0.47 0.6 
I had to go to a chemist for 
a special rash cream for 
my ear. 
 ةٌلدٌصل  ىلإ باذأ نأ ًلع
ًنذلأ صاخ حفط مٌركل. 
16 
Roses can be different 
colors, it has to be said red 
is the best though. 
 ن ولأب نوكت دورول   ، ةفلتخم
 وا رمحلأ   ن  لوقل  دب لا نكل
 لضفلأ . 
0.708 0.89 0.56 
Roses come in many 
varieties and colors, but 
yellow is my favorite 
 ن ولأو فانصأب ًتأت دورول 
 لضفلا  وا رفصلأ  نكل ،ةعونتم
يدل. 
17 
Would you like to go out 
to drink with me tonight? 
 لا برشلل جورخل  ًف بغرت
؟ةلٌلل  ًعم 
0.252 0.63 0.63 I really don’t know what to 
eat tonight so I might go 
out somewhere 
 ةلٌلل  لكا   ذام ملع  لا اقح انأ
ام ناكم ىل  باذأ دق  ذل 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
18 
I am so hungry I could eat 
a whole horse plus dessert 
ةجردل   دج عباج انأ  لكأ  ًننكمٌ
 ىلإ ةفاضلإاب هلمكأب ناصح
ىولح 
0.765 0.85 0.83 
I could have eaten another 
meal, I’m still starving. 
 ،ىرخ  ةبجو لك  عٌطت   تنك
 روضتم تلزلا ان . 
19 
We ran farther than the 
other children that day 
 نٌرخلآ  لافطلأ  نم دعبأ انضكر
موٌل  كلذ 
0.608 0.94 0.54 
You ran farther than 
anyone today 
موٌل   نٌرخلآ   نم دعبأ تضكر 
20 
I am proud of our nation, 
well, most of it. 
اسبلغ  ،ان ح ،انتمأب روخف انأ. 
0.428 0.48 0.71 
I think of myself as being 
part of a nation 
ةمأ نم ءزج ًنأب ً فن ًف ركفأ 
21 
Does music help you to 
relax, or does it distract 
you too much? 
 ىلع ىقٌ ومل  كدعا ت لا
؟أرٌثك كٌسلت اسنأ مأ ،ءاخرت لا  
0.025 0.29 0.56 
Does this sponge look wet 
or dry to you? 
 م  ةبطر ةجنف لا  هذاودبت لا
كل ةب نلاب ةفاج 
22 
The children crossed the 
road very safely thanks to 
the help of the lollipop 
lady 
 مه ب قٌرطل    وربع لافطلأ 
 ةعباب  ةدعا مل  ركش  دج
تاصاصمل . 
0.032 0.32 0.44 
It was feared that the child 
might not recover, 
because he was seriously 
ill. 
 لا دق لفطل  نأ نم ىشخٌ ناك
 ،ىفاعتٌدجب اضٌرم ناك هنلأ. 
23 
Boats come in all shapes 
and sizes but they all do 
the same thing. 
 لاكشلأ  عٌمجب ًتأت بر وقل 
 لعفت اعٌمج اسنكلو ماجحلأ و
ه فن ءًشل  
0.125 0.54 0.39 
Chairs can be comfy and 
not comfy, depending on 
the chair 
و  ةحٌرم نوكت ً  ركل  
ً ركل  ىلع  دامتع  ،ةحٌرمرٌغ 
24 
There was a heap of 
rubble left by the builders 
outside my house this 
morning 
 نم ضاقنلأ  نم ةموك كانا ناك
 ير د جراخ تكرت نٌبانبل  لبق
حابصل   ذا 0.022 0.44 0.48 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
Sometimes in a large 
crowd accidents may 
happen, which can cause 
deadly injuries. 
 دشح دوجوب ثد وح عقت اناٌحأ
 بب ت نأ نكمٌ دقو ،رٌبك
ةلتاق تاباص  
25 
I love to laugh as it makes 
me happy as well as those 
around me. 
 ًنلعجٌ هنلأ كحضأ نأ بحأ انأ
ًلوح نم نٌرخلا  كلذكو  دٌع . 
0.02 0.33 0.6 
I thought we bargained 
that it would only cost me 
a pound. 
 ًنفلكٌ  هناب انضوافت انن  تدقتع 
طقف دنواب. 
26 
He was harshly punished 
for setting the ﬁre alarms 
off. 
 أفط  هنلا ةو قب  بقوع وا
 قٌرحل  هٌبنتزاسج. 
0.055 0.57 0.59 
He delayed his response, 
in order to create a tense 
atmosphere. 
رتوتل  نم وج قلخٌل هدر رخأت. 
27 
Someone spilt a drink 
accidentally on my shirt, 
so I changed it. 
 قٌرطب ب رش طق   ام صخش
هترٌغ  ذل ،ًصٌمق ىلع أطخل . 
0.12 0.5 0.45 
It appears to have shrunk; 
it wasn’t that size before I 
washed it 
  ذسب نكت مل ،تصلقت اسنأ ودبٌ
اسل غ لبق مجحل . 
28 
The damp was mostly in 
the very corner of the 
room 
 ةٌو زل  ًف بلاغل  ًف ةبوطرل 
ةفرغل  نم ةدٌعبل  
0.028 0.42 0.39 
The young lady was 
somewhat partially burnt 
from the sun. 
اٌبزج ةباشل  تقرتح   نم
سمشل . 
29 
Flies can also carry a lot of 
disease and cause 
maggots. 
 نم رٌثكل  بابذل  لمحٌ نأ نكمٌ
تاقرٌل  بب ٌو ضرمل . 
0.03 0.49 0.76 
I dry my hair after I wash it 
or I will get ill. 
 لا و هل غ دعب يرعش فج  ان 
ضرم  فو . 
30 
They said they were 
hoping to go to America 
on holiday. 
  وباذٌ ن  نولمأٌ  وناك مسن   ولاق
ةزاج  ًف اكٌرمأ ىلإ. 0.04 0.29 0.74 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
With-out 
FW 
With 
FW 
I like to cover myself up in 
lots of layers, I don’t like 
the cold. 
 نم رٌثكلاب ً فن ةٌطغت بحأ
دربل  بحأ لا انأ ،تاقبطل . 
Table ‎4-5 using function words in similarity measurement 
 
 
F. Experiment (6): Including Sentence Difference in Similarity 
Measurement 
SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Without 
Diff 
With 
Diff 
1 
You’re not a good friend if 
you’re not prepared to be 
present when I need you. 
 تنك  ذإ  دٌج اقٌدص ت ل تنأ
 امدنع  رضاح نوكتل دعت م رٌغ
كجاتحأ. 
0.785 0.88 0.88 
A good friend always seems 
to be present when you need 
them. 
 امب د نوكٌ  دٌجل  قٌدصل 
هٌلإ ةجاحل  دنع  رضاح. 
2 
If you continuously use these 
products, I guarantee you will 
look very young. 
 تاجتنمل  هذا مدخت ت تنك  ذإ
 كل نمضأ انأ ،رمت م لكشب
 دج ن ل  رٌغصرسظت فو . 
0.895 0.81 0.8 I assure you that, by using 
these products consistently 
over a long period of time, 
you will appear really young. 
 هذا م دخت اب هنأ كل دكؤأ
 ةرتفل مبهم لكشب تاجتنمل 
 ودبت فو  نمزل  نم ةلٌوط
اقحرٌغص. 
3 
Water freezes at a certain 
temperature, which is zero 
degrees Celsius. 
 ،ةنٌعم ةر رح دنع ءامل  دمجتٌ
يوبم رفص ًاو. 
0.77 0.75 0.75 
The temperature of boiling 
water is 100 C and the 
temperature of ice is 0 C 
 ًا ًلغمل  ءامل  ةر رح ةجرد
 دٌلجل  ةر رح ةجردو ةٌوبم ةبم
ةٌوبم رفص ًا. 
4 
We got home safely in the 
end, although it was a long 
journey. 
 ،ةٌاسنل  ًف مه ب تٌبل  انلصو
 ةلحر تناك اسنأ مغرل  ىلع
ةلٌوط. 
0.765 0.89 0.8 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Without 
Diff 
With 
Diff 
Though it took many hours 
travel, we ﬁnally reached our 
house safely. 
 تناك رف ل  تاعا  ن  مغر
 انلزنم انلصو  رٌخ  ، ةدٌدع
مه ب. 
5 
A man called Dave gave his 
fiancée a large diamond ring 
for their engagement. 
 هتبٌطخل مدق رما  ىعدٌ لجر
 ًف سامل  نمرٌبك متاخ
ةبوطخل . 
0.805 0.86 0.69 
The man presented a 
diamond to the woman and 
asked her to marry him. 
 بلطو ةأرملل سامل  لجر مدق
هجوزتت نأ اسنم. 
6 
Midday is 12 o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا موٌل  فصتنم
راسنل  فصتنم ًف رشع 
0.99 0.85 0.85 
Noon is 12 o’clock in the 
middle of the day. 
 رشع ةٌناثل  ةعا ل  وا رسظل 
راسنل  فصتنم ًف 
7 
The ﬁrst thing I do in a 
morning is make myself a cup 
of coffee. 
 وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف ً فنل عنص . 
0.962 0.96 0.96 
The ﬁrst thing I do in the 
morning is have a cup of 
coffee. 
 وا حابصل  ًف هلعفأ اش لو 
ةوسقل  نم ناجنف  لوانت. 
8 
Meet me on the hill behind 
the church in half an hour. 
 ة ٌنكل  ء رو لتل  ىلع ًنلباق
ةعا  فصن لهخ. 
0.982 0.72 0.72 Join me on the hill at the back 
of the church in thirty 
minutes time 
 فلخ ةلتل  ىلع ًب قحتل 
 نم ةقٌقد نٌثهث لهخ ة ٌنكل 
تقول . 
9 
Get that wet dog off my 
brand new white sofa. 
 نم بطرل  بلكل   ذا دعب 
ةدٌدجل  ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌرأ. 
0.898 0.92 0.82 Make that wet hound get off 
my white couch I only just 
bought it. 
 لزنٌ بطرل  بلكل   ذا لعج 
 استٌرتش  دقل ءاضٌبل  ًتكٌر  نم
وتلل. 
10 
Could you climb up the tree 
and save my cat from jumping 
please? 
 ذاقن و ةرجشل  قل ت كنكمٌ لا
؟أءاجر زفقل  نم ًتطق 
0.958 0.89 0.89 
Can you get up that tree and 
rescue my cat otherwise it 
might jump? 
 ةرجشل  كلت دوعص كنكمٌ لا
؟زفقت دق اسنإف لاإو ًتطق ذاقن و 
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SP Sentences ممجنا HR 
Without 
Diff 
With 
Diff 
11 
I have invited a variety of 
people to my party so it 
should be interesting. 
 نم ةعونتم ةعومجم توعد دقل
ةعتمم نوكت  ذل ًتلفحل سانل  
0.545 0.62 0.62 A number of invitations were 
given out to a variety of 
people inviting them down 
the pub. 
 ىلإ ت وعدل  نم  ددع تمدق
 ىل  سانل  نم ةعونتم ةعومجمل
هناحل  ىل  ماوعدت. 
12 
Do you want to come with us 
to the pub behind the hill? 
 ةناحل  ىلإ انعم ًتأت نأ دٌرت لا
؟لتل  ء رو 
0.455 0.6 0.48 
We are going out for drinks 
tonight in Salford Quays if 
you would like to come 
 لوانتل ةلٌلل  هذا جرخن فو 
د دغب ًف تابورشمل      ذإ
ًتأت نأ تبغر. 
13 
You shouldn’t be covering 
what you really feel 
 رعشت ام ًفخت نأ ًغبنٌ لا تنأ
اقح هب. 
0.552 0.68 0.63 
There is no point in covering 
up what you said, we all know 
 ام ءافخ  ًف ةطقن يأ دجوٌ لا
اعٌمج ملعن نحن ،هتلق 
14 
You must realize that you will 
definitely be punished if you 
play with the alarm 
 دٌكأتلاب كنأ كردت نأ بجٌ
 تنك  ذ  بقاعت هبنملاب بعلت. 
0.71 0.75 0.75 
He will be harshly punished 
for setting the fire alarm off. 
 هبنم كبافطلا ةو قب بقاعت 
 قٌرحل . 
15 
It seems like I’ve got eczema 
on my ear doctor, can you 
recommend something for 
me? 
 ًنذأ ًف امٌزكلأ  يدنع ن  ودبٌ
 اسٌ  ًل لضفت لا ،بٌبطل 
؟ابٌش 
0.512 0.47 0.47 
I had to go to a chemist for a 
special rash cream for my ear. 
 ةٌلدٌصل  ىلإ باذأ نأ ًلع
ًنذلأ صاخ حفط مٌركل. 
16 
Roses can be different colors, 
it has to be said red is the 
best though. 
ةفلتخم ن ولأب نوكت دورول    ،
 وا رمحلأ   ن  لوقل  دب لا نكل
 لضفلأ . 
0.708 0.89 0.89 
Roses come in many varieties 
and colors, but yellow is my 
favorite 
 ن ولأو فانصأب ًتأت دورول 
 وا رفصلأ  نكل ،ةعونتم
يدل لضفلا . 
17 
Would you like to go out to 
drink with me tonight? 
ًف بغرت لا  برشلل جورخل 
؟ةلٌلل  ًعم 
0.252 0.63 0.55 
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Without 
Diff 
With 
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I really don’t know what to 
eat tonight so I might go out 
somewhere 
 ةلٌلل  لكا   ذام ملع  لا اقح انأ
ام ناكم ىل  باذأ دق  ذل 
18 
I am so hungry I could eat a 
whole horse plus dessert 
ًننكمٌ ةجردل   دج عباج انأ  
 ىلإ ةفاضلإاب هلمكأب ناصح لكأ
ىولح 
0.765 0.85 0.85 
I could have eaten another 
meal, I’m still starving. 
 ،ىرخ  ةبجو لك  عٌطت   تنك
 روضتم تلزلا ان . 
19 
We ran farther than the other 
children that day 
 لافطلأ  نم دعبأ انضكر
موٌل  كلذ نٌرخلآ  
0.608 0.94 0.85 
You ran farther than anyone 
today 
  نٌرخلآ   نم دعبأ تضكر
موٌل  
20 
I am proud of our nation, 
well, most of it. 
اسبلغ  ،ان ح ،انتمأب روخف انأ. 
0.428 0.48 0.47 
I think of myself as being part 
of a nation 
 نم ءزج ًنأب ً فن ًف ركفأ
ةمأ 
21 
Does music help you to relax, 
or does it distract you too 
much? 
 ىلع ىقٌ ومل  كدعا ت لا
؟أرٌثك كٌسلت اسنأ مأ ،ءاخرت لا  
0.025 0.29 0.29 
Does this sponge look wet or 
dry to you? 
 م  ةبطر ةجنف لا  هذاودبت لا
كل ةب نلاب ةفاج 
22 
The children crossed the road 
very safely thanks to the help 
of the lollipop lady 
 مه ب قٌرطل    وربع لافطلأ 
 ةعباب  ةدعا مل  ركش  دج
تاصاصمل . 
0.032 0.32 0.3 
It was feared that the child 
might not recover, because 
he was seriously ill. 
 لا دق لفطل  نأ نم ىشخٌ ناك
 ناك هنلأ ،ىفاعتٌدجب اضٌرم. 
23 
Boats come in all shapes and 
sizes but they all do the same 
thing. 
 لاكشلأ  عٌمجب ًتأت بر وقل 
 لعفت اعٌمج اسنكلو ماجحلأ و
ه فن ءًشل  
0.125 0.54 0.54 
Chairs can be comfy and not 
comfy, depending on the 
chair 
 و  ةحٌرم نوكت ً  ركل 
 ىلع  دامتع  ،ةحٌرمرٌغ
ً ركل  
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Without 
Diff 
With 
Diff 
24 
There was a heap of rubble 
left by the builders outside 
my house this morning 
 نم ضاقنلأ  نم ةموك كانا ناك
 ير د جراخ تكرت نٌبانبل  لبق
حابصل   ذا 
0.022 0.44 0.44 
Sometimes in a large crowd 
accidents may happen, which 
can cause deadly injuries. 
 دشح دوجوب ثد وح عقت اناٌحأ
 بب ت نأ نكمٌ دقو ،رٌبك
ةلتاق تاباص  
25 
I love to laugh as it makes me 
happy as well as those around 
me. 
 ًنلعجٌ هنلأ كحضأ نأ بحأ انأ
 نم نٌرخلا  كلذكو  دٌع 
ًلوح. 
0.02 0.33 0.32 
I thought we bargained that it 
would only cost me a pound. 
 هناب انضوافت انن  تدقتع 
طقف دنواب ًنفلكٌ . 
26 
He was harshly punished for 
setting the ﬁre alarms off. 
 أفط  هنلا ةو قب  بقوع وا
 قٌرحل  هٌبنتزاسج. 
0.055 0.57 0.57 He delayed his response, in 
order to create a tense 
atmosphere. 
رتوتل  نم وج قلخٌل هدر رخأت. 
27 
Someone spilt a drink 
accidentally on my shirt, so I 
changed it. 
 قٌرطب ب رش طق   ام صخش
هترٌغ  ذل ،ًصٌمق ىلع أطخل . 
0.12 0.5 0.43 
It appears to have shrunk; it 
wasn’t that size before I 
washed it 
  ذسب نكت مل ،تصلقت اسنأ ودبٌ
اسل غ لبق مجحل . 
28 
The damp was mostly in the 
very corner of the room 
 ةٌو زل  ًف بلاغل  ًف ةبوطرل 
ةفرغل  نم ةدٌعبل  
0.028 0.42 0.4 The young lady was 
somewhat partially burnt 
from the sun. 
 اٌبزج ةباشل  تقرتح  نم
سمشل . 
29 
Flies can also carry a lot of 
disease and cause maggots. 
 نم رٌثكل  بابذل  لمحٌ نأ نكمٌ
تاقرٌل  بب ٌو ضرمل . 
0.03 0.49 0.49 
I dry my hair after I wash it or 
I will get ill. 
 لا و هل غ دعب يرعش فج  ان 
ضرم  فو . 
30 
They said they were hoping to 
go to America on holiday. 
  وباذٌ ن  نولمأٌ  وناك مسن   ولاق
ةزاج  ًف اكٌرمأ ىلإ. 
0.04 0.29 0.29 
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I like to cover myself up in 
lots of layers, I don’t like the 
cold. 
 نم رٌثكلاب ً فن ةٌطغت بحأ
دربل  بحأ لا انأ ،تاقبطل . 
Table ‎4-6 Sentence difference experiment results 
 
 
 
